MAYOR AND COUNCIL
MEETING NO. 36-20
Monday, November 9, 2020 – 6:00 PM
AGENDA
Agenda item times are estimates only. Items may be considered at times other than those indicated.
Any person who requires assistance in order to attend a city meeting should call the ADA Coordinator at
240-314-8108.
Rockville City Hall is closed due to the state directives for slowing down the spread of the coronavirus
COVID-19 and continue practicing safe social distancing.
Viewing Mayor and Council Meetings
To support social distancing, the Mayor and Council are conducting meetings virtually. The virtual meetings
can be viewed on Rockville 11, channel 11 on county cable, livestreamed at
www.rockvillemd.gov/rockville11, and available a day after each meeting at
www.rockvillemd.gov/videoondemand.
Participating in Community Forum & Public Hearings:
If you wish to submit comments in writing for Community Forum or Public Hearings:
• Please email the comments to mayorandcouncil@rockvillemd.gov by no later than 10:00 a.m. on
the date of the meeting.
• All comments will be acknowledged by the Mayor and Council at the meeting and added to the
agenda for public viewing on the website.
If you wish to participate virtually in Community Forum or Public Hearings during the live Mayor and Council
meeting:
1. Send your Name, Phone number, the Community Forum or Public Hearing Topic and Expected
Method of Joining the Meeting (computer or phone) to mayorandcouncil@rockvillemd.gov no
later than 9:00 am on the day of the meeting.
2. On the day of the meeting, you will receive a confirmation email with further details, and two
Webex invitations: 1) Optional Webex Orientation Question and Answer Session and 2) Mayor &
Council Meeting Invitation.
3. Plan to join the meeting no later than 5:40 p.m. (approximately 20 minutes before the actual
meeting start time).
4. Read for https://www.rockvillemd.gov/DocumentCenter/View/38725/Public-Meetings-on-Webex
5. meeting tips and instructions on joining a Webex meeting (either by computer or phone).
6. If joining by computer, Conduct a WebEx test: https://www.webex.com/test-meeting.html prior to
signing up to join the meeting to ensure your equipment will work as expected.
7. Participate (by phone or computer) in the optional Webex Orientation Question and Answer
Session at 3 p.m. the day of the meeting, for an overview of the Webex tool, or to ask general
process questions.
Participating in Mayor and Council Drop-In (Mayor Newton and Councilmember Feinberg)
Drop-In Sessions will be held by phone on Monday, November 9 from 5:15-5:45 p.m. Please sign up by 2
p.m. on the meeting day using the form at: https://www.rockvillemd.gov/formcenter/city-clerk-11/signup-for-dropin-meetings-227

Mayor and Council

6:00 PM 1.

November 9, 2020

Convene

2.

Pledge of Allegiance

3.

Agenda Review

6:05 PM 4.

City Manager's Report

6:15 PM 5.

COVID-19 Update

6:25 PM 6.

Proclamation
A.

6:30 PM 7.

Boards and Commissions Appointments and Reappointments
A.

6:35 PM 8.

Proclamation Declaring America Recycles Day on Sunday November 15,
2020

Boards and Commissions Appointments and Reappointments

Community Forum

Any member of the community may address the Mayor and Council for 3 minutes during
Community Forum. Unless otherwise indicated, Community Forum is included on the agenda
for every regular Mayor and Council meeting, generally between 7:00 and 7:30 pm. Call the
City Clerk/Director of Council Operation's Office at 240-314-8280 to sign up to speak in
advance or sign up in the Mayor and Council Chamber the night of the meeting.
9.
6:55 PM 10.

Mayor and Council's Response to Community Forum
Consent
A.

7:00 PM 11.

Approval of New City-REDI Agreement

FY 2022 Budget Worksession (Calendar, Surveys, Preview, GFOA Changes)

Mayor and Council

November 9, 2020

7:45 PM 12.

Public Hearing on Short-Term Residential Rentals: Potential Guidance &
Regulations

8:30 PM 13.

Comments from Selected Boards and Commissions on the Recreation and
Parks Department Strategic Plan

9:30 PM 14.

Review and Comment - Mayor and Council Action Report
A.

15.

Review and Comment - Future Agendas
A.

16.
9:45 PM 17.

Action Report

Future Agendas

Old/New Business
Adjournment

The Mayor and Council Rules and Procedures and Operating Guidelines establish
procedures and practices for Mayor and Council meetings, including public hearing
procedures. They are available at: http://www.rockvillemd.gov/mcguidelines.

6.A

Mayor & Council Meeting Date: November 9, 2020
Agenda Item Type: Proclamation
Department: City Clerk/Director of Council Operations Office
Responsible Staff: Jacqueline Mobley

Subject
Proclamation Declaring America Recyles Day on Sunday November 15, 2020

Recommendation
Staff recommends the Mayor and Council read, adopt and present proclamation.

Discussion
America Recycles Day (ARD) is the only nationally-recognized day dedicated to promoting and
celebrating recycling in the United States. Through ARD, the nonprofit organization Keep
America Beautiful educates and encourages individuals to pledge to reduce, reuse, repurpose
and recycle more – and recycle right -- in their everyday lives. These actions help further engage
the public on the benefits of fostering a circular economy approach to waste reduction in which
products are designed to be either durable and recyclable or compostable.
Each year, the United States generates more than 250 million tons of municipal solid waste –
more than 4 pounds per person per day. In 2017, of the waste generated, approximately 35%
were recycled and composted (67 million tons recycled, and 27 million tons composted) saving
greenhouse gas emissions and natural resources.
But more can still be done. The diversion of refuse that would otherwise be incinerated reduces
Rockville’s impact on Maryland’s air, water, and land. Rockville is continually seeking to
improve recycling rates. Since 2009, Rockville has offered a single stream recycling program for
its residents to encourage recycling. Rockville’s current recycling rate is 47%, up from 30% in
2009, but not yet reaching the target of 50% or more.
Recognizing America Recycles day helps raise public awareness about ways to reduce waste and
encourages residents to learn more about what materials are recyclable in Rockville. More
information about waste and recycling is posted on the city website:
https://www.rockvillemd.gov/300/Recycling-Trash-Yard-Waste

Mayor and Council History
The Mayor and Council last recognized America Recycles Day with a proclamation in 2014.

Attachments
Attachment 6.A.a:

2020 America Recycles Day (PDF)
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: November 9, 2020
Agenda Item Type: Appointments & Announcement of Vacancies
Department: City Clerk/Director of Council Operations Office
Responsible Staff: Jacqueline Mobley

Subject
Boards and Commissions Appointments and Reappointments

Recommendation
Mayor and Council will appoint and reappoint the following members to the Boards and
Commissions.
Board of Supervisors of Elections
William Simon – New appointment to fill an unexpired term of 3 years and 7 months to end on
June 5, 2023.
Stephen Fisher – New appointment to fill an unexpired term of 3 years and 7 months to end on
June 5, 2023.
Cultural Arts Commission
Frances Bevington – New appointment to fill a two‐year unexpired term until July 1, 2022
Robert Summers‐Berger – New appointment to fill an unexpired term until January 1, 2023
Heather Thompson New appointment to serve a three‐year term until November 1, 2023
Historic District Commission
Nancy Light – New appointment to fill an unexpired three year term until June 1, 2023
Mercy N. Shenge – New appointment to serve a three year term until November 1, 2023
Human Services Advisory Commission
Michele Marsden – New appointment to serve as a Consumer Representative three year term
until November 1, 2023
Amanda Schwartz – New appointment to serve as a At Large Representative three year term
until November 1, 2023
Landlord‐Tenant Affairs Commission
Edward Gonzague – Reappointment to serve a three year term as Landlord Representative
until September 1, 2023
Jason Hubbarth – New appointment to serve a three year term as At Large Representative until
September 1, 2023
Christopher Zatratz ‐ New appointment to serve a three year term as Alternate Tenant
Representative until September 1, 2023
Rec and Parks Advisory

Elizabeth Fischer – New appointment to fill an unexpired term until June 1, 2021
Senior Citizens Commission
Katie Ostrowski – New appointment to serve a three year term until November 1, 2023
Traffic and Transportation Commission
Kathleen Kleinmann – New appointment to fill an unexpired term until February 1, 2022

10.A

Mayor & Council Meeting Date: November 9, 2020
Agenda Item Type: Consent
Department: PDS - Comprehensive Planning
Responsible Staff: David Levy

Subject
Approval of New City-REDI Agreement

Recommendation
Approve the new agreement between the City of Rockville and REDI, and direct that the City
Manager execute the agreement, subject to the form as approved by the City Attorney.

Discussion
On October 5, 2020, the Mayor and Council held a work session to discuss the draft new
agreement between the City of Rockville and Rockville Economic Development, Inc. (REDI). If
approved, the new agreement would come into effect on January 1, 2021, after the expiration
of the existing agreement on December 31, 2020.
The purpose of the new agreement is to establish the framework by which the Mayor and
Council provides funds for REDI’s activities, with the agreement stipulating as an operational
covenant that “REDI agrees to use the Funds exclusively to: seek to establish the City as a leading
center for economic development, endeavor to improve the tax base, and create an environment
attractive to businesses, residents, workers and visitors in accordance with the Mayor and Council’s
policies and priorities.”
During the October 5th discussion, the Mayor and Council provided direction for certain changes
to be made to the draft agreement that was presented. REDI and City staff have addressed the
requested changes. Attachment A is an updated version, with Track Changes showing how
Mayor and Council direction was addressed. Attachment B is that same updated version
provided without Track Changes (a “clean” version).
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council review and approve the updated draft
agreement, and direct that the City Manager execute the agreement with REDI, subject to the
form as approved by the City Attorney.
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Mayor and Council History
On June 13, 2016, the Mayor and Council approved an agreement with Rockville Economic
Development, Inc. (REDI) for the period July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2019. Through the
agreement, the City made a commitment to “use its reasonable best efforts to support REDI”,
including with financial resources; and REDI committed to using the funds for the purposes of
economic development in Rockville, as detailed in the agreement.
The Mayor and Council subsequently approved five amendments to the agreement. The First
Amendment which was approved on August 1, 2018, provided City funds for REDI to conduct a
recruitment process for its new Executive Director. The Second Amendment, which was
approved on November 13, 2018, provided funds for REDI to launch the new Rockville Small
Business Impact Fund. The Third Amendment, which was approved on May 20, 2019, extended
the agreement until September 30, 2019. The Fourth Amendment, which was approved on July
15, 2019, extended the agreement through June 30, 2020. The Fifth Amendment, which was
approved on June 1, 2020, extended the agreement to December 31, 2020.
The June 13, 2016 agreement and all the amendments were provided as Attachments A-F to
the October 5, 2020 meeting. On October 5th the Mayor and Council discussed the draft new
agreement and provided direction for certain changes to be made, and directed staff to return
with an updated proposed new agreement reflecting those changes.

Fiscal Impact
REDI will operate under the new agreement, if it is approved, until June 30, 2024. For the
remainder of this fiscal year (through June 30, 2021), the budget will remain as approved by the
Mayor and Council for FY 2021. Future fiscal impacts will be determined by future Mayor and
Council budget allocations. The FY 2021 budget consists of the following for REDI:
Budget Item
Operating Expenses
Small Business Impact Fund
Women’s Business Center
REDI Incentives Funds (MOVE and
Business Expansion)
TOTAL

Amount
$744,860
$450,000
$35,000
$50,000
$1,279,860

Boards and Commissions Review
The REDI Board of Directors has reviewed and approved the proposed new agreement.
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Next Steps
If the Mayor and Council approve the proposed new agreement, the City Manager and the
Chair of REDI’s Board of Directors will execute the agreement, subject to the form as approved
by the City Attorney.

Attachments
Attachment 10.A.a:
Attachment 10.A.b:

City-REDI MOU for MC Approval 2020 Track Changes
City-REDI MOU for MC Approval 2020 Clean (PDF)

(DOCX)
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AGREEMENT BY AND BETWEEN ROCKVILLE
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, INC. AND
THE MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND

January 1, 20210

1
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10.A.a

AGREEMENT
This AGREEMENT, made this
day of December, 2020, by and between the
MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND, hereinafter referred
to as the “City,” and ROCKVILLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, INC., a Maryland non-stock
corporation, hereinafter referred to as “REDI.”
WHEREAS, REDI has been organized by the City for the purposes set forth in
REDI’s Articles of Incorporation, to promote economic development in Rockville and to serve
as an advisor and consultant to the Mayor and Council and to City staff on economic
development matters, and as an independenta resource for the existing Rockville business
community as well as businesses considering locating in Rockville; and
WHEREAS, the City is the sole member of REDI; and
WHEREAS, the City has determined to fund the operations of REDI, upon the
terms and conditions set forth herein;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants, representations,
warranties and agreements contained herein, and intending to be legally bound hereby, the
parties agree as follows:
ARTICLE I
TERM, FUNDS, AND PAYMENTS
1.1

Term

The term of the Agreement will commence on January 1, 2021 and will expire on June
30, 2024.
1.2

Funds and Payments

Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement and annual funding by the Mayor
and Council, the City will pay REDI for its work to be completed pursuant to this Agreement
during the period FY 2021 – FY 2024. As of the date hereof, the Mayor and Council have
adopted a budget for FY 2021 that includes a base operating budget for REDI. The parties
acknowledge that the base operating budget may need to be adjusted year to year for
inflationincreases in operating costs due to such factors as changes in the Consumer Price Index
and program changes, as is typically done for City department budget allocations.
By October 15 of each year, REDI will submit to the City Manager and Mayor and Council
a budget request and spending plan for the following fiscal year identifying how REDI proposes to
spend the City funds to accomplish the work to be completed pursuant to this Agreement. The
budget request shall be submitted on forms and according to instructions provided by the City.
The City Manager will use the proposal and spending plan to determine the amount of funding
to include in the Proposed Budget to the Mayor and Council. The Mayor and Council will
determine the amount of funding to include in the Adopted Budget.

Formatted: Font:
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Based on the amount of funds appropriated by the Mayor and Council each fiscal year,
REDI will submit a request for payment and the City will pay REDI in two equal semi-annual
installments in July and January of each fiscal year. The administrator of the Agreement will
forward REDI’s requests approved for payment to the Department of Finance. The Department
of Finance will pay REDI by City check within 20 business days of receipt of each request for
payment.
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The City Manager (or designee thereof) and/or the Mayor and Council shall have the
right, upon reasonable notification, to examine REDI’s financial records and books at REDI’s
office.
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Formatted
Formatted
Formatted

ARTICLE II
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF
ROCKVILLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, INC.
REDI hereby represents and warrants to the City as follows, it being understood that
such representations and warranties are being relied upon by the City as a material
inducement to enter into and perform this Agreement. REDI is a non-stock corporation
organized, validly existing and in good standing with the State of Maryland. REDI has no
authorized capital stock. The sole member of REDI is the City. REDI has full corporate
power and authority to execute and deliver this Agreement and to perform its obligations
contemplated hereby.
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The execution and delivery of this Agreement has been duly and validly approved
by the Board of Directors of REDI and no other corporate proceedings on the part of REDI
are necessary to approve this Agreement. This Agreement has been duly and validly
executed and delivered by REDI and (assuming due authorization, execution and delivery
by the City) will constitute valid and binding obligations of REDI, enforceable against
REDI in accordance with its terms, except as enforcement may be limited by general
principals of equity whether applied in a court of law or a court of equity and by
bankruptcy, insolvency and similar laws affecting creditors’ rights and remedies generally.
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ARTICLE III
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF
THE CITY OF ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND
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The City hereby represents and warrants to REDI as follows, it being understood
that such representations and warranties are being relied upon by REDI as a material
inducement to enter into and perform this Agreement. The City has full power and authority
to execute and deliver this Agreement. This Agreement has been duly and validly approved
by the Mayor and Council of the City, and no other approvals or proceedings by or on
behalf of the City are necessary for the City to perform its obligations under this Agreement.
This Agreement has been duly and validly executed and delivered by the City and
(assuming due authorization, execution and delivery by REDI) will constitute valid and
binding obligations of the City, enforceable against the City in accordance with its terms,
except as enforcement may be limited by general principals of equity whether applied in a
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Formatted
Formatted
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court of law or a court of equity and by bankruptcy, insolvency and similar law affecting
creditors’ rights and remedies generally.
ARTICLE IV
COVENANTS RELATING TO CONDUCT OF BUSINESS
4.1

Covenants of REDI

1. Operational Covenants: During the term of this Agreement, and for so long as the
City makes the payments contemplated by Section 1.2 hereof and funds are available, REDI
agrees to use the Funds exclusively to: seek to establish the City as a leading center for
economic development, to endeavor to improve the tax base, and create an environment attractive to
businesses, residents, workers, and visitors in accordance with the Mayor and Council’s policies
and priorities. REDI will adopt a strategic plan that supports the Mayor and Council’s policies
and priorities with respect to economic development, which includes, but is not limited to
REDI’s efforts to:

Formatted: Font:

a. Promote the retention and expansion of existing businesses in the City;
b. Encourage the formation of new business enterprises in the City and attract
new businesses to the City;
c. MarketResearch, recommend, market, administer, enforce, measure the
success of, and report on all existing incentive programs, (including any tax
credit or other payment waiver programs), which maymust include funded
incentives, which currently include the MoveMOVE and Business Expansion
Incentives,funds as well as the Small Business Impact Fund incentives,,
provided the City approves funding for such incentive programs or REDI
procures funds from other sources for such programs, though REDI shall have
no obligation to procure additional funding. REDI shall report to the Mayor
and Council regarding the jobs created and/or retained by incentive programs.
d. Help cultivate an environment for businesses to create, retain and attract jobs within the
City, which includes acting as a liaison to other agencies such as the Montgomery County
Economic Development Corporation, Montgomery County Government, Montgomery
County Council, the Maryland Department of Commerce, BioHealth Innovation, local
chambers of commerce, arts and culture organizations, and other agencies that support and
promote local business growth and development;
e. Foster education and communication between the City’s business
community, the Mayor & Council, City staff, and the general public;
f. Assemble, maintain and disseminate to appropriate brokers, site selectors,
and business leaders/decisionmakers information on the City’s business
community, workforce and economic climate, which should include an
assessment of the competitive advantages and challenges of the Rockville
4
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market and economy, and proactively engage these key stakeholders;
g. Assemble and disseminate information on available workforce for target
industry sectors and facilitate connection between businesses and
educational institutions to meet business workforce needs;
h. Provide impartial Ssupport for strategic real estate development and redevelopment
projects and initiatives within the City, to encourage transit-oriented development,
quality of life for residents and businesses, successful office and industrial projects
and businesses, and neighborhood shopping center revitalization, recognizing City
priority areas such as Town Center, the MD 355 corridor (Rockville Pike,
Hungerford Drive and Frederick Road), Stonestreet Avenue, Research Boulevard,
Piccard Drive, Southlawn, the Shady Grove corridor, and other important areas of
the city economy;
i. Support small businesses and entrepreneurs through Small Business Administration
(SBA) programs, such as the Maryland Women’s Business Center, and promote
resources available to small businesses and entrepreneurs, including a focus on
socially disadvantaged and minority businesses;
j. As needed and subject to approved funding, hire experts and consultants to provide
analysis and research on topics that support economic development efforts for the
City;
k. Engage in such other activities, within the power and authority of REDI, as the
Board of Directors of REDI reasonably deem necessary to carry out the goals and
mission of REDI, as determined from time to time;
l. Undertake such economic development assignments as may be requested by the
Mayor and Council from time to time; and
m. Collaborate with City staff on City initiatives supportive of economic development.

2. Administrative Covenants. REDI agrees to submit the following to the City Manager
or designee, as well as to the Mayor and Council:
a. In accordance with Article I above, by October 15 each year, a budget and spending
plan, to include anticipated administrative and programmatic spending for the next
fiscal year, which will begin on July 1 and end the following June 30;
b. By August 30 each year, a Strategic Initiatives and Work Plan, which will include
goals, strategies, and actions for the current fiscal year. The Strategic Initiatives and
Work Plan will also designate measures, both quantitative and qualitative, associated
with each goal that REDI will use to assess success in completing the organization’s
strategic initiatives and work plan;
5
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c. By August 30, a written report summarizing the operations and activities of REDI
during the previous fiscal year, which will include data for the measures of
performance defined in REDI’s Strategic Initiatives and Work Plan;
d. By August 30 of each year, an annual financial statement; and
e. By August 30 of each year, a copy of REDI’s annual audit.
3. Communication Covenants. REDI agrees to:
a. Make presentations at Mayor and Council meetings at least twice a year, which shall
include a presentation to Mayor and Council prior to March of 2024 before final budget
hearings, to update the Mayor and Council and the public on REDI’s activities and the
progress of REDI’s strategic initiatives;
b. Make presentations to the Mayor & Council as requested on various topics of Economic
Development;
c. Participate in an Annual joint meeting of the REDI Board of Directors and the Mayor
and Council;
d. Meet, at least quarterly, individually with the Mayor and Councilmembers to provide
updates on REDI activities and to solicit feedback on REDI efforts and activities.

4.2

Covenants of the City

During the term of this Agreement, the City agrees to use its reasonable best efforts to
support REDI, including, but not limited to, taking such actions as the sole member of REDI
as may be necessary for the efficient operations of REDI, and providing such City resources
as may reasonably be required or advisable, in the City’s sole discretion, for REDI to
accomplish its goals and missions.
The administrator of this Agreement is:
Robert DiSpirito, City Manager
111 Maryland Avenue, Rockville, MD 20850
240-314-8102

Formatted: Condensed by 0.25 pt

The City Manager or designee will receive and upon completion of a satisfactory
review, forward requests for payment to the Department of Finance, participate in budget
discussions, and approve and distribute the documents described in Section 4.1 of this
Agreement. The City Manager, or his or her designee, will serve as a member of the REDI
Board of Directors and shall attend Board of Directors’ meetings on behalf of the City. The
Mayor and Council shall also appoint one of its members to serve as liaison to REDI and as a
member of the REDI Board of Directors.
Formatted: Font:

In addition, the Mayor or other designated Councilmember will be reasonably
available to serve as a representative for the City when requested to attend key meetings with
6
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business and community leaders where attendance by the Mayor would be good protocol and
demonstrate strong support of the City for the success of the Rockville business community.
The Mayor and Council will hold an annual meeting with the REDI Board of
Directors in order for the organizations to share direction, goals, and initiatives.
ARTICLE V
TERMINATION AND AMENDMENT
5.1

Termination

1. This Agreement may be terminated for convenience:

Formatted: Font:
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(a) At any time upon mutual consent of the City and REDI;

Formatted: Font:

and
(b) Upon six (6) months’ notice by the City to REDI.
2. This Agreement may be terminated for cause upon sixty
days’ notice and failure to cure by either the City or REDI,
which includes the City’s failure to make payment as set
forth in Article I above.
5.2

Amendment

Subject to compliance with applicable law, this Agreement may be amended by the
parties hereto, by action taken or authorized, as to the City, by the Mayor and Council, and
as to REDI, by its Board of Directors. This Agreement may not be amended, except by an
instrument in writing signed on behalf of each of the parties hereto.
ARTICLE VI
GENERAL PROVISIONS
6.1

Expenses

All costs and expenses incurred in connection with this Agreement shall be paid by
the party incurring such expense.
6.2

Indemnification
REDI agrees to indemnify and hold harmless, the City, its agents, successor, and
assigns, from any and all claims, demands, actions, causes of action, damages, expenses,
liabilities, and attorney’s fees, arising in any way from REDI’s activities and the actions or
7
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inaction of REDI’s agents or employees. Within the limits of the City’s scope of insurance
coverage, and the limitations and immunities provided by law, including but not limited to
the Local Government Tort Claims Act, Section 5-303 (a), Courts & Judicial Proceedings
Article, Annotated Code of Maryland, the City shall be responsible for claims of liability,
loss, or damage arising from its direct negligence or willful misconduct, excepting
however such claims or damages as may be attributable in whole or in part to the
negligence of REDI, its agents, employees, servants, or contractors. Nothing in this
Agreement shall be construed as a promise or agreement by the City to indemnify REDI
for any claims of liability, loss or damage arising from negligence or willful misconduct
by REDI, or its agents.
6.3

Insurance
Prior to the execution of the contract by the City, REDI must obtain at their own cost
and expense and keep in force and effect during the term of the contract including all
extensions, the following insurance with an insurance company/companies licensed to do
business in the State of Maryland evidenced by a certificate of insurance and/or copies of the
insurance policies. REDI’s insurance shall be primary.

Formatted: Font: (Default) +Body (Calibri), 11 pt

REDI must submit to the City Manager or designee, 111 Maryland Avenue,
Rockville, MD 20850, a certificate of insurance evidencing required insurance coverage prior
to expiration of existing policies. In no event may the insurance coverage be less than shown
below.
MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR INSURANCE
REDI’s insurance coverage shall be primary insurance as respects the City, its elected
and appointed officials, officers, consultants, agents and employees and any insurance or
self-insurance maintained by the City, shall be excess of the REDI’s insurance and shall not
be called upon to contribute with it.
Type of Insurance
Workers’
Compensation

Amounts of
Insurance
Bodily Injury by
Accident:
$100,000 each
accident
Bodily Injury by
Disease:
$500,000 policy
limits

Endorsements and
Provisions
Waiver of
Subrogation:
WC 00 03 13 Waiver
of Our Rights to Recover
From Others Endorsement –
signed and dated.

Bodily Injury by
Disease:
$100,000 each
employee

8
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Commercial
General Liability
Bodily Injury
Property Damage
Contractual
Liability
Premise/Operations
Independent
Contractors
Products/Completed
Operations
Personal Injury
Directors and
Officers Insurance

Each
Occurrence:
$1,000,000
Aggregate:
$2,000,000
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City to be listed as
additional insured and
provided 30-day notice of
cancellation or material
change in coverage.
CG 20 37 07 04 and
CG 20 10 07 04 forms to be
both signed and dated.

$1 million

Alternative and/or additional insurance requirements, when outlined under the special provisions
of this contract, shall take precedence over the above requirements in part or in full as described
therein.

Formatted: Space After: 10 pt, Line spacing: Multiple 1.15
li

POLICY CANCELLATION
No change, cancellation or non-renewed shall be made in any insurance coverage
without a thirty (30) day written notice to the City. REDI shall furnish a new certificate prior
to any change or cancellation date. The failure of REDI to deliver a new and valid certificate
will result in suspension of all payments and cessation of work activities until a new
certificate is furnished.
ADDITIONAL INSURED
The Mayor and Council of Rockville, which includes its elected and appointed
officials, officers, consultants, agents and employees must be named as an additional insured
on REDI’s Commercial General Liability Insurance for liability arising out of REDI’s
products, goods, and services provided under this contract. Additionally, The Mayor and
Council of Rockville must be named as additional insured on REDI’s General Liability
Policies. Endorsements reflecting the Mayor and Council of Rockville as an additional
insured are required to be submitted with the insurance certificate.
SUBCONTRACTORS
All subcontractors shall meet the requirements of this Section before commencing
work. In addition, subcontractors shall include all subcontractors as insureds under its
policies or shall furnish separate certificates and endorsements for each subcontractor. All
coverages for subcontractors shall be subject to all of the requirements stated herein.
CERTIFICATE HOLDER
The Mayor and Council of Rockville
9
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111 Maryland Avenue
Rockville, MD 20850
6.4

Formatted: Font: (Default) +Body (Calibri), 11 pt

(a) If to REDI:
Rockville Economic Development, Inc.
51 Monroe Street PE-20
Rockville, MD 20850
Attn: Chairperson
(b)If to the City:

Formatted: Font:

Notices
All notices and other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be
deemed given if delivered personally, telecopied (with confirmation), mailed by registered
or certified mail (return receipt requested) or delivered by an express courier (with
confirmation) to the parties at the following addresses (or at such other address for a party as
shall be specified by like notice):

City of Rockville
111 Maryland Avenue
Rockville, MD 20850
Attn: Mayor
6.5

Entire Agreement; Governing Law; Venue

This constitutes the entire Agreement with respect to the subject matter hereof. This
Agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of
Maryland, without regard to any applicable conflicts of law. Venue for any litigation related
to this Agreement shall be in courts of competent jurisdiction located in Montgomery
County, Maryland.
6.6

Assignment; Limitation of Benefits

Neither this Agreement nor any of the rights, interests or obligation hereunder shall
be assigned by any of the parties hereto (whether by operation of law or otherwise) without
the prior written consent of the other parties.
6.7

Formatted: Font: 12 pt
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0.28", Space Before: 0 pt, Line spacing: single

Compliance with Laws

REDI shall comply with the requirements of all applicable laws, rules, regulations
and orders of any governmental authority at the federal, state, county or local level,
including, but not limited to, all laws relating to prohibitions on discrimination for
protected classes, as well as any laws regarding racial equity and diversity.

10
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto set their hands and seals the day and
year first written above.
ATTEST:

THE MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF ROCKVILLE

Sara Taylor-Ferrell
City Clerk/Director of
Council Operations
City of Rockville

Robert DiSpirito
City Manager
City of Rockville

ATTEST:

ROCKVILLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INC

Cynthia StewartRivarde
Chief Executive Officer
REDI

Susan Prince
Chairperson
REDI Board of Directors

11
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DRAFT

AGREEMENT BY AND BETWEEN ROCKVILLE
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, INC. AND
THE MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND

January 1, 2021

1
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This AGREEMENT, made this
day of December 2020, by and between the
MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND, hereinafter referred
to as the “City,” and ROCKVILLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, INC., a Maryland non-stock
corporation, hereinafter referred to as “REDI.”
WHEREAS, REDI has been organized by the City for the purposes set forth in
REDI’s Articles of Incorporation, to promote economic development in Rockville and to serve
as an advisor and consultant to the Mayor and Council and to City staff on economic
development matters, and as a resource for the existing Rockville business community as well
as businesses considering locating in Rockville; and
WHEREAS, the City is the sole member of REDI; and
WHEREAS, the City has determined to fund the operations of REDI, upon the
terms and conditions set forth herein;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants, representations,
warranties and agreements contained herein, and intending to be legally bound hereby, the
parties agree as follows:
ARTICLE I
TERM, FUNDS, AND PAYMENTS
1.1

Term

The term of the Agreement will commence on January 1, 2021 and will expire on June
30, 2024.
1.2

Funds and Payments

Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement and annual funding by the Mayor
and Council, the City will pay REDI for its work to be completed pursuant to this Agreement
during the period FY 2021 – FY 2024. As of the date hereof, the Mayor and Council have
adopted a budget for FY 2021 that includes a base operating budget for REDI. The parties
acknowledge that the base operating budget may need to be adjusted year to year for increases in
operating costs due to such factors as changes in the Consumer Price Index and program
changes.
By October 15 of each year, REDI will submit to the City Manager and Mayor and Council
a budget request and spending plan for the following fiscal year identifying how REDI proposes to
spend the City funds to accomplish the work to be completed pursuant to this Agreement. The
budget request shall be submitted on forms and according to instructions provided by the City.
The City Manager will use the proposal and spending plan to determine the amount of funding
to include in the Proposed Budget to the Mayor and Council. The Mayor and Council will
determine the amount of funding to include in the Adopted Budget.
2
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Based on the amount of funds appropriated by the Mayor and Council each fiscal year,
REDI will submit a request for payment and the City will pay REDI in two equal semi-annual
installments in July and January of each fiscal year. The administrator of the Agreement will
forward REDI’s requests approved for payment to the Department of Finance. The Department
of Finance will pay REDI by City check within 20 business days of receipt of each request for
payment.
The City Manager (or designee thereof) and/or the Mayor and Council shall have the
right, upon reasonable notification, to examine REDI’s financial records and books at REDI’s
office.
ARTICLE II
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF
ROCKVILLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, INC.
REDI hereby represents and warrants to the City as follows, it being understood that
such representations and warranties are being relied upon by the City as a material
inducement to enter into and perform this Agreement. REDI is a non-stock corporation
organized, validly existing and in good standing with the State of Maryland. REDI has no
authorized capital stock. The sole member of REDI is the City. REDI has full corporate
power and authority to execute and deliver this Agreement and to perform its obligations
contemplated hereby.
The execution and delivery of this Agreement has been duly and validly approved
by the Board of Directors of REDI and no other corporate proceedings on the part of REDI
are necessary to approve this Agreement. This Agreement has been duly and validly
executed and delivered by REDI and (assuming due authorization, execution and delivery
by the City) will constitute valid and binding obligations of REDI, enforceable against
REDI in accordance with its terms, except as enforcement may be limited by general
principals of equity whether applied in a court of law or a court of equity and by
bankruptcy, insolvency and similar laws affecting creditors’ rights and remedies generally.
ARTICLE III
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF
THE CITY OF ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND
The City hereby represents and warrants to REDI as follows, it being understood
that such representations and warranties are being relied upon by REDI as a material
inducement to enter into and perform this Agreement. The City has full power and authority
to execute and deliver this Agreement. This Agreement has been duly and validly approved
by the Mayor and Council of the City, and no other approvals or proceedings by or on
behalf of the City are necessary for the City to perform its obligations under this Agreement.
This Agreement has been duly and validly executed and delivered by the City and
(assuming due authorization, execution and delivery by REDI) will constitute valid and
binding obligations of the City, enforceable against the City in accordance with its terms,
except as enforcement may be limited by general principals of equity whether applied in a
3
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ARTICLE IV
COVENANTS RELATING TO CONDUCT OF BUSINESS
4.1

Covenants of REDI

1. Operational Covenants: During the term of this Agreement, and for so long as the
City makes the payments contemplated by Section 1.2 hereof and funds are available, REDI
agrees to use the Funds exclusively to: seek to establish the City as a leading center for
economic development, endeavor to improve the tax base, and create an environment attractive to
businesses, residents, workers, and visitors in accordance with the Mayor and Council’s policies
and priorities. REDI will adopt a strategic plan that supports the Mayor and Council’s policies
and priorities with respect to economic development, which includes, but is not limited to
REDI’s efforts to:
a. Promote the retention and expansion of existing businesses in the City;
b. Encourage the formation of new business enterprises in the City and attract
new businesses to the City;
c. Research, recommend, market, administer, enforce, measure the success of,
and report on all existing incentive programs (including any tax credit or other
payment waiver programs), which must include funded incentives, which
currently include the MOVE and Expansion funds as well as the Small
Business Impact Fund, provided the City approves funding for such incentive
programs or REDI procures funds from other sources for such programs,
though REDI shall have no obligation to procure additional funding. REDI
shall report to the Mayor and Council regarding the jobs created and/or
retained by incentive programs.
d. Help cultivate an environment for businesses to create, retain and attract jobs within the
City, which includes acting as a liaison to other agencies such as the Montgomery County
Economic Development Corporation, Montgomery County Government, Montgomery
County Council, the Maryland Department of Commerce, BioHealth Innovation, local
chambers of commerce, arts and culture organizations, and other agencies that support and
promote local business growth and development;
e. Foster education and communication between the City’s business
community, the Mayor & Council, City staff, and the general public;
f. Assemble, maintain and disseminate to appropriate brokers, site selectors,
and business leaders/decisionmakers information on the City’s business
community, workforce and economic climate, which should include an
assessment of the competitive advantages and challenges of the Rockville
4
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creditors’ rights and remedies generally.
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g. Assemble and disseminate information on available workforce for target
industry sectors and facilitate connection between businesses and
educational institutions to meet business workforce needs;
h. Provide impartial support for strategic real estate development and redevelopment
projects and initiatives within the City to encourage transit-oriented development,
quality of life for residents and businesses, successful office and industrial projects
and businesses, and neighborhood shopping center revitalization, recognizing City
priority areas such as Town Center, the MD 355 corridor (Rockville Pike,
Hungerford Drive and Frederick Road), Stonestreet Avenue, Research Boulevard,
Piccard Drive, Southlawn, the Shady Grove corridor, and other important areas of
the city economy;
i. Support small businesses and entrepreneurs through Small Business Administration
(SBA) programs, such as the Maryland Women’s Business Center, and promote
resources available to small businesses and entrepreneurs, including a focus on
socially disadvantaged and minority businesses;
j. As needed and subject to approved funding, hire experts and consultants to provide
analysis and research on topics that support economic development efforts for the
City;
k. Engage in such other activities, within the power and authority of REDI, as the
Board of Directors of REDI reasonably deem necessary to carry out the goals and
mission of REDI, as determined from time to time;
l. Undertake such economic development assignments as may be requested by the
Mayor and Council; and
m. Collaborate with City staff on City initiatives supportive of economic development.
2. Administrative Covenants. REDI agrees to submit the following to the City Manager
or designee, as well as to the Mayor and Council:
a. In accordance with Article I above, by October 15 each year, a budget and spending
plan, to include anticipated administrative and programmatic spending for the next
fiscal year, which will begin on July 1 and end the following June 30;
b. By August 30 each year, a Strategic Initiatives and Work Plan, which will include
goals, strategies, and actions for the current fiscal year. The Strategic Initiatives and
Work Plan will also designate measures, both quantitative and qualitative, associated
with each goal that REDI will use to assess success in completing the organization’s
strategic initiatives and work plan;
5
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d. By August 30 of each year, an annual financial statement; and
e. By August 30 of each year, a copy of REDI’s annual audit.
3. Communication Covenants. REDI agrees to:
a. Make presentations at Mayor and Council meetings at least twice a year, which shall
include a presentation to Mayor and Council prior to March of 2024 before final budget
hearings, to update the Mayor and Council and the public on REDI’s activities and the
progress of REDI’s strategic initiatives;
b. Make presentations to the Mayor & Council as requested on various topics of Economic
Development;
c. Participate in an Annual joint meeting of the REDI Board of Directors and the Mayor
and Council;
d. Meet, at least quarterly, individually with the Mayor and Councilmembers to provide
updates on REDI activities and to solicit feedback on REDI efforts and activities.
4.2

Covenants of the City

During the term of this Agreement, the City agrees to use its reasonable best efforts to
support REDI, including, but not limited to, taking such actions as the sole member of REDI
as may be necessary for the efficient operations of REDI, and providing such City resources
as may reasonably be required or advisable, in the City’s sole discretion, for REDI to
accomplish its goals and missions.
The administrator of this Agreement is:
City Manager
111 Maryland Avenue, Rockville, MD 20850
240-314-8102
The City Manager or designee will receive and upon completion of a satisfactory
review, forward requests for payment to the Department of Finance, participate in budget
discussions, and approve and distribute the documents described in Section 4.1 of this
Agreement. The City Manager, or his or her designee, will serve as a member of the REDI
Board of Directors and shall attend Board of Directors’ meetings on behalf of the City. The
Mayor and Council shall also appoint one of its members to serve as liaison to REDI and as a
member of the REDI Board of Directors.
In addition, the Mayor or other designated Councilmember will be reasonably
available to serve as a representative for the City when requested to attend key meetings with
6
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c. By August 30, a written report summarizing the operations and activities of REDI
during the previous fiscal year, which will include data for the measures of
performance defined in REDI’s Strategic Initiatives and Work Plan;
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business and community leaders where attendance by the Mayor would be good protocol and
demonstrate strong support of the City for the success of the Rockville business community.
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The Mayor and Council will hold an annual meeting with the REDI Board of
Directors in order for the organizations to share direction, goals, and initiatives.
ARTICLE V
TERMINATION AND AMENDMENT
5.1

Termination

1. This Agreement may be terminated for convenience:
(a) At any time upon mutual consent of the City and REDI;
and
(b) Upon six (6) months’ notice by the City to REDI.
2. This Agreement may be terminated for cause upon sixty
days’ notice and failure to cure by either the City or REDI,
which includes the City’s failure to make payment as set
forth in Article I above.
5.2

Amendment

Subject to compliance with applicable law, this Agreement may be amended by the
parties hereto, by action taken or authorized, as to the City, by the Mayor and Council, and
as to REDI, by its Board of Directors. This Agreement may not be amended, except by an
instrument in writing signed on behalf of each of the parties hereto.
ARTICLE VI
GENERAL PROVISIONS
6.1

Expenses

All costs and expenses incurred in connection with this Agreement shall be paid by
the party incurring such expense.
6.2

Indemnification
REDI agrees to indemnify and hold harmless, the City, its agents, successor, and
assigns, from any and all claims, demands, actions, causes of action, damages, expenses,
liabilities, and attorney’s fees, arising in any way from REDI’s activities and the actions or
7
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inaction of REDI’s agents or employees. Within the limits of the City’s scope of insurance
coverage, and the limitations and immunities provided by law, including but not limited to
the Local Government Tort Claims Act, Section 5-303 (a), Courts & Judicial Proceedings
Article, Annotated Code of Maryland, the City shall be responsible for claims of liability,
loss, or damage arising from its direct negligence or willful misconduct, excepting
however such claims or damages as may be attributable in whole or in part to the
negligence of REDI, its agents, employees, servants, or contractors. Nothing in this
Agreement shall be construed as a promise or agreement by the City to indemnify REDI
for any claims of liability, loss or damage arising from negligence or willful misconduct
by REDI, or its agents.
6.3

Insurance
Prior to the execution of the contract by the City, REDI must obtain at their own cost
and expense and keep in force and effect during the term of the contract including all
extensions, the following insurance with an insurance company/companies licensed to do
business in the State of Maryland evidenced by a certificate of insurance and/or copies of the
insurance policies. REDI’s insurance shall be primary.

REDI must submit to the City Manager or designee, 111 Maryland Avenue,
Rockville, MD 20850, a certificate of insurance evidencing required insurance coverage prior
to expiration of existing policies. In no event may the insurance coverage be less than shown
below.
MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR INSURANCE
REDI’s insurance coverage shall be primary insurance as respects the City, its elected
and appointed officials, officers, consultants, agents and employees and any insurance or
self-insurance maintained by the City, shall be excess of the REDI’s insurance and shall not
be called upon to contribute with it.
Type of Insurance
Workers’
Compensation

Amounts of
Insurance
Bodily Injury by
Accident:
$100,000 each
accident
Bodily Injury by
Disease:
$500,000 policy
limits

Endorsements and
Provisions
Waiver of
Subrogation:
WC 00 03 13 Waiver
of Our Rights to Recover
From Others Endorsement –
signed and dated.

Bodily Injury by
Disease:
$100,000 each
employee

8
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Commercial
General Liability
Bodily Injury
Property Damage
Contractual
Liability
Premise/Operations
Independent
Contractors
Products/Completed
Operations
Personal Injury
Directors and
Officers Insurance

Each
Occurrence:
$1,000,000
Aggregate:
$2,000,000

City to be listed as
additional insured and
provided 30-day notice of
cancellation or material
change in coverage.
CG 20 37 07 04 and
CG 20 10 07 04 forms to be
both signed and dated.

$1 million

Alternative and/or additional insurance requirements, when outlined under the special provisions
of this contract, shall take precedence over the above requirements in part or in full as described
therein.
POLICY CANCELLATION
No change, cancellation or non-renewed shall be made in any insurance coverage
without a thirty (30) day written notice to the City. REDI shall furnish a new certificate prior
to any change or cancellation date. The failure of REDI to deliver a new and valid certificate
will result in suspension of all payments and cessation of work activities until a new
certificate is furnished.
ADDITIONAL INSURED
The Mayor and Council of Rockville, which includes its elected and appointed
officials, officers, consultants, agents and employees must be named as an additional insured
on REDI’s Commercial General Liability Insurance for liability arising out of REDI’s
products, goods, and services provided under this contract. Additionally, The Mayor and
Council of Rockville must be named as additional insured on REDI’s General Liability
Policies. Endorsements reflecting the Mayor and Council of Rockville as an additional
insured are required to be submitted with the insurance certificate.
SUBCONTRACTORS
All subcontractors shall meet the requirements of this Section before commencing
work. In addition, subcontractors shall include all subcontractors as insureds under its
policies or shall furnish separate certificates and endorsements for each subcontractor. All
coverages for subcontractors shall be subject to all of the requirements stated herein.
CERTIFICATE HOLDER
The Mayor and Council of Rockville
9
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111 Maryland Avenue
Rockville, MD 20850
Notices
All notices and other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be
deemed given if delivered personally, telecopied (with confirmation), mailed by registered
or certified mail (return receipt requested) or delivered by an express courier (with
confirmation) to the parties at the following addresses (or at such other address for a party as
shall be specified by like notice):
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(a) If to REDI:
Rockville Economic Development, Inc.
51 Monroe Street PE-20
Rockville, MD 20850
Attn: Chairperson
(b)If to the City:
City of Rockville
111 Maryland Avenue
Rockville, MD 20850
Attn: Mayor
6.5

Entire Agreement; Governing Law; Venue

This constitutes the entire Agreement with respect to the subject matter hereof. This
Agreement shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of
Maryland, without regard to any applicable conflicts of law. Venue for any litigation related
to this Agreement shall be in courts of competent jurisdiction located in Montgomery
County, Maryland.
6.6

Assignment; Limitation of Benefits

Neither this Agreement nor any of the rights, interests or obligation hereunder shall
be assigned by any of the parties hereto (whether by operation of law or otherwise) without
the prior written consent of the other parties.
6.7

Compliance with Laws

REDI shall comply with the requirements of all applicable laws, rules, regulations
and orders of any governmental authority at the federal, state, county or local level,
including, but not limited to, all laws relating to prohibitions on discrimination for
protected classes, as well as any laws regarding racial equity and diversity.
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ATTEST:

THE MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF ROCKVILLE

Sara Taylor-Ferrell
City Clerk/Director of
Council Operations
City of Rockville

Robert DiSpirito
City Manager
City of Rockville

ATTEST:

ROCKVILLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INC

Cynthia Rivarde
Chief Executive Officer
REDI

Susan Prince
Chairperson
REDI Board of Directors
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto set their hands and seals the day and
year first written above.
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: November 9, 2020
Agenda Item Type: Work Session
Department: Finance
Responsible Staff: Stacey Webster

Subject
FY 2022 Budget Worksession (Calendar, Surveys, Preview, GFOA Changes)

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council review and comment on the following:
1) Public participation in the budget process,
2) Mayor and Council survey for communicating budget priorities,
3) Proposed budget calendar,
4) General Fund preview,
5) GFOA’s revision to the budget document award criteria.

Discussion
This is the first Mayor and Council worksession related to the preparation of the FY 2022
operating budget and Capital Improvements Program (CIP). At this meeting, staff is seeking
guidance on the following:
1) Public participation in the budget process,
2) Mayor and Council survey for communicating budget priorities,
3) Proposed budget calendar,
4) General Fund preview,
5) GFOA’s revision to the budget document award criteria.
Background: City Charter Requirements
It is the City Manager's responsibility to provide the Mayor and Council with a budget at least
one month before the start of the new fiscal year. Below is the City Charter language that
references the City Manager's budget proposal:
ARTICLE VII - Finance, Section 2. - Budget.
The City Manager, at least one (1) month before the beginning of each fiscal year, shall
submit a recommended budget to the Council. Such budget shall provide a financial plan for
the budget year and shall contain estimates of anticipated revenues and proposed
expenditures for the coming year.
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After at least one (1) public hearing on the recommended budget, the Council shall adopt a
final budget for the year. Such final budget may contain new items, eliminate proposed
items, or increase or decrease the same. The budget shall be adopted in the form of an
ordinance, which, by its terms, shall appropriate anticipated revenues to the designated
expenditure items. The Council shall have the power to amend the budget ordinance at any
time during the fiscal year. Transfers of funds between budget ordinance items may be
authorized by resolution of the Council at any time, subject to any restrictions contained in
the budget ordinance.
(Res. No. 8-78; Res. No. 46-67; Res. No. 24-60)
Public Participation in the Budget Process (Attachment A)
Public participation in the budget process is a high priority for City staff and the elected body.
The community's involvement in the budget process provides a critical perspective for the
Mayor and Council when making decisions related to the operating and capital budgets.
Currently, the City is utilizing many of the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA)
recommended best practices for soliciting community involvement, including community
forums, budget public hearings, and City Boards and Commissions. In addition, the City is
utilizing many communication tools, including Rockville Reports, the City's website, social
media, the Popular Annual Financial Report (PAFR), and quarterly financial updates.
For the past three budget cycles, staff utilized an online tool that allowed the public to
participate in the budget process by selecting their top budget priorities, offering suggestions
for budget reductions, and describing ideas for decreasing costs or improving operational
efficiencies. This tool was available during the budget public comment period. A sample FY
2022 form is included as Attachment A. Staff updated the form to remove items that have not
been selected in the past, and add items that are directly linked to current Mayor and Council
initiatives and the COVID-19 pandemic. Staff would like direction from the Mayor and Council
on the content and use of this form for the FY 2022 budget process.
If approved, staff recommends making this online tool available from November 13th until the
close of the budget public comment period on April 16th (5 months). In past years, staff
summarized and presented the results of the online public survey as an attachment to the
Mayor and Council’s budget worksession materials.
Mayor and Council Survey for Communicating Budget Priorities (Attachment B)
In the past, the Mayor and Council have elected to complete a budget survey to communicate
their budget priorities to staff and the City Manager. The Mayor and Council gave staff direction
on the content of the survey at the September 21st budget update meeting. A sample FY 2022
budget survey is included as Attachment B. If the Mayor and Council would like to continue
with this survey practice, staff recommends discussing the survey results on December 7th. If
approved, staff will distribute the survey on November 10th with a due date of November 25th.
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council discuss the survey questions and give direction
on any changes that they would like to incorporate into the FY 2022 surveys.
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Also included with Attachment B is the staff report from September 21st. This report highlights
areas of consideration given the financial constraints due to the COVID-19 pandemic. This
information is intended to offer the Mayor and Council helpful context on the survey questions.
Proposed Budget Calendar (Attachment C)
Each year the City’s budget staff prepares a summary of the budget preparation process for
inclusion in the budget document. For context, page 27 of the FY 2021 budget is a macro-level
graphical representation that illustrates the sequence and timing of activities in the City’s
budget process, in addition to the people responsible for completing them. The x-axis
represents the responsible party and the y-axis represents the monthly timeline. The first few
months of the process focus on staff's budget discussions and proposed budget preparation,
while the later months focus on the Mayor and Council's budget discussions, public
participation, and final budget adoption.
Attachment C is a draft of the macro-level graphical representation for the FY 2022 process. The
draft calendar contains three budget public hearings, three Mayor and Council budget
worksessions after the proposed budget is presented, and final budget adoption in early-May. If
approved, staff will post the budget calendar dates to the City’s website and in Rockville
Reports, and will highlight upcoming budget events on social media.
General Fund Preview (Attachment D)
The purpose of the budget overview, which focuses on the General Fund for FY 2022, is to assist
the Mayor and Council as they formulate and discuss their priority initiatives for FY 2022. Please
note that large fluctuations in the total revenues and expenditures may happen due to the
continued COVID-19 impact on the economy, demand changes, and/or policy or programmatic
decisions. This information is not intended to be used as the FY 2022 proposed budget due to
the certainty of adjustments over the next several months.
GFOA’s Revision to the Budget Document Award Criteria (Attachment E)
The final item staff would like to preview for the Mayor and Council is the Government Finance
Officers Association’s (GFOA) comprehensive revision to the Distinguished Budget Presentation
Awards Program criteria. GFOA updated their criteria for budget fiscal years beginning on or
after January 1, 2021. For FY 2022, the budget presentation must be designed for electronic
presentation, with electronic links in the table of contents to the corresponding locations, as
well as links throughout the presentation to other forms of budget communication such as
videos or social media content.
Other criteria changes involve providing further detail on the budget process, such as describing
the process for creating citywide strategic goals, the process to identify capitally funded
projects, the assumptions used in the long-range operating financial plans for both revenue and
expenditures, and how the public is involved in the budget process. Lastly, some criteria have
been updated to require more details of the actual budget, including a summary of changes
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presented between the proposed and adopted budgets, summaries and total dollar amounts
for both sources and uses of the capital program, savings and/or revenues expected to result
from significant nonrecurring capital expenditures, and more detailed information of current
debt obligations.
Budget staff attended a comprehensive three-hour GFOA training in September and
subsequent one-hour specialized trainings on individual topics in October. Staff will highlight
the changes to the budget document when it is presented to the Mayor and Council in
February. Attachment E is the actual detailed location criteria guide from GFOA; the City must
complete this guide and submit it along with the other required materials to be considered for
the annual Distinguished Budget Presentation Award. The City of Rockville has received this
award for the past 29 consecutive years.

Mayor and Council History
This is the first Mayor and Council worksession related to the FY 2022 budget process. The
Mayor and Council held the first budget public hearing on October 26, 2020.

Next Steps
If approved, staff will make available the Mayor and Council budget survey, the community
budget survey, and the FY 2022 budget calendar. Staff will post all relevant information to the
budget page on the City's website and in Rockville Reports, and will highlight upcoming budget
events on social media.

Attachments
Attachment 11.a:
Attachment 11.b:
Attachment 11.c:
Attachment 11.d:
Attachment 11.e:

AttachA_CommunitySurvey_FY2022 (PDF)
AttachB_M&CBudgetSurvey_2022 (PDF)
AttachC_BudgetProcess_FY2022
(PDF)
AttachD_GeneralFundPreview
(PDF)
AttachE_GFOA_RevisedBudgetAwardCriteria

(PDF)
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COMMUNITY
FY 2022 BUDGET SURVEY
In addition to these three questions, we ask that all survey respondents provide their name and address.
Question 1: Please select your top budget priorities for FY 2022 (up to five may be selected).




















Affordable Housing
Afterschool/ Preschool
Animal Control
Arts Programs
Climate Action Plan
Community Recreation Centers
COVID-19 Impact Alleviation
Croydon Creek Nature Center
Economic Development
Forest/ Tree Maintenance and
Preservation
Historic Preservation
Leaf Collection
Long Range Planning
Open/ Green Space
Parking Enforcement
Parks (Skate, Dog, Playgrounds, etc.)
Pedestrian and Bicycle Infrastructure
Police/ Crime Prevention
Property Maintenance/ Code
Enforcement
















Recreation Programs/ Classes (please
specify the program or class in the
comment section)
Recycling and Refuse Collection
Senior Center/ Senior Programs and
Classes
Snow and Ice Removal
Social Justice, Racism, and Bias
Social Services/ Caregiver Grants
Street Lighting
Summer Camps/ Playgrounds
Swim and Fitness Center
Traffic Enforcement
Vehicular Roads and Bridges
Water and Sewer Services/
Infrastructure
Zoning and Development Review
Other (please explain in the ‘Comments’
section)

Comments:

Question 2: COVID-19 has impacted nearly every aspect of life. Please select the initiatives you would
prefer to see continued/implemented to alleviate the negative impacts of COVID-19.







Aid for businesses particularly harmed by COVID-19
Socially distanced events (e.g. local business fairs, concerts, outdoor art exhibits)
Virtual events (e.g. story time for children, virtual sports programs)
Converting sidewalk/street space to outdoor dining
Provide mental health resources
Other (Please specify in the ‘Comments’ section)

Comments:
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11.a

Question 3: In order to accommodate new priorities, the city has a range of options to maintain a
balanced budget. Please select which options you would prefer to see implemented.








Increase non-resident fees for city programs
Increase parking related permits and citations
Increase real property tax rate
Reduce number of city staff
Reduce public facility hours
Reduce or eliminate programs (Please specify in the ‘Comments’ section)
Other (Please specify in the ‘Comments’ section)

Comments:
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MAYOR AND COUNCIL
FY 2022 BUDGET SURVEY
Please fill out the FY 2022 Budget Survey and return it to Stacey Webster by November 25, 2020. All
survey responses will be compiled and discussed at the December 7, 2020, Mayor and Council meeting.
Additional information (including cost estimates if available) is provided on the attachment following
the survey.
While we understand it is difficult to complete this survey without a complete understanding of the FY
2022 financial picture, providing feedback on this survey will help staff as they develop the FY 2022
proposed budget. There will be many other opportunities for the Mayor and Council to provide input
and direction throughout the FY 2022 budget process as more information becomes available.
Note: Strategies #1, #2, #4, and #5 from the 9/21/20 agenda item (attached) apply to the current fiscal
year and are not reflected in the survey. All other strategies that were presented on 9/21/20 are
included and labeled.
Yes

No

Only if
Needed

Comments

Operating Programs and Services
1. I would like to add new full time equivalent (FTE)
positions to the FY 2022 budget
(if ‘Yes’ please list position title or brief position
description)
REFER TO FY 2021 BUDGET PAGES 357 TO 363

2. I would like to eliminate non-essential vacant
positions to reduce budget year costs and minimize
the future compounding factor of wage increases
(Strategy #7 from 9/21/20)
REFER TO MONTHLY VACANCY REPORTS

3. I would like to eliminate steps and merit increases
for all regular employees to reduce budget year costs
and minimize the future compounding factor of wage
increases
(Strategy #8 from 9/21/20)
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR MORE DETAIL
4. I would like to eliminate cost of living
adjustments for all regular employees to reduce
budget year costs and minimize the future
compounding factor of wage increases
(Strategy #9 from 9/21/20)
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR MORE DETAIL
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Yes

No

Only if
Needed

Attachment 11.b: AttachB_M&CBudgetSurvey_2022 (3284 : FY 2022 Budget Worksession (Calendar, Surveys, Preview, GFOA Changes))

MAYOR AND COUNCIL
FY 2022 BUDGET SURVEY
Comments

5. I would like to eliminate the senior staff and
appointed official car allowance and 10 percent
retirement contribution to reduce total personnel
costs if revenues are constrained in FY 2022
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR MORE DETAIL

6. I would like to furlough permanent employees for
one day to reduce total personnel costs if revenues
are constrained in FY 2022
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR MORE DETAIL

7. I would like to modify the city’s contribution to
the voluntary employee health assessment to
reduce total city costs. There are 212 FTEs budgeted
to receive this benefit for FY 2021
(Strategy #10 from 9/21/20)
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR MORE DETAIL
8. I would like to modify the city’s health insurance
cost share, which currently equals 80% of the lowest
cost plan, to reduce total city costs. There are 376
FTEs budgeted to receive health benefits in FY 2021
(Strategy #10 from 9/21/20)
(if ‘Yes’ please explain modification)
9. I would like to modify the employee normal
contribution rates for the Pension Fund to reduce
the city’s future contributions and to spread costs
more equitably
(Strategy #11 from 9/21/20)
SEE M&C AGENDA REPORT DATED 9/16/19
“SUPPLEMENTAL EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS”
10. I would like to implement Supplemental
Employee Contributions (SEC) in the future to
reduce the city’s contributions and spread costs
more equitably (Strategy #12 from 9/21/20)
SEE M&C AGENDA REPORT DATED 9/16/19
“SUPPLEMENTAL EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS”

11. I would like to reduce the use of non-emergency
overtime by changing schedules and/or permanent
position job responsibilities
(Strategy #13 from 9/21/20)
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR MORE DETAIL
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MAYOR AND COUNCIL
FY 2022 BUDGET SURVEY
Comments

12. I would like to reduce the use of temporary
employees by changing schedules and/or permanent
position job responsibilities
(Strategy #13 from 9/21/20)
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR HISTORY

13. I would like to increase non-resident fees for city
programs to reduce the total amount of taxpayer
subsidy; non-residents make up about 30 percent of
all current registrants
(Strategy #14 from 9/21/20)
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR MORE DETAIL

14. I would like to reduce in-person operating
services by adjusting public facility hours (City Hall,
recreation centers, Civic Center) to save temporary
employee wages and utility costs
(Strategy #15 from 9/21/20)

15. I would like to explore eliminating or reducing
duplicated services for FY 2022 budget (if ‘Yes’
please list service or program area for staff to
evaluate)
(Strategy #16 from 9/21/20)

16. I would like to decrease total amount of grant
funding for outside agencies if revenues are
constrained in FY 2022
(Strategy #18 from 9/21/20)
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR HISTORY

17. I would like to decrease total amount of grant
funding for caregiver agencies if revenues are
constrained in FY 2022
(Strategy #18 from 9/21/20)
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR HISTORY

18. I would like to increase parking related permits
and citations with the goal of reducing the amount
of taxpayer subsidy that is needed in the Parking
Fund; the estimated increase in revenue equals
approximately $165,000
(Strategy #19 from 9/21/20)
Page 3 of 12
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MAYOR AND COUNCIL
FY 2022 BUDGET SURVEY
Comments

19. I would support the purchase of smart parking
meters to replace the city’s outdated meters with
the goal of increasing parking revenue while offering
more convenient payment options
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR MORE DETAIL

20. I would like to adjust the real property tax rate
for FY 2022. The real property tax rate has remained
at $0.292 per $100 of assessed valuation since FY
2009; property tax revenue funds more than onehalf of the General Fund budget and one cent equals
approximately $1.3 million in revenue

21. I would like to offer a senior and military
property tax credit (similar to Montgomery County)
that is administered by a city employee
SEE ATTACHMENT FOR MORE DETAIL

22. I would like to offer a first-time homebuyer tax
credit that is administered by a city employee
(HCD staff currently researching this tax credit)

23. I would like to change the parameters of the
city’s supplement to the State of Maryland’s
Homeowners’ Tax Credit Program
(waiting on SDAT for cost estimates)
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MAYOR AND COUNCIL
FY 2022 BUDGET SURVEY
Comments

Capital Improvements Program
24. I would like to add new or fund previously
unfunded CIP projects in the FY 2022 through FY
2026 CIP
(if ‘Yes’ please include project name or description)

25. I would support utilizing reserves above the 20
percent reserve target to fund the CIP budget in FY
2022
(Strategy #3 from 9/21/20)

26. I would support issuing new taxpayer supported
bonds to fund the CIP budget in FY 2022 through FY
2026
(Strategy #6 from 9/21/20)

27. I would like to reduce the level of capital
maintenance for recurring CIP projects if revenues
are constrained in FY 2022
(Strategy #17 from 9/21/20)

28. I would like staff to continue to look for
opportunities to refinance existing debt to reduce
debt service expenditures
(Strategy #20 from 9/21/20)

Page 5 of 12
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Open Ended Questions
29. Please list your top five budget priorities for FY 2022 (the elected body previously expressed interest in priority items, such as:
social justice, racism, and bias; diversity in hiring; affordable housing; climate action plan; electric fleet; support for Boards and
Commissions; Vision Zero initiatives; etc.)

30. General Comments

Submitted by:
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MAYOR AND COUNCIL
FY 2022 BUDGET SURVEY

11.b

ADDITIONAL DETAILS for Survey Questions
Survey Question 3 – Cost for Merit/Step Increases (2.7% - 3.5%)
$617,000 General Fund; $758,000 all funds

Survey Question 4 – Cost for COLA (1%)
$345,000 General Fund; $425,000 all funds

Survey Question 5 – Cost for Car Allowance ($5,400 per employee) and Supplemental Retirement (equivalent to 10% of employee salary)
The benefits are contractual obligations of the city and would require the reopening and renegotiating of individual employee contracts.

Car
Allowance

Supplemental
Retirement
183,530

Total

Senior Sta ff

43,200

226,730

Appointed

10,800

59,810

70,610

TOTAL ($)

54,000

243,340

297,340

Survey Question 6 – Projected Dollar Value of a One-Day Furlough (includes salary plus related benefits)
$145,000 General Fund; $179,000 all funds

Survey Question 7 – Cost of City’s Contribution to Voluntary Employee Health Assessment Included in the FY 2021 Budget
$75,200 General Fund; $96,400 all funds

Survey Question 11 – History of General Fund Overtime by Department
The majority of the city’s overtime comes through the Police Department and is used for off duty court time, shift coverage to ensure
required minimum staffing levels, and staffing for special events. The Department uses schedule changes to avoid overtime when
possible. General Fund overtime in the Department of Public Works is used primarily for emergency response calls, namely snow
removal. In Recreation and Parks, the majority of overtime is used for special events and emergency tree work. Actual overtime may vary
from year to year based on the number and severity of emergencies.

Adopted
FY 2017
3,210

Adopted
FY 2018
3,210

Adopted
FY 2019
1,050

Adopted
FY 2020
1,480

Adopted
FY 2021
1,480

Pl a nni ng a nd Devel opment Servi ces

2,600

2,600

570

1,140

1,440

Informa ti on Technol ogy

5,100

2,500

590

590

590

Pol i ce

507,400

555,870

618,900

618,900

618,900

Publ i c Works

152,510

160,650

163,580

164,180

129,490

Recrea ti on a nd Pa rks

168,280

169,080

171,580

179,080

191,670

839,100

893,910

956,270

965,370

943,570

Ci ty Ma na ger's Offi ce

TOTAL for Overtime ($)
% Change from Previous Fiscal Year

0.9%

6.5%

7.0%

1.0%

-2.3%
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MAYOR AND COUNCIL
FY 2022 BUDGET SURVEY

11.b

Survey Question 12 – History of General Fund Temporary Employee Wages by Department
The majority of the city’s temporary employee spending runs through the Recreation and Parks Department and is related to
programming. Many of the Department’s needs are seasonal or event-specific and lend themselves to staffing by temporary employees
rather than regular permanent employees. The increase in temporary staffing funding for the past several years has been due to the
annual increases in the minimum wage. Temporary employee funding in other departments includes coverage for public-facing
secretarial positions during planned employee absences, staffing for cable operations including televised coverage of live meetings, and
streetlight and traffic signal technicians.
Adopted
FY 2017

Adopted
FY 2018

Adopted
FY 2019

Adopted
FY 2020

Adopted
FY 2021

Huma n Res ources

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

Ci ty Cl erk

2,530

2,530

7,030

17,000

-

Ci ty Ma na ger's Offi ce

17,590

57,510

67,510

63,880

63,880

Publ i c Works

36,910

36,970

37,120

37,510

28,010

2,343,450

2,707,660

2,801,950

2,955,450

3,305,640

2,401,980

2,806,170

2,915,110

3,075,340

3,399,030

Recrea ti on a nd Pa rks
TOTAL for Temporary Wages ($)
% Change from Previous Fiscal Year

5.0%

Adopted
FY 2017

16.8%

Adopted
FY 2018

3.9%

Adopted
FY 2019

5.5%

Adopted
FY 2020

10.5%

Adopted
FY 2021

Huma n Res ources

-

-

-

-

-

Ci ty Cl erk

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

-

Ci ty Ma na ger's Offi ce

0.6

1.4

1.6

1.5

1.5

Publ i c Works

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.5

88.2

90.1

91.7

92.5

93.7

TOTAL Temporary FTEs

89.5

92.2

94.1

94.8

95.7

% Change from Previous Fiscal Year

5.8%

3.0%

2.1%

0.7%

0.9%

Recrea ti on a nd Pa rks
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MAYOR AND COUNCIL
FY 2022 BUDGET SURVEY

11.b

Survey Question 13 – Increase Non-Resident Fees
Approximately one-third of all recreation program participants are nonresidents. Nonresident fees (regular rate) are usually higher than
resident fees (discount rate), but not by a significant amount. It should be noted that simply raising nonresident fees may not
automatically equate to increased revenue, as those participants may be driven elsewhere in the market by the increase in cost. Below
are several examples of current programming options and rates (resident/nonresident) from the Fall 2020 Recreation Guide.
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MAYOR AND COUNCIL
FY 2022 BUDGET SURVEY
Survey Question 16 – History of Outside Agency Grants

Adopted
FY 2017
Arons on, LLC

Adopted
FY 2018

-

Ima gi na tion Li bra ry
KID Mus eum
F. Scott Fi tzgera l d Li tera ry Fes tiva l
Ma ryl a nd Women's Bus i nes s Center

1

Montgomery Col l ege

-

Adopted
FY 2019
-

Adopted
FY 2020
50,000

Adopted
FY 2021
-

-

-

-

3,150

-

25,000

30,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

-

-

-

-

9,450

10,000

10,000

35,000

N/A

N/A

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

Montgomery Communi ty Tel evi s i on

-

3,000

-

-

-

Pea ce Da y

-

-

-

-

5,000

57,500

59,500

79,500

59,500

64,500

25,000

45,000

50,000

N/A

N/A

44,520

46,730

46,730

46,730

46,730

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

-

-

-

-

5,000

Peerl es s Rockvi l l e Hi s tori c Pres ., Ltd.
REDI Bus i nes s Incentives Progra m

1

Rockvi l l e Hous i ng Enterpri s es
Rockvi l l e Cha mber of Commerce

2

Rockvi l l e Li ttl e Thea tre
Rockvi l l e Mus i ca l Thea tre

-

-

-

-

5,000

50,000

55,000

55,000

55,000

60,000

-

26,000

-

-

6,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

60,000

60,000

The Vi ctori a n Lyri c Opera Compa ny

-

-

-

-

5,000

Vi s Arts

-

-

-

-

17,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

1,000

-

-

5,000

3,600

3,600

3,600

325,230

339,830

333,980

342,280

Rockvi l l e Sci ence Center
Rockvi l l e Si s ter Ci ty Corpora tion
Rockvi l l e Vol unteer Fi re Depa rtment

Worl d of Montgomery Da y
Women Who Ca re Mi ni s tri es
TOTAL for Outside Agencies ($)

257,020

1. Starting in FY 2020 all grants that are appropriated to REDI are budgeted in the REDI Cost Center.
2. In past budget publications this was listed as "Rockville Rewards."

Adopted
FY 2017
REDI Cos t Center
TOTAL for REDI ($)
% Change from Previous Fiscal Year

Adopted
FY 2018

Adopted
FY 2019

Adopted
FY 2020

Adopted
FY 2021

581,770

556,770

556,770

1,119,860

1,279,860

581,770

556,770

556,770

1,119,860

1,279,860

4.4%

5.2%

1.7%

62.2%

11.6%
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MAYOR AND COUNCIL
FY 2022 BUDGET SURVEY
Survey Question 17 – History of Caregiver Agency Grants

Adopted
FY 2017

Adopted
FY 2018

Adopted
FY 2019

Adopted
FY 2020

Adopted
FY 2021

Shelters
Cha s e Pa rtners hi p Hous e

16,500

16,500

16,770

-

-

Dorothy Da y Pl a ce

16,500

16,500

16,770

-

-

Hel pi ng Ha nds Shel ter

6,000

-

-

-

-

Home Bui l ders Ca re As s es s . Center

50,000

52,000

52,840

53,530

59,000

Hope Hous i ng

32,000

32,000

32,520

32,000

37,660

Jeffers on Hous e

13,000

13,000

13,210

16,920

18,500

Ra i nbow Pl a ce

25,000

25,000

25,400

22,500

25,500

Rockl a nd Hous e

16,000

16,000

16,260

16,920

16,920

Steppi ng Stones Shel ter

15,000

15,000

15,240

15,000

15,000

Women's As s es s ment Center

25,000

25,000

25,400

35,000

40,000

Interfa i th Cl othi ng Center

20,000

22,000

22,360

32,000

35,000

Ma nna Food Center

40,000

41,500

42,170

42,750

44,000

6,500

10,500

10,670

21,000

25,000

Ma ns fi el d Ka s ema n Hea l th Cl i ni c

106,000

106,000

107,700

107,700

107,700

Pa n As i a n Vol unteer Hea l th Cl i ni c

25,000

21,500

21,850

23,860

28,350

Rockvi l l e Pri ma ry Ca re

20,000

20,000

20,320

22,000

30,190

-

-

-

30,000

-

5,000

6,500

6,610

7,000

8,500

70,000

72,000

73,160

66,530

60,000

El derl y Mi ni s tri es

85,000

90,000

91,440

92,700

92,700

Hea l thy Fa mi l i es Montgomery

18,000

17,500

17,780

17,780

21,000

50,000

52,000

52,840

35,000

-

-

-

-

Food/Clothing Services

Nouri s h Now
Health Care

Outpa tient Mental Hea l th Cl i ni c
Information and Referral
Comprehens i ve Communi ty
Empowerment
Language and Citizenship Education
La ngua ge Outrea ch Progra m
Supportive Services/Youth Development

Emergency Funds
REAP: Emergency Funds

1

COVID-19 Rel i ef
TOTAL for Caregiver Agencies ($)
% Change from Previous Fiscal Year

660,500
2.4%

670,500
1.5%

681,310
1.6%

690,190
1.3%

N/A
45,000
710,020
2.9%

1. REAP: Moved to the Community Services Administration operating base budget starting in FY 2021.
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Survey Question 19 – Smart Parking Meters
There are approximately 500 parking meters located within the City of Rockville. The parking meters in Rockville have not been updated
in over 13 years. There has been a significant increase in the number of failing meters due to their age; this causes increases in
maintenance costs and the amount of time required by PEOs to perform the needed repairs. Additionally, it is becoming difficult to find
replacement parts and equipment. With the changes in technology, the city’s meters have become quite antiquated. The meters
currently only accept quarters as payment. Although the city implemented a “pay by phone” option years ago, users are not able to pay
by credit card at the meter.
The smart meter upgrade would include 300 of the 500 parking meters. The smart meters would be networked via a wireless system to a
comprehensive data management system that would provide staff with real-time data and statistics. The real-time data would allow staff
to more effectively analyze and manage the Parking Meter Program.
The total cost to transition 300 of the city’s meters to smart meters is approximately $154,000.

Survey Question 21 – Senior Tax Credit
This past summer staff reached out to Montgomery County to see whether the County would be willing to modify its senior tax credit
program utilizing different parameters for Rockville residents. As part of this research staff reviewed a copy of the State enabling Statute
(9-258) that provides the authority to establish the credit. Both the County program and the State enabling legislation were emailed to
the Mayor and Council in September.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Montgomery County’s program applies to the entire county, including Rockville residents, and they are not willing to modify
their program specifically for municipalities.
The City of Rockville, under the enabling State statute, could provide its own senior tax credit utilizing its own parameters as
long as the parameters complied with the statute.
The city would have to codify the credit and fund the resources to manage the program. If housed in Finance, an Analyst level
position would be required.
Under the current program, 727 Rockville households receive the credit. Utilizing this data, all things being equal, the cost to
Rockville would approximate $193,500.
With less stringent Rockville parameters the cost range may increase to $220K to $250K in permanently reduced General Fund
revenues.
The total cost for this type of program is $353,000; this is comprised of $250,000 in reduced revenue, $100,000 for the Analyst
position, and approximately $3,000 in processing fees to Montgomery County.
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MAYOR AND COUNCIL
FY 2022 BUDGET SURVEY

Mayor & Council Meeting Date: September 21, 2020
Agenda Item Type: Work Session
Department: Finance
Responsible Staff: Stacey Webster

Subject
FY 2021 Revenue and Expenditure Update and Savings Plan Scenarios

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council review staff's budget update and summary of
strategic recommendations and offer guidance as needed.

Discussion
Background
The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted all levels of government, non-profit organizations, and
private businesses, as well as individuals, families, and the general Rockville community. Due to
the financial pressures on the Rockville community as a result of the pandemic, the Mayor and
Council adopted the FY 2021 budget with no increases in real or personal property tax rates,
and no increases in the City’s utility rates. Several of Rockville’s major revenue sources have
been or will be impacted by the pandemic. Due to the decreases in some of the City’s revenue
sources in FY 2020 and estimated for FY 2021, the FY 2021 adopted budget represents a current
services budget with minimal capacity for new items or priorities.
A key Financial Management Policy that helps to protect the City’s financial position and allows
for the continuation of City services during times of economic uncertainty is the Policy to
maintain at least a 20 percent General Fund unassigned reserve balance. Preliminary results
show that the General Fund will exceed the 20 percent reserve target by at least $4 to $5
million at the close of FY 2020. In addition to the $4 to $5 million, the FY 2021 adopted budget
includes a $970,000 addition to reserves which reinforces the City’s budgetary strength in the
current environment.
In addition to the safety provided by the reserves in the General Fund, the City has additional
reserves in other governmental funds. The Capital Projects Fund maintains a large cash balance
from year-to-year and is adequately funded to support all current capital projects, and the Debt
Service Fund is balanced over a five-year period to ensure there is sufficient financial capacity
to pay all outstanding principal and interest payments. Unlike many other jurisdictions, the City
does not have volatile revenues (like sales tax) or cash flow concerns (due to adequate
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reserves), and therefore the City does not need to rely on short-term financing vehicles during
this time of economic uncertainty.
Although staff is concerned about the long-term financial unknowns related to the COVID-19
pandemic, the City’s conservative Financial Management Policies, experienced Finance team,
demographic of the city’s population, manageable fixed costs, and ample reserve levels offer
multiple layers of protection to mitigate the risks related to the economic uncertainty.
FY 2021 First Quarter Impacts
Through mid-September, staff has analyzed FY 2021 revenues and expenditures to determine if
there are variances between the FY 2021 adopted budget and current actuals to date. The most
significant variances from the adopted budget are in the Department of Recreation and Parks.
Staff estimates that revenue from the Department of Recreation and Parks will be under
budget by $1.7 million for the first quarter of FY 2021 due to reduced programming, closed
facilities, and limited recreation center capacity. Some of these revenue losses will be offset by
a reduction in cost of $1 million in related contract and temporary personnel and operating
expenditures. Staff will continue to monitor all recreation programs and services on a quarterly
basis, and will ask the Mayor and Council to adjust the budget if/when needed throughout the
fiscal year. The first quarter reductions will be presented to the Mayor and Council via the first
budget amendment in October.
In order to offset the additional $0.7 million difference between the Department of Recreation
and Parks’ revenue and expenditures, staff will add $324,000 in one-time building rental
revenue from Montgomery County for the extension of the lease for 6 Taft Court to the
October budget amendment. Staff will also add $400,000 in Highway User Revenue (HUR) to
match the Maryland Department of Transportation’s (MDOT) latest estimate (note: the budget
includes $2.1 million for HUR and MDOT’s latest estimate equals $2.5 million).
Another important piece of information that staff was waiting on was the outcome of the
State’s Board of Public Works meeting that was held on August 12, 2020. There were no
changes to the City’s revenue estimates as a result of this meeting. City staff, with assistance
from MML, will continue to follow their meeting schedule and notify the Mayor and Council of
any changes in the future.
The First Quarter FY 2021 Financial Report is scheduled to be presented to the Mayor and
Council on December 7, 2020. This report will show actual expenditures and revenues for the
first quarter compared to the adopted budget. The First Quarter Financial Report will also
include an update on the use of General Fund contingency and the amount of unspent
personnel funding for the first quarter.
Summary of Strategies
The City has multiple layers of protection that will help offset any further revenue reductions or
expenditure increases during FY 2021 and future years. Staff recommends the strategies
summarized in TABLE 1 versus across-the-board budget reductions for departments because
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those types of reductions are non-strategic, they reduce flexibility, they are unrelated to
priority and service provisions, and they are inequitable for departments with smaller operating
budgets. In fact, most discretionary departmental operating spending was reduced during the
final stages of the FY 2021 budget process. Moving forward in FY 2021, staff will continue to
monitor actual revenues receipts, expenditures, and new information from outside funding
sources and, if needed, recommend that the Mayor and Council amend the budget utilizing one
or more of the strategies outlined in TABLE 1.
TABLE 1
Strategies for FY 2021
Strategy
#1 - Use of COVID-19 Reimbursements
#2 - Use of Adopted Addition to Reserves
#3 - Use of Reserves Above the 20 Percent Target
#4 - Reappropriation of Unspent Personnel Funds
#5 - Use of Contingency
#6 - Issuance of New Money Bonds
TOTAL

Value
Up to $1.1 million
$970,000
$4 to $5 million
$400,000*
$283,000
$2 to $3 million
$8.8 to $10.8 million

% of Adopted
Budget
1.3%
1.1%
4.7 to 5.9%
0.5%
0.3%
2.4 to 3.5%
10.4 to 12.6%

* Assumes $100,000 in net savings per quarter.

Strategies for FY 2022 and Future Years
#7 - Eliminate Vacant Positions
#8 - Eliminate Steps and Merits for all Employees
#9 - Eliminate Cost of Living Adjustments for all Employees
#10 - Modify the City’s Health Insurance Cost Share
#11 - Modify the Employee Normal Contribution Rates for Pension Fund
#12 - Implement Supplemental Employee Contributions for Pension Fund
#13 - Reduce Use of Temporary Employees and Non-Emergency Overtime
#14 - Increase Non-Resident Fees for City Programs
#15 - Reduce In-Person Operating Services by Adjusting Facility Hours
#16 - Eliminate or Reduce Duplicate Services
#17 - Reduce Level of Capital Maintenance for Recurring CIP Projects
#18 - Review Level of Support for Outside and Caregiver Agencies
#19 - Increase Parking Related Fees, Charges, and Fines
#20 - Look for Opportunities to Refinance Existing Debt

If there is
interest in one
or more of
these
strategies staff
will bring back
additional
information
during the FY
2022 budget
process.

Description of Strategies for FY 2021
Described here are six immediate areas that staff will consider if revenues and/or expenditures
vary from the adopted budget throughout the remainder of FY 2021:
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•

#1 - Recognition of reimbursement revenue from FEMA and Montgomery County
(CARES Act) for COVID-19 related expenditures. Although the FY 2021 budget does not
depend on the COVID-19 reimbursements, staff can use the reimbursements to offset
any additional revenue decreases or to fund unbudgeted expenditures during FY 2021.
For context, the City submitted approximately $255,000 to FEMA for reimbursement of
expenditures associated with the purchase of personal protective equipment, supplies,
and services needed to maintain City operations while adhering to CDC and State-issued
guidelines (note: up to a maximum of 75 percent will be reimbursed). The City also
submitted $880,000 to Montgomery County for municipal aid from the Coronavirus
Relief Fund. The $880,000 includes expenditures related to improving telework
capabilities and premium pay for community specific operations. To date, neither
agency has provided formal approval or reimbursement for amounts submitted by the
City. Staff is actively working with agency representatives and hope to have final
determinations and approvals in the next few weeks.

•

#2 - Use of the adopted addition to General fund reserves. Staff recommends utilizing
the $970,000 in budget capacity that was adopted in FY 2021 as an addition to reserves.
As previously reported, the General Fund ended FY 2020 in a solid position and will far
exceed the reserve target of 20 percent. If revenues come in lower or expenditures are
higher due to the impacts of COVID-19, then staff recommends balancing with the
$970,000, which represents 1.1 percent of the adopted budget.

•

#3 - Use of General Fund unassigned fund balance above the 20 percent reserve target.
This value will likely range from $4 to $5 million, or 4.7 to 5.9 percent of the adopted
budget. By formal policy, these funds can be used for one-time operating or capital
needs.

•

#4 - Use of unspent personnel funds. Staff will report on the total amount of unspent
personnel funds each quarter on the financial report. As in past years, these funds are
first used to backfill for vacant positions and for employee leave payouts upon
departure, and then can be used for other needs as identified by staff and reported to
the Mayor and Council. For context, the unspent personnel funds from FY 2020 were
used to support approximately $763,000 in General Fund premium pay expenditures
related to the COVID-19 pandemic. Historically, quarterly net unspent personnel funds
have averaged approximately $100,000 per quarter (gross unspent personnel funds
have averaged $337,000 per quarter for the last two years).

•

#5 - Use of contingency in the General Fund. The contingency account was adopted at
$310,000. As of this report, the City Manager has allocated $27,000 of those funds for
unbudgeted needs during the first quarter. The City’s formal policies states that the
“account will be made available for unanticipated, unbudgeted expenditures of a nonrecurring nature and/or unexpected cost increases that require the City Manager’s
approval. All spending from the contingency account shall be reported to the Mayor and
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Council.” Staff generally reserves most of these funds until the second half of the fiscal
year in case additional funds are needed for snow and ice removal.
•

#6 - Use of new money bonds to support future capital projects. Utilizing a debt strategy
would reduce the paygo transfer and make available General Fund appropriations in FY
2021. For context, the current capital budget assumes only one new bond issue of $7.9
million in FY 2024 for the Outdoor Recreation Pool Renovations (RC18) project. While
staff does not recommend significantly increasing the total taxpayer supported debt,
one more bond issue in the range of $2 to $3 million for a qualified capital project, or
2.4 to 3.5 percent of the adopted budget, could aid the General fund, if needed, during
this uncertain time. On average, $1 million in bonds costs the City $69,000 per year for
20 years in debt service.

Description of Strategies for FY 2022 and Future Years
For FY 2022 and future years, staff is concerned that revenues will be slow to recover and that
an enhanced General Fund expenditure reduction strategy will be needed. In addition to
Strategy #1 through #6 in TABLE 1, staff could consider the following options in order to
balance the FY 2022 and future years budget. Utilizing one or more of these options will help to
minimize the need for employee furloughs and layoffs in FY 2022 and future years. Some of
these strategies are policy-based and some are administrative or operational. Also, some of
these strategies could be considered temporary, while others would be permanent. If there is
interest in one or more of these strategies, staff will bring back additional information,
including financial estimates from staff, the City’s insurance broker, or the City’s actuary, during
the FY 2022 budget process.
•

#7 - Eliminate vacant positions. At the end of the FY 2021 budget process, the Mayor
and Council directed the unfunding (or freezing) of 6.0 full-time equivalent (FTE)
positions to help balance the budget. The City Manager continues to review all vacant
positions and only positions that are deemed essential are permitted to be recruited.
Staff recommends reviewing all vacant positions during FY 2021 and will consider
eliminating non-essential positions during the FY 2022 budget process.

•

#8 - Eliminate steps and merits. Similar to FY 2021, staff and the Mayor and Council may
consider eliminating in FY 2022 the merit and step pay increases for all regular
employees. For FY 2021, this equaled a savings of approximately $700,000 for the
General Fund. The City used this strategy after the last recession by eliminating merits
and steps from FY 2011 through FY 2016. This strategy helps both the current budget
year and future fiscal years by reducing the compounding factor of base wages.

•

#9 - Eliminate cost of living adjustments. Staff and the Mayor and Council may want to
consider eliminating a cost of living adjustment (COLA) for FY 2022. For FY 2021, all
regular employees under the department director level received a 1 percent cost of
living adjustment. This totaled approximately $350,000 for the General Fund. The city
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did not provide a cost of living adjustment to employees in FY 2011 due to the revenue
constraints associated with the recession. Similar to eliminating merits and steps, this
strategy helps both the current budget year and future fiscal years by reducing the
compounding factor of base wages.
•

#10 - Modify the City’s health insurance cost share. Currently, the City shares the cost of
health insurance with employees by paying 80 percent of the lowest cost plan while the
employees pay the remainder. In addition, the City further subsidizes employees’ health
costs by contributing $416 or $516 per year if the employee successfully completes a
voluntary health assessment. Staff could re-evaluate these cost share amounts with the
goal of reducing the City’s overall benefit expenditure. For context, the total General
Fund cost for City-provided health insurance for FY 2021 equals $3.5 million.

•

#11 - Modify the Pension Plan normal contribution rates for City employees. The current
employee contribution rates equal 1 percent for administrative employees, zero percent
for union employees, and 8.5 percent for Police (note: Police is higher because they do
not participate in the Thrift plan and their pension benefit is more generous). The Mayor
and Council may want to consider increasing the normal contribution rates in order to
reduce the City’s annual contribution, while more equitably spreading costs.

•

#12 - Another option for the Pension Plan is to implement the Supplemental Employee
Contributions (SEC). This topic was last discussed by the Mayor and Council in
September 2019. For background, there is a provision in the City’s Pension Plan, Section
3.1, that allows the City to impose variable contributions by way of a SEC if a certain
threshold is met. Section 3.1 of the Plan states, “As of any July 1, if the City contribution
to the Defined Benefit Option of the Plan exceeds 6.5% of the Earnings of the Employees
who are participating under the Defined Benefit Option as of such July 1, the City, in its
discretion, reserves the right to impose a 'Supplemental Employee Contribution' for the
applicable fiscal year. This Supplemental Employee Contribution shall be no more than
50% of the excess of such City contribution over 6.5% of such Earnings and shall be
treated as a contribution to the Defined Benefit Option.”

•

#13 - Analyze and modify use of temporary employees and non-emergency overtime.
Temporary wages and overtime are a significant part of the City's General Fund
personnel budget. For FY 2021, overtime and temporary wages made up almost 9
percent of all personnel expenditures. During the FY 2022 budget process, staff could
consider reducing the use of temporary employees and non-emergency overtime and
utilizing permanent positions by modifying schedules or responsibilities in order to
reduce overall personnel spending. If interested, the Mayor and Council could consider
utilizing the $30,000 that is in the FY 2021 budget for an audit of the City's use of nonemergency overtime and temporary employees with the goal of reducing expenditures
and improving efficiencies.
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•

#14 - Increase non-resident fees for City programs. In order to improve cost recovery
and reduce taxpayer support, the Mayor and Council and staff could consider raising the
non-resident fees for all Rockville programs. Approximately one-third of all recreation
program participants are non-residents. Non-resident fees are usually higher than
resident fees, but not by a significant amount. It should be noted that simply raising
non-resident fees may not automatically equate to increased revenue, as those
participants may be driven elsewhere in the market by the increase in cost. Staff will
consider increasing the non-resident fees for programs that are more focused on
individual benefit versus community benefit as defined by the City’s Financial
Management Policies.

•

#15 - Reduce the City’s in-person operating services by adjusting the number of hours
public facilities (City Hall and recreation centers) are open. The City could achieve some
expenditure savings in areas like temporary employee wages and building utilities.

•

#16 - Staff could review all services provided by other levels of government or the
private sector and consider eliminating or reducing the duplicated services.

•

#17 - Reduce level of capital maintenance for recurring taxpayer supported capital
projects. The capital budget contains both non-recurring and recurring capital projects.
Recurring CIP projects, which involve ongoing major improvements, rehabilitation, or
repairs, are budgeted in five-year increments. These projects are identified in the capital
budget by the inclusion of a five-year time frame in their project name (for example,
Asphalt/Concrete Improvements: FY21-FY25). For the FY 2022 budget process, staff and
the Mayor and Council may want to evaluate the service or maintenance levels of these
projects and reduce those levels until the City's revenue outlook improves. Reducing
service levels could make available $100,000's in taxpayer funds without a significant
impact on the community.

•

#18 - Review level of support for City caregiver and outside agencies. Over the years the
total taxpayer-supported contributions to outside and caregiver agencies has increased
substantially. For FY 2021, the total appropriation for outside and caregiver agencies
(including Rockville Economic Development, Inc.) equals $2.3 million. The Mayor and
Council may want to re-evaluate the total amount of the City's support for these
agencies given the potential for a constrained revenue environment.

•

#19 - Increase parking related fees, charges and fines. Each year, Rockville taxpayers
support the parking enterprise through a General Fund transfer. The General Fund
transfer has ranged from $500,000 to $1.3 million each year since FY 2007. It is
anticipated that the transfer will be needed until the parking garage debt is paid off in
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FY 2036. Moving forward, the Mayor and Council and staff could consider raising
parking fees, charges, and fines in order to reduce the amount of the General Fund
transfer. Reducing the transfer would free up General Fund cash to be used for other
personnel expenditures, operating activities, or capital projects.
•

#20 - Look for opportunities to refinance existing debt. The City’s Finance staff and
municipal advisor frequently evaluate the City’s current debt for refinancing
opportunities. Although most of the City’s outstanding debt has been refinanced at least
once, there might be additional opportunities to take advantage of even lower rates
(taxable and tax-exempt) given the current economic environment. The next refinancing
will take place on September 22, 2020, and will benefit the Water, Sewer, Stormwater
Management, and Debt Service funds. In practice, refinancings reduce the total amount
of principal and interest payments that are due over the remaining life of the bonds.

Budget Review Tools
In July 2020, in response to a request made by the Mayor and Council, staff sent a
memorandum that explains the tools and methods that Finance staff use to estimate the
revenue and expenditure budgets. Attached is the memorandum that was emailed to the
Mayor and Council (Attachment A).
Major Upcoming Budget Actions
The first budget amendment for FY 2021 is scheduled for October 26, 2020. This amendment
will address the changes in revenues and expenditures from the first quarter. This amendment
will also include the appropriation for the purchase orders that automatically carry into FY 2021
and the recognition of any new grant revenue or COVID-19 reimbursements.

Mayor and Council History
This item was prepared in response to a request from the Mayor and Council for more
information on the status of the General Fund as it relates to the current and future revenue
and expenditure impacts as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Fiscal Impact
This item offers potential suggestions for managing revenue reductions or expenditure
increases as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. TABLE 1 provides a summary of staff
recommendations that, if or when needed, will be presented to the Mayor and Council in the
form of a future budget amendment. The information contained in this item may also be used
to help staff develop the FY 2022 proposed budget.

Next Steps
The following table shows the budget related items through the end of the calendar year.
Meeting
FY 2020 Fourth Quarter Financial Report

Date
October 26, 2020
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October 26, 2020
October 26, 2020
November 2, 2020
November 9, 2020
November 9, 2020
December 7, 2020
December 7, 2020
December 7, 2020
December 7, 2020
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FY 2021 Budget Amendment (Amendment #1)
FY 2022 Budget Public Hearing
Presentation on Proposed Water and Sewer Rate Structure
Public Hearing on Proposed Water and Sewer Rate Structure
FY 2022 Budget Worksession (Calendar, Survey, Preview)
FY 2020 Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports
FY 2020 Popular Annual Financial Reports
FY 2021 First Quarter Financial Report
Discussion and Possible Approval of Proposed Water and
Sewer Rate Structure
FY 2022 Budget Priorities and Survey Results

December 7, 2020

Attachments
BudgetTools_M&C

(PDF)
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MEMORANDUM
July 8, 2020
TO:

Mayor and Council

FROM:
VIA:

Stacey Webster, Deputy Director of Finance
Gavin Cohen, Director of Finance

SUBJECT:

Budget Review Tools

This memorandum is in response to a request made by Councilmember Pierzchala at the July 6,
2020, Mayor and Council meeting for more information on the tools the city’s Finance Department
uses to understand the current and projected status of the General Fund revenues and
expenditures.
Finance staff strive to be strategic and thorough with research and projections in order to provide
good information and analysis as a basis for decision making. This helps to mitigate financial risk
and to ensure the orderly provision of services to the Rockville community during unprecedented
times like the COVID-19 pandemic. Our approach provides us with information from multiple
resources and gives us time to adjust in accordance with our adopted Financial Management
Polices when needed. This approach relies on timely data from our external partners, other
departmental city staff, and the city’s investment and municipal advisors; trend analysis; and
various spending reports. This memorandum provides descriptions of each resource and how they
inform Finance staff.
The city’s major external partners consist of the State Highway Administration, the State Bureau of
Revenue Estimates, the State Department of Assessments and Taxation, the Maryland Municipal
League, Maryland Government Finance Officers Association, and Montgomery County. These
partners disseminate up-to-date information on actual or potential revisions to annual revenues.
This information comes to staff through phone calls, emails, formal letters, training sessions, and
data reports. Finance staff uses this information to inform mid-year budget amendments and the
Quarterly Financial Reports. Finance staff also relies on the city’s intergovernmental affairs staff to
share information that is being discussed at the various levels of government throughout the year.
Finance staff collaborate with other departmental staff to understand trends and activities at the
cost center level. Generally, the city’s Management and Budget Analysts work directly with the
division or program managers to understand their operations and trends within their service or
program areas. For example, during the FY 2021 budget process there was considerable discussion
1
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about the impact of COVID-19 pandemic on the city’s recreation programs. Most programs were
cancelled, and some were transitioned to online or are limited in capacity and are being held
outdoors. Finance staff is currently working with Recreation and Parks staff to better understand
the reductions in revenues and the corresponding reduction in expenditures per month for the first
quarter of FY 2021. Finance staff hope to report this information to the Mayor and Council on
September 21, 2020, during the “Fiscal Preparedness Plan” agenda item, with any FY 2021 budget
adjustments coming through the October budget amendment. Examples of other revenue and
expenditure items that Finance staff are closely following at this time with departmental
cooperation include the reduction in utility usage (water, sewer, electricity) at the city’s closed
facilities; reduction in parking revenue due to changes in the parking program; levels of current and
projected public works permits and building permits; levels of redlight and speed camera vehicle
citations (given less vehicular traffic); and overall delays in capital construction.
Finance staff describes any major variance in the departmental items to the Mayor and Council on a
quarterly basis in the Quarterly Financial Report. Per the city’s Financial Management Policies, “The
City Manager will submit budgetary reports to the Mayor and Council comparing actual revenues
and expenditures with budgeted amounts quarterly.” The reports summarize the adopted and
amended budgets and actual revenues and expenditures each quarter for the General, Water,
Sewer, Refuse, Stormwater Management, and Parking funds. Figures from the same period the
previous fiscal year are included for comparison purposes and context. When time permits, the
quarterly reports are presented to the Mayor and Council in public meetings. The reports are
always available on the city’s website for at least two years and are regularly reviewed by the city’s
Financial Advisory Board.
Other resources that are used by Finance staff include the city’s investment advisor and municipal
advisor. The investment advisory is responsible for the investment of the city’s funds, primarily the
capital and reserve funds. These funds are in invested in vehicles consistent with the city’s adopted
Statement of Investment Policy. The investment advisor provides quarterly updates that contain an
overview of quarterly and yearly investment performance, detail of investment vehicles, changes in
the portfolio’s market value, and market overviews. The overviews cover national and regional
economic data and are helpful to understand what the city and other municipal governments are
facing. The city’s municipal advisor, separate from the investment advisor, provides updates on the
municipal bond market. The municipal advisor frequently evaluates the city’s current debt for
refinancing opportunities and informs Finance staff on the best market timing for new bond issues.
We are looking to sell our next round of bonds in fall/winter 2020 if market timing is good.
In addition to the outside and departmental resources that I have described, a major component of
budget review is performed by Finance staff using trend data. Depending on the revenue or
expenditure item, on a weekly, monthly, and/or quarterly basis, staff uses the actual revenue
receipts and expenditure payments to determine consistency with the budget estimates. For
example, using receipts from FY 2000 through the current year, staff tracks income tax data on a
monthly basis. Using this data, we can estimate future monthly payments and then adjust total
annual revenue estimates as needed.
For other citywide spending, Finance staff regularly review vendor spending reports, requisition
reports, open purchase order reports, payroll reports, and purchasing card reports. Fortunately, we
2
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have an experienced Finance staff that can review these reports on a regular basis and spot
inconsistencies or potential issues. If general citywide issues are discovered in spending patterns or
inconsistencies between departments, further review and discussion is held at the senior staff level.
A recent review of these reports in the fourth quarter of FY 2020 led to a direction from the City
Manager to limit all nonessential spending. This direction continues into first quarter FY 2021.
The review of the city’s expenditure and revenue trends and the city’s spending reports is
important in the analysis of the city’s reserves or level of unassigned fund balance. The city’s
General Fund reserves will play a critical role in the overall financial sustainability of the city during
(and possibly after) the COVID-19 pandemic. Finance staff reports on the estimated year end fund
balance on a quarterly basis to the Mayor and Council through the Quarterly Financial Reports. In
this report there is a five-year history of the actual fund balance versus the target. The reports also
include an explanation of the actual or projected use of the reserves during the fiscal year.
Another item that is highlighted in the Quarterly Financial Reports is the total amount of unspent
personnel funds and the actual use of those funds during the quarter. By practice, staff generally
utilizes unspent personnel funds for the backfill of a vacant position via a temporary employee or
overtime for a current employee. This section of the quarterly report plays a similar role as the
reserves as it conveys to the Mayor and Council the immediate financial resources that are
available, if needed.
In the next couple of months, on the expenditure side, we will continue to take a closer look at the
future of employee compensation and benefits, the number of authorized temporary and full-time
positions, the use of bond funding for certain cash funded capital projects, the deferral of nonessential capital projects, and what is considered essential versus nonessential operating spending.
On the revenue side, we will closely analyze our major revenue sources for FY 2021 and beyond,
with special attention to property tax (real and personal), income tax, tax duplication, highway user,
and police protection grant. For context, these five revenue sources comprise 76 percent of the FY
2021 adopted General Fund budget.
The next public discussion related to the city’s finances in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic is
scheduled for September 21, 2020. The timing of this item is ideal because in September we will
have more information about any potential revenue reductions as a result of the State’s Board of
Public Works meeting in August, the actual General Fund reserve balance, revenue and expenditure
results from FY 2020 and first quarter FY 2021, and the region’s COVID-19 reopening plans (stages,
dates, etc.). At this meeting we hope to preview adjustments that will come back to the Mayor and
Council via a budget amendment in October. We understand this fiscal year will be unprecedented
and are prepared to provide more frequent updates or budget amendments to keep the Mayor and
Council and the Rockville community informed.

3
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Other City Departments

City Manager

FY 2022 Budget Kickoff for Staff (10/7)
Budget Public Hearing
(10/26)
FY 2022 Budget
Worksession (11/9)

NOV
Review and analyze all
budget requests;

DEC

Rockville Residents
and Stakeholders
Neighborhood,
homeowner, and
community association
capital budget requests
due (9/25)

Departments develop FY 2022 operating and
capital budget requests

JAN

Mayor and Council

Preparation for internal
Budget Kickoff

OCT

SEPT

Department of Finance

Manage internal CIP
prioritization process

M&C Survey distributed
11/10 and due 11/25
Participate in internal CIP
prioritization process

Online form available for
Public Comment (11/13)

FY 2022 Budget
Worksession to include
M&C Survey responses and
priorities discussion (12/7)

City Manager and Finance staff review all budget information
and budget requests with City departments
City Manager makes funding
recommendations

Water and Sewer Rates
and Rate Structure
Discussion (1/25)

FEB

Preparation of FY 2022
Proposed Budget Book

Preparation of FY 2022
budget information,
including Mayor and
Council follow-up
information for
worksessions,
appropriation levels and
tax rates, and utility rate
resolutions and ordinances

Preparation of FY 2022
Adopted Budget Book

Introduction of FY 2022
tax rates, appropriation
levels, and utility rate
resolutions and ordinances
(2/22)
Budget Worksession
(3/8)

Budget Public Hearing (3/8)

Budget Worksession (3/22)

FAB Comments on the
Budget (3/22)
Budget Public Hearing
(4/12)

Budget Worksession (4/19)

Presentation of final
FY 2022 tax rates,
appropriation levels, and
utility rate resolutions
and ordinances (5/3)

Close of Budget
Public Record (4/16)

Adoption of FY 2022
tax rates, appropriation
levels, and utility rate
resolutions and ordinances
(5/3)

JULY

JUNE

MAY

APR

MAR

Distribution of Proposed
Budget Book (2/15)

Presentation of proposed
FY 2022 tax rates,
appropriation levels, and
utility rate resolutions and
ordinances (2/22)

Implementation of FY 2022
utility and tax rates
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As we look ahead to FY 2022, several of Rockville’s major revenue sources will continue to be
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic and most of the discretionary expenditure budgets will
remain flat due to continued restrictions on non-essential spending and limits on budget
enhancements. The major revenue sources that will continue to be impacted include
admissions and amusement tax, hotel tax, interest income, and recreation fees and charges for
services. The expenditure budget, although constrained, will continue to support major
expenditures like employee wages and benefits, city contracts, parks and facilities
maintenance, debt service, and capital infrastructure.
The current FY 2022 General Fund forecast shows that revenues and expenditures will increase
by less than 2 percent compared to the FY 2021 adopted budget. Below is a bar graph that
compares General Fund revenues and expenditures and provides linear trajectories from FY
2015 actual through FY 2022 forecast.

There are many sources of uncertainty that staff and the Mayor and Council must consider and
discuss throughout the FY 2022 budget development process. These sources of uncertainty
include:
• the severity and duration of the COVID-19 pandemic;
• federal, state, and local public health actions;
• the community’s behavioral responses to the public health actions;
• volatility of various state and local revenues; and
• effectiveness and availability of federal and state aid.
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FY 2022 General Fund Preview
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Other considerations for Rockville include identifying funding for the Mayor and Council’s
highest priorities and the priorities of the Rockville community. We are hopeful the state and
county will not balance their budgets by ‘unbalancing’ ours, that Rockville’s unemployment
rates will continue to drop as the region strategically reopens, and that we are able to provide
the essential public services that Rockville residents have come to expect and deserve.
Staff priorities for the FY 2022 budget
include protecting our current
infrastructure by modernizing our built
environment. This means that throughout
the budget process staff will recommend
capital funding (and potentially new debt)
for much needed replacement and
rehabilitation of city infrastructure,
including roads, sidewalks, public facilities,
pedestrian pathways, water and sewer
lines, and bridges. Another staff priority is
supporting the city’s current workforce—
our main resource in program and service
delivery. This priority translates into
adequately funding all essential training,
employee benefits, and a cost of living
adjustment.
While we continue to look at the higher
level of governments for assistance related
to the impacts of COVID-19, it is important
to understand that to-date there is only aid
available to reimburse for direct COVID-19
related expenditures, not for revenue
losses. While the city’s two largest revenue
sources that make up 69 percent of the
budget have yet to see declines, there may be a lagging effect due to the recent uptick in
unemployment and the closing of some area businesses. The residential housing market
remains stable, but both commercial real and personal property tax revenues could suffer.
The next round of property tax assessments will take place in January 2021 (Group 3). The
Maryland State Department of Assessments and Taxation (SDAT) reassesses real property every
three years and tax bills are based on those assessments. For homeowners, any increase to
assessed value is phased in equally over a three-year period, and the resulting increase in the
property tax bill is capped at 10 percent. Any decrease is fully factored into the first full levy
year after the assessment.
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In order to be conservative at
this early stage of the budget
process, staff is estimating that
the total assessed value will
remain flat. Staff will receive
actual assessment data
towards the end of January
2021. The forecast for FY 2022
assumes the tax rates will
remain unchanged at $0.292
per $100 of assessed valuation
for real property and $0.805
per $100 of assessed valuation
for personal property.
Rockville’s finances are
relatively stable and have a
history of withstanding
fluctuating economic
conditions. Finance staff strive to be strategic and thorough with research and projections in
order to provide good information and analysis as a basis for decision making. This helps to
mitigate financial risk and to ensure the orderly provision of services to the Rockville
community during unprecedented times like the COVID-19 pandemic.
Staff appreciates the Mayor and Council’s support as we navigate the FY 2022 budget process
as tough decisions will need to be made. We will continue to work with our external partners,
which consist of the State Highway Administration, the State Bureau of Revenue Estimates, the
State Department of Assessments and Taxation, the Maryland Municipal League, Maryland
Government Finance Officers Association, and Montgomery County. These partners will assist
with up-to-date information as we move throughout the FY 2022 budget process.
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Distinguished Budget Presentation Awards Program
Government Finance Officers Association
Detailed Location Criteria Guide
Budgets beginning 1/1/21 or later

Cite specific page references on the lines in response to each question.

#C1. Mandatory:
information.
Table of
Contents

Include a table of contents that makes it simple to locate

1. Is a comprehensive table of contents provided for easy navigation (may take a
variety of forms related to the approach used to present budgetary information)?
2. Do all pages in the table of contents electronically link to the corresponding content
location (pages in a traditional document or other content in an electronic form)?
3. Are the page numbers or similar reference points in the table of contents consistent
with the referenced page numbers?
#P1. Mandatory: Provide a coherent statement of organization-wide, strategic goals
and strategies that address long-term concerns and issues.

Strategic
Goals and
Strategies

1. Are strategic goals included?
2. Is the process for creating the strategic goals explained?
3. Are action plans and/or strategies included to show how these goals will be
accomplished?

#P2. Mandatory: Provide a budget message that articulates priorities and issues for
the upcoming year. The message should describe significant changes in priorities
from the current year and explain the factors that led to those changes. The message
may take one of several forms (e.g., transmittal letter, budget summary section).

Priorities
and Issues

1. Does the message highlight the principal issues facing the governing body in
developing the budget (e.g., policy issues, economic factors, regulatory, and
legislative challenges)?
2. Does the message describe the actions to be taken to address these issues?
3. Does the message explain how the priorities for the budget year differ from the
priorities of the current year?
4. Are major changes in service levels, fees, and/or taxes presented?
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#C2. Mandatory: An overview of significant budgetary items and trends should be
provided. The overview should be presented within the budget as a separate section
(e.g., budget-in brief) or integrated within the transmittal letter.
1. Is an overview contained in the budget message/transmittal letter, executive
summary, or in a separate budget-in-brief?
2. Is summary information on significant budgetary items conveyed in an easy to
consume format?
3. Is summary information on budgetary trends provided?
4. Is a summary of changes presented between the proposed to adopted budget?

Budget
Overview

#O1. Mandatory: Provide an organization chart for the entire entity.

Organization
Chart

1. Is a legible organization chart provided which shows the entire entity?

#F1. Describe all funds that are subject to appropriation.
Fund
Descriptions
and Fund
Structure

1. Are a narrative and/or a graphic overview of the entity’s budgetary fund structure
included in the document?
2. Do the materials indicate which funds are appropriated? (Other funds for which
financial plans are prepared also may be included in the document.)
3. Is each individual major fund described?
4. If additional or fewer funds are included in the audited financial statements, is this
indicated?

#O2: Provide narrative, tables, schedules, or matrices to show the relationship
between functional units, major funds, and nonmajor funds in the aggregate.
Department/
Fund
Relationship

1. Is the relationship between the entity’s functional units, major funds, and nonmajor
funds in the aggregate explained or illustrated?

#F2: Explain the basis of budgeting for all funds, whether cash, modified accrual, or
some other statutory basis.
Basis of
Budgeting

1. Is the basis of budgeting defined (eg. modified accrual, cash, or accrual) for all
funds?
2. If the basis of budgeting is the same as the basis of accounting used in the entity’s
audited financial statements, is that fact clearly stated?
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3. If the basis of budgeting is not the same as the basis of accounting used in the
entity’s audited financial statements, are the differences described?

#P3. Mandatory: Include a coherent statement of entity-wide long-term financial
policies.
Financial
Policies

1. Is there a summary of financial policies?
2. Do the financial policies include the entity’s definition of a balanced budget?
3. Does the budget comply with relevant financial policies?
#P4. Mandatory: Describe the process for preparing, reviewing, and adopting the
budget for the coming fiscal year. Also, describe the procedures for amending
the budget after adoption.

Budget
Process

1. Is a description of the process (including amendments) used to develop, review,
and adopt the budget included?
2. Is a budget calendar provided to supplement (not replace) the narrative information
on the budget process?
3. Is there a discussion of how the public is involved in the budget process?

#F3. Mandatory: Present a summary of major revenues and expenditures, as well as
other financing sources and uses, to provide an overview of the total resources
budgeted by the organization.
Consolidated
Financial
1. Is an overview of revenues and other financing sources and expenditures and other
Schedule
financing uses of all appropriated funds included?
2. Are revenues and other financing sources and expenditures and other financing uses
presented either (1) together in a single schedule or (2) in separate but adjacent/sequential
schedules or (3) in a matrix?
3. Are revenues presented by major type in this schedule (e.g., property taxes,
intergovernmental, sales taxes, fees and charges)?
4. Are expenditures presented by function, program, or spending component in this
schedule?
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#F4: Include summaries of revenues and other financing sources, and of expenditures
and other financing uses for the prior year actual, the current year budget and/or
estimated current year actual, and the proposed budget year.

Three Year
Consolidated
and Fund
Financial
Schedules

1. Are revenues and other financing sources and expenditures and other financing uses
for the prior year, the current year, and the budget year presented together on the
same schedule(s) or on schedules presented on adjacent/sequential pages?
2. Is this information presented for the appropriated funds in total?
3. Is this information also presented at a minimum for each major fund and for other
(i.e. nonmajor) funds in the aggregate (or for each significant fund and other funds
in the aggregate if no appropriated funds are included)?
4. Are revenues presented by major type in this schedule (e.g., property taxes,
intergovernmental, sales taxes, fees and charges)?
5. Are expenditures presented by function, program, or spending component in this
schedule?

#F5. Mandatory: Include projected changes in fund balance/net position for
appropriated funds included in the budget presentation.

Fund
Balance

1. Is the entity’s definition of fund balance (net position if no governmental funds)
included?
2. Is the fund balance /net position information presented for the budget year?
3. Is there a schedule showing (1) beginning fund balances, (2) increases or decreases
in total fund balances, and (3) ending fund balances for appropriated governmental
funds?
4. Is this information presented at a minimum for each major fund and for nonmajor
governmental funds in the aggregate?
5. If fund balances of any major fund or the nonmajor funds in the aggregate are
anticipated to increase or decline by more than 10%, does the document include a
discussion of the causes and/or consequences of these changes in fund balance?
6. If an entity has no governmental funds, is the change in net position presented for
(1) the entity as a whole, (2) the main operating fund, and (3) each significant fund?
7. If an entity has no governmental funds and the net position is anticipated to change
by more than 10%, do the materials include a discussion of the causes and/or
consequences of those changes?
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#F6. Mandatory: Describe major revenue sources, explain the underlying
assumptions for the revenue estimates, and discuss significant revenue trends.

Revenues

1. Are individual revenue sources described?
2. Do the revenue sources that are described represent at least 75 percent of the total
revenues of all appropriated funds?
3. Are the methods used to estimate revenues for the budget year described (e.g., trend
analysis, estimates from another government or consulting firm)?
4. If revenues are projected based on trend information, are both those trends and the
underlying assumptions adequately described?
#F7. Explain long-range operating financial plans and its effect upon the budget and
the budget process.

Longrange
Operating
Financial
Plans

Do your long-range financial plans for major funds (beyond just the General Fund) extend
out at least two years beyond the budget year?
1. Are the assumptions used in the long-range operating financial plans identified?
2. Is there a concise explanation of the significance of the long-range operating
financial plans in its relation to achieving strategic goals?

#F8. Mandatory: Include budgeted capital expenditures, whether authorized in the
operating budget or in a separate capital budget.

Capital
Program

1. Are “capital expenditures” defined?
2. Do the materials indicate the total dollar amount (for both sources and uses) of the
capital program for the budget year(s) and/or multiyear capital plan?
3. Are significant nonrecurring capital expenditures described along with dollar
amounts?
4. What is the process to identify funded projects?
5. Is there a description and quantification of how specific nonrecurring capital
projects will affect the entity’s current and future operating budget?

#F9. Mandatory: Include financial data on current debt obligations, describe the
relationship between current debt levels and legal debt limits, and explain the effects
of existing debt levels on current operations.
Debt

1. Are debt limits and coverage requirements described and calculated?
2. Is the amount of principal and interest payments presented through maturity for
each fund?
3. Are bond ratings shown?
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4. Is the purpose of the different debt obligations included?

#O3. Mandatory: A schedule or summary table of personnel or position counts for
prior, current and budgeted years shall be provided.
1. Is a summary table of position counts provided for the entire entity?

Position
Summary
Schedule

2. Does the table include the prior year, the current year, and budget year position
counts?
3. Are changes in staffing levels for the budget year explained?

#O4. Mandatory: Include departmental/program descriptions.

1. Are organizational units clearly presented (e.g., divisions, departments, offices,
Departmental/
agencies, or programs)?
Program
2. Are descriptions provided along with major priorities in each organizational
Descriptions
program?
#O5: Include clearly stated goals and objectives of the department or program.

Departmental/
Program
Goals and
Objectives

1. Are departmental/program goals and objectives described?
2. Are departmental/program goals clearly linked to the strategic goals of the entity?
3. Are objectives quantifiable?
4. Are timeframes on objectives noted?

#O6: Mandatory: Provide objective measures of progress toward accomplishing the
government’s mission as well as goals and objectives for specific departments and
programs.

Performance
Measures

1. Are performance data for individual departments or programs included in the
document?
2. Are performance data directly related to the stated goals and objectives of the
department or program?
3. Do performance measures focus on results and accomplishments (e.g., output
measures, efficiency and effectiveness measures) rather than inputs (e.g., dollars
spent)?
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#C3: Include statistical and supplemental data that describe the organization, its
community, and population. It should also furnish other pertinent background
information related to the services provided.

Statistical/
Supplemental
Section

1. Is statistical information that defines the community included (e.g., population,
composition of population, land area, and average household income)?
2. Is supplemental information on the local economy included (e.g., major industries,
top taxpayers, employment levels, and comparisons to other local communities)?
3. Is other pertinent information on the community (e.g., local history, location, public
safety, education, culture, recreation, transportation, healthcare, utilities, and
governmental structure) included?

#C4: A glossary should be included for any terminology (including abbreviations and
acronyms) that is not readily understandable to a reasonably informed lay reader.
Glossary

1. Is a glossary that defines technical terms related to finance and accounting, as well
as non-financial terms related to the entity?
2. Are acronyms or abbreviations used in the document defined in the glossary?
3. Is the glossary written in non-technical language?

#C5: Charts and graphs should be used, where appropriate, to highlight financial
and statistical information. Narrative interpretation should be provided when the
messages conveyed by the graphs are not self-evident.
Charts
and
Graphs

1. Are charts and graphs used in the document to convey essential information (e.g.,
key policies, trends, choices and impacts)?
2. Are graphics explained?

#C6: The budget information should be produced and formatted in such a way as to
enhance its understanding by the average reader. It should be attractive, consistent,
and oriented to the reader's needs.

Understandability and
Usability

1.
2.
3.
4.

Are page formatting and font consistent?
Is the level of detail appropriate?
Are text, tables, and graphs legible and accurate?
Are links included to other forms of budget communication, like videos, social
media, etc.?
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: November 9, 2020
Agenda Item Type: Public Hearing
Department: PDS - Comprehensive Planning
Responsible Staff: Larissa Klevan

Subject
Public Hearing on Short-Term Residential Rentals: Potential Guidance & Regulations

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council hold the public hearing to receive testimony on
whether or not short-term residential rentals should be allowed; and, if so, how they should be
regulated.

Change in Law or Policy
The City Code of Ordinances does not currently contain regulations governing short-term
residential rentals. If such regulations are to be enacted, amendments to the following
provisions of the Zoning Ordinance are likely to be needed; Chapter 22 Article VII, Hotel Rental
Tax; Chapter 12, Licenses, Permits and Miscellaneous Business Regulations; and Chapter 18,
Rental Facilities and Landlord-Tenant Relations.

Discussion
Background
There is currently no legislative proposal pending on the matter of short-term residential
rentals in the City of Rockville. As a follow-up to the January 13, 2020 work session, the Mayor
and Council requested this public hearing to listen to community feedback on the issue. The
following information is provided to help guide the conversation as to whether the City of
Rockville should allow short-term residential rentals; and, if so, pursue a proposal to adopt
governing regulations.
A short-term rental is typically defined as the rental of a dwelling unit, or part of a dwelling unit,
for a brief period of usually less than thirty consecutive days. Many, and perhaps most, shortterm residential rentals are coordinated through such third-party companies as AirBnB,
Priceline, and Expedia (which now owns both Home Away, and Vacation Rentals By Owner
(VRBO); and their prevalence varies by location.
While staff does not have access to a definitive number of short-term residential rentals within
Rockville’s city limits, Attachment A provides a “snapshot” of the number of listings and their
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locations in Rockville, as of November 4, 2020. This data was provided by Host Compliance
(now a subsidiary of Granicus), a private firm that contracts with jurisdictions to assist in the
regulatory process. As of that time and date, there were 118 unique homes being offered as
short-term residential rentals in Rockville. Some of those homes were offered on multiple
platforms, which is why there are 163 total listings for those 118 homes. Host Compliance does
not have access to the data regarding which short-term residential rental units are currently
occupied or reserved, and are therefore not listed. As such, the total number of units on the
market is larger than the listed 118, but neither staff nor Host Compliance knows what that
total number is.
Some of the potential benefits of short-term residential rentals include:
•
•
•
•

The opportunity to provide an additional type of lodging that would not exist otherwise,
which is particularly attractive to families when traveling;
Attraction of potential visitors that can bolster tourism and the local economy by
providing an additional lodging option;
Generation of supplemental income for homeowners that can help make home
ownership affordable and provide funds for ongoing maintenance; and
An increase in revenue to municipalities through the collection of lodging taxes (i.e. the
hotel rental tax), permits and business licenses.

Some of the potential detriments of short-term residential rentals on the community and
existing neighborhoods include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A decrease in the availability of long-term residential rental housing because short-term
residential rental may be more profitable for property owners than long-term rental;
Additional noise and trash pollution resulting from the increased number of tenants at
one location or using the rental for group gatherings;
Additional on-street parking that reduces the availability to existing residents;
Potential lowering of property values of the surrounding neighborhood;
Safety and security risks that arise when the tenancy of a unit is constantly changing;
The potential for illegal activities to occur on site, especially if the short-term residential
rental is not regulated;
Potential decrease in quality of life and changes to the character of the surrounding
neighborhood;
Disruption, through increased competition, of the traditional lodging industry (e.g.,
hotels, extended stay facilities, etc.), though such competition could also have the
beneficial effect to consumers of lowering prices;
Increased City expenses due to potential need for additional police, code enforcement,
inspection and administrative services; and
Elimination of affordable homes that could otherwise have been renovated or improved
to remain permanent, single-family residential units.
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Currently, there are no laws in Rockville that directly address short-term residential rentals,
even though, as indicated above, some short-term residential rentals do exist within the city.
The City of Rockville generally allows owners of owner-occupied homes to rent, without a
license, to up to two persons unrelated to the owner. Because there is no license required, the
City does not have any knowledge regarding the length of stay or any other terms. Rental of an
entire home, where the owner is not in residence, is prohibited. If an owner wishes to rent the
entire home, current Rockville code requires that it be licensed and that it must be offered
initially for a full-year term, which is longer than almost any short-term residential rental
tenancy would be. As such, short-term residential rental units are likely operating legally, but
outside of the City’s regulatory structure (when the homes are owner-occupied), or out of
compliance with City requirements (when the entire home is rented for a period of less than
one year).
Short-term residential rentals also differ from Bed and Breakfast lodging, which requires that
the owner live in the building, and for which the number of guest rooms, lot size, and length of
stay are all regulated and approved through the City’s Special Exception process. There are
some jurisdictions that have outright banned short-term residential rentals or restricted greatly
how and where they can operate within that jurisdiction.
While regulations regarding short-term residential rentals differ by their jurisdiction and
geography, there are many common elements among the regulations. Almost all short-term
residential rental ordinances define them as stays that are fewer than thirty (30) consecutive
days, and require that the operator maintain a registry of their guests and the length of their
stay. There are also often regulations that require an operator be present on site for a certain
number of days and limit the number of guests that are permitted at one time.
Short-term residential rentals are tax generators, although the tax rates and structures vary
greatly. Most jurisdictions that allow short-term residential rentals also have both a system of
fines for noncompliance within the established regulations, and enforcement staff to track
infractions. They also usually require a license of some kind to operate a short-term residential
rental, and said license is often dependent on an inspection of the property that is typically
completed by the jurisdiction, though some allow self-certification. Additionally, almost all
regulations require some form of notification to nearby properties when the operator applies
for a license. Some regulations also establish a maximum amount of time within a calendar year
that a property can be rented, as well as establishing different maximum rental limits between
the time the owner is present while the property is rented, and when they are not.
The following documents have been included with this report to provide additional background
information:
(Attachment B) Short-Term Rentals: Regulation and Enforcement Strategies (2019,
American Planning Association). This document provides an overview of regulating
short-term residential rentals, using New Orleans as a case study. It includes both
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lessons learned from New Orleans’ experience as well as different types of regulation
and compliance.
(Attachment C) Regulating Airbnb: How Cities Deal With Perceived Negative Externalities
of Short-Term Rentals (2018, Current Issues in Tourism). This document highlights the
arguments for and against short-term residential rentals. It identifies a variety of
restrictions that can be placed on short-term residential rentals and compares shortterm residential rentals in the United States and internationally. Denver is used as a case
study as it has had success with compliance and was one of the first cities to deal with
short-term residential rentals.
(Attachment D) Homesharing in San Francisco: A Review of Policy Changes and Their
Impacts (2018, Bay Area Council Economic Institute). This document focuses on shortterm residential rentals in San Francisco, the positive impacts and how regulations have
mitigated negative outcomes. San Francisco has an Office of Short-Term Rentals that
allows all of the administration and enforcement to be coordinated while considering
short-term residential rentals’ impact on the surrounding neighborhoods.
(Attachment E) The Impact of Short Term Rentals on Affordable Housing in Oakland: A
Report and Recommendation (2015, East Bay Housing Organization & Community
Economics). This report should be read as a complement to the San Francisco
document. It highlights the impact of short-term residential rentals on the surrounding
area and the housing market.
(Attachment F) The Economic Costs and Benefits of Airbnb (2019, Economic Policy
Institute). This document provides a cost-benefit analysis of short-term residential
rentals.

Mayor and Council History
On January 13, 2020 staff provided an introductory presentation on short-term residential
rentals for discussion and instruction by the Mayor and Council. At that time, the Mayor and
Council requested additional information on the operation and impact of short-term residential
rentals, which was subsequently provided. They also requested that a public hearing be held to
gather initial community feedback prior to any legislative proposal.

Public Notification and Engagement
An announcement for this public hearing, including the ways to participate and provide
comments, was shared in the November issue of Rockville Reports and at RockvilleReports.com.
The information was also posted to Nextdoor and was distributed through the City’s social
media channels and weekly email newsletter.
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If the Mayor and Council choose to proceed with developing regulations on short-term
residential rentals, the process will include additional opportunities for public input and review
by both the Planning Commission and the Mayor & Council.

Boards and Commissions Review
Future Boards and Commissions review will depend on how the Mayor and Council chooses to
proceed following this public hearing.

Fiscal Impact
The decisions made with respect to potential regulations for short-term residential rentals may
have future cost and revenue impacts. No fiscal impact analysis has yet been completed to
determine whether the anticipated costs would be covered by anticipated revenues.
Costs may include additional staffing needs, which have yet to be determined. City staff would
be required to administer the regulations, for such activities as reviewing applications,
conducting inspections, identifying violations, conducting enforcement, and completing all
necessary tasks associated with tax collection. Additionally, or in lieu of some of the abovelisted staff activities, a third-party company may be hired to monitor short-term residential
rental operators to ensure code compliance.
Revenues would also almost certainly be generated by establishing a regulatory system for
short-term residential rentals. Application fees, licensing fees and taxes would be collected
from every operator; and those who violate the City Code would be subject to fines.

Next Steps
Next steps will be determined based on direction from the Mayor and Council following the
public hearing. The Mayor and Council need to determine if short-term residential rentals
should be allowed, and therefore regulated, or banned as a use. If the Mayor and Council
should decide to proceed with establishing regulations for them, the staff can prepare a
proposal for authorization to amend relevant Code amendments for the Mayor and Council’s
future consideration.

Attachments
Attachment 12.a:
Rockville MD Short-Term Rentals Listings 11-4-20 (PPTX)
Attachment 12.b:
Short-Term Rentals: Regulation and Enforcement Strategies (2019,
American Planning Association)
(PDF)
Attachment 12.c:
Regulating Airbnb: How Cities Deal With Perceived Negative Externalities
of Short-Term Rentals (2018, Current Issues in Tourism) (PDF)
Attachment 12.d:
Homesharing in San Francisco: A Review of Policy Changes and Their
Impacts (2018, Bay Area Council Economic Institute)
(PDF)
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Attachment 12.e:
The Impact of Short Term Rentals on Affordable Housing in Oakland: A
Report and Recommendation (2015, East Bay Housing Organization & Community Economics)
(PDF)
Attachment 12.f:
The Economic Costs and Benefits of Airbnb (2019, Economic Policy
Institute)
(PDF)
Attachment 12.g:
STR Pages from Mayor and Council Agenda 1.13.20 (PDF)
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Source: Host Compliance, a subsidiary of Granicus
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PAS MEMO

Short-Term Rentals:
Regulation and Enforcement Strategies
By Jared E. Munster, phd, aicp
Short-term rentals, home sharing, vacation rentals, Airbnb:
regardless of what you call the concept, it is clear that the
new sharing economy has worked its way into virtually every
residential area in the country.
Short-term rentals (STRs) can be defined as the rental of all
or part of a residential dwelling unit for a duration of occupancy of less than 30 days. They have raised the passions of
free-market advocates who believe that the government
should not regulate property rentals, as well as neighborhood
activists who fear that STRs will degrade neighborhood cohesion and price out the very culture and experience visitors are
venturing into neighborhoods to embrace. This conflict, as well
as the challenge of attempting to regulate what is at its very
core a residential occupancy, make the role of the planner critical in developing clear regulations that balance neighborhood
concerns with practical limitations on how far local government can intervene in rental agreements for private property.
The City of New Orleans Department of Safety and Permits
(DSP) has developed and implemented a regulatory regime
that has been internationally cited as a model for balancing the
inescapability of this use with the protection of neighborhoods
and residents. Over the course of several years, through formal
planning studies, zoning ordinance text amendments, and
prolonged negotiations with listing platforms, residents, interest groups, and neighborhoods, the city developed a robust
package of practical and enforceable regulations that provided
the market flexibility required by private industry.
This PAS Memo provides a case study of New Orleans’s experience with this phenomenon and offers strategies and lessons
learned for planners as they navigate this highly contentious issue.
Background and History of Short-Term Rental
Regulations in New Orleans
New Orleans’s history with transient rentals begins far before
the age of digital bookings and informs the conversations of
the last several years. In the 1960s, the Vieux Carré, or French
1

Figure 1. New Orleans’s Vieux Carré (French Quarter).
Flickr photo by Pedro Szekely (CC BY-SA 2.0).
Quarter, the oldest residential neighborhood in the city (Figure
1), was losing its inhabitants at an unsustainable pace. Hotel
and tourism-supportive development were destroying the
historic buildings that made the area attractive to tourists and
pricing out the residents, businesses, and artists that created
the unique nature of the neighborhood.
In 1969, a New Orleans City Council moratorium on
hotel or transient lodging development in the Vieux Carré
stemmed the tidal wave of hotel development and stabilized an otherwise at-risk community. This moratorium was
converted to a permanent prohibition on hotel development
through subsequent zoning changes. Even today the basis
for opposition to tourist lodging in the Vieux Carré is still the
nearly 50-year-old moratorium.

Early Attempts to Regulate Short-Term Rentals
As the nature of tourism changed through the years, residents
began renting out homes or apartments during major festivals,
such as Mardi Gras or the Jazz and Heritage Festival. New OrleAmerican Planning Association | planning.org
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ans, as a major tourism destination hosting large-scale events
on an annual basis, became a laboratory of creative ways to
rent property.
The practice benefitted both parties to the transaction. New
Orleans residents could vacation out of town during periods of
high tourist volume when many businesses temporarily close
or become overwhelmed. Visitors had access to a new pool of
accommodations that could host families or groups too large
to share a single hotel room or afford a traditional hotel.
This very capitalistic pairing of supply and demand naturally
coalesced into a local cottage industry with unintended—but
certainly not unforeseen—consequences. Over time, local
property owners and outside investors noticed the demand
for non-hotel accommodations and began acquiring property
for the sole purpose of renting to tourists. This began displacing local residents, turning once-thriving neighborhoods into
seasonal entertainment venues.
To address this burgeoning concern, the New Orleans City
Council adopted Ordinance 21606 M.C.S. in 2004. This strong attempt by the city council to rein in vacation rentals ordained that:
[i]t shall be unlawful for any person to knowingly
offer to rent for monetary compensation for a period of less than 30 days or, in the case of premises
located in the Vieux Carré District, 60 days, any
living accommodations in the city if the premises
offered for rent are not lawfully licensed or permitted for such use. (§54-491.1(b))
Should a property owner or lessor be prosecuted for the
offense, the publication of such an offer to rent in print or electronic media would “create a rebuttable presumption that the
person had knowledge of the offer to rent” (§54-491.1(d)).
At the time, the city’s comprehensive zoning ordinance contained a defined use category of “Transient Vacation Rental” that
provided three primary criteria in the classification of the use:
•
•
•

the property was successfully rented for periods of
less than 30 days (not just advertised as such)
the property was rented to “non-residents”
these rentals occurred over the course of a year
or longer

Transient Vacation Rentals were allowed only within the
Central Business District zoning districts, not any residential or
business districts.
Unfortunately, however, the construction of these laws
made enforcement virtually impossible, which led to growing
frustration among neighbors who believed that the city was
unwilling to enforce its own regulations regarding these uses.
The language of the 2004 ordinance outlawed only the
“offer to rent” a living accommodation—it did not prohibit the
action of executing such a rental. Additionally, the restriction
was housed within the city’s criminal code, which meant that
any citation for the misdemeanor would have to be issued
by the police department and the violation adjudicated by a
2
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judge in the city’s municipal court. A second concern was the
potential for a constitutional claim that the city was violating
the free speech rights of property owners, because the restricted speech was not advertising a service prohibited by law.
DSP had administrative jurisdiction over the Transient Vacation Rental zoning provisions, but as noted above, the city was
required to prove that rental actions of less than 30 days had
physically occurred over a period of one year or longer.
Even with these limitations, in 2015 DSP chose to bring nine
properties known to be in violation through its administrative
adjudication process. Success would establish that DSP could
build a prosecutable case under existing law where suitable
documentation for violations existed and take actions against
the hundreds of properties that had received complaints.
However, if after years of compiling evidence, building cases,
and partnering with neighbors to collect evidence the city was
judged unable to meet its burden of proof in the administrative hearings, the cases would be dismissed.
A primary element of DSP’s cases was the user reviews
publicly available on websites such as airbnb.com. By matching neighbor complaints and documentation against the
dates provided in the published reviews, DSP was confident
in its ability to adequately meet the three-pronged burden of
proof for operation of a Transient Vacation Rental. Recognizing
the limitations of this body of evidence, DSP concentrated its
efforts on the most egregious violators for which there was
significant documentation.
But the adjudication hearings were never held. Days before
the scheduled hearing, one of the property owners filed for a
temporary restraining order against further proceedings due to
vagueness of the charges and a constitutional challenge to the
city’s administrative hearings process. After several weeks of
correspondence with the plaintiff’s attorney, the city agreed to
suspend prosecution of the nine cases. This agreement marked
the end of active enforcement efforts against alleged STRs
pending a new body of law.
Developing the New Regulatory Regime
The need for an updated regulatory package was now clear.
Beginning in late 2014, a rough framework of reform began to
take shape. If transient vacation rentals were legalized, the regulation process would have to be understandable and transparent to inspire confidence in the community. From these
guiding principles, DSP, in coordination with the City Planning
Commission and community stakeholders, began to formulate
a new approach to regulation.
Whatever framework emerged had to be easily enforceable
with a readily demonstrable burden of proof. But before the
city could create a solution, it had to understand the problem.

The Short-Term Rental Study
In response to the now-demonstrated inability of the city to
administratively enforce its transient vacation rental regulatory structure, in August 2015 the New Orleans City Council
directed the City Planning Commission to study the regulation
of these uses.
American Planning Association | planning.org
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Over the course of nearly six months, the commission
solicited information from neighborhoods, industry groups,
hosting platforms, peer cities, and other agencies within the
city to gain a full understanding of the nature of STRs as a land
use—from the regulatory issues faced by DSP, to perception
and documentable issues from neighborhoods, to the projected benefits of legitimizing the use fostered by the hosting
platforms. Staff held more than a dozen meetings and multiple
public hearings, and over 400 written comments were submitted to the commission (Rivers 2017).
In addition to these outreach efforts, the commission
embarked on a study of documentable evidence and national
best practices. In evaluating the practices of cities throughout
the United States to determine previous regulatory successes
and failures, the study found several key points (New Orleans
City Planning Commission 2016):
•
•
•

these uses fall into different categories and should be
regulated differently based on location and rental type
there must be performance standards to which operators can be held responsible to ensure the stability of
neighborhoods
fees and fines must be set at the appropriate level to
encourage compliance while being impactful enough
to penalize illegal behavior

Attachment 12.b: Short-Term Rentals: Regulation and Enforcement Strategies (2019, American Planning Association) (3290 : Public Hearing on
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Based on this study, staff presented four use types to the
commission for consideration before a recommendation
was made to the City Council: accessory, temporary, principal residential, and commercial (Figure 2). The commission
voted to remove the “principal residential” type on the concern that this would cause exactly the scenario community
groups feared most—turning residences into hotels and
displacing residents.
In consultation with DSP, commission staff also recommended a series of requirements and performance standards
creating an easily enforceable, comprehensive list of guidelines
to ensure neighborhood compatibility, guest safety, and meaningful regulatory enforcement. These standards also provided
many requirements with a low burden of proof for administrative enforcement, considered key to a high rate of compliance
with the new regime.

Negotiation and Policy Priorities
The city knew that not gaining buy-in from the listing platforms
would be a recipe for failure. Throughout policy negotiations,
only Airbnb actively engaged with the process, which created
the unintended result that compliance was easier for its platform
than others. However, the city would work with other platforms
following launch to bring compliance as close as possible in consideration of demonstrated technical and data considerations.

Figure 2. Short-Term Rental Types. Courtesy New Orleans City Planning Commission.
3
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The New Regulations
The four ordinances adopted by the New Orleans City Council in 2016 established the provisions in the city code and zoning
ordinance required to successfully implement the recommendations of the City Planning Commission’s study and regulate STRs
in New Orleans. Ordinances 27209 and 27204 provided the framework of the enforcement regime, including easily enforceable standards to allow swift citations of property owners who did not comply with the regulations. The other two ordinances
addressed taxation and investment into the city’s Housing Improvement Fund as mechanisms to turn STRs into a benefit to the
communities they would be occupying.
Ordinance 27204 M.C.S. This ordinance (codified as §26-613 et seq.) established a licensing and enforcement regime,
provided for a public registry of licensed STRs as well as provisions for datasharing with the listing platforms, and set fees and penalties for the program. The licensing provisions formally created three license types (accessory, temporary, and commercial) corresponding to concurrently created zoning land-use types, and provided safety and compliance standards by which DSP would
evaluate applications for these licenses. To maintain a low barrier to entry into the permitting process, applicants were permitted
to comply with these provisions by attestation, with DSP following up to verify compliance. Falsification or misrepresentation of
any material information in the application process would result in the immediate revocation of the license.
Ordinance 27209 M.C.S. This zoning text amendment ordinance implemented the changes outlined in the city planning
commission’s 2016 study. It defined the STR land use generally, as well as the specific STR subcategories (accessory, temporary,
and commercial), and imposed standards and requirements for the three use types. Additionally, this ordinance amended the
permitted use tables to designate where STRs would be permitted as by-right or conditional uses. Accessory STRs were permitted
within any legal dwelling unit located within an owner-occupied single- or two-family dwelling (except for within the Vieux Carré). Temporary STRs would be permitted in any legal dwelling unit (except within the Vieux Carré) without consideration of owner
occupancy but with a 90-night occupancy limitation. Commercial STRs would be permitted in virtually every commercial zoning
district, including the Vieux Carré Entertainment District (Bourbon Street) but excluding the remainder of that neighborhood.
The standards can be broken into two primary categories (see table below). Regulatory compliance standards are black-andwhite requirements for which the city can easily demonstrate noncompliance, while performance compliance standards are more
subjective in nature and require a higher level of documentation to determine noncompliance.
Regulatory Compliance
•
•
•
•
•
•

All short-term rentals require a license.
License placard to be prominently displayed in a
manner visible from the public right-of-way.
License number to be posted on any rental listing.
Any rental listing must match the occupancy limitations
of the approved license.
Any short-term rental has to have the outward
appearance of a residential building.
Short-term rentals may not occupy any accessory
structure, outdoor space, or recreational vehicle.

Performance Compliance
•
•
•
•
•

Only one party of guests is allowed in a
short-term rental unit.
The number of guests may not exceed occupancy
limitations stated on the license.
An in-town contact must be available to address
any unruly guests or dangerous situations.
The rental shall not adversely affect the residential
character of the neighborhood.
The rental shall not generate noise, vibration, odors,
or other effects that unreasonably interfere with any person’s enjoyment of their residence.

Ordinance 27210 M.C.S. This ordinance imposed a $1.00-per-night fee on STRs above the city’s standard tax structure directed to the Neighborhood Housing Improvement Fund, a limited-access fund that can be used only for community development
under specific guidelines.
Ordinance 27218 M.C.S. This ordinance authorized the mayor to enter into a cooperative endeavor agreement with Airbnb,
which agreed to collect and remit taxes on behalf of its users by including the required taxes and fees at the time of booking. This
saved the city from creating tax accounts for every licensed property and requiring property owners to calculate and remit taxes
individually. This was part of the negotiation process with the listing platform that would ease the regulatory burden on both the
city and licensees—creating a “win” on both sides of the taxation transaction.

Figure 4. The city’s interactive short-term rental registry and map. Courtesy City of New Orleans Department of Safety and Permits.
4
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Figure 3. DSP’s short-term rental
enforcement process. Courtesy
City of New Orleans Department of Safety and Permits.

Negotiations at this phase also took place with community
leaders, city council members, and interest groups to create a
structure that would be acceptable to the majority of stakeholders. Key points were appropriate annual limitations on
temporary rentals, the mechanics and scope of data sharing,
and the level of control platforms would have over encouraging compliance among their users.
Annual limitations on rental nights was one of the most
public points of debate as the legislative process drew to
a close. Type A (accessory) and Type C (commercial) licenses would have no limitations on annual rentals, but Type T
(temporary) licenses would be subject to an annual cap on
the number of nights the property could be rented out. STR
advocates pushed for periods as long as 180 nights, while
opponents, short of a ban, believed that the spirit of a “temporary” license could be satisfied with a cap of 30 nights per
year (which was also the position of the commission). The city
council ultimately decided to allow Type T rentals across the
city with a maximum annual rental of 90 nights.
The remaining two points of negotiation, data sharing and
platform assistance in overall compliance, were resolved as two
sides of the same coin. The city would require data on rentals
to enforce the 90-night cap on Type T licenses, and the listing
platforms agreed that assistance from their side would boost
user compliance with the new regulations and provide better
data to track rentals, while the new standards would help
ensure the safety of guests.
As part of the overall agreement, the platforms would
voluntarily remove any unlicensed listings from their platform after a reasonable compliance period. The city would
coordinate a pass-through registration program that would
5

allow applications to be filed through Airbnb’s website, then
uploaded into the city’s permitting and licensing database.
Additionally, Airbnb agreed to share certain anonymized
data each month: a unique identifier for each listing, the
number of nights rented in the last 30 days, and the total
nights rented year-to-date. If additional information was required, the platform agreed to an administrative subpoena
process, all of which was codified as Section 26-620 of the
New Orleans City Code.
Implementation and Enforcement of STR Regulations
On December 1, 2016, the New Orleans City Council adopted four
ordinances to implement the new STR program. The ordinances
provided for regulation and taxation of STRs, as well as other
administrative functions that aided the process (see sidebar).
As a result of the legislative action, DSP created the Short
Term Rental Administration to serve as the single point of contact for the public in the licensing and enforcement process.
Without this administrative office, the authority of implementation and enforcement would have been spread across several
administrative units within DSP.

Building Public Confidence
As the agency responsible for licensing and enforcement, DSP
knew that public confidence from day one would be critical
for success. To demonstrate the city’s intention of complete
transparency and full compliance, the website nola.gov/str was
launched on December 2, 2016, with all available information
on the program: the data available from the 2016 study, the
subsequent ordinance adoption process, and approximate
timelines for program benchmarks.
American Planning Association | planning.org
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Figure 4. The city’s interactive
short-term rental registry and
map. Courtesy City of New
Orleans Department of Safety
and Permits.

Within days, staff updated this website with information
distilled from the adopted ordinances, simplifying the requirements and creating tables to help users understand the zoning
restrictions. There were four months from adoption to the April 1,
2017, effective date to create internal and external processes for
something that had never been tried before. DSP would focus its
attention on three areas during this period: development of a robust internal process, transparency in process and enforcement,
and development of a strong enforcement presence.

Development of Internal Processes
Internal processes were the first focus. Database configuration
started early in the legislative process, which then allowed DSP to
focus on other areas of internal process standardization: the passthrough connection from the city’s database to Airbnb, a comprehensive analysis of license application workflow, and development
of the enforcement regime that would be implemented.
Ultimately, the pass-through process was not a panacea
of compliance as many hoped. Staff required information for
license processing beyond that needed by the listing platform,
so separate correspondence with every applicant was still
required, and every applicant had to return to the city’s permitting and licensing portal (onestopapp.nola.gov) to pay for the
license prior to issuance.
A license application workflow needed to be developed
and standardized. The expectation of a same-day turnaround,
paired with the need to streamline the process to the furthest extent possible for pass-through integration, led DSP to
reimagine a number of internal processes and ways staff could
be cross-trained to address peak workloads. Printed and digital
forms had to balance information that the average applicant
6

would have available against whether the city was capturing all
necessary data in the license review process.
This same level of creativity became necessary in developing
enforcement protocols. The new regulations required a methodology for how staff would collect data, record violations, and
build cases (Figure 3, p. 5). DSP could then use that standardization to set community expectations for enforcement action.

Transparency in Process and Enforcement
The commitment to providing all available information to the
public in an easily digestible format remained the policy of DSP.
A public-facing portal for its permitting and licensing database
(onestopapp.nola.gov) that allows users to search for activity
on a given property in real time was made easily searchable for
STR license approvals or enforcement cases.
The ordinances took transparency one step farther in
requiring publication of a list of all STR licenses, along with
the property address, license holder name, and the contact
information for the responsible party. This allows a neighbor
to contact someone about a problem with a rental. To fulfill
this requirement, DSP coordinated with the city’s Office of
Information Technology to develop an interactive STR registry
and map. This tool allows users not only to search by name or
property address, but also to see all license applications on a
map of the city (Figure 4).
During this time, DSP leadership participated in numerous
neighborhood meetings to outline the process, regulations,
guidelines, and enforcement strategies. The focus was on implementing a program that would succeed and deliver on the
promise that was made to the council and, more importantly,
the community.
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with the STR performance standards provided in the city code.
Based on these community concerns, vehicles were branded
as “Department of Safety & Permits” to provide a level of visibility critical to maintaining the confidence of neighbors in the
overall regulatory regime.
One last key element of the city’s STR regulations is based
on a long-standing provision of the building code that authorizes termination of utility services if a property is found to be
in violation of the zoning ordinance. To eliminate any potential
challenge to the use of these provisions, the enabling legislation for the licensing regime explicitly states that discontinuance of electrical service is an appropriate penalty for violation
of the licensing provisions (§26-618).
Within four months of program launch, the Short Term
Rental Administration sought its first utility disconnect order
against a property owner in the Vieux Carré who would not
remove online listings or stop using the property as a STR.
The city’s utility provider terminated electrical service to the
dwelling, and from that point compliance was swift and the
property was soon sold.
Status of STR Administration After Year One
The STR program in New Orleans celebrated its first anniversary
on April 1, 2018, and DSP is proud of the success achieved in
the implementation of the program.
In the first 12 months, the Short Term Rental Administration
reviewed more than 8,000 applications and issued 4,477 licenses (Figure 6). This generated $979,274 in permit fees, exceeding
expectations and completely covering the administrative costs
of the program. Based on the 2016 study’s estimate of 4,000–
5,000 STRs operating in New Orleans and the number of licens-

Figure 5. Field warning tags to flag short-term rental
noncompliance. Courtesy City of New Orleans Department of
Safety and Permits.

Importance of a Strong Enforcement Presence
DSP needed to assure doubtful residents that enforcement
would be both proactive and responsive. To that end, the
agency took two new simple, cost-effective actions.
First, DSP developed “field warning” tags to post on STR properties where a violation was believed to have occurred (Figure
5). These were simple half-sheet forms with checkboxes for
common violation types, allowing an inspector to post a notice
to the property owner on the spot and document the posting
via photograph. But most importantly, these documents are hot
pink and unmistakable as a “scarlet letter” of STR noncompliance
to show neighbors that inspectors were on the job.
The second action was to brand DSP’s vehicles as such. Prior
to 2017, all DSP vehicles were tagged as city vehicles, but these
markings did not indicate to which department the vehicle
belonged. Residents wanted DSP to work into the evenings
and late at night during major events to maintain compliance
7

Type C
852
19%

Type A
1257
28%

Type T
2368
53%

Figure 6. Breakdown of STR licenses by rental type. Courtesy City of
New Orleans Department of Safety and Permits.
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es issued during the first year of program implementation, DSP
believes the compliance rate is in the high 90 percent range.
In terms of enforcement activities, DSP opened 1,719 violation cases between January 1, 2017, and April 1, 2018, from
which 280 administrative hearings were held and $268,538 in
total fines assessed.
The mechanisms for identifying and enforcing rentals in
prohibited zones and licensing requirements were successful,
but challenges remained. Type T rentals made up the largest
share of licenses issued, but also proved to be the most problematic from both a regulatory and neighborhood perspective.
This became the single largest liability to the program.
Key to administering the Type T license was the ability of
the city to monitor and enforce compliance on the 90-night
annual rental cap provided in the adopted regulations. While
the listing platforms initially represented that they would be
supportive of the licensing program and provide the necessary
information to DSP, both Airbnb and HomeAway subsequently
declined to provide complete rental documentation based
on their interpretation of the Stored Communications Act (see
sidebar). As a result, while monthly reports could tell the enforcement team how many nights all STRs were rented, those
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numbers were not tied to specific properties or listings to allow
meaningful, consistent enforcement action.
Because of the problems caused by the Type T STRs, the
public was not completely satisfied with the initial iteration
of the STR program. While the city was proud of the overall
success rate in terms of registration and enforcement effectiveness, the inability to effectively police the annual rental cap led
to a public pushback against elected officials who were viewed
as being nonresponsive to this inability.

Implemented and Proposed Changes to the Program
The city’s municipal elections were held in the fall of 2017, and
STRs featured prominently in city council campaigns. Of the
three district councilmembers running for reelection, the only
one reelected was the sole councilmember to vote against the
STR regulations. The new city council came into office with a
clear intention of revisiting the regulatory regime.
During the transition period, then-Councilmember LaToya
Cantrell (now mayor) initiated two separate actions that would
lay the foundation for updating the city’s STR regulations. The
first was the proposal and ultimate adoption of a zoning text
amendment to require conditional use approval for some STRs

The Stored Communications Act and Its Effect on STR Enforcement
As planners negotiate the regulatory and enforcement balance
of STR program development, the city or county legal team
should be consulted in the early stages of the process about
the Stored Communications Act (SCA), an element of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986 intended to ensure
the privacy of electronic records created by a company about
its customers. If communities are developing local regulations
reliant on data sharing by hosting platforms, they must be
aware of the SCA and ensure the proper provisions are in place
to minimize its impact on STR enforcement efforts.
New Orleans’s data-sharing provision within the new licensing regime required routine reporting of basic rental information to help the city monitor compliance with the 90-night
rental limitation for Type T rentals. Key to the effectiveness of
this agreement was the provision for issuance of administrative
subpoenas to get specific user data based on potential violations identified based on the anonymized data being provided
on a monthly basis. While the hosting platforms suggested the
administrative subpoena provisions during regulatory negotiation, once these subpoena were issued they became lessthan-willing partners in providing the necessary data to match
anonymized data to specific properties or licenses.
Under the SCA, platforms have to provide any requested
data subject to either a subpoena issued by a court or an administrative subpoena authorized by federal or state statute. In
the case of New Orleans, the subpoena authority under which
DSP requested this information was the city’s home rule charter, which is enabled by the Louisiana Constitution. However,
the hosting platforms deemed this insufficient to turn over
8

anything more than “basic subscriber information” as provided
by the SCA and subsequent jurisprudence. (There is currently no legal consensus on how the SCA should be applied to
listing platforms.)
The “basic subscriber information” provided illustrates how
difficult Internet regulation can be, particularly for a local
government. To fill in the gap between specific property and
anonymized identification number, HomeAway and Airbnb
provided the first and last name of the account holder and
their user identification number, email address, and telephone
number—but not the license number issued by the city associated with the listing or the property address. As a result, city
staff needed to match names, email addresses, and telephone
numbers with over 4,000 issued licenses. This highlighted one
problem that DSP had not planned for: licenses issued to property owners but listings posted or managed by a third party.
In revisiting the 2016 regulatory structure, deficiency in
data production was one of the primary concerns. Had the
city been aware of the industry’s use of the SCA as a shield
against providing the information required to properly implement and enforce the proposed program, the regulations
as initially adopted would have likely looked quite a bit different. This would have likely ranged from creating a licensee-reporting requirement to elimination of the Type T license
entirely. What is certain is that the changes being evaluated
by the city planning commission and the city council in 2018
are keeping the SCA in the forefront as they evaluate how
best to modify the STR licensing regime to ensure compliance and enforceability.
American Planning Association | www.planning.org
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in the city’s historic urban core business districts. This change
was made in response to the concerns of neighbors that
structures containing apartments were being converted into
“hotels” in otherwise neighborhood-scale commercial corridors. The second action directed the City Planning Commission
to conduct a full study of the new STR regulatory regime.
When the new city council took office in May 2018, it
wasted no time in delivering on the promises made to its
constituents. At the second meeting of the new term, the
council adopted Motion M-18-195: a partial moratorium on
new STR licenses with a full prohibition on Type T STR licenses
in the historic areas of the city, the central business district,
and mixed use districts, and a prohibition of new Type C STR
licenses on the first floor of mixed use buildings, though they
would remain permitted on upper floors. This moratorium
was scheduled to last nine months while the commission
completed its study and the city’s regulations were updated.
The commission completed its updated study in early
October 2018 (New Orleans City Planning Commission 2018).
While the study makes several recommendations, the most
substantial is the elimination of the problematic Type T STRs.
Type C STRs would carry on, but the Type A STRs would be
redefined to cover nearly any owner-occupied property. A
new third type of license, valid for special events only, would
allow owners or rental tenants to rent out a permanently
occupied dwelling unit for not more than 14 days per year. At
the time of writing, the city council has not yet taken action
on the report, but it is likely that that will do so within the
next several months.
Lessons Learned
STRs are a planning challenge: they are residential units by design but can act like hotels in their impact on a community. A
proliferation of these uses—particularly in tourism-heavy cities
—can lead to significantly increased housing costs and begin
to price out actual residents in favor of residents for-a-day. New
Orleans’s experience in studying and regulating STRs highlights
several key considerations in dealing with this issue.
Ensure that regulations are clear and enforceable. In
developing the STR regulations, planning staff worked closely
with DSP to ensure that enforcement was based on the information likely to be available. Compliance is easily provable
for regulations such as requiring a license and requiring that
license to be posted. Some STR regulations lie in more of a
gray area, such as nuisance prohibitions, but with rigid enforcement standards and vigilant neighbors these have also
proved enforceable.
Partner with listing platforms when possible. Partnerships can either be formal or informal, but platform buy-in
helps ensure consistent communication on regulatory requirements and may aid in enforcement. The city’s data-sharing
agreement with Airbnb allowed DSP to coordinate actions to
de-list unlicensed properties posting on that platform. While
this was not a complete solution to illegal rentals, it greatly
improved compliance rates throughout the city and helped
stop rental listings in the Vieux Carré.
9
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Recognize your limitations. Initially, residents and councilmembers pushed to regulate STR listing platforms in the same
way that DSP regulates transportation network companies (TNCs).
Where the city has the authority to regulate TNCs due to the
long-standing regulation of vehicles-for-hire, that level of regulatory authority was not possible for dwellings, where state law prohibits local governments from regulating contractual transactions
relative to real property. To address this lack of direct regulatory
authority, the city negotiated data sharing to the extent possible
and crafted regulations that could withstand legal scrutiny.
Coordinate STR policy making with policies surrounding affordable housing. While New Orleans began to take
this approach by requiring contributions to the City’s Neighborhood Housing Improvement Fund, there was no consistent
strategy for the investment of those fees. A combination of this
and the proliferation of Type T STRs had the effect of pricing
out long-time residents and artificially inflating property values
due to the expectation of return on investment.
Conclusion
During 2017, the City of New Orleans became a model for
STR regulatory compliance across the nation. Thanks to data
sharing and some regulatory assistance from Airbnb, DSP was
able to successfully license nearly 5,000 short-term rentals. This
represents a compliance rate above 90 percent in less than
one year, while many peer cities struggle to reach a 20 percent
compliance rate after one year.
While the city was proud of this achievement, it understood
that the regulatory regime would need to be revisited after
the first year to evaluate neighborhood impacts and overall
compliance—and indeed, regulatory enforcement proved
more difficult, especially for the Type T temporary STR licenses.
The city hopes to resume enforcement of licensing standards
in cooperation with listing platforms as this regulatory revision
comes to a close.
Just as New Orleans is now revisiting the initial regulatory
structure to respond to changing dynamics of the industry
and public sentiments, planners will need to be prepared to
continually address issues like STRs for years to come. There is
no formula which can be applied across every jurisdiction to
address the impacts of the use and the concerns of residents.
Rather, it is our job to understand the implications of decision
making, continually observe the effects of those decisions,
and recommend change when necessary—recognizing that
maybe we were wrong the first time.
Regulation of emerging technologies is not new to planners, and STRs will not be the last challenge of this sort we face
as practitioners. Combining best practices and lessons learned
in New Orleans can help communities across the country
develop and implement regulatory structures that will adapt
to emerging technologies and industries while also protecting
residents and the stability of communities.
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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

In recent years, home-sharing platform Airbnb has developed into a major
player in the tourism sector. It allows tourists to have authentic, oﬀ-thebeaten-track experiences in neighbourhoods previously unvisited.
Although neighbourhoods can proﬁt from increased attention and
income, Airbnb and other short-term rentals (STRs) can also be disruptive
to the traditional lodging industry and trigger gentriﬁcation processes;
housing aﬀordability and availability are jeopardized when housing units
are turned into vacation rentals. Local governments worldwide are
struggling to regulate STRs and their negative externalities. This paper
focuses on key challenges cities face when dealing with STR platforms
and the rationale behind diﬀerent regulatory approaches. It ﬁrst
compares policies of 11 European and American cities and then zooms in
on Denver to see how it regulates the impact of Airbnb. Most cities are
relatively lenient towards STRs, with little to no (complete) prohibition.
Instead, they limit the number of guests, nights and times a property can
be rented, demand certain safety precautions and information provision,
or require primary residency. Regulations are mostly directed to mitigate
neighbourhood impacts, rather than creating a level playing ﬁeld for the
traditional lodging industry. Enforcement remains diﬃcult due to the STR
market’s dynamic nature and online practice.
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Introduction
Cities all over the world are struggling with the consequences of increased tourism, even causing antitourism marches in for example Venice and Barcelona (Coldwell, 2017). Local citizens raise their concerns
about overcrowded city centres and rising rents (Gravari-Barbas & Guinand, 2017), caused amongst
others by the rise of online short-term rental (STR) platforms – with Airbnb as a prime example. Since
its inception in 2008, the home-sharing platform has been growing rapidly from a small start-up of
three students to a $30 billion company (Gallagher, 2017), with over 3 million listings in 190 countries
and 65,000 cities (https://www.airbnb.com), and more rooms available than major hotel chains like
Hilton, Intercontinental and Marriott (Mudallal, 2015). As such, some regard it as a disruptive innovation
for the traditional lodging industry (Guttentag, 2015; Zervas, Proserpio, & Byers, 2017).
Yet, Airbnb’s rise does not only aﬀect the hospitality industry, it also inﬂuences residential neighbourhoods in both positive and negative ways (Ioannides, Röslmaier, & Van der Zee, 2018). It oﬀers
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residents the opportunity to earn extra income by renting out (part of their) homes (Holm, 2016),
while giving tourists authentic and ‘oﬀ-the-beaten-track’ experiences of staying with locals (Gutiérrez,
Garcia-Palomares, Romanillos, & Salas-Olmedo, 2017). Airbnb (https://www.airbnb.com) also claims to
have beneﬁts for the larger community, such as the generation of tourism-related jobs and the revitalization of neighbourhoods previously left aside by tourists (a.o. Fang, Ye, & Law, 2016; Holm, 2016).
However, complaints about increasing rents, neighbourhood changes and nuisance are widespread
(Espinosa, 2016; Oskam & Boswijk, 2016); for example concerning the liveability and housing availability in Barcelona (Cócola Gant, 2016) and Berlin (Füller & Michel, 2014).
As a result, many cities worldwide are currently struggling to ﬁnd ways to regulate Airbnb
(Guttentag, 2015). In general, three regulatory approaches have been identiﬁed in the existing literature: (1) prohibition, (2) laissez-faire, and (3) allowing it with certain restrictions (Jeﬀerson-Jones, 2014;
Miller, 2014). So far, most regulations are failing to achieve their goal, as they approach Airbnb as a
traditional industry player, not taking much of its innovative aspects into account (Espinosa, 2016).
Some even question the feasibility of regulating and enforcing such an online platform (Edelman
& Geradin, 2016). Moreover, regulations are expected to vary from one city to another (Guttentag,
2015; Oskam & Boswijk, 2016), as local circumstances – and hence Airbnb’s impact on the city –
diﬀer. However, a clear overview of these approaches with a deeper analysis of mutual diﬀerences
is still mostly lacking (with exception of e.g. Gottlieb, 2013; Miller, 2014).
Therefore, this research looks at several diﬀerent aspects of the policy-making process surrounding Airbnb in cities, by answering the following research question: how do diﬀerent cities regulate the
impacts of Airbnb? The selected cities are all located in Europe or the United States, where Airbnb is
most present (Gutiérrez et al., 2017). These include Amsterdam, Anaheim, Barcelona, Berlin, Denver,
London, New Orleans, New York, Paris, San Francisco and Santa Monica. Using qualitative content
analysis of their main STR policies, we have investigated how they deal with STRs. Subsequently,
we have selected Denver to conduct a case study for a deeper understanding of what challenges
local governments face dealing with Airbnb. Interviews were held with stakeholders who were
involved in drafting a new STR ordinance. More information on the data collection can be found
in the methodology section, but we ﬁrst present the theoretical basis of our research.

Regulating the impact of Airbnb
Airbnb and its impact on the city
Being a quickly emerging and ‘hot’ topic in both policy and research, Airbnb is under increased investigation. Researched aspects range from motivations of hosts and guests to use Airbnb (Guttentag,
Smith, Potwarka, & Havitz, 2017; Ikkala & Lampinen, 2015; Stors & Kagermeier, 2015; Varma, Jukic,
Pestek, Shultz, & Nestorov, 2016) and the economic impact for the wider community (Fang et al.,
2016; Holm, 2016) to the spatial pattern of Airbnb in cities (Arias-Sans & Quaglieri, 2016; Cócola
Gant, 2016; Gutiérrez et al., 2017). Airbnb’s quick development can be placed within the context of
postmodern tourism. Over the last decades, tourism is ‘de-diﬀerentiated’ (Urry & Larsen, 2011) and
increasingly intertwined with, rather than opposed to daily practices and the mundane, everyday
life. The ‘post-tourist’ (Feifer, 1985) wants to be regarded as traveller rather than tourist, looking
for an authentic experience ‘oﬀ-the-beaten-track’ (Maitland, 2010). This so-called new urban
tourism (Füller & Michel, 2014) does not imply that people have diverged from touristic highlights
altogether; rather they mix visiting these highlights with performing leisure activities in more local
areas (Maitland, 2010). In cities, this implies that an increasing share of visitors is moving away
from tourist enclaves to ﬁnd accommodation in residential neighbourhoods located close to the historic centre, but not planned for tourism (Maitland, 2010; Ioannides et al., 2018).
With Airbnb promoting itself as providing unique and authentic accommodations and travel
experiences while connecting people with each other, the platform perfectly fulﬁls the demands
of the new urban tourist. By staying with a local and having conversations with the host (Belarmino,
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Whalen, Kohl, & Bowen, 2017), the destination can be experienced as if the tourist is a temporary resident (Russo & Quaglieri, 2016), in contrast to staying in a traditional, often more expensive hotel or
‘tourist bubbles’ (Ioannides et al., 2018). Next to these social factors, the lower prices (Guttentag, 2015;
Gutiérrez et al., 2017; Stors & Kagermeier, 2015) are an important economic factor explaining the
success of Airbnb (Oskam & Boswijk, 2016; Tussyadiah & Pesonen, 2016). Especially the growing
number of commercial STRs, operating as traditional vacation apartments, seem to cater to tourists
who are interested in ﬁnding a low-budget accommodation and not so much an authentic, local
experience (for more information on diﬀerent types of tourists and their motivations for using
Airbnb, see Guttentag et al., 2017; Stors & Kagermeier, 2015).
However, local residents worldwide have started to complain about negative impacts of Airbnbrentals in their neighbourhood. Nuisance complaints range from noise caused by visitors (e.g. loud
parties and drunken behaviour), to issues with traﬃc, parking and waste management, and safety
concerns when strangers enter the neighbourhood and buildings (Gallagher, 2017; Gurran &
Phibbs, 2017). In addition, Cócola Gant (2016) described how residents in Barcelona experienced a
loss of local culture and cohesion in their neighbourhood, which is a concern voiced in many
cities across the world (Gallagher, 2017).
What is more, tourism in general and STRs like Airbnb, in particular, are said to contribute to gentriﬁcation (Cócola Gant, 2015; Füller & Michel, 2014). This is increasingly the case with STRs since commercial investors are buying up residential properties, turning them into permanent (and often
illegal) Airbnb accommodations (Gurran & Phibbs, 2017). As residences are taken oﬀ the market
and rented out to tourists, housing availability and aﬀordability for local residents become an
issue (Jeﬀerson-Jones, 2014; Lines, 2015). Research in New York, for example, has shown that a doubling of Airbnb locations has led to a rise in property values of 6–11% (Sheppard & Udell, 2016).
Although beneﬁcial to homeowners, the rising values are detrimental to residents who can no
longer aﬀord to pay rent and are driven out of the neighbourhood. In addition to this direct displacement, exclusionary displacement may take place when housing and rental prices have increased to
such an extent that the neighbourhood becomes unaﬀordable to newcomers (Cócola Gant, 2016). At
the same time, Holm (2016) described that Airbnb is a way to make ends meet, by generating extra
income for residents to pay for the increasing rent; paradoxically triggering a vicious cycle in which
renting out is required to pay for increased rents, which further increases rents and requires more
renting out.
Of course, Airbnb is not the only factor contributing to (tourism) gentriﬁcation; neighbourhood
changes are often intermingled with already existing problems related to tourism and/or gentriﬁcation (Stors & Kagermeier, 2017). According to Ioannides et al. (2018), it is diﬃcult to evaluate Airbnb’s
eﬀects amidst broader processes of touristiﬁcation, as STR impacts are similar to the general impacts
of urban tourism. The main issues with STRs come from the fact that they are more often located in
residential areas thus shifting the impacts to quieter areas of the city. In already touristiﬁed areas,
STRs are intensifying negative externalities of urban tourism since they are operating alongside
the traditional tourism industry.
For the economic sector, the impact of Airbnb appears more diﬀuse, with both positive and negative impacts being reported. Empirical evidence is mostly limited to data provided by Airbnb itself
(https://www.airbnb.com), claiming that Airbnb travellers stay longer at their destination (beneﬁtting
the entire tourist industry) and spending more money near the accommodation (resulting in neighbourhood revitalization). Fang et al. (2016) conﬁrmed that the presence of Airbnb in US cities indeed
generates more jobs in general, yet at the expense of jobs in low-end hotels (Zervas et al., 2017). Guttentag (2015) described Airbnb as a disruptive innovation for the traditional lodging industry. In this
respect, Suciu (2016) also shows that wages of hotel workers in cities with Airbnb presence are lower.
As compared to traditional businesses in tourism, Airbnb hosts can oﬀer lower prices since they have
their ﬁxed costs (rent and electricity) already covered and do not have to pay staﬀ thus providing
Airbnb with a competitive advantage. In addition to this unfair competition with traditional hospitality businesses (Oskam & Boswijk, 2016), Airbnb hosts generally have no standardized health and
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safety nor insurance requirements. Moreover, as they are not regarded as traditional businesses, they
are usually not taxed, further deepening the unequal competition with other accommodations (Guttentag, 2015). In contrast, however, Varma and others (2016) did not yet ﬁnd any evidence of a large
impact of Airbnb on either big hotel chains or smaller hotels in the US, but nevertheless they advised
the hotel industry to ‘shake itself out of its stupor’ (p. 236) to prepare for coming changes induced by
the rise of STRs.

Regulatory approaches
Airbnb thus has many diﬀerent eﬀects on individual cities. Whether it is experienced in a positive or
negative way depends on a multitude of factors such as the size of the city, established tourism industry and the amount, location and concentration of Airbnb listings (Oskam & Boswijk, 2016). That said,
most cities feel the urge to regulate Airbnb and other STR platforms to balance the interests of visitors
and local residents/businesses.
However, regulating Airbnb turns out to be quite challenging. Most attempts have been based on
traditional B2B (business to business) or B2C (business to consumer) models (Espinosa, 2016).
However, Airbnb is a P2P (peer to peer) platform and therefore outpaces these traditional regulatory
models (Guttentag, 2015). By targeting the ‘producers’, hosts are being held responsible rather than
Airbnb itself (Lines, 2015). Yet, it is hard to trace if hosts are complying with the rules (Edelman &
Geradin, 2016; Espinosa, 2016; Gottlieb, 2013). Moreover, existing regulations miss the ability to mitigate negative externalities (Gurran & Phibbs, 2017), for example, to spatially cluster Airbnb
accommodations.
As discussed above, there are three main options to regulate Airbnb: a full prohibition, the laissezfaire approach, and the limitation of Airbnb with certain restrictions (Guttentag, 2015; Jeﬀerson-Jones,
2014; Miller, 2014). Laissez-faire can hardly be regarded as regulation since no concrete measures are
taken, but in some cases, local governments have been able to make a deal with Airbnb in order to
receive taxes over transactions made on the platform (Lines, 2015). Prohibition implies banning STRs
altogether, in the entire community or in a certain district. Although this potentially counters negative externalities, local governments would be missing out on tax revenues and risk the creation of an
underground market for STRs (Jeﬀerson-Jones, 2014).
Therefore, the limitation of Airbnb is most common, with four types of restrictions. Quantitative
restrictions include limiting the amount of STR accommodations (Jeﬀerson-Jones, 2014), the
amount of allowed visitors or days rented (Guttentag, 2015; Gottlieb, 2013; Miller, 2014), and the
amount of times an Airbnb can be rented out per year (Jeﬀerson-Jones, 2014). Locational restrictions
conﬁne STRs to speciﬁc locations (Gurran & Phibbs, 2017), while density restrictions limit the number
of STRs in certain neighbourhoods (Jeﬀerson-Jones, 2014). Lastly, qualitative restrictions deﬁne the
type of accommodation, for example, a complete apartment versus a room or commercial-style
Airbnb (Jeﬀerson-Jones, 2014). Speciﬁc requirements for safety such as the installation of a smoke
detector also ﬁt this category. These restrictions are often combined with the obligation for hosts
to get a permit or license for renting out (parts) of their house (Guttentag, 2015; Miller, 2014).
Several researchers have emphasized that not all cities should adopt the same strategy to regulate
Airbnb, because its impacts can be diﬀerent (Gurran & Phibbs, 2017; Guttentag, 2015), depending on
geographic location and the type of property rented out (Edelman & Geradin, 2016) or the popularity
of the destination (Oskam & Boswijk, 2016). Some cities want to embrace Airbnb to stimulate tourism,
while others would like to ban it completely or experiment with regulations based on taxation or
security issues (Oskam & Boswijk, 2016).

Research design
To understand how diﬀerent cities have been dealing with Airbnb and other STRs, we have used two
types of qualitative methods. In order to have a broad outline of STR ordinances, we ﬁrst conducted a
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qualitative content analysis of relevant policy documents of ﬁve European and six American cities.
Second, we focussed at the City of Denver as case study to gain deeper understanding of its STR ordinance. This mixed method approach allowed us to obtain an overview of STR policies worldwide
without missing out on the detailed stories ‘behind the scene’ of such policy formation. While the
policy analyses mostly show the diverse outcomes of deliberations amongst a variety of stakeholders,
the case study illustrates the underlying process of policy formation, including conﬂicting interests
and enforcement issues.
To study which regulations have been implemented and for what reasons, we investigated
policy documents of 11 cities in Europe and the United States, the continents where Airbnb is
most active (Gutiérrez et al., 2017). We used two selection criteria: (1) perceived problems due
to STRs and (2) a formulated STR policy. The perception of problems is normative and relative;
some cities might have many Airbnb listings, but few reported negative externalities, and vice
versa. Therefore, we decided not to select cities based on a high absolute number of STRs, but
on reported problems. We conducted a newspaper search using LexisNexis as search engine,
and ‘Airbnb problems cities’ and ‘Airbnb regulations cities’ as keywords. We analysed the ﬁrst 25
results per keyword, resulting in 50 articles on cities dealing with Airbnb. The most cited cities
where New York (12), San Francisco (12), Barcelona (6), Santa Monica (6), Berlin (5), London (5),
Los Angeles (4), Anaheim (4), Paris (4), Amsterdam (3), and New Orleans (3). When investigating
their STR ordinances, it appeared that Los Angeles (at the time of investigation, winter 2017)
did not have one in place and was hence excluded from further analysis. Instead, we added
Denver to the selected cases (see below). Table 1 gives an overview of the amount of STRs per
investigated city. All their STR policies have been found online through municipal websites
using (translated) terms such as short-term or vacation rentals (in German, Spanish, Dutch and
French). We subsequently analysed their content by using the following coding scheme: rationale
for regulations, type of approach and restrictions, taxation, speciﬁc STR ordinance, level of regulations, responsibility, and permit requirement.
Next, we zoomed in on Denver as case study, one of the ﬁrst cities where Airbnb launched its
platform (Gallagher, 2017). Denver does not score high on our ﬁrst criterion; it has a lower
number of Airbnb listings compared to the other cities and reported problems are less
intense. However, Denver’s recent STR policy is worthwhile studying due to its innovative licensing system and relatively high compliance rates (Arellano, 2017). Moreover, the case of Denver
illustrates how mid-sized cities might not suﬀer from over-touristiﬁcation to the same extent as
major cities do, but nonetheless are trying to deal with Airbnb (see also Ioannides et al. (2018)
who advocate for Airbnb studies in mid-sized cities). Hence, Denver represents a large number of
mid-sized cities that feel the need to formulate an STR policy despite not being associated with
heavy tourist ﬂows.
Table 1. Amount of STR listings per investigated city.
City

Amount of Airbnb or STR listings

Amsterdam
Barcelona
Berlin
London
Paris

15,674
17,930
20,583
53,902
58,158

Anaheim*
Denver*
New Orleans
New York
San Francisco
Santa Monica*

1293
3540
5233
40,767
8770
1325

Source: InsideAirbnb.com (all cities except Anaheim, Denver and Santa Monica* – measured
between March and June 2017); Host Compliance (Santa Monica, Anaheim and Denver
2017). The former includes only Airbnb listings, the latter includes all STR platforms.
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We have held 10 in-depth, semi-structured interviews with two Airbnb hosts, two (non-host) residents, a representative of tourist board Visit Denver, a city planner, three representatives of the
municipal Department of Excise and Licenses, and one member of Denver City Council. All interviewees have contributed to drafting Denver’s recent STR Ordinance, either as member of Denver’s City
Council or the Short-Term Rental Advisory Committee (STRAC). Consequently, they were all wellinformed about Denver’s STR policy, but possibly also (positively) biased about it. However, since
the STRAC consists of multiple stakeholders with quite conﬂicting interests, we believe that the interviews still revealed diﬀerent perspectives on STRs. All interviews were audiotaped, transcribed, coded
and analysed. The topic list included questions on similar topics as the above-mentioned coding
scheme. The interviews were held in the spring of 2017. To respect the respondents’ anonymity,
we refer to their professions instead of using names.

Airbnb regulation in European and American cities
When comparing the cities’ receptiveness towards Airbnb, London, Denver and Paris have the most
lenient approaches (Figure 1). Denver has no quantitative restrictions, while Paris and London only
cap the maximum amount of nights rented per year (to respectively 4 months and 90 nights a
year) and no permit registration is necessary. Amsterdam also limits the number of rented nights
(to 60) and requires the host to be on site for at least six months a year to avoid commercial investors
turning residences into STRs, similar to Denver’s primary residency requirement.
Anaheim is the most restrictive city with a full ban of STRs from 2018 onwards, followed by Barcelona and New Orleans with partial bans in the form of locational restrictions (e.g. no STR in New
Orleans’ Vieux Carré). Other cities, such as New York and Berlin, are often portrayed in the media
as being relatively strict towards Airbnb (Hawkins, 2016; Oltermann, 2016), but do not have a complete ban.
All cities but Denver and Berlin have quantitative restrictions, often in combination with qualitative regulations. These include primary residency requirements or more practical requirements such as
a smoke detector, ﬁre extinguisher and emergency contact information. Those practical measures are
more common in the US than in European cities, with Amsterdam as exception. Density restrictions
have not been found.

Figure 1. Regulatory approaches in 11 European and American cities.
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Overall, with the exception of Barcelona, European cities have a more receptive approach to
Airbnb than American cities, which – except for Denver – are stricter and make it more diﬃcult for
STRs to operate. All American cities require STRs to have a permit, while Amsterdam and London
do not require one at all, and Paris only demands one for the second unit. In addition to cultural
diﬀerences, an explanation could be that Airbnb has been active longer in the US, possibly having
bigger impacts on cities by now, requiring stricter regulations. It has to be noted, however, that
even though some cities require permits, it is not known how easy those permits can be obtained
and if there are diﬀerences in strictness between European and American cities.
Following this analysis, the rationale behind STR policies has also been studied (Figure 2).1 The
main objectives of the investigated cities are to protect aﬀordable housing and residential living.
Amsterdam and Denver also have an interest in creating a level playing ﬁeld for the traditional
lodging industry, while Barcelona has a strong focus on spreading tourists over the entire city to
ease tourism pressures. All studied cities have a structure to collect taxes from Airbnb hosts.
Combining both analyses have led to the identiﬁcation of a typology of STR regulations (Figure 3).
The ﬁrst type of cities (Barcelona, Anaheim and New Orleans) is mainly trying to ease the pressure of
tourism, by implementing a full or partial ban of Airbnb. The second type (Berlin, San Francisco,
London, New York and Santa Monica) does not allow entire houses to be listed on the platform
and has restricted the numbers of nights a property can be rented out. These cities are mostly concerned with protecting aﬀordable housing. The ﬁnal type concerns the most lenient cities when it
comes to regulating STRs (Amsterdam, Denver and Paris), who mainly want to preserve residential
living by restricting the amount of rented nights an STR or by requiring primary residence.
Although we have typiﬁed the investigated cities, reality is that most do not ﬁt perfectly in one
category. Many cities have a combination of diﬀerent objectives they want to achieve, resulting in
mixed policy measures. At the same time, it has to be noticed that there might not always be a
clear and direct relation between the objectives of the ordinance and the implemented regulations
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Figure 3. Typology of STR policies.

since up till now there is little empirical-based evidence of the impact of STRs or the eﬀect of policies.
Nevertheless, we believe that this classiﬁcation provides us with some insights on the main concerns
of cities when it comes to dealing with the negative externalities of STRs.
Overall, we were surprised by the relative receptiveness of all cities towards Airbnb, as the consulted media (see research design) reported on intensive impacts and rather strict STR ordinances.
Most probably, local governments prefer regulation over prohibition to not miss out on the economic
beneﬁts of tourism (cf. Jeﬀerson-Jones, 2014). Another explanation could be the legal power of
Airbnb and other STR platforms that do not hesitate to sue cities that work against them as happened
in San Francisco and New York (Benner, 2016), possibly making them hesitant to draft strict
regulations.
All cities hold hosts responsible when rules are violated. Additionally, Barcelona, New York,
San Francisco, Santa Monica and Anaheim also ﬁne the STR platform when violation occurs (cf.
Lines, 2015), while only Anaheim also penalizes guests. Fines range from $200 per day for hosts in
Anaheim to €600.000 for the STR platform in Barcelona. Although ﬁnes are generally given per violated day or m2, there is also a tendency in European cities to give one big ﬁne that can be as high as
€100.000. Holding hosts responsible seems logical from the perspective of traditional B2B models, as
they are running the STR. Yet, it makes regulation more complex because hosts do not behave as
traditional businesses and are often hard to trace due to privacy constraints of STR platforms. In traditional circumstances, the construction of new hotels can be restricted in residential areas through
zoning, but hosts operating STRs are already located in those residential areas and cannot easily be
stopped from running their businesses. Hence, the reality in most cities is that although – relatively
mild – regulations are in place, enforcement is problematic and STR-related problems remain. The
case of Denver further illustrates the challenges that cities face in drafting and enforcing regulatory
frameworks.

Denver and its approach to regulate Airbnb
Positive versus negative externalities
The City of Denver, capital of Colorado, is one of the ﬁrst cities where Airbnb became popular,
because of the Democratic National Convention that took place there in 2008. To make some
extra money, many residents decided to rent out their houses and bedrooms via Airbnb to the
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convention’s visitors. However, subletting under thirty days was considered illegal at the time. As
STRs became more popular, the government realized around 2014 that it needed to determine
whether it wanted to keep them illegal and go after violators, or that it would need to legalize
them. After contemplating for two years, a new STR zoning ordinance was passed in June 2016,
deciding STRs would be allowed under certain conditions (see Figure 1). In June 2017, there were
3540 STR listings in Denver and 2774 unique STR properties, mostly located in neighbourhoods in
or around Downtown Denver.
Denver is a popular tourist destination due to the nearby Rocky Mountains. In 2016, more than 17
million overnight visitors came to the city, 6% more than in 2015 (Visit Denver, 2017). Moreover,
visitor spending increased 5% to $5.3 billion in 2016. Although impact studies are lacking, the
general consensus amongst our respondents is that STRs contribute to the growth of the tourist
sector. Eight out of 10 interviewees described how STRs are oﬀering a new alternative for tourists,
enabling people to come visit that otherwise might not have. Two reasons are mentioned: the ﬂexibility of the type and location of housing (e.g. oﬀering a kitchen or separate bedroom, in any desired
neighbourhood) and cheaper prices compared to traditional lodging options (cf. Guttentag, 2015;
Stors & Kagermeier, 2015). The representative of Visit Denver also described the increased desire
to ‘live-like-a-local’ (cf. Füller & Michel, 2014; Maitland, 2010), echoed by Airbnb host 2, whose
guests are usually looking for a way ‘to experience Denver diﬀerently than what is a downtown
experience’. One respondent conﬁrmed that STRs in Denver are seen as a way to spread tourism
income over the city:
It [Airbnb] is bringing people into neighbourhoods they would not have been in otherwise, and that is helping the
commercial parts of those neighbourhoods (…) It spreads out tourist dollars to other parts of the city (City
planner).

Interestingly, however, most STR listings are still located in or around the city centre; hence, the
spreading effect is perhaps more hope rather than reality or at least restricted to only those residential areas closely located to the city centre.
In addition to its contribution to the tourist sector, STRs can economically beneﬁt the local community (Arias-Sans & Quaglieri, 2016) by generating money to pay for mortgage or rent (Holm, 2016)
or to just have some extra income. Five respondents draw attention to these positive impacts, like
Airbnb host 1: ‘When I started doing it, it was largely for supplemental income that I could save
(…) Now it allows me to stay in my home without going too deep into my retirement savings’. In
line with Ikkala and Lampinen’s (2015) research on the motivation of Airbnb hosts, she also mentioned that next to this ﬁnancial beneﬁt, she enjoys getting to know new people. Overall, all interviewees see substantial beneﬁts Airbnb can bring to the city, except for one non-host. He even stressed
the negative impact on housing prices of having an STR next door, ‘because they [prospective buyers]
do not want to live next to a motel’ (non-Airbnb resident 2). Non-Airbnb resident 1 preferred to have
no STRs in her neighbourhood, but nonetheless recognized some of their positive externalities, concluding that Airbnb ‘can be integrated in the neighbourhoods as long as it does not overwhelm’.
Despite overall consensus on Airbnb’s positive externalities, there is also shared concern about
housing aﬀordability and availability. Median property values in Denver have increased 20%
between 2013 and 2015 (to $316.700) and are higher than the US average (Data USA, 2015). According to the respondents, Denver is suﬀering from an aﬀordable housing shortage and STRs might be
contributing to the problem, especially commercial-style rentals (cf. Gurran & Phibbs, 2017):
We were concerned that somebody might purchase a ﬁve or ten unit apartment or condo building, and then rent
out all those units as STRs, which would eﬀectively take those units oﬀ the housing stock in general, and aﬀordable housing in speciﬁc. (member Denver City Council)

However, the size of the impact is debatable and opinions vary. Municipal representative 2 agreed
that every rental unit taken off the housing market in favour of an STR is one too many in ‘such a
crazy housing market’. Denver’s city planner instead indicated that STRs now only make up 1% of
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the total housing stock and hence questioned how big this impact can really be. However, there is a
consensus amongst all interviewees that the future development of STRs and their effect on Denver’s
housing stock needs close monitoring.
Additionally, noise, trash and parking were mentioned as a concern by all but one of the respondents. Problems, however, diﬀer per neighbourhood and depend on the type of housing being
rented out, with larger, commercially operated STRs generally causing more problems. The two residents claimed STRs ‘deteriorate’ and ‘disrupt’ residential neighbourhoods. Five interviewees talked
about a ‘loss of culture’ (cf. Cócola Gant, 2016; Gallagher, 2017):
Residents are saying, ‘it is eroding the character of the neighbourhood. We moved here because it is a peaceful
place where we know our neighbours, and we all say hi to each other. We know the names of each other’s dogs.
Now that is changing because there all these diﬀerent people and we do not know what is going on with that.
(City planner)

Interestingly, it is not just the absolute number of STRs in the neighbourhood that matter, but also
their perceived impact on local life. As municipal representative 1 explained:
You can have a three block stretch in West Wash Park (…) [with] 15 STRs, but you do not have any issues or hear
concerns (…) At the same time in far Southwest Denver, you could have the same three block stretch, but you
only have one STR and that one is all you hear about.

Balancing the positive and negative externalities and making sure that the city beneﬁts from tourism
as an economic sector, while remaining liveable and affordable for its residents was the main reason
for the City of Denver to draft a new ordinance speciﬁcally targeting STRs.

Short-term rental ordinance Denver
The STR ordinance passed in June 2016 (and implemented six months later) after two years of contemplating by the STRAC, consisting of a mix of stakeholders, including most of our respondents. All
interviewees are positive about the committee and how it stimulates dialogue and ‘brings us
together in a good environment, as opposed to having us never getting together face to face’
(Airbnb host 1). However, getting everyone to agree on the new ordinance proved diﬃcult due to
opposing interests:
Just trying to get people to agree on it [was a major challenge] because everyone had such conﬂicting perspectives and it is fairly controversial. I mean, most people are either for or against it. There is not a lot of people that
are kind of neutral and easily swayed. (municipal representative 2)

Another challenge was to draft an enforceable ordinance. Learning from other US cities with an STR
ordinance, like Nashville, Portland and San Francisco, Denver realized it needed to keep the ordinance and associated licensing system as simple as possible. Drafting too many requirements
would lead to complicated and hence infeasible on-site inspections and unnecessary or costly lawsuits from Airbnb (cf. Benner, 2016). Consequently, the STR Ordinance in Denver is concise; its
main aspect being the primary resident requirement:
We did primary residence so the people who are actually conducting it in their home (…) could still rent out their
home and be away for a month at a time or however long they travel for. We felt like it probably would take a big
toll on the rental market and the housing market if we did a tiered system where you can have an investment
property licence as well. (municipal representative 2)

Additionally, the ordinance requires all hosts to have smoke and carbon monoxide detectors and a
ﬁre extinguisher to ensure guests’ safety. To mitigate nuisance in the neighbourhood, it also demands
hosts to provide guests with contact and emergency information, as well as information about
parking, noise restrictions, and trash collection. Lastly, STR operators are required to pay 10.75%
lodging tax. While the latter is aimed at creating a level playing ﬁeld for the traditional lodging industry and generating income for the municipality, the primary residency requirement and required
information contribute to alleviating negative neighbourhood impacts.
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The ordinance’s conciseness is seen as one of its positive aspects, as it is easy to communicate and
understand for everyone. At the same time, some interviewees felt too many compromises had to be
made in drafting the ordinance. As a result, they feel it is quite vague and too ﬂexible. Particularly the
primary residence requirement turned out to cause much controversy in the STRAC, especially by
homeowners feeling constrained in their property rights.

Licensing and enforcement
Once the ordinance was formulated, the main challenge was to communicate it to STR hosts and to
persuade them to comply with the new regulations. This has resulted in an entirely online licensing
system in which hosts self-certify to be complying. Denver is the ﬁrst city worldwide to have such an
online licensing system for STRs. The STRAC argued that online registration was the most logical
option for an industry that also happens completely online. Also, communication about the new ordinance was done by using diﬀerent online channels such as social media and Spotify. This way, Denver
tried to target the desired population at the level it was operating on.
Additionally, enforcement is also done online. Rather than going door-to-door to ﬁnd out who
is actually renting out, enforcement oﬃcers look at online advertisements, which are required to
indicate a licence number. Hence, not only operating but also advertising an STR without a licence
is a violation. The main argument is that if people are advertising, they are most likely also operating. Although this seems an easy way to track down illegal hosts, enforcement is still diﬃcult in
practice. Online platforms often do not show exact rental addresses, and hosts show pictures of
the interior rather than exterior to avoid being found. Moreover, some hosts take down listings
during oﬃce hours (when enforcers are working) and put them back up again in the evening
(when tourists are generally booking their holiday). On top of that, the STR market is very
dynamic, with hosts starting and quitting each month, making it hard to keep up. Violators
that are caught ﬁrst get a notiﬁcation that non-compliance can lead to steep ﬁnes from $150
to $999 a day, or a complete withdrawal of the license if non-compliance continues after the
notiﬁcation.
Through the online licensing system, Denver is treating individual STR hosts as responsible
businesses, rather than the STR platform. According to most interviewees, this is the most reasonable
and practical solution, because ‘Airbnb does not really exist, except as a platform’ (Resident 1) and it is
‘just an internet service matching buyers and sellers’ (City planner). Moreover, ﬁning guests is infeasible, because they usually visit only a few days. Meanwhile, 2774 STRs – around half of all hosts – have
a licence, which is a high compliance rate compared to other American cities like San Francisco and
Portland with compliance around 20% (Arellano, 2017). Looking at the number of STRs before and
after the implementation of STRs also shows that the total number of listings has decreased. In
December 2016, there were 4103 listings while already in January 2017, right after the ordinance
was implemented, the amount of listings dropped to 3768. In June 2017, this number went down
to 3540, showing a total decrease of almost 600 listings, most likely because they did not ﬁt the
new requirement of primary residence:
I think that is probably a big change that either people have gone away, have gone to 30 days or longer of have
just gotten out altogether. I think that (…) the people that remain are serious about wanting to have their homes
be available to people to stay. (Airbnb host 2)

A high compliance rate does not tell much about the effects of the ordinance, as both licensed hosts
and their guest can still behave in disruptive ways. The City of Denver is still looking at ways to
measure and improve this:
We have more than half of Denver licensed, that is one criteria, but it is just quantitative (…) Another metric would
be quality of life, right? Have the issues that have been forwarded to us about general disruptive behaviour, disruptive activities, has that been able to be addressed? (…) I do not think anyone has really been able to measure
just that. (municipal representative 1)
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Consequently, ﬁnding better ways to measure the success of the ordinance as well as further increasing the compliance rate are major challenges for the future.

Conclusions and discussion
Cities worldwide are facing challenges how to deal with increased tourism and the rise of online STR
platforms such as Airbnb. By providing a structured typology of STR regulations in diﬀerent European
and American cities, we contribute to existing knowledge on regulating STRs and to the current
debate on the question if and how local governments should regulate them. Our research has
shown that European cities are more lenient towards STRs than their American counterparts, who
require permits, certain safety precautions, and information provision. In general, however, most
of the investigated ordinances are not as strict as expected beforehand based on Airbnb’s media coverage. Except for Anaheim, no city is banning STRs altogether. Instead, they wish to stimulate Airbnb’s
positive economic eﬀects for the tourism industry, local entrepreneurs and Airbnb hosts while mitigating its negative eﬀects. Most cities are focussing on two negative externalities in particular: (1) the
shortage of aﬀordable housing and (2) neighbourhood changes, both representing the residents’
interests. The disruptive character of Airbnb for the traditional lodging industry (Guttentag, 2015)
is regarded as less problematic.
This is interesting since the hotel industry in North America itself has started a big lobby against
Airbnb (Benner, 2017). Possibly the maturity of the city as a tourist destination might play a role when
it comes to the competition between hotels and Airbnb. In cities like Denver, where tourism is still in
its growth phase, Airbnb might be seen as complementary to the current oﬀer of hotel rooms
whereas in cities with a more saturated tourism industry, Airbnb could be considered as direct competition. In those cities, we can also expect the traditional lodging industry to keep on pressuring
local policy making. That said, there are also signs that hotels are changing their strategies due to
the competition from Airbnb and respond to current tourism trends (Varma et al., 2016). Looking
at the way how the traditional lodging industries respond to current regulations and the growing
competition from Airbnb could be a further research avenue.
What seems to be the biggest concern for cities is not the original idea of home-sharing, but the
development of commercial-style Airbnb’s. Investors increasingly buy up houses and apartments to
permanently rent out on platforms like Airbnb. Consequently, entire apartment blocks or even neighbourhoods turn into vacation rentals that operate in a similar way as hotels. According to Varma et al.
(2016, p. 235):
innovative ideas like Airbnb have the potential to change the very way any industry operates, and the success of
Airbnb conﬁrms that once the change is initiated, it is highly unlikely that the industry would revert to the old
model

Although we do not question Airbnb’s innovativeness, it does, however, seem that – victim of its own
success – the STR industry is reverting back to a more traditional and commercial form of tourism, in
which ﬁnancial motivations prevail over social aspects of living with/as a local.
Although all cities are experiencing the same phenomenon of STR platforms, we concur there is no
one-size-ﬁts-all solution (cf. Gurran & Phibbs, 2017; Lines, 2015). The rationale for regulation might be
quite similar (mainly limiting the inﬂux of tourists and commercial-style STRs), but the underlying processes and consequences diﬀer per city. For Barcelona and Anaheim, which are already ﬂooded by
tourists, emphasis is mainly put on aspects such as overcrowding and housing availability. In other
cities, like Denver, the focus is mainly on the positive impacts of STRs and mitigating negative externalities. Hence, the impact of STRs can diﬀer from one neighbourhood or city to another; a similar
absolute increase in STRs might be perceived as much more problematic in a residential neighbourhood (‘far Southwest Denver’) than in mixed neighbourhoods closer to Downtown (‘West Wash Park’)
that are more familiar with tourists and tourist accommodations. Thus, the perceived impact is more
important than the actual, absolute impact. Consequently, not only big cities with many STRs, but also
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smaller tourism destinations with relatively few STRs should be thinking about how to deal with these
platforms, making our research relevant to many more places than those investigated. We therefore
also recommend future research to not only investigate large cities known for facing STR challenges,
but also these smaller destinations.
The importance of perceived impact adds to the diﬃculty of ﬁnding an appropriate metric to
measure the impact of STRs and STR ordinances. Isolating the eﬀect of Airbnb is also problematic.
As indicated before, neighbourhood changes are often intermingled with already existing problems
related to tourism and/or gentriﬁcation (Stors & Kagermeier, 2017). Hence, attributing both positive
and negative externalities to STRs alone would be ignoring other processes occurring in the neighbourhood. Measuring policy eﬀects is equally diﬃcult, as quantitative metrics like compliance rates
tell little about the actual compliance or the perception of STRs on the ground. It is time-consuming
to monitor an increasing number of listings in a very dynamic STR market that is almost completely
operating online. Additionally, there is the issue of responsibility that lies with the host who does not
operate as a traditional business and thus cannot be regulated in this manner. It would be interesting,
however, to have at least some insights on what the outcomes have been of diﬀerent regulatory
approaches. We thus recommend future research in this direction as well.
The above-mentioned issues raise questions to what extent regulating Airbnb and other STR platforms are actually realistic, since it seems that no matter if cities decide to prohibit or restrict, enforcement is diﬃcult and could possibly stimulate the illegal operation of STRs. Yet, not responding to the
rise of STRs and their externalities is no option either. Cities experiment with drafting regulatory frameworks, but regulations tend to be slow in adapting to new types of technology, something that is
also seen with other sharing economy platforms such as Uber (Edelman & Geradin, 2016). What is
clear, is that many cities are far from ﬁguring out how to handle this new player in the tourism ﬁeld.

Note
1. For some cities (Santa Monica, New Orleans and New York) this rationale could not be literally found in the available data. However, we could deduct their rationale on the basis of the type of regulations that have been
implemented.
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HOMESHARING IN SAN FRANCISCO:
A REVIEW OF POLICY CHANGES AND THEIR IMPACTS
JANUARY 2018
Housing affordability issues in San Francisco have
come to a head in the last few years as average rental
prices have grown from $2,200 per month in 2010 to
over $3,600 per month at the end of 2017. With wages
growing at a slower pace, higher rents have pushed
some families to relocate while other households are
kept from accessing the San Francisco housing market.
Coincidentally, the practice of homesharing via shortterm rentals on platforms such as Airbnb, VRBO, and
HomeAway has grown significantly in San Francisco over
this same time. This overlap has made homesharing a
divisive issue. Its proponents say the ability to generate
revenue by sharing their home allows them to continue
living in San Francisco affordably. Detractors say
permanent vacation rentals are taking housing units off
of the traditional market, raising home and rental prices,
and changing the character of their neighborhoods.
This division has also made homesharing an ongoing
topic for policymakers, with city hall debating numerous

policy measures and voters weighing in at the ballot
box. Most recently, Airbnb and HomeAway agreed
to put in place a system that ensures all hosts are
registered with the city’s Office of Short-Term Rentals
(“OSTR”). Requiring all hosts on the platform to register
(with limited exceptions), in combination with a primary
residency requirement, will effectively eliminate hosts
that rent their entire unit on the short-term market for
more than 90 days per year and provide the city with
the data necessary to implement a real enforcement
mechanism for the first time.
In creating a registration system with strict qualification
guidelines, San Francisco policymakers have ensured
that homesharing has no impact on the traditional rental
market. The policies enacted solve for the unique issue
that local policymakers were trying to address, but they
may not be applicable to other cities that face their own
set of economic circumstances related to the growth of
the short-term rental market.
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SAN FRANCISCO’S HISTORY OF REGULATING
HOMESHARING
While the agreement between the city and homesharing
platforms is the most comprehensive attempt to enable
the growth of homesharing while limiting its negative
aspects, it is not the first regulation placed on shortterm rentals in San Francisco. The following list details
homesharing regulations dating back to 2014:
•

October 2014: The San Francisco Board of
Supervisors votes to legalize homesharing in
San Francisco. While companies like Airbnb,
HomeAway, and VRBO were operating well before
this legislation passed, home rentals of less than
30 days were technically illegal in San Francisco.
However, the city had little power to enforce this
rule. The legislation limited homesharing to 90
days per year when the host is not present (i.e.,
entire home rentals). This law had no cap on the
number of days a private or shared room in a larger
unit (where the host is present) could be rented.
Additionally, hosts were required to sign up through
a city registry, collect transient occupancy taxes, and
carry liability insurance. Airbnb assisted its hosts in
complying with these requirements by collecting
occupancy taxes (and transmitting them to the city)
and providing liability insurance.

•

July 2015: Board of Supervisors creates Office of
Short-Term Rentals to enforce 90-day un-hosted
cap. At the same time, the Board of Supervisors
voted down a proposal to cap any type of shortterm rental at 75 days per calendar year.

•

November 2015: San Francisco voters reject
Proposition F. With only a small portion of shortterm rentals registered with the city, Proposition F
would have restricted all such private rentals to 75
days per year and imposed provisions designed to
ensure that short-term rentals were paying hotel
taxes and following city code. It also would have
required guest and revenue reports from hosting
platforms every three months and imposed fines
for illegal posting. In addition, Proposition F would
have authorized private action lawsuits against those
suspected of violating the law.

•

June 2016: The Board of Supervisors passed
legislation requiring short-term rental companies
to verify that all listings have a San Francisco
registration number before posting them online.
When the city identifies unregistered rentals (at this
point, only 1,400 of approximately 7,000 listing had
registered), the legislation requires the platform to
respond with details about those properties within
one business day or face fines of up to $1,000 per
day. Airbnb and HomeAway challenged the new
rule in a court complaint filed later in the month.

•

December 2016: Mayor Lee vetoes 60-day cap
legislation. Board of Supervisors President London
Breed introduced stricter legislation that would
have imposed a 60-day cap on short-term rentals.
The 60-day cap would have applied to all types of
rentals, regardless of whether the host is present or
not. The Board of Supervisors voted to approve the
cap, but the legislation was vetoed by Mayor Lee.

•

May 2017: Airbnb and HomeAway agree to settle
their lawsuit with the city. As part of the settlement,
homesharing platforms will collect data from their
hosts that will be passed on to the city’s Office of
Short-Term Rentals. This pass-through registration
(“PTR”) system will block unregistered shortterm rentals from being listed and will give the
city information to vet hosts. The companies also
agreed to cancel reservations and deactivate listings
if the city notifies them of an invalid registration.
Once the system is fully implemented in January
2018, hosts will no longer be able to list their homes
on the various platforms without first registering.

The following sections will highlight how PTR works
in practice and what the future of homesharing in San
Francisco looks like in the wake of PTR. As an update to
our November 2016 report, Limits on Homesharing, this
report will also analyze the potential effects of additional
restrictive short-term rental regulations on housing
affordability.
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THE BASICS OF PASS-THROUGH REGISTRATION
Per the terms of a setlement agreement reached
between the city, Airbnb, and HomeAway, San
Francisco’s homesharing pass-through registration
(“PTR”) system meets compliance standards set
by legislation passed in June 2016 by the Board of
Supervisors. Beginning September 6, 2017, Airbnb
began allowing hosts to register through its online
platform, with Airbnb then submitting registration
applications to the Office of Short-Term Rentals on
behalf of its hosts.
To be eligible for registration, hosts must prove that the
listed unit is their primary residence and hosts are only
allowed to register at one address. Hosting platforms
are required to remove any remaining unregistered San
Francisco listings by January 2018.
Hosts will have to provide quarterly reports to the Office
of Short-Term Rentals on their rental activity. The 90-day
cap on unhosted stays remains in place, and the PTR
system and reporting requirements will allow the city to

flag listings that are not in compliance with the law.
Hosting companies will cancel reservations and
deactivate listings if the city notifies them of an invalid
registration going forward. Hosting platforms must
also submit a monthly affidavit to the city affirming that
they have verified that all hosts using the service are
registered with the Office of Short-Term Rentals. Once
the system is fully implemented in January 2018, hosts
will no longer be able to list their homes on the various
platforms without first registering.
While PTR provides San Francisco with a mechanism
to effectively collect data on and monitor the city’s
short-term rental market, it is important to note that the
restrictions included in the registration process have
limited applicability to other U.S. markets—few of which
face the extreme housing affordability challenges that
are experienced in San Francisco.

HOW PASS-THROUGH REGISTRATION ADDRESSES THE
CRITIQUES OF THE SHORT-TERM RENTAL MARKET
With housing affordability and displacement becoming
key issues in San Francisco, short-term rental platforms
have often been targeted by neighborhood groups and
affordability advocates as a major cause of the problem.
San Francisco Chronicle articles entitled “Is Airbnb to
blame for high housing prices in SF?” and “Airbnb irks
Twin Peaks neighbors” highlight arguments from those
opposed to the growing prevalence of homesharing.
The PTR system and other pieces of the recent
homesharing settlement with the city address many of
these concerns as detailed below:

the year to occupy an entire unit. Under San Francisco
law, these types of rentals have always been illegal, but
the city faced challenges in effectively policing such
activity. Airbnb also recognized the potential negative
implications of this type of hosting, and it removed
1,400 listings from its platform through its One Host,
One Home policy which limited hosts to only sharing
listings at one address within the city.

ARGUMENT #1: Homesharing is the cause of San
Francisco’s housing affordability crisis

The primary residence requirement, in combination with
all hosts on the platform being registered with the city,
ensures that property owners listing multiple units in
San Francisco will no longer be able to use homesharing
platforms as a way to generate revenue.

Critics of short-term rentals often point to the fact that
some can effectively operate as hotels with an absentee
owner, bringing in new guests each week throughout

The 90-day cap on unhosted rentals also ensures that
there cannot be competition between the long-term
and short-term rental market in San Francisco. The
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analysis in the next section shows that across San
Francisco, units would have to be booked on the shortterm market for much more than 90 days for property
owners to place a full unit on the short-term market
instead of the traditional long-term market. Renting a
full unit for more than 90 days in San Francisco without
an owner present is illegal, and it will now be strictly
enforced through the data collected by the Office of
Short-Term Rentals.
Even before the settlement and the implementation of
PTR, short-term rentals had little impact on home prices
in San Francisco. In 2015, the San Francisco Chronicle
found that 352 entire home rentals were operating as
full-time vacation rentals on Airbnb—accounting for
less than 0.1% of the city’s total housing inventory as of
the end of 2016. With Airbnb’s One Host, One Home
policy, many of these illegal units were removed. Our
own report on housing affordability in San Francisco also
showed that the strictest regulations on homesharing
would actually create more affordability issues as local
income is lost.
ARGUMENT #2: All short-term rentals are vacation
rentals
According to data tracked by AirDNA, approximately
58% of the more than 7,800 Airbnb listings in San
Francisco are for entire homes (as of June 2017). The
bulk of those listings are for units that are rented out
while the primary occupants are away for work or travel.
Another portion of entire home listings—such as those
listed by traditional hotels, bed and breakfasts, and
listings of more than 30 days—are exempt from the
primary residence requirement and 90-day cap.
PTR ensures that non-conforming rentals (i.e., homes
that are not primary residences) are not registered in
the first place. With no city registration, a host will not
be able to list a unit on any homesharing platform.
In addition to the registration system eliminating
multiple units listed by the same host, the 90-day
hosting cap also means that no short-term rental can

be operated as a vacation rental. Shared rentals and
private room rentals where a host remains present will
remain uncapped under the settlement; however, these
listings are much less likely to generate neighborhood
complaints when compared against short-term rentals
from absent hosts.
ARGUMENT #3: The city does not have adequate tools
to track short-term rentals and remove those that are
illegal
Even with a dedicated Office of Short-term Rentals and
a 90-day cap on unhosted rentals—both of which have
been in place for multiple years—the city struggled
to track down hosts and understand their activity on
homesharing platforms. Under the PTR system and the
city’s new rules for host reporting, the Office of ShortTerm Rentals can deny a registration it deems illegal and
it will have quarterly data on host activity. Required host
registration and data reporting makes the 90-day cap
and primary residency requirements truly enforceable
for the first time. Homesharing platforms are also
required to remove any postings that the city flags as
invalid or face a fine.
ARGUMENT #4: Landlords lose control of how their
property is being used
While notification of landlords when a unit is hosted
on the short-term rental market has been a law since
2014, the lack of a comprehensive registration system
kept many landlords in the dark about how their units
were being used by tenants. Under the PTR system, the
city will send a notice to the property owner to inform
him or her of the tenant’s intention to list the unit on a
homesharing platform. This will occur when the Office
of Short-Term Rentals receives a host’s application,
which will then be cross-checked against city real
estate ownership records. The mandatory registration
system eliminates the gaps in notification that existed
prior to the institution of PTR, providing landlords the
information they need to determine how they want their
property to be used.
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WILL MORE RESTRICTIVE CAPS IMPACT HOUSING SUPPLY
IN SAN FRANCISCO?
The key pieces of the city registration requirement for
hosts make it nearly impossible for homesharing to
impact the market for long-term housing.

to register more than one unit. The data shown for longterm rentals is taken from Rent Jungle, while short-term
rental rates are taken from InsideAirbnb.

While PTR addresses all remaining concerns about
homesharing’s impact on housing affordability, the
possibility for tighter rental caps on short-term rentals
remains. Last year, we analyzed how a 60-day cap might
impact housing affordability in San Francisco. While no
such proposal currently exists, a more restrictive 60day limit has been the preference of the San Francisco
Board of Supervisors in the past.

We acknowledge that short-term rentals that are hosted
may allow home buyers and renters to “over-buy,” (for
example, a single person may rent a two-bedroom
apartment and place the extra bedroom onto the shortterm rental market; in absence of homesharing, another
roommate could have occupied the unit full-time).

Below, we show that the existing 90-day cap is already
effective in limiting competition between the short-term
and long-term rental markets. The primary residency
requirement provides an added layer of enforcement,
as owners of multiple properties that were operating
commercially on homesharing platforms will not be able

Breakeven Analysis:

Long-Term Rentals

However, these instances are likely to have limited effect
on unit occupancy in San Francisco as the long-term
rental market for single bedrooms would be far more
lucrative than the less certain income from homesharing.
Therefore, there are no economic incentives to convert
bedrooms into short-term rentals. When these instances
do occur, they are likely motivated by a desire to add
income while maintaining a non-shared residence.

Short-Term Rentals

2BR Long-Term
Monthly Rent ($)

Average Annual
Income, Long-Term
Rental ($)

Bernal Heights

5,216

48,818

Average
Home/Apartment
Daily Short-Term
Rental Price ($)
204

153

319

Castro/Upper Market

4,310

40,341

248

186

217

Breakeven Number
Average Daily
of Short-Term
Income, Short-Term
Rental Days
Rental ($)

Haight Ashbury

4,649

43,517

252

189

230

Inner Richmond
Inner Sunset

4,425
4,164

41,415
38,978

237
272

178
204

233
191

Marina

4,263

39,902

333

250

160

Mission

4,378

40,976

208

156

263

Nob Hill

3,961

37,073

241

181

205

Noe Valley

4,560

42,685

274

206

208

North Beach
Outer Richmond

3,441
4,338

32,210
40,607

262
202

197
152

164
268

Pacific Heights

4,919

46,046

354

266

173

Potrero Hill

4,980

46,612

290

218

214

Russian Hill

5,156

48,264

342

257

188

South of Market

4,891

45,781

334

251

183

Western Addition

4,451

41,658

266

200

209

Note: Short-term rental prices are based on listed values and include those units/rooms that are posted but go unrented. Because of this, the
short-term rental prices shown are likely slightly inflated and breakeven numbers are likely higher in reality.
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To analyze how a more restrictive cap might affect
housing supply, we assume that homeowners and
landlords seek to maximize their income in deciding
between listing a unit on the long-term rental market
or sharing the unit on a short-term basis. Thus, there
is some breakeven level where both options provide a
homeowner or landlord with the same level of income.
Our analysis of 16 San Francisco neighborhoods shows
that hosts would need to share their unit on the shortterm rental market for 319 days in Bernal Heights at the
high end and 160 days in the Marina at the low end to
justify a short-term rental over a long-term lease.

KEY FINDING: Given the high
breakeven requirement to make shortterm rentals more profitable than
long-term rentals, one can conclude
that the 90-day cap is sufficient in
ensuring that short-term rentals
are not displacing units from the
traditional long-term rental market..

WILL A TIGHTER CAP IMPACT HOUSING AFFORDABILITY?
The preceding analysis shows that a cap more restrictive
than 90 days will have no impact on the supply of
housing and in turn, no impact on housing affordability.
Where a more restrictive cap will impact affordability is
in reducing revenue acquired by San Francisco residents
through homesharing platforms.
Leveraging the unique methodology we created in our
2016 report Solving the Housing Affordability Crisis,
we analyze the impact of more restrictive caps on the
incomes of hosts, many of whom rely on homesharing
income to make their rental and mortgage payments.
Using data compiled by the data service AirDNA, we
can estimate the average amount of income per host
that would be lost under more restrictive caps for all
types of short-term rentals, as compared to the current
90-day cap when the host is not present. We first
catalogue short-term rentals into three categories: entire
home, shared rooms, and private rooms. According
to AirDNA data—which scrapes data from Airbnb’s

platform—there were 7,812 active short-term rental
listings in San Francisco as of June 2017. We note that
the number of active listings in 2018 is likely to be
somewhat lower with the requirement for homesharing
platforms to remove unregistered listings. Given the
difficulty in projecting the number and type of listings
removed, we use the June 2017 data in our analysis.
From this data and other figures collected from
AirDNA, we are able to divide these short-term rentals
by duration, as shown below. AirDNA only reports
occupancy data in three month increments (from 0-3
months, 4-6 months, and 7-9 months), so we must make
some assumptions to target the grouping that utilizes
the short-term rental market from 60 to 90 days (i.e., the
group of hosts impacted by a stricter cap). Using data
compiled by the San Francisco Chronicle in 2016, which
breaks out homesharing occupancy rates in a greater
number of increments, we can infer that approximately
three-quarters of hosts in AirDNA’s 0-3 month tier rent
their units out on homesharing platforms for fewer than

2017 San Francisco Airbnb Listings by Type and Occupied Duration
ENTIRE HOME
$258

SHARED ROOM
$49

PRIVATE ROOM
$110

60 days and under
61-90 days

2,333
799

127
44

1,502
514

91-180 days
181 days and above
TOTAL LISTINGS

783
691
4,605

43
37
251

504
445
2,965

MEDIAN PRICE PER DAY
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60 days per year. We place the remainder of the hosts in
AirDNA’s 0-3 month tier into our 61-90 day tier.

strict caps in San Francisco currently but have been the
subject of previously discussed city legislation. As shown
below, these caps and the loss of income would create
an unaffordable housing situation (meaning payment of
greater than 30% of income on housing) for between
277 and 461 San Francisco households.

Using this distribution and the median price per day
tracked by AirDNA, we are able to understand how
more restrictive caps at various levels will impact host
income. The most restrictive cap analyzed—at 60 days
regardless if the unit is hosted or unhosted—would
impact 2,341 San Francisco households and displace
revenue of over $14 million each year compared to
existing regulations. A cap of 80 days still has effects
on 1,452 households that would lose over $8 million
in revenue in aggregate. Much of this impact stems
from hosts of private rooms, which do not have any

Even if existing hosts were “grandfathered” and not
subject to any additional hosting caps in the future, lost
host income would still be significant in the long term.
As hosts churn and residents move in and out of San
Francisco, an increasing percentage of listings would
become subject to any new regulations.

Implications of Homesharing Caps for San Francisco Households

461
345

450

400

350

70-day Cap

1,891 hosts lose $11.0M in income

277
500

60-day Cap

2,341 hosts lose $14.2M in income

300

80-day Cap

1,452 hosts lose $8.6M in income

250

200

150

100

50

0

Households Losing Affordability

KEY FINDING: Any cap that is less than 90 days will have a negative income effect
for between 1,450 and 2,340 San Francisco households. In aggregate, up to $14.2
million in homesharing revenue will be jeopardized. More restrictive caps of 60,
70, and 80 days and the resultant income loss will push between 277 and 461
households above the 30% housing cost-to-income ratio, making them housing
cost burdened in San Francisco. We show these negative affordability effects in
the chart above.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX
EXPLANATION OF BREAKEVEN ANALYSIS
We leverage the methodology used by San Francisco’s
Office of the Controller in its May 2015 report,
Amending the Regulation of Short-Term Residential
Rentals. The report compiles information on twobedroom units in San Francisco—those most likely to
be subject to the type of serial short-term renting that
would effectively take a unit out of the housing supply
for a middle-class household. We utilized a number of
datasets and assumptions to arrive at our breakeven
calculations:
•

To find average rents for two-bedroom units,
we multiplied Rent Jungle data on current San
Francisco average rents by neighborhood for all
units by a factor of 1.2, which is the ratio of average
rents for two-bedroom units to average rents for all
units in San Francisco.

•

To calculate the two-bedroom short-term rental
price, we utilized rental data compiled by
InsideAirbnb for each San Francisco neighborhood.

•

Income calculations utilize assumptions from the San
Francisco Controller’s Office on applicable costs.
Short-term rental hosts receive income of 75% of
revenue after adjusting for costs, while long-term
lessors receive income of 78% of revenue.

EXPLANATION OF AFFORDABILITY
ANALYSIS
The numbers presented for total Airbnb listings by type
and average daily rate were compiled by AirDNA in
June 2017.
Analyzing a More Restrictive Homesharing Cap:
Entire Homes
Since San Francisco legislation and the PTR system
limit short-term rentals when the host is not present
to 90 days, we assume that all entire home listings are
covered under this policy. This means that those units
that are occupied between 61 and 90 days are the only

listings that would be affected by a lowered cap. We
use 799 entire homes that are rented between 61 and
90 days on Airbnb and distribute these units equally
across each day range in the category. For example, 25
units are rented for 90 days, 25 for 89 days, 25 for 88
days, and so on (we conservatively place units that are
lost due to rounding at the low end of the range).
We take the following steps to arrive at a total number
of hosts impacted and dollars lost:
1. Calculate the number of revenue days lost for each
“day tier” (i.e., entire homes that we estimate had
been listed for 62 days annually will lose two days of
revenue under a 60-day cap).
2. Aggregate the total number of revenue days lost for
each “day tier” (i.e., 25 homes in the 90-day tier will
lose 30 days of revenue each under a 60-day cap,
for an aggregate of 750 revenue days lost).
3. Apply the average daily rate of $258 to the number
of days lost across all tiers and find the total number
of hosts that would lose some revenue as a result of
the lower cap.
Analyzing a More Restrictive Homesharing Cap:
Shared and Private Rooms
While entire home hosts will be subject to the potential
loss of between 0 and 30 days of revenue at the 60day cap, shared and private room hosts will be subject
to the loss of more revenue days because they are
currently more lightly regulated. Employing a similar
methodology as used for entire homes, we create tiers
of “days rented” for shared and private rooms from 60
days rented to 181 days. Again, we equally distribute
the number of listings across each category.
For the category of “181 and above,” we conservatively
place all 37 listings for shared rooms and all 445 listings
for private rooms in the “181-day tier.” We can then
aggregate the number of revenue days lost for each
“day tier,” and apply the average daily rate of $49 for
shared rooms and $110 for private rooms to the total
number of days lost across all tiers.
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Analyzing the Change in Affordability
To calculate changes in housing cost burden, we utilized
the publicly-available 2015 sample of the American
Community Survey, focusing on households in San
Francisco that paid for housing in that year. To identify
households burdened with unaffordable housing, we
constructed a measure of monthly housing costs (hc),
which equaled gross rent for renters and owner costs
for homeowners, and used this variable to generate a
new measure (h) of the burden of housing costs as a
proportion of household income (m):

Using we can determine how many households
have unaffordable housing after their loss of income
((Q^NA) = # households where > 0.3). Since this
exercise involved random assignment of income, we
repeated it 10,000 times and took the average of
the results to generate an estimate of the post-policy
number of households with unaffordable housing.
By comparing the base number of households with
unaffordable housing to the post-policy number,
we estimate the total number of households losing
affordable housing (∆ = QNA - Q^NA).

Households that do not pay for housing (e.g., outright
owners, renters with non-cash rent, homeless) and
households with negative or unavailable income were
dropped. This sample was also truncated at h=1. Using
the definition of housing affordability as housing costs
that are 30% or less of income, we found that 98,381
San Francisco households, have unaffordable housing
(QNA= # households where h > 0.3).
To quantify the impacts of the 60-day homesharing
cap on affordability for San Francisco households,
we re-calculated the housing cost-to-income ratio by
adjusting household income. To this end, we randomly
assigned the average monthly change in income for
each homesharing category (mp) to the proportion of
households expected to lose income from the policy
and recalculated the housing cost-to-income ratio:

ĥ
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REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The City should collect the full 14% Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT) from short-term
rental businesses in Oakland with a requirement for full disclosure of all rental transactions.
2. The City should allocate 11% of TOT collected to the City’s Affordable Housing Trust
Fund.
3. The City should enforce existing regulations on short-term rentals such as licensing and
business registration, as well as compliance with local zoning laws.
4. City Council should support SB593 (Sen. McGuire) requiring short term rental companies to make regular reports to cities and counties about which homes in each jurisdiction are renting rooms, for how many nights and how much money the homeowners
are collecting from short-term rentals.
5. The City should study and consider further regulations, such as limiting the number of
nights per year an entire unit may be rented.
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About Community Economics:
Community Economics (CEI) provides non-profit organizations and public agencies with expert
technical assistance in the financing and development of affordable housing. Through that
technical assistance and through involvement with local, state, and national housing policy issues, CEI has been at the forefront of the affordable housing movement, developing creative
solutions and resources to meet the housing needs of low income households.
About East Bay Housing Organizations:
East Bay Housing Organizations (EBHO) is a non-profit membership organization dedicated to
working with communities in Alameda and Contra Costa counties to preserve, protect and expand affordable housing opportunities for the lowest income communities through education,
advocacy, organizing, and coalition building. Founded in 1984, EBHO is the leading voice for
affordable housing in the East Bay.
We would like to thank Frances Kwong of HKIT Architects for donating graphic layout services.
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Snapshot of Oakland Airbnb Listings from InsideAirbnb. Dots marking Entire Homes are in red, Private Rooms in green
and Shared Rooms in light blue. (Source: Webscrape of Airbnb website prepared by Murray Cox, June 2015)
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Background and Introduction

$25.5 billion and rising3, outcompeting hotel industry giants like

Short term rentals in the San Francisco Bay Area are generating

ny profits by charging hosts a three percent commission on each

major controversy because of their impact on the regional hous-

booking and charging travelers a fee of between six and twelve

ing crisis. Led by Airbnb, by far the largest of the group, these

percent, adding up to a total yield of anywhere between nine

online rental companies have burst onto the scene with thou-

and fifteen percent for every rental.5

the Hyatt ($8.4 billion) and Wyndham ($9.3 billion)4. The compa-

sands of listings throughout the Bay Area. Concerned that these
tourist accommodations conflict with local ordinances and de-

Airbnb has made major inroads in Oakland in the past two to

crease housing availability, several local communities including

three years. This report analyzes its activity and impact on the

San Francisco and Berkeley are considering how to regulate this

scarce supply of affordable rental housing in the City. This report

rapidly growing market. Efforts to limit the number of nights a

relies primarily on an in-depth website called Inside Airbnb, de-

unit is available on the short term rental market, and to collect

signed and maintained by an independent analyst named Mur-

Transient Occupancy Tax have been hampered by Airbnb’s refus-

ray Cox. The data-rich resource has become the go-to site for

al to disclose information about their hosts and occupancy rates.

Airbnb facts and analysis. Cox includes details on Airbnb hosts,
prices, listing locations, and listing types. These data sets provide

Oakland is experiencing a rapidly growing demand for hous-

valuable insight about the Airbnb landscape in the City of Oak-

ing and space to accommodate newcomers and visitors alike.

land. This report focuses on Airbnb because of its predominance

At this year’s Oakland Annual Tourism Breakfast, Visit Oakland

in the short term rental market. Of course, their competitors also

President & CEO, Alison Best, noted that Oakland’s hospitality

contribute to the impact. Therefore all recommendations in the

industry surpassed national averages in lodging benchmarks, in-

report refer to the short term rental industry as a whole.

cluding a 79% overall hotel occupancy, compared to the nation’s
62% occupancy rate.1 Short term rental companies like Airbnb

An Airbnb snapshot on June 22, 2015 identified 1,155 Airbnb list-

and its competitors VRBO, Flipkey, and HomeAway have created

ings for rent in Oakland, with several significant attributes:

a business model that relies on incentivizing landlords and tenants to transform residential units into tourist accommodations.
A leader among so-called sharing economy enterprises, Airbnb
connects residents looking to enter the short term rental market
to tourists around the globe via their website. The essence of
the company is best summed up in the following passage from a
comprehensive report produced earlier this year by Los Angeles
Alliance for a New Economy (LAANE):

1. The majority of these listings (57%) are entire
homes, as opposed to “private rooms” and “shared
room” listings that make up an almost negligible portion of the market. This proportion is similar to San
Francisco, Los Angeles, and other major markets for
which data are available, disproving the Airbnb claim
that their “hosts” are mostly just people occasionally
renting out a spare room to help pay their mortgage

“Airbnb sells itself as a platform akin to a community

costs.6

bulletin board. However, unlike most community bulle-

2. On average, Oakland Airbnb units are available 237

tin boards, the company takes a percentage out of every

nights out of the year. Such high availability implies

transaction, has centralized control over all listings, and

that these units probably do not have the owner

maintains a global scope of operations. In other words,

present, could be violating local zoning ordinances

Airbnb is a hotel company. It may be deregulated and

prohibiting short term rentals in certain areas - and

decentralized, embedded within countless apartment

more importantly, are removing rental-housing stock

buildings, bungalow courts and leafy suburban streets,

in an extremely tight market.

but the company’s primary function is to make a profit

3. The majority of Airbnb listings are located in neigh-

accommodating guests.”2
Airbnb’s sky-high valuations have placed the company among
the ranks of hospitality industry giants, with a market value of

borhoods in North Oakland, which seem not coincidentally to be communities with high and rapidly
increasing rents. The concentration of entire homes
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Listing Types by City
4%
32%

3%

3%

34%

40%

Shared Room
Private Room

64%

Los Angeles

Entire Home /
Apartment

62%

57%

San Francisco

Oakland

Figure 1: Distribution of Airbnb Listings that are Entire Homes, Private Rooms or Shared Rooms by City
available for short term rental through Airbnb in

tels have not been subject to this TOT. Based on the revenue es-

neighborhoods with high median rents and high-in-

timates above, Oakland lost a potential for several million dollars

come earners questions the validity of Airbnb’s claim

in TOT up to July of 2015 by not assessing the tax on these short

to help people afford rent or mortgage. By removing

term rental businesses.

rental housing supply in these already tight markets,
Airbnb could very well be contributing to rising hous-

We understand from the City of Oakland’s 2015-2017 proposed

ing costs in impacted neighborhoods.

budget and from Airbnb’s website that Oakland’s City Adminis-

Based on the methodology in the following section, we conclude
from the Inside Airbnb dataset and our own analysis that the
Airbnb Oakland market has generated revenues of somewhere
between $4.9 million and $35 million between the time they
came on the scene in July 2009 and July 2015. This doesn’t count
the revenues from other short term rental companies like VRBO.
Further, given that renters were leaving reviews in June 2015 at
least three times the rate as the previous year, it can be concluded that Airbnb is generating more revenue than ever before from
its Oakland market (Figure 2).
The City of Oakland collects a 14% Transient Occupancy Tax
(TOT) from every person (transient) occupying any hotel/motel
less than thirty (30) consecutive days.7 Oakland’s voter-approved
Measure C in 2009 allocated 3% of TOT income to cultural arts
programs, leaving 11% for the general fund. Airbnb and other
short term rental businesses providing the same service as ho6

trator executed a contract with Airbnb that took effect July 1,
2015. Despite a public records request as well as requests from
multiple Councilmembers, we have not been able to review that
contract. We know that Airbnb is now collecting 14% TOT from
their “guests” on every transaction in Oakland. From the analysis
in this report, we believe their current level of business should
yield between $688,000 and $2.32 million in TOT annually. The
Oakland budget shows only $500,000/year in the 2-year budget
cycle. Working with incomplete information, we are concerned
the contract does not require full payment of the TOT or full disclosure of all rental transactions.
This report demonstrates the clear nexus between private short
term rentals and the limited and shrinking supply of housing
stock in Oakland. We cannot afford to continue to lose both
housing stock and tax revenues that could help the City address
the current housing crisis.
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Figure 2: Monthly Airbnb Online Reviews from July 2009 through June 2015. (Note: Reviews do not equal total bookings,
as not all renters leave reviews.)
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Data and Terminology

the amount of estimated rentals by the minimum re-

Previous research indicates that while Airbnb’s marketing strat-

“Cute cottage in Rockridge” has 22 guest reviews, In-

quired stay for a given listing.9 For example, if Joe’s

egy presents the company as a champion of home sharing by

side Airbnb assumes Joe’s listing has been booked 22

focusing on private and shared room listings, the reality is that

times. To account for rentals without a review, Inside

the company’s marketplace is dominated by entire home/apart-

Airbnb increases estimated bookings by 50%, or in

ment listings. Without regulations, this raises the stakes for the

this case, to 33 estimated bookings. If Joe requires a

conversion of entire residential homes into private hotels. The

minimum 3-night stay per booking, it can be assumed

difference between entire homes and the other two listing types

that at this listing has been occupied 99 nights out of

that make up Airbnb’s business model are as follows:

the year (33 estimated bookings x 3 –night minimum

1. Entire home/apartment units (or “whole units”):

required stay). Assuming the reviews are legitimate,

An entire home rental, in which the host is not pres-

this methodology represents a realistic value for a

ent during the guest’s stay.

listing’s number of nights of occupancy.10

2. Private rooms: An accommodation within the host’s
home with the expectation of some degree of priva-

Methodology

cy. Host lives in and is present in the dwelling during

This report uses data from listings that have been filtered to

the guest’s stay. The guest is essentially a short-term

meet the availability and rental rated metrics to inform Airbnb’s

housemate.

impact on Oakland and to generate revenue estimations from

3. Shared room: Guest and host occupy the same living
space, with little expectation of privacy.

Airbnb’s market. Table 1 illustrates the three factors (number of
units, estimated booking nights, and average price) used to calculate revenue generated by Airbnb between July 2014 and July

Inside Airbnb compiles data from short term rentals in cities

2015.

around the world to examine how Airbnb impacts local hous-

Frequently Rented Listings

ing markets. “Web scraping” is a term used for various data extraction methods that use software to collect information from
a website. Murray Cox, creator of Inside Airbnb, has performed
web scrapes on Airbnb markets in over twenty cities around the
world, including ten in the United States. Data from the Oakland
web-scrape was compiled on June 22, 2015.
Cox uses “high availability” and “frequently rented” metrics to
assess the impact of Airbnb on residential housing. These metrics are defined as follows:
1. Highly available listings are available for short term

sification as frequently rented (estimated booking nights > 60
nights per year) and recently reviewed (reviewed in the last 6
months11). This selection is also reflected on Inside Airbnb’s interactive online display of the Airbnb market within the City of
Oakland. The first two columns in Table 1 divide the 1155 total
Oakland listings between the 557 that are frequently rented and
the 598 that are not. Different estimations are then applied to
each category.

Booking Nights per Year

rental on Airbnb more than 60 days per year. This

Frequently rented listings are multiplied by the minimum and

is determined by a host’s calendar, which shows what

average booking nights per year in the first two columns, respec-

days or weeks their listing is available.

tively. Since 60 nights/per year is the minimum amount of esti-

2. Frequently rented listings have estimated booking nights of more than 60 nights per year. To determine a listing’s estimated booking nights, Inside
Airbnb converts online reviews to estimated rentals.8
The length of stay is the determined by multiplying

8

There are 577 Oakland listings that meet Inside Airbnb’s clas-

mated booking nights required to meet the frequently rented
metric, that value was used for the minimum estimate. Meanwhile, the average available nights per year for frequently rented units (247) was converted into estimated booking nights in
the second column to illustrate the greatest booking potential
for frequently rented listings. For the remaining 598 listings, we
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Revenue Generated by Airbnb’s Oakland Market
Minimum Estimate Adjusted for Frequently Rented
Listings

Adjusted for Average
Available Nights per Year for
Frequently Rented Listings

Maximum Estimate Adjusted for Average Available
Nights per Year for All
Listings

Number of Listings
(1,155 total)

557

557

1,155

Estimated Booking Nights
per Year

60

247

237

$112

$112

$128

$3,743,040

$15,408,848

Number of Listings Not
Frequently Rented
(1,155 total)

598

598

Estimated Booking Nights
per Year

20

20

Average Listing Price

$98

$98

Estimated Revenue for Listings Not Frequently Rented

$1,172,080

$1,172,080

Total Estimated Revenue

$4,915,120

$16,580,928

$35,038,080

Total Estimated Revenue
Generated by 14% TOT

$668,116

$2,321,329

$4,905,331

Total Estimated Revenue
Generated by 11% TOT for
Affordable Housing

$540,663

$1,823,902

$3,854,188

Average Listing Price
Estimated Revenue for Frequently Rented Listings

Table 1: Revenue Estimates Adjusted for Frequently Rented Listing per Year and Average Available Nights per Year
applied an estimated booking nights rate of 20 in both columns

mize bookings by listings their units on Airbnb with a nearly year-

to provide a conservative estimate of their potential earnings.

round availability.

The final column shows the maximum estimate based on total

Oakland’s Airbnb Landscape

number of listings and the average available nights per year for
all units (237). The overall average availability is just slightly less

The analysis from this report reveals a concentration of Airbnb

than the value for frequently rented units. According to the data,

units in the rapidly gentrifying neighborhoods of North Oakland

the majority of Oakland Airbnb listings (86%) are marked as high-

and around Lake Merritt. Airbnb listings in East Oakland are not

ly available, which resembles the rate of listings in Los Angeles

as prevalent and tend to be a combination of private rooms and

(85%), New York (82%), and San Francisco (76%).12 These figures

entire homes scattered around highland neighborhoods like Up-

indicate that the majority of Airbnb hosts are looking to maxi-

per Dimond, Upper Laurel, Millsmont, and Redwood Heights.
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Entire Homes Listed on
Airbnb

Total Units Listed on
Airbnb

Bushrod

41

75

$151,006

Lakeside Neighborhoods (Trestle Glen,
Lakeshore and Cleveland Heights)

53

66

$246,116

Rockridge

42

58

$208,680

Temescal

38

51

$152,614

Longfellow

18

42

$65,741

Adam’s Point

26

42

$78,099

Shafter

26

35

$259,976

Neighborhood

Total Revenue

Revenue from Entire
Home Listings

$1,162,232

Table 2: Airbnb’s Top Revenue Generating Neighborhoods in Oakland
Meanwhile, the North Oakland census tracts where most of Oak-

With average nightly rates of $123 for Airbnb entire home list-

land’s Airbnb activity is taking place are some of the City’s most

ings in Temescal, a landlord could earn up $3,690 a month at full

desirable neighborhoods.

occupancy, which is 14% higher than the average monthly rent

In neighborhoods like Bushrod, Rockridge, and Adams Point,
median household incomes are higher than those in other parts
of the city, which is consistent with short term rental trends in
other cities. Moreover, entire units in Airbnb’s top 10 revenue
generating Oakland neighborhoods yield over a third of the total revenue for the City (see Table 2), which shows how Airbnb’s
profits rely heavily on entire home listings. There are 250 entire
residential units, mostly clustered in Oakland’s upscale neighborhoods, which show signs of being converted into Airbnb hotels.

for the area in June 2015.14 Airbnb entire units in Oakland’s highest yielding areas already make up the majority of the listings,
and generate a significant portion of the revenue. If these hosts
were the “primary residents” of the homes they’re listing and
are just looking to earn extra money while vacationing, as Airbnb repeatedly claims15, revenues and availability for these entire
home listings should not be so high.

North Oakland Under Seige

These units are available for rent 268 days per year, and have

Oakland’s northern neighborhoods have been disproportionate-

been booked 157 estimated nights annually, on average.

ly impacted by private short term rentals. Three separate snap-

Conversions imply that landlords and property owners, in search
of greater profits, have opted to operate traditional apartments
as short term rentals. In Oakland, where landlords are subject to
rent adjustment ordinances, choosing to list a unit on the Airbnb
market could mean potentially greater earnings without the has-

shots of Airbnb listings in Oakland at the neighborhood level reveal that North Oakland has the greatest number of listings for
a given month, weekend, and day.16 According to the data, the
presence of entire units is overwhelmingly concentrated in this
part of town.

sle of regulations. In neighborhoods like Temescal, nightly short

Oakland’s Bushrod neighborhood makes up two small census

term rental rates are rising alongside the rising median rents,

tracts in North Oakland, but has a cluster of 75 units listed on

which rose by over 20% from the beginning to the end of 2014.13

Airbnb with over half being entire homes. Geographically, the

10
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area is bound by Woolsey Street on the North, Telegraph Avenue

neighborhoods. Figure 3 shows rent increases in Bushrod over

to the East, and MLK Jr. Way to the West. Airbnb data for Oakland

the last four years including a 71% increase in just the last 18

show $131 as the average nightly rate for an entire home/apart-

months. Airbnb listings in the area began increasing at a steady

ment in the Bushrod precinct.

rate around April of 2014.

It has been observed that in cities including New York and Los An-

While we do not know the exact relationship between Airbnb

geles, short term rentals are most prominent in neighborhoods

density and median rents, it is telling that high Airbnb density

where the average median household income is 20% higher than

overlaps with lower rental vacancy. Rental vacancy rates for the

that of the entire city. In the case of New York City, rapidly gen-

Bushrod, Adams Point, and Temescal census tracts are among

trifying neighborhoods like ones in the Lower East Side of Man-

the lowest in the city.21 Just as interesting is the amount of rev-

hattan and Williamsburg and Greenpoint in Brooklyn, had the

enue being generated in these North Oakland neighborhoods.

greatest share of private short term rentals in the city. This case

Analysis on just entire home listings in Airbnb’s highest reve-

closely resembles the Airbnb landscape in Oakland. According

nue generating neighborhoods shows that roughly $1.2 million,

to UC Berkeley’s Urban Displacement Project, Airbnb’s top five

a third of the total revenue from July 2014 to July 2015, came

revenue generating neighborhoods in Oakland are also in the

from 244 entire home accommodations (see Table 2). In order

advanced stages of gentrification, with exception of the Pied-

to maintain inclusivity and avoid displacement in neighborhoods

mont Avenue tract, which has historically been a moderate to

with declining vacancy rates, and consequently rising rents, the

high income area. Short term rental conversions further tighten

City of Oakland must ensure that short term rentals do not re-

the supply of housing in these areas, resulting in even greater

move rental units from these markets.

18

19

20

rent spikes and barring low-income renters from moving into the

Figure 3: Snapshot of the Concentration of Airbnb Listings in North Oakland meeting Inside Airbnb’s
“high availability” and “frequently rented” metrics. (Source: Webscrape of Airbnb website prepared by
Murray Cox, June 2015)
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Bushrod $3,295/mo in Aug 2015
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Figure 4: Rent Price Increases for 1Bd/1Ba Units in the Bushrod neighborhood since 2011. (Source: Zillow)
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Figure 5: Airbnb Reviews for Entire Home Listings in Bushrod, from June 2012 to June 2015. (Source: Webscrape of Airbnb
website prepared by Murray Cox, June 2015)
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Oakland’s Affordability Crisis
Oakland rents have risen dramatically in the last few years, making it the 5th most expensive rental market in the country. The
average price for a 1 Bedroom apartment rental has risen to
$2160.22 Oakland’s Housing Element states that the City will need
to build at least 14,765 new housing units between January 2014

rent-controlled properties are not transformed into permanent
short term rentals. While the City does have zoning regulations
that restrict hotel/motels from operating in certain residential
areas, it is not clear if the City has been monitoring violations of
this provision.

and June 2023 in order to meet its fair share of housing needed

Before legitimately entering the short-term rental market, a rent-

in the region based on the Association of Bay Area Governments’

al property owner would have to go through several steps in or-

calculations of Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA). Forty

der to obtain a business license from the City of Oakland. They

six percent of the nearly 1,554 units the city would need to build

would need to pay a $61 registration fee with a business license

annually to meet its housing production goals in the next nine

application. The host would then be responsible for paying an

years should be affordable to very low-, low-, and moderate-in-

annual tax ($1.80 per $1,000 for Hotel/Motel businesses) to the

come households. However, despite the regional urgency to ad-

City based on the gross earnings in addition to the TOT men-

dress the housing crisis, state and federal funding for affordable

tioned above.

housing has plummeted over the last several decades. With the
dissolution of state Redevelopment funds, the exhaustion of the
State’s Prop 1C funds, and major cuts to federal funding for affordable housing, there are fewer resources available to meet
the growing need. If the City is serious about reaching its housing
production requirements, then Oakland needs to get resourceful
about generating the critical funds for affordable housing.

According to the City’s Finance Department’s website, a potential host would first need to obtain a zoning clearance from the
Zoning Division, in order to verify that operating a short term
rental is legal for a specified area. Scott Miller, Zoning Manager,
noted that the City of Oakland’s Planning Code prohibits short
term rentals and other transient habitation commercial activities of fewer than seven days in most residential zones.26 Lodg-

The improbability of the City being able to meet its RHNA goals

ings greater than seven days are subject to different regulations.

is even greater if housing units are being taken off the market

However, the City does not actively monitor transient habitation

to serve tourists. This is one reason why Airbnb’s presence in

commercial activities to ensure that properties are not trans-

cities with housing shortages has become so problematic. Airb-

formed into permanent short term rentals.

nb’ creates “a platform that allows landlords to pit tourist dollars

How Other Cities are Addressing
the Impacts of Short Term Rentals

23

against renter dollars.”24 Cities are left to find ways to regulate
the short term rental market to protect the shrinking supply of
housing and raise revenues to invest in the development of new

Cities are tackling the explosion of the short term rental indus-

affordable housing.

try in a couple of ways. Some, like San Francisco, are trying to
regulate the market with restrictions on how many nights a unit

Current Laws for Hotels and Homeowners
In Oakland, as in other cities, TOT requires that every person
(transient) occupying any hotel/motel for any duration of time
up to 30 consecutive days pay the tax to the operator at the
time the rent for occupancy is paid. The rate is 14% of the rent
charged. Hotel/motel operators are responsible for collecting
and remitting TOT to the City’s Tax Administrator’s office and reporting rates and occupancy levels.
The City of Oakland’s Planning Code restricts short term rentals and other transient habitation commercial activities to seven
days.25 Lodgings greater than seven days are subject to a different of regulations. However, the City of Oakland does not actively

can be rented, requiring a host to be present, and other restrictions. Los Angeles, San Jose, Santa Monica, and several others
are securing revenues generated by Transient Occupancy Tax. A
couple of those cities – Los Angeles and Portland – are citing the
nexus between the short term rental businesses and the housing
affordability crisis in efforts to designate TOT revenues collected
to their affordable housing funds.
Airbnb is using its financial and political muscle to fight all efforts at regulation. We just watched its $8 million success in San
Francisco where lobbyists defeated Proposition F’s 75 nights per
year rental limits and requirements for regular revenue reporting. Airbnb has been particularly adamant about not disclosing
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the information required of all hotels about actual occupancy

Los Angeles, California

rates, addresses, hosts and revenues. The company insists that

The City of Los Angeles has one of the largest Airbnb markets in

it is not subject to TOT and should not be treated as are all other

the world, with over an estimated 11,400 Airbnb listings in 2014.

businesses providing transient accommodation. In some cases,

Los Angeles is also experiencing a tremendous housing crisis and

they execute contracts with cities that call for payments based

cannot afford to lose units. The City’s most recent analysis indi-

on their estimates of TOT, rather than paying the actual TOT. The

cates the need for 5,300 new units/year in order to keep up with

LAANE report describes how Airbnb uses these contracts as a

demand. In his 2015 State of the City address, Mayor Eric Garcet-

way to legitimate their business model and their argument that

ti committed to negotiating a TOT contract with Airbnb and in-

they are not subject to the laws and payments required of ho-

jecting $5 million from those revenues into the City’s Affordable

tels. As the LAANE report notes,

Housing Trust Fund.30 The Los Angeles City Council approved

“Municipalities have explored a range of regulatory op-

the $5 million allocation for the Affordable Housing Trust Fund,

tions to address the proliferation of illegal hotels in resi-

for the 2015-16 Fiscal Year.31 However, the Council stalled this

dential neighborhoods. Consequently every municipality

summer on finalizing the contract with Airbnb as they explore

represents a proving ground for Airbnb. Each time a city

regulatory options, so the disbursement of the housing funds is

normalizes the company’s activities, Airbnb becomes a

pending the final contract.

more stable, secure investment.”

27

The Airbnb website lists approximately 20 cities, counties, and
states around the world where it is collecting some form of TOT
from its guests. Missing from this list is the key information about
how much of that TOT is actually being remitted to the municipality. As we have shown above, we believe 14% of Airbnb annual revenues in Oakland is somewhere between $1 million and $2
million. If in fact the undisclosed Oakland contract is like the ones
described in the LAANE report, with Airbnb paying a TOT-alternative payment rather than the actual TOT per short term rental,
then Oakland is losing $500,000 to $1.5 million per year.

Portland, Oregon
Portland was one of the first cities to negotiate an agreement
with Airbnb, creating a special “Accessory Short Term Rental”
category in its planning code just to accommodate Airbnb rentals. However, Airbnb and its hosts have not complied with the
regulations the company itself promoted, and as has become the
norm, the company’s refusal to disclose basic information about
host addresses and occupancy has stymied Portland’s efforts to
enforce its regulations.32 In 2014, City Council approved a TOT
agreement with Airbnb and had preliminary discussions about
allocating funds to affordable housing.33 Two City Commissioners

The lack of a requirement for short term rental companies to

plan to present the measure this winter to allocate their full 6%

disclose their occupancy information makes it nearly impossible

TOT collected to affordable housing.34 In light of a recent mayoral

to enforce regulations. Cities that are experimenting with re-

declaration of a state of emergency for housing and homeless-

strictions on numbers of nights a unit can be rented or proof

ness, City Commissioners are confident the measure will pass.

that hosts are present are finding that the costs of attempted

California State Legislation

enforcement are higher than whatever they are collecting in payments under their contracts.

A pending bill would provide significant assistance to local governments in California in their efforts to regulate short term

Airbnb has a huge stake in maintaining the anonymity of its hosts

rental businesses. SB593 (McGuire) would require all “electron-

and listing locations. By not sharing information with munici-

ic hosting platforms” such as Airbnb to regularly report the ad-

palities, Airbnb is able to bypass any real enforcement to verify

dresses of, nights of use at, and revenues obtained by residences

the amount of taxes it is remitting, compliance with local health

that were leased through the platform. The bill would prohibit

and safety standards, and whether or not hosts are adhering to

these short term rental businesses from offering properties in lo-

limits on nightly rentals already in place. Even before the ballot

cations prohibited by local ordinance, and would authorize mu-

initiative, San Francisco lawmakers were calling the existing law28

nicipalities to establish fines for violation of this provision. And

“unenforceable,” claiming that it has no teeth because the city’s

it would require the business to collect and remit any applicable

Planning Commission simply did not have a method to deter-

TOT requested by the municipality. The bill was introduced earli-

mine if hosts were present or not present.29

er this year and is currently a 2-year bill. We encourage Oakland
to support this bill as it proceeds through the Legislature in 2016.

14
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Recommendations
Airbnb’s role in depleting the available housing stock in some of Oakland’s most desirable neighborhoods makes it
harder for long-term residents and newcomers to find adequate housing near public transportation, job centers,
and other valuable neighborhood amenities. By applying funds generated by Transient Occupancy Tax on Airbnb’s
Oakland bookings to affordable housing, the City of Oakland would help mitigate the adverse effects of the company’s presence in City while also generating the necessary funds to meet development goals set out in the Housing
Element.

1. The City should collect the full 14% TOT from short-term rental businesses in
Oakland with a requirement for full disclosure of all rental transactions. First,
City Council should demand disclosure of the terms of the current contract. Upon renewal, the
contract should ensure that actual TOT at the full 14% rate, not merely a TOT-alternative payment,
is remitted to the City. Airbnb and its competitors must be required to disclose information on
rates, occupancy, addresses, like any other hotel business subject to TOT.

2. The City should allocate 11% of TOT collected to the City’s Housing Trust Fund.
The housing crisis has been well documented. This report demonstrates the clear nexus between
the growth in short term rentals and the removal of at least several hundred units from the City’s
rental housing stock. If the City is going to come anywhere close to producing its RHNA goals, we
cannot afford to pass up any opportunity for resources to put toward meeting those production
goals.

3. The City should enforce existing regulations on short-term rentals such as licensing and business registration, as well as compliance with local zoning laws.
As a start, the City should not be intimidated by Airbnb into failing to enforce its own regulations.
Hosts should be required to obtain the licenses and pay the business taxes required of all businesses in Oakland. The City should demand the information from Airbnb necessary to enforce
existing laws.

4. City Council should support SB593 requiring short term rental companies to
make regular reports to cities and counties about short term rentals, for how
many nights and how much money hosts are collecting. The enactment of this law
is critical to local government’s ability to create and enforce their own regulations and accurate
TOT collection.

5. The City should study and consider further regulations, such as limiting the
number of nights/year an entire unit may be rented. City staff should conduct research into existing and planned local regulatory efforts in other California cities to devise regulations that would make in Oakland. This is much more likely to be feasible after passage of the
SB593.
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Endnotes

exactly between 72% and 30.5%.
2. An average length of stay is configured for each city, and
this, multiplied by the estimated bookings for each listing
over a period gives the occupancy rate
• Where statements have been made about the average
length of stay of Airbnb guests for a city, this was used.
• For example, Airbnb reported 5.5 nights as the average
length of stay for guests using Airbnb in San Francisco.
• Where no public statements were made about average
stays, a value of 3 nights per booking was used.
• If a listing has a higher minimum nights value than the
average length of stay, the minimum nights value was
used instead.
• The occupancy rate was capped at 70%- a relatively high,
but reasonable number for a highly occupied “hotel”.
• This controls for situations where an Airbnb host might
change their minimum nights during the high season,
without the review data having a chance to catch up; or
for a listing with a very high review rate.
• It also ensures that the occupancy model remains conservative.
3. Number of nights booked or available per year for the high
availability and frequently rented metrics and filters were
generally aligned with a city’s short term rental laws designed to protect residential housing.”
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co-founder Brian Chesky.
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introduce a higher impact model using a review rate of
30.5%- based on comparing public data of reviews to the
The New York Attorney General’s report on Airbnb released in October 2014.
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The InsideAirBnB Oakland web scrape includes every review
ever given for listings within the City of Oakland since July 2009.
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ever made in the history of a listing when determining EBN. This
obscurity makes it is difficult for this report to provide an annual range for revenue estimations based on EBN. Luckily, Inside
AirBnB provides a list of individual transactions by listings, which
help indicate that the bulk of AirBnB activity in Oakland taking
place between 2014 and mid-2015. For instance, there are a total of 16,300 traceable transactions as of June 22, 2015. Nearly
two thirds (10,852) of these transactions took place between
July 2014 to July of 2015, which shows Oakland’s rapidly growing
short term rental market. In addition, eighty percent (917) of the
1,155 identified listings, were last reviewed between July 2014
and July 2015. Combined these two factors suggest that Oakland
AirBnB listings are being booked more frequently and recently
than they have, by and large, been in previous years.
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As a reminder, Inside AirBnB’s estimated booking nights also
includes reviews from before the mid-2014 to mid-2015 time
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al 917 listings that were reviewed between 7/2014-7/2015 and
66% of all reviews occurred within this time range, any over-reporting for estimated booking nights is cancelled out by evidence
of overwhelming AirBnB activity in the last year.
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The economic costs and
benefits of Airbnb
No reason for local policymakers to let Airbnb
bypass tax or regulatory obligations
Report • By Josh Bivens • January 30, 2019

Summary: Analysis shows that the costs of Airbnb expansion to renters and local
jurisdictions likely exceed the benefits to travelers and property owners. Thus there is no
reason policymakers should reverse long-standing regulatory decisions simply to
accommodate the rise of a single company.
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1. Summary • 1

Summary
“The sharing economy” refers to a constellation of (mostly)
Silicon Valley–based companies that use the internet as
their primary interface with consumers as they sell or rent
services. Because this term is “vague and may be a
marketing strategy” (AP 2019), we refer to these firms less
poetically but more precisely as “internet-based service
firms” (IBSFs).
Economic policy discussions about IBSFs have become
quite heated and are too often engaged at high levels of
abstraction. To their proponents, IBSFs are using
technological advances to bring needed innovation to
stagnant sectors of the economy, increasing the quality of
goods and services, and providing typical American
families with more options for earning income; these
features are often cited as reasons why IBSFs should be
excused from the rules and regulations applying to their
more traditional competitors. To skeptics, IBSFs mostly
represent attempts by rich capital owners and venture
capitalists to profit by flouting regulations and disguising
their actions as innovation.
The debates about whether and how to regulate IBSFs
often involve theories about their economic costs and
benefits. This report aims to inform the debate by testing
those theories. Specifically, it assesses the potential
economic costs and benefits of the expansion of one of
the most well-known of the IBSFs: the rental business
Airbnb.
Airbnb, founded in 2008, makes money by charging
guests and hosts for short-term rental stays in private
homes or apartments booked through the Airbnb website.
It started in prototype in San Francisco and expanded
rapidly, and is now operating in hundreds of cities around
the world. Airbnb is frequently depicted as a boon for
travelers looking for lower-cost or nontraditional
accommodations, and for homeowners looking to expand
their income stream. But in many local markets, the arrival
and expansion of Airbnb is raising questions about its
potential negative impacts on local housing costs, quality
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of life in residential neighborhoods, employment quality in the hospitality industry, and
local governments’ ability to enforce municipal codes and collect appropriate taxes.
In our cost-benefit analysis, we find:
The economic costs Airbnb imposes likely outweigh the benefits. While the
introduction and expansion of Airbnb into U.S. cities and cities around the world
carries large potential economic benefits and costs, the costs to renters and local
jurisdictions likely exceed the benefits to travelers and property owners.
Airbnb might, as claimed, suppress the growth of travel accommodation costs, but
these costs are not a first-order problem for American families. The largest and
best-documented potential benefit of Airbnb expansion is the increased supply of
travel accommodations, which could benefit travelers by making travel more
affordable. There is evidence that Airbnb increases the supply of short-term travel
accommodations and slightly lowers prices. But there is little evidence that the high
price of travel accommodations is a pressing economic problem in the United States:
The price of travel accommodations in the U.S. has not risen particularly fast in recent
years, nor are travel costs a significant share of American family budgets.
Rising housing costs are a key problem for American families, and evidence
suggests that the presence of Airbnb raises local housing costs. The largest and
best-documented potential cost of Airbnb expansion is the reduced supply of housing
as properties shift from serving local residents to serving Airbnb travelers, which hurts
local residents by raising housing costs. There is evidence this cost is real:
Because housing demand is relatively inelastic (people’s demand for somewhere
to live doesn’t decline when prices increase), even small changes in housing
supply (like those caused by converting long-term rental properties to Airbnb
units) can cause significant price increases. High-quality studies indicate that
Airbnb introduction and expansion in New York City, for example, may have
raised average rents by nearly $400 annually for city residents.
The rising cost of housing is a key problem for American families. Housing costs
have risen significantly faster than overall prices (and the price of short-term
travel accommodations) since 2000, and housing accounts for a significant share
(more than 15 percent) of overall household consumption expenditures.
The potential benefit of increased tourism supporting city economies is much
smaller than commonly advertised. There is little evidence that cities with an
increasing supply of short-term Airbnb rental accommodations are seeing a large
increase in travelers. Instead, accommodations supplied via Airbnb seem to be a
nearly pure substitution for other forms of accommodation. Two surveys indicate that
only 2 to 4 percent of those using Airbnb say that they would not have taken the trip
were Airbnb rentals unavailable.
Studies claiming that Airbnb is supporting a lot of economic activity often vastly
overstate the effect because they fail to account for the fact that much of this
spending would have been done anyway by travelers staying in hotels or other
alternative accommodations absent the Airbnb option.
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Property owners do benefit from Airbnb’s capacity to lower the transaction costs of
operating short-term rentals, but the beneficiaries are disproportionately white and
high-wealth households. Wealth from property ownership is skewed, with higherwealth and white households holding a disproportionate share of housing wealth
overall—and an even more disproportionate share of housing wealth from nonprimary
residences because they are much more likely to own nonprimary residential property
(such as multi-unit Airbnb rentals).
The shift from traditional hotels to Airbnb lodging leads to less-reliable tax
payments to cities. Several large American cities with a large Airbnb presence rely
heavily on lodging taxes. Airbnb has largely blocked the ability of these cities to
transparently collect lodging taxes on Airbnb rentals that are equivalent to lodging
taxes on hotel rooms. One study found that the voluntary agreements Airbnb has
struck with state and local governments “[undermine] tax fairness, transparency, and
the rule of law.”
City residents likely suffer when Airbnb circumvents zoning laws that ban lodging
businesses from residential neighborhoods. The status quo of zoning regulations in
cities reflects a broad presumption that short-term travelers likely impose greater
externalities on long-term residents than do other long-term residents. Externalities
are economic costs that are borne by people not directly engaged in a transaction. In
the case of neighbors on a street with short-term renters, externalities include noise
and stress on neighborhood infrastructure like trash pickup. These externalities are
why hotels are clustered away from residential areas. Many Airbnb rental units are in
violation of local zoning regulations, and there is the strong possibility that these units
are indeed imposing large costs on neighbors.
Because Airbnb is clearly a business competing with hotel lodging, it should be
subject to the same taxation regime as hotels. In regard to zoning regulations, there
is no empirical evidence that the net benefits of Airbnb introduction and expansion
are so large that policymakers should reverse long-standing regulatory decisions
simply to accommodate the rise of a single company.

Overview of the economics of Airbnb
Airbnb runs an online marketplace for short-term lodging rentals. It largely does not own
dwellings or real estate of its own; instead, it collects fees by acting as a broker between
those with dwellings to rent and those looking to book lodging.
The perception that Airbnb tries to foster is that its “hosts” are relatively typical
households looking to earn supplementary income by renting out rooms in their homes or
by renting out their entire residence when they’re away. Critics argue that Airbnb bookings
have become increasingly concentrated among a relatively small number of “hosts” that
are essentially miniature hotel companies.1
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Potential economic benefits
At a broad level, the potential economic benefits and costs of Airbnb are relatively
straightforward.2
The key potential benefit is that property owners can diversify the potential streams of
revenue they generate from owning homes. Say, for example, that before Airbnb arrived in
a city, property owners setting up residential rental properties faced transaction costs so
high that it only made economic sense to secure relatively long-term leases. These
transaction costs incurred by property owners could include advertising for and screening
of tenants and finding alternative accommodations for themselves if they were renting
their own dwellings. But if the rise of internet-based service firms reduced these
transaction costs and made short-term rentals logistically feasible and affordable for the
first time, it could allow these property owners to diversify into short-term rentals as well as
long-term rentals.
Another potential benefit is the increased supply (and variety) of short-term rentals
available to travelers. This increased supply can restrain price growth for short-term
rentals and make traveling more affordable.
Finally, one well-advertised potential benefit of Airbnb is the extra economic activity that
might result if the rise of Airbnb spurs an increase in visitors to a city or town. Besides the
income generated by Airbnb property owners, income might be generated by these
visitors as they spend money at restaurants or in grocery stores or on other activities.

Potential costs
The single biggest potential cost imposed by Airbnb comes in the form of higher housing
costs for city residents if enough properties are converted from long-term housing to
short-term accommodations. If property owners take dwellings that were available for
long-term leases and convert them to short-term Airbnb listings, this increases the supply
of short-term rentals (hence driving down their price) but decreases the supply of longterm housing, increasing housing costs for city residents. (We refer to all long-term costs of
shelter as “housing,” including rentals and owners’ equivalent rental costs.)
Another large potential city-specific cost of Airbnb expansion is the loss of tax revenue.
Many cities impose relatively steep taxes on short-term lodging, hoping to obtain revenue
from out-of-town travelers to spend on local residents. The most common and
straightforward of these revenue raisers is a tax on traditional hotel rooms. If Airbnb
expansion comes at the expense of traditional hotels, and if the apparatus for collecting
taxes from Airbnb or its hosts is less well-developed than the apparatus for collecting
taxes from traditional hotels, this could harm city revenues.
A further potential cost is the externalities that property rentals (of all kinds) impose on
neighbors, for example, noise and/or use of building facilities. Since hosts are often not
on-site with their renters, they do not bear the costs of these externalities and hence may
not factor them into rental decisions. Of course, one could argue that such externalities
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are also incurred with long-term rentals not arranged through Airbnb. But if the expansion
of Airbnb increases total short- and long-term rental activity, or if short-term rentals impose
larger externalities than long-term rentals, then Airbnb expansion can increases these
externalities.
Finally, if Airbnb expansion comes at the expense of traditional hotels, it could have a
negative impact on employment. First, since some of the labor of maintaining Airbnb
lodgings is performed by the property owners themselves, the shift to Airbnb from
traditional hotels would actually reduce employment overall. Second, since the task of
cleaning and maintaining rooms and even greeting Airbnb renters is often done by thirdparty management firms, the shift from the traditional hotel sector to Airbnb rentals could
degrade job quality.
The rest of this report evaluates the potential scope of each of these benefits and costs,
and ends with an overall assessment of the effect of Airbnb expansion.
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Potential benefits of Airbnb
introduction and expansion in U.S.
cities
This section elaborates on the potential benefits identified in the previous section. For
each benefit, it assesses how likely the benefit is to emerge, provides empirical estimates
of the magnitude of the benefit, and discusses the likely distribution of the benefit.

Potential benefit one: Property owners can
diversify into short-term rentals
The most obvious benefit stemming from the creation and expansion of Airbnb accrues to
property owners who have units to rent. Owners of residential property have essentially
three options for earning a return on the property: They can live in the residence and
hence not have to pay rent elsewhere, they can rent it out to long-term residents, or they
can rent it out to short-term visitors.
If the only barrier to renting out residential property to short-term visitors were the
associated transaction costs, then in theory the creation and expansion of Airbnb could be
reducing these transaction costs and making short-term rental options more viable. It does
seem intuitive that transaction costs of screening and booking short-term renters would be
higher over the course of a year than such costs for renting to long-term residents (or the
costs of maintaining owner-occupied property). However, the potential benefits are only
the difference between what the property owner earned before the introduction of Airbnb
and what the property owners earned from short-term rentals booked through the Airbnb
platform.
These potential benefits are likely quite skewed to those with more wealth. While housing
is more widely held than most other assets, the total value of housing wealth is (like all
wealth) quite concentrated among white and high-income households. Further, because of
the myriad benefits of owning one’s own residence, it is likely that much of the benefit of
Airbnb’s introduction and expansion accrues to those with more than one property (one
for occupying and one or more for renting).3 The distribution of property wealth generated
by nonprimary residential real estate is even more concentrated than housing wealth
overall. Figure A shows, by wealth class, the distribution of housing wealth overall and of
housing wealth excluding owner-occupied housing.
This figure shows that the potential benefits of Airbnb introduction and expansion to
property owners are highly concentrated. To put it simply, any economic occurrence that
provides benefits proportional to owning property is one that will grant these benefits
disproportionately to the wealthy. In 2016, for example, 60.0 percent of primary housing
wealth (housing wealth in households’ primary residences) was held by the top 20 percent
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Figure A

Housing wealth—particularly wealth from owning a
nonprimary residence—is skewed
Share of total primary and nonprimary household housing wealth in the U.S.
economy held by each wealth class, 2016
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Note: Primary housing wealth is wealth from owner-occupied housing. Nonprimary housing wealth is
wealth from nonowner-occupied housing. The wealth classes depicted overlap, with the top 20 percent
broken down into households falling within the 80th to 90th, 90th to 95th, and 96th to 99th percentiles.
Source: Author’s analysis of microdata from the Federal Reserve Board Survey of Consumer Finances
(2016)

of households. (Not shown in the figure is that this share has increased by 5.4 percentage
points since 1989.) As we noted earlier, however, many Airbnb listings are actually owned
by households with multiple units to rent. Given this, Figure A also shows the share of
housing wealth from nonprimary residences held by various groups. This “nonprimary
housing wealth” is far more skewed. For example, the top 20 percent hold 90.1 percent of
this type of wealth.
Figure B shows the distribution of housing wealth by race and ethnicity. Across racial
groups, more than 80 percent of wealth in one’s primary residence was held by white
households. African American households held just 6.5 percent of wealth in primary
residences, Hispanic households held 6.0 percent of this type of wealth, while households
of other races and ethnicities held 6.9 percent. Not shown is the change in the share of
wealth in primary residences held by racial and ethnic groups: Primary housing wealth
held by nonwhite households has risen a bit (by roughly 6 percentage points) since 1989.
As with the distribution by wealth class, the holdings of nonprimary housing wealth by race
and ethnicity are again even more skewed, with white households holding more than 86
percent of this type of wealth. African American households hold just 5.0 percent of
nonprimary housing wealth, Hispanic households hold 3.6 percent, and households of
other races and ethnicities hold 5.2 percent.
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Figure B

White households disproportionately benefit from
housing wealth
Share of total primary and nonprimary household housing wealth held, by race
and ethnicity
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Note: Primary housing wealth is wealth from owner-occupied housing. Nonprimary housing wealth is
wealth from nonowner-occupied housing. Hispanic means “Hispanic any race” and the race/ethnicity
categories are mutually exclusive.
Source: Author’s analysis of microdata from the Federal Reserve Board Survey of Consumer Finances
(2016)

In short, what Figures A and B show is that because wealth from residential properties that
can produce rental income is concentrated among the wealthy and white households,
giving property owners the unfettered option to choose Airbnb over long-term rental uses
of their property means conferring an enhanced option to predominantly wealthy and
white owners of housing wealth. (Appendix Table 1 provides the same analyses shown in
Figures A and B for the years 1989, 1998, and 2007, and for the most recent data year,
2016, as well as the change from 1989 to 2016.)
Finally, while Airbnb might make short-term rentals feasible for property owners by
reducing transaction costs through the technological efficiencies provided by Airbnb’s
internet-based platform, the company might also just make short-term rentals feasible by
creating a norm of ignoring regulations that bar short-term rentals. Short-term rentals are
effectively banned in many residential neighborhoods in the cities where Airbnb operates,
yet they have proliferated after the introduction of Airbnb.4 The regulations barring or
limiting short-term rentals were established to reduce the externalities associated with
commercial operations of certain kinds—including hotel operations—in residential
neighborhoods. Airbnb’s business model appears to depend significantly on skirting these
regulations and dodging competition from traditional hotel owners who are prohibited
from operating in these same neighborhoods. If the regulations banning short-term rentals
are baseless and serve no useful purpose, then subverting them could be seen as a
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benefit of Airbnb. But allowing large corporations such as Airbnb to simply ignore
regulations—rather than trying to change them through democratic processes—is hardly
the basis of sound public policy.

Potential benefit two: Increased options and
price competition for travelers’ accommodations
Airbnb is essentially a positive supply shock to short-term accommodations. Like all
positive supply shocks, it should be expected to lower prices. There is some accumulating
evidence that Airbnb does exactly this. Zervas, Proserpio, and Byers (2017) examine the
effect of Airbnb expansion across cities in Texas. They find that each 10 percent increase
in the size of the Airbnb market results in a 0.4 percent decrease in hotel room revenue.
They find that most of this revenue decline is driven by price declines. Evidence of the
positive supply shock is particularly evident in the 10 American cities where Airbnb’s
presence is largest. Dogru, Mody, and Suess (2019) find a negative correlation between
Airbnb expansion and hotels’ average daily rates in the 10 U.S. cities with the largest
Airbnb presence.
Besides cost, the introduction and expansion of Airbnb could improve the perceived
quality of accommodations available. There is some limited evidence that this is the case:
a survey by doctoral candidate Daniel Adams Guttentag (2016) finds that “convenient
location” is one of the top reasons given by Airbnb guests when asked why they chose
the service. But the Guttentag 2016 survey also identifies “low cost” as the single mostidentified reason people give when asked why they chose Airbnb.
However, it should be stressed that this potential benefit of Airbnb introduction and
expansion is overwhelmingly a redistribution of welfare, not an increase in economywide
welfare. Very few people have claimed that Airbnb’s spread within a given city has led
developers to build more accommodations in the city overall. Instead, owners or third
parties have often turned long-term rental units into short-term lodging via Airbnb.
The question then becomes, “Has this redistribution of potential accommodations from the
long-term to the short-term market increased economic welfare overall?” One way that
Airbnb could be increasing economic welfare overall is if it were helping travelers deal
with rising travel accommodation costs.
By looking at trends in prices and spending in the short-term lodging sector, we can get a
commonsense check on whether high prices for short-term travel accommodations are a
pressing economic problem for ordinary American households. If the price of short-term
travel accommodations were rising rapidly, then presumably an increase in supply that
restrained price increases would be valuable (or at least more valuable than if these prices
were not showing any particularly trend). The two lines in Figure C show changes in the
consumer price index for travel accommodations compared with changes in the overall
price index for personal consumption expenditures (PCE). According to Figure C, in the
2010s, the price of short-term travel accommodations has grown faster than prices overall
only since 2014—this is the same year that ushered in the large-scale expansion of Airbnb.
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Figure C

The price of short-term travel accommodations has
increased slightly faster than prices overall, but only
in recent years
Price indices for short-term travel accommodations and overall personal
consumption expenditures (PCE), 2000–2016
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Source: Author’s analysis of Bureau of Economic Analysis National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA)
Table 2.4.4.

So it certainly seems that the launch and growth of Airbnb was not solving any preexisting
price pressure—because it was operating and expanding well before recent years’ price
growth. (Further, it is possible that by substituting more strongly for a less-expensive slice
of the traditional hotel market—leisure travel as opposed to business travel, for
example—that Airbnb introduction might actually be associated with raising measured
short-term travel accommodation prices, through a composition effect.)

Potential benefit three: Travelers’ spending
boosts the economic prospects of cities
The lower prices and greater range of options made available by the introduction and
expansion of Airbnb could, in theory, induce a large increase in travel and spark economic
growth in destination cities. This is precisely the claim made in a report by NERA Economic
Consulting (NERA 2017), which says that Airbnb “supported” 730,000 jobs and $61 billion
in output globally, with roughly a quarter of this economic gain occurring in the United
States.
To be blunt about these claims, they are flatly implausible. They rest on the assumption
that all money spent by those renting Airbnb units is money that would not have been
spent in some alternative accommodations had Airbnb not existed.
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Say, for example, that guests at Airbnb properties spent $10 million in New York City in
2016, including the money spent at restaurants and theaters and other attractions while
visiting the city. The rental payment these guests make is included in the NERA numbers,
but is expressed as extra income for Airbnb hosts. NERA then takes this entire $10 million
in spending (both nonaccommodation spending by visitors and the extra income going to
Airbnb hosts) and runs it through input–output models to generate multiplier effects that
yield their final numbers for output and employment supported in each city.
There are a number of problems with the NERA study. First, it is surprisingly opaque. It
does not provide overall global and U.S. spending numbers or break these numbers into
their components: nonaccommodation spending by Airbnb guests and income generated
for Airbnb hosts. It also does not report the assumed size of the multiplier. Rather, it
provides final numbers for global and U.S. output and employment that are functions of
primary spending flows multiplied by the effects of their input–output model. The study
states that it uses the well-known IMPLAN model, but IMPLAN can generate multipliers of
varying size: It would be valuable to know just how large NERA is assuming the multiplier
effects of this Airbnb-related spending is, just as a plausibility check.
Second, the study seems clearly written to maximize the perceived support Airbnb might
provide local economies—both now and into the future. For example, toward the end of
the report NERA provides several tables showing projected support for output and
employment for years after the study (from 2017 to 2025). These projected future
contributions to output and employment dwarf the contribution that is apparent in the
actual data analyzed by NERA. But these projections rely on overoptimistic assumptions
about Airbnb’s future growth. For example, NERA forecasts growth of 75 percent for
Airbnb arrivals in 2017,5 but another study (Molla 2017) suggests that these arrivals in fact
grew by closer to 25–50 percent, with growth rates particularly slowing in the U.S. and the
European Union.6
What is by far the most important weakness of the NERA analysis is its reliance on the
assumption that all spending done by travelers staying at Airbnb properties is spending
that would not have been done had Airbnb not existed. The possibility that Airbnb visitors
would still have visited a city even if Airbnb units were unavailable—by securing alternative
accommodations—is completely ruled out by the NERA analysis. This is obviously an
incorrect assumption. For example, it assumes that Airbnb and traditional hotels are not
seen as potential substitutes for each other in the minds of travelers. But research has
shown that they are quite close substitutes. Zervas, Proserpio, and Byers (2017) empirically
assess the effect of Airbnb’s expansion on the hotel industry in the state of Texas. In their
introduction, they write, “Our hypothesis is that some stays with Airbnb serve as a
substitute for certain hotel stays, thereby impacting hotel revenue….” In their discussions
and conclusions section, they summarize what their empirical investigation has found:
“Focusing on the case of Airbnb, a pioneer in shared accommodations, we estimate that
its entry into the Texas market has had a quantifiable negative impact on local hotel room
revenue.” Put simply, this result is completely inconsistent with the assumption that Airbnb
has no potential substitutes for those using its services. This in turn means that at least
some of the economic activity “supported” in local economies by spending done by
Airbnb guests is activity that would have been supported absent Airbnb, likely by these
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As discussed in a previous section, Guttentag (2016) reports the findings of a survey of
Airbnb users. Among other questions, the survey explicitly asks how substitutable
travelers find Airbnb lodgings. The precise question is, “Thinking about your most recent
Airbnb stay—If Airbnb and other similar person-to-person paid accommodations services
(e.g., VRBO) did not exist, what type of accommodation would you have most likely used?”
Only 2 percent of Airbnb users responded to this question with the assertion that they
would not have taken the trip. The remaining 98 percent identified other lodging
possibilities that they would have used. In a similar survey that included some business
travelers, Morgan Stanley Research 2017 reports near-identical findings, with between 2
and 4 percent of respondents saying that they would not have undertaken a trip but for
the presence of Airbnb.7 In both the Morgan Stanley Research survey and the Guttentag
survey, roughly three-fourths of the respondents indicated that Airbnb was substituting for
a traditional hotel.
If the Guttentag 2016 and Morgan Stanley Research 2017 findings are correct, this implies
that NERA overstates the support Airbnb provides to local economies by somewhere
between 96 and 98 percent. It is possible that some flows of spending might support more
local spending when associated with Airbnb instead of traditional hotels—for example, one
could argue that income accruing to Airbnb hosts is more likely to be spent locally than
money paid to large hotel chains. However, the reverse is also true—for example, Airbnb
rentals are far more likely to come equipped with a kitchen, and so Airbnb lodgers might
be more likely to eat in rather than patronize restaurants.
Additionally, the local spillover spending associated with Airbnb expansion might not be
uniform across neighborhoods. Alyakoob and Rahman (2018) document a modest increase
in local restaurant spending associated with expanding Airbnb presence. Essentially,
restaurants located away from central hotel cores in cities are unlikely to attract many outof-town tourists. But if Airbnb penetration in outlying neighborhoods increases, restaurants
there might now be able to tap some of this tourist market. Alyakoob and Rahman find that
every 2 percent rise in Airbnb activity in a given neighborhood increases restaurant
employment in that neighborhood by 3 percent. Crucially, Alyakoob and Rahman make no
such calculation for potential employment-depressing effects of restaurants closer to
traditional hotels. Further, they find that the boost to restaurant employment given by
greater Airbnb activity does not occur in areas with a relatively high share of African
American residents.
Finally, given that the overwhelming share of jobs “supported” by Airbnb are jobs that
would have been supported by guests in some alternative accommodation, it seems likely
that even if there is a slight increase in spending associated with a slight (about 2 percent)
increase in visitors to a city due to Airbnb, there may well be a decline in jobs. We have
noted previously that it is quite possible that traditional hotels are a more labor-intensive
source of accommodation than are Airbnb listings. If, for example, Airbnb operators
employ fewer people to provide cleaning and concierge and security services, then each
dollar spent on Airbnb accommodations is likely to support less employment than each
dollar spent on traditional hotel accommodations.
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We can gauge the employment effect with a hypothetical scenario that assumes that the
Guttentag 2016 and Morgan Stanley Research 2017 analyses are correct and that only 2 to
4 percent of the spending supported by Airbnb represents net new spending to a locality.
In this case, if even half of the overall spending “supported” by Airbnb is a pure
expenditure shift away from traditional hotels, and if traditional hotels are even 5 to 10
percent more labor-intensive than Airbnb units, then introducing Airbnb would actually
have a negative effect on employment.8
Even if one grants that 2 to 4 percent of the output supported by Airbnb in host cities is
net new spending, this spending is just a redistribution away from other, presumably lessAirbnb-intensive, localities. Given that Airbnb has tended to grow in already rich and
desirable cities, it is unclear why inducing the transfer of even more economic activity
away from other cities toward thriving cities would ever be viewed as a positive policy
outcome.
In short, the results of the NERA study should be ignored by policymakers seeking an
accurate sense of the scale of Airbnb expansion costs and benefits.9

Potential costs of Airbnb introduction
and expansion
This section elaborates on the potential costs highlighted in the overview section. It
assesses the likely outcome of these costs, estimates their empirical heft, and assesses
the likely distribution of these costs.

Potential cost one: Long-term renters face rising
housing costs
The mirror image of Airbnb’s positive supply shock to short-term travel accommodations is
its negative supply shock to long-term housing options. Again, none of the literature
reviewed in this paper suggests that the introduction and expansion of Airbnb has spurred
more residential construction overall, so as more units become available to Airbnb
customers, this means that fewer potential housing units are available to long-term renters
or owner-occupiers in a city.
Earlier, we saw that price increases in short-term travel accommodations have been in line
with overall consumer price increases in recent years, suggesting that there is no obvious
shortage in short-term accommodations. (It is important to note that the tracking of shortterm travel accommodation prices and overall prices was tight well before Airbnb was
exerting any serious effect one way or the other on prices.) However, national prices of
long-term housing are rising faster than overall prices, suggesting a shortage of long-term
housing. Because of this above-inflation growth in long-term housing costs, any trend that
exacerbates this increase is more damaging than if these prices had been relatively flat in
recent years. Figure D shows inflation in the price indices for housing (long-term rentals as
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Figure D

Housing costs are rising faster than costs of
short-term accommodations or overall consumer
goods
Price indices for housing, short-term travel accommodations, and overall
personal consumption expenditures (PCE), 2000–2016
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Note: The housing price index includes both long-term rentals as well as imputed rents for
owner-occupied housing.
Source: Author’s analysis of Bureau of Economic Analysis National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA)
Table 2.4.4

well as imputed rents for owner-occupied housing) and for short-term travel
accommodations, and in the overall personal consumption expenditures index. In recent
years, long-term housing price growth has clearly outpaced both overall price growth and
increases in the price of short-term travel accommodations. This recent rise in the inflation
rate of long-term housing, in fact, has become a much-discussed policy challenge that has
spurred much commentary and analysis over the past decade.
The fact that the cost of long-term housing has become a prime source of economic stress
for typical Americans should be considered when weighing the costs and benefits of
Airbnb’s introduction and expansion. Crucially, demand for housing is quite inelastic,
meaning that households have little ability to forgo housing when it becomes more
expensive. When demand is inelastic, even relatively small changes in housing supply can
cause significant changes in the cost of housing.10 This intuition is clearly validated in a
number of careful empirical studies looking precisely at the effect of Airbnb introduction
and expansion on housing costs.
According to these studies, Airbnb—though relatively new—is already having a
measurable effect on long-term housing supply and prices in some of the major cities
where it operates. For example, Merante and Horn (2016) examine the impact of Airbnb on
rental prices in Boston. The authors construct a rich data set by combining data on weekly
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rental listings from online sources and data from Airbnb listings scraped from web pages.
They find that each 12 Airbnb listings per census tract leads to an increase in asking rents
of 0.4 percent. It is important to note that this is a finding of causation, not just correlation.
They put this finding in perspective as follows:
If Airbnb’s growth rate in 2015, 24%, continues for the next three years, assuming
constant mean rents and total number of housing units, Boston’s mean asking rents
in January 2019 would be as much as $178 per month higher than in the absence of
Airbnb activity. We further find evidence that Airbnb is increasing asking rents
through its suppression of the supply of rental units offered for rent. Specifically, a
one standard deviation increase in Airbnb listings [an average of 12 units per
census tract] relative to total housing units is correlated with a 5.9% decrease in the
number of rental units offered for rent. (Merante and Horn 2016)
Barron, Kung, and Proserpio (2018) undertake a similar exercise with different data. They
create a data set that combines Airbnb listings, home prices and rents from the online real
estate firm Zillow, and time-varying ZIP code characteristics (like median household
income and population) from the American Community Survey (ACS). To account for the
fact that rents and Airbnb listings might move together even if there is no causal
relationship (for example, if both are driven by the rising popularity of a given city), they
construct an instrumental variable to identify the causal effect of rising Airbnb listings on
rents. Using this instrument, they find that a 10 percent increase in Airbnb listings in a ZIP
code leads to a 0.42 percent increase in ZIP code rental prices and a 0.76 percent
increase in house prices. They also find that the increase in rents is larger in ZIP codes
with a larger share of nonowner-occupied housing. Finally, like Merante and Horn, they
find evidence that Airbnb listings are correlated with a rise in landlords shifting away from
long-term and toward short-term rental operations.
Sheppard and Udell (2018) also undertake a similar exercise, looking within
neighborhoods of New York City. Their key finding is that a doubling of Airbnb activity
within a tight geographic zone surrounding a home sale is associated with a 6 to 11
percent increase in sales prices. Their coefficient values are quite close to those from
Barron, Kung, and Proserpio (2018).11
Wachsmuth et al. (2018) apply the regression results identified by Barron, Kung, and
Proserpio (2018) to the large increase in Airbnb rentals in New York City. They find a 1.4
percent increase in NYC rents from 2015 to 2017 due to Airbnb’s expansion in that city. For
the median NYC renter, this implies a $384 annual increase in rent from 2015 to 2017 due
to Airbnb’s expansion over that time.

Potential cost two: Local government tax
collections fall
For the localities making policy decisions regarding the expansion of Airbnb, perhaps the
single biggest consideration is fiscal. Across the United States, total lodging taxes are
significant: For the 150 largest cities, the all-in lodging tax rate (including state, county, and
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city taxes) averaged more than 13 percent (Hazinski, Davis, and Kremer 2018). The
temptation for any given locality to set relatively high lodging tax rates (particularly when
compared with overall sales tax rates) seems clear—city residents pay little of the lodging
tax but still enjoy the benefits funded by the tax. For a number of cities, the total revenue
collected is substantial. In 2016, for example, New York City and Las Vegas each collected
well over $500 million in lodging taxes, and San Francisco collected just under $400
million.
It seems odd to exclude Airbnb stays from the lodging tax, yet the tax treatment of Airbnb
rentals is inconsistent and incomplete. The company has entered into a number of tax
agreements with state and local governments and is clearly trying to build the impression
that it wants to help these governments collect taxes. Yet a number of tax experts argue
that Airbnb’s efforts to collect and remit lodging taxes (as well as other taxes) have been
wholly insufficient.
A description in Schiller and Davis 2017 of the state of Airbnb’s tax agreements as of early
2017 highlights the patchy, voluntary nature of the tax regime that Airbnb faces:
Airbnb, whose operations in some instances may violate traditional local zoning and
rental ordinances, has sought to legitimize its business by negotiating agreements
with cities under which it will collect local sales and lodging taxes. “Working
together, platforms like Airbnb can help governments collect millions of dollars in
hotel and tourist tax revenue at little cost to them,” the company stated in a “policy
tool chest” it offered in late 2016.
Overall, by Airbnb’s count, the company is collecting sales, hotel, or other taxes in
26 states and the District of Columbia (DC) as of March 1, 2017. State-level taxes are
collected in 18 of those states. Among this group, some or all local-level taxes are
also being collected in every state except Connecticut, which lacks local lodging
taxes. In the remaining eight states, Airbnb collects a patchwork of local taxes but
no state taxes. In three states—Alaska, Maryland, and New Jersey—Airbnb’s tax
collection is limited to a single locality (Anchorage, Montgomery County, and Jersey
City, respectively). The company has dramatically expanded its tax collection
practices in recent years and appears poised to continue its expansion in the
months and years ahead. Airbnb recently announced that it will soon begin
collecting state lodging taxes in Maine, for instance.
Dan Bucks, a former director of the Montana Department of Revenue and former executive
director of the Multistate Tax Commission, wrote a report assessing the tax agreements
that Airbnb has struck with state and local governments in different parts of the country.
His central finding is that these agreements “[undermine] tax fairness, transparency, and
the rule of law” (Bucks 2017).
Bucks examines 12 of the Airbnb tax agreements from across the country that had been
made public by mid-2017. He describes them as follows:
Airbnb devises and presents to tax agencies what are typically ten to twelve-page
documents covering back-tax forgiveness, prospective payments, information
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access and multiple other terms that produce, as this report documents, serious
negative consequences for society. Airbnb labels these documents as “voluntary
collection agreements,” which they most assuredly are not. These Airbnb-drafted
documents do not guarantee the proper collection of taxes due. They block tax
agencies from verifying the accuracy of Airbnb payments. Airbnb may be seeking
to superficially to liken these documents to the high quality “voluntary disclosure
agreements” that states use to bring non-compliant taxpayers into full conformity
with the law. However, these documents profoundly undermine sound tax
administration and the rule of law. For these and other reasons detailed below, we
will not use Airbnb’s misleading label for these documents but will refer to them
objectively as “Airbnb agreements.” (Bucks 2017)
The most specific criticism Bucks makes is that these agreements have largely been kept
secret from the public, in clear contrast to other “voluntary disclosure agreements.” This
secrecy, combined with agreements to “cede substantial control of the payment and audit
processes to Airbnb,” make it impossible for tax authorities to ensure proper payment of
lodging taxes. Bucks also argues that these agreements between Airbnb and state and
local governments provide large benefits to third parties (Airbnb hosts) who are not
signatories and are not obligated to provide anything in exchange for these benefits.
In 2016, an analysis from AlltheRooms.com forecast that Airbnb’s failure to ensure the full
payment of lodging taxes was on track to cost subnational governments a combined $440
million in revenue unless policymakers moved to guarantee proper payment. Of the total,
$110 million in lost revenue was for New York City alone. In October 2016, shortly after the
AlltheRooms.com analysis was released, New York City passed restrictions on Airbnb
advertisements for rentals of less than 30 days when an owner is not present. While these
restrictions may have stemmed the loss of revenue relative to the AlltheRooms.com
projection, the analysis that predated the restrictions highlight how the unregulated
expansion of Airbnb, and its cannibalization of traditional hotel business market share,
could still have large fiscal implications for New York and other cities.
Finally, even if Airbnb were to fully comply with the local jurisdiction’s tax system on
lodgings and pay the same tax rate per dollar earned as traditional hotels, there likely
would still be some small fiscal losses stemming from Airbnb’s expansion. The primary
appeal of Airbnb to most travelers is lower-price accommodations, so even if the same tax
rate were paid on Airbnb rentals as is paid on hotel rooms, the lower Airbnb prices would
lead to less tax revenue accruing to local governments.

Potential cost three: Externalities inflicted on
neighbors
When owners do not reside in their residential property, this can lead to externalities
imposed on the property’s neighbors. If absentee owners, for example, do not face the
cost of noise or stress on the neighborhood’s infrastructure (capacity for garbage pickup,
for example), then they will have less incentive to make sure that their renters are
respectful of neighbors or to prevent an excessive number of people from occupying their
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These externalities could be worse when the renters in question are short term. Long-term
renters really do have some incentive to care about the neighborhood’s long-run comity
and infrastructure, whereas short-term renters may have little to no such incentive. Further,
some Airbnb hosts are renters themselves who are subletting a long-term rental property
to short-term travelers, which may further shield the ultimate property owners from bearing
the costs faced by immediate neighbors. In cities where the spread of Airbnb has become
a political issue, hundreds (if not thousands) of complaints have been made in this
regard.12
The potential for such externalities has been broadly recognized for a long time and was a
consideration leading to the prevalence of zoning laws that ban short-term travel
accommodations in residential neighborhoods. There is a reason, for example, why Times
Square in New York City is a cluster of hotels while the Upper East Side is largely a less
noisy cluster of residential dwellings. There is of course no reason why such past zoning
decisions need to be completely sacrosanct and never changed, but these decisions were
made for a reason, and changes to them should be subject to democratic debate.
While researchers have often noted the possibility that Airbnb may impose externalities on
the communities surrounding Airbnb units, we know of no empirical estimates of these
externalities. If these externalities were powerful enough in degrading the desirability of
neighborhoods, they could in theory lead to reduced rents and home prices. From the
evidence of the previous section, we know that Airbnb adoption in neighborhoods has
actually boosted rental and home prices. But this price boost doesn’t mean these
externalities don’t exist—it simply means that price-depressing externalities are offset by
the supply effect of moving properties out of the long-term rental market.
Miller (2016) makes an interesting (if likely too abstract) policy proposal for dealing with the
externalities associated with home rental via Airbnb. He proposes creating a market in
“transferable sharing rights,” in which, for example, each resident of a neighborhood
would be given the right to rent out one housing unit for one night. Most residents in a
neighborhood won’t want to rent out their home. But those who do want to rent out units
using Airbnb would want far more than the right to rent out these properties for just one
night. To obtain the right to rent out their properties for more nights, they would need to
purchase permits from their neighbors. The price it takes to obtain these permits would
provide a good indicator of the true costs of the externalities imposed by Airbnb. A city
that experimented with these tradeable sharing rights could provide very useful
information.

Potential cost four: Job quantity and quality
could suffer
We have noted already that when Airbnb enters and expands in a city, it shifts traveler
business from hotels to Airbnb, leading to downward price pressure for hotels. This shift
from traditional hotels to Airbnb properties also implies either a shift in jobs or a reduction
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in jobs. As an example, take hotel cleaning workers. As more visitors to a city pick Airbnb
units over traditional hotel accommodations, the need for cleaning doesn’t go away.
Instead, it is either foisted on Airbnb proprietors, done by third-party cleaning services, or
left unmet and thus implicitly imposing costs on both travelers and the surrounding
neighborhood (think of improperly disposed-of trash).
Given that much of the growth of Airbnb in recent years has been driven by hosts with
multiple properties (which, when in a single location, are in effect mini hotels), it is not
surprising to see an emergence of cleaning services specifically serving Airbnb hosts.13
These new cleaning services may be less likely to offer decent wages relative to
traditional travel lodging; it may also be more difficult for workers to unionize in this
context. For example, in the 10 U.S. cities with a particularly large Airbnb presence
(including New York City, Los Angeles, and Chicago), combined unionization rates for
maids and cleaners in the hotel industry are nearly double the unionization rates of maids
and cleaners in other industries in the economy.14
In some sense, the shift in cleaning jobs from traditional hotels to cleaning services for
Airbnb hosts is likely analogous in its economic effects to what happens when traditional
hotels outsource their own cleaning staffs. Dube and Kaplan (2010) demonstrate large
negative wage effects stemming from this type of domestic outsourcing for janitors and
security guards. Their findings are reinforced by recent analysis of the German labor
market by Goldschmidt and Schmieder (2017), who find similar large negative effects of
domestic outsourcing on a range of occupations, including cleaners. While these studies
do not directly examine the effect of substituting in-house hotel cleaning jobs for Airbnb
cleaning jobs, they both track the effect of “fissuring” between the entity that uses and
pays for the service and the entity that manages the service providers. This fissuring has
been a key and troubling feature of the American labor market in recent decades, and it is
hard to see how the substitution of Airbnb for traditional hotels does not potentially
constitute another layer of this fissuring.15
This potential for Airbnb to degrade the quality of cleaning jobs is recognized even by the
company itself: Airbnb offers hosts the opportunity to advertise that they have taken the
“living wage pledge” by committing to pay a living wage to the cleaners and servicers of
their properties. It is not clear how commitment to this pledge is (or can be) enforced,
however.

Conclusion: Airbnb should have to play
by the same rules as other lodging
providers
The current policy debates sparked by the rise of Airbnb have largely concerned tax
collections and the emergence of “mini hotels” in residential neighborhoods. At its
inception, Airbnb advertised itself as a way for homeowners (or long-term renters) to rent
out a room in their primary residence, or as a way for people to rent out their dwellings for
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Figure E

Housing costs matter much more to household
budgets than short-term lodging costs
Shares of average household personal consumption expenditures devoted to
housing vs. short-term travel accommodations, 1979, 2000, and 2016
20%
Short-term accommodations
Housing

15.8%

14.9%

15

13.7%

10

5
0.8%

0.6%
0

1979

1.0%
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2016

Note: The housing price index includes both long-term rentals as well as imputed rents for
owner-occupied housing.
Source: Author’s analysis of Bureau of Economic Analysis National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA)
Table 2.5.5

short periods while they themselves are traveling. However, in recent years Airbnb listings
and revenues have become dominated by “multi-unit” renters—absentee property owners
with multiple dwellings who are essentially running small-scale lodging companies on an
ongoing basis.
This evolution of Airbnb into a parallel hotel industry raises questions about the
preferential treatment afforded to this rental company. These questions include, “Why isn’t
Airbnb required to ensure that lodging taxes are collected, as traditional hotels are?” And,
“Why is Airbnb allowed to offer short-term rentals in residential neighborhoods that are not
zoned for these uses, while traditional hotels are not allowed in these same
neighborhoods?”
While there are plenty of other considerations, the spread of Airbnb seems at its core to
be a shift of potential housing supply from the long-term residential housing market to the
market for short-term accommodations. This shift of supply can lower prices for travelers
but raise housing prices for long-term residents. This seems like a bad trade-off, simply
based on the share of long-term housing expenses versus short-term travel expenses in
average family budgets. Figure E presents the share of total personal consumption
expenditures accounted for by housing and by short-term travel accommodations. As the
figure shows, housing costs eat up far more of the average household’s budget, and rising
housing prices mean that long-term housing has grown more as a share of family budgets
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This rising cost of housing has become a major economic stress for many American
households. Anything that threatens to exacerbate this stress should face close scrutiny. A
reasonable reading of the available evidence suggests that the costs imposed on renters’
budgets by Airbnb expansion substantially exceed the benefits to travelers. It is far from
clear that any other benefits stemming from the expansion of Airbnb could swamp the
costs it imposes on renters’ budgets.
There may be plenty wrong with the status quo in cities’ zoning decisions. But the proper
way to improve local zoning laws is not to simply let well-funded corporations ignore the
status quo and do what they want. As this report shows, there is little evidence that the net
benefit of accelerated Airbnb expansion is large enough to justify overturning previous
considerations that led to the regulatory status quo—in fact, the costs of further Airbnb
expansion seem likely to be at least as large, if not larger, than the benefits.

About the author
Josh Bivens joined the Economic Policy Institute in 2002 and is currently EPI’s director of
research. His primary areas of research include macroeconomics, social insurance, and
globalization. He has authored or co-authored three books (including The State of Working
America, 12th Edition) while working at EPI, has edited another, and has written numerous
research papers, including for academic journals. He appears often in media outlets to
offer economic commentary and has testified several times before the U.S. Congress. He
earned his Ph.D. from The New School for Social Research.
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Appendix
Table 1

Distribution of housing wealth (primary and nonprimary), by
household characteristics
1989

1998

2007

2016

1989–2016 change

Primary residence
Bottom 50 percent

9.8%

14.3%

12.7%

10.4%

0.7%

Bottom 80 percent

45.4%

47.5%

44.0%

40.0%

-5.4%

Top 20 percent

54.6%

52.5%

56.0%

60.0%

5.4%

80th–90th percentile

19.9%

17.9%

17.5%

18.6%

-1.3%

90th–95th percentile

12.6%

11.6%

11.0%

13.9%

1.3%

96th–99th percentile

15.6%

15.0%

18.2%

16.8%

1.2%

Top 1 percent

6.5%

8.0%

9.3%

10.7%

4.3%

Nonprimary residential property
Bottom 50 percent

2.6%

4.3%

2.2%

1.6%

-1.0%

Bottom 80 percent

16.8%

18.1%

13.9%

9.9%

-6.9%

Top 20 percent

83.2%

81.9%

86.1%

90.1%

6.9%

80th–90th percentile

15.2%

16.8%

10.7%

12.6%

-2.7%

90th–95th percentile

20.6%

15.5%

13.9%

14.9%

-5.7%

96th–99th percentile

28.7%

28.7%

34.0%

29.6%

0.9%

Top 1 percent

18.6%

21.0%

27.5%

32.9%

14.3%

Primary residence
White, non-Hispanic

86.4%

87.5%

82.6%

80.6%

-5.9%

Black, non-Hispanic

4.9%

5.0%

6.2%

6.5%

1.6%

Hispanic, any race

4.1%

3.7%

6.1%

6.0%

2.0%

Other

4.6%

3.7%

5.1%

6.9%

2.3%

Nonprimary residential property
White, non-Hispanic

87.3%

89.5%

84.2%

86.2%

-1.1%

Black, non-Hispanic

4.3%

4.1%

4.1%

5.0%

0.7%

Hispanic, any race

3.1%

3.4%

6.7%

3.6%

0.5%

Other

5.3%

3.0%

5.0%

5.2%

-0.1%

Note: Per the Survey of Consumer Finances definitions, primary housing wealth is the total value of the
primary residence of a household. Nonprimary housing wealth includes the value of all of other residential
real estate owned by the household, including one-to-four family structures, timeshares, and vacation
homes.
Source: Author’s analysis of microdata from the Federal Reserve Board Survey of Consumer Finances
(2016)
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Endnotes
1. According to a recent report, “a significant—and rapidly growing—portion of Airbnb’s revenue in
major U.S. cities is driven by commercial operators who rent out more than one residential
property to short-term visitors” (CBRE 2017).
2. Horton and Zeckhauser (2016) provide a deep dive into the economics of internet-based service
firms. Slee (2017) provides an excellent popularization of some of the economic issues
surrounding IBSFs from a deeply critical perspective.
3. The most obvious benefit to living in housing that one owns is the tax treatment of mortgage
interest payments on owner-occupied property, which can be deducted from federal taxes.
Another benefit is that the implicit rental income earned by owner-occupiers is not taxed (the
money that owner-occupiers are saving by not having to pay rent elsewhere could be viewed as
implicit rental income).
4. Wachsmuth et al. (2018), for example, find that just under half of Airbnb listings in New York City
had likely taken illegal reservations.
5. “Arrivals” is a term referring to each stay in a unit, regardless of length of stay.
6. For example, Molla (2017) highlights more recent forecasts for 2017 indicating a large slowdown in
U.S. Airbnb expansion.
7. The range of 2 to 4 percent represents the range of findings across 2015, 2016, and 2017. The
value was 4 percent in 2015, 2 percent in 2016, and 3 percent in 2017.
8. The arithmetic on this is relatively straightforward. The NERA 2017 study asserts that Airbnb
supports $14 billion in spending and 130,000 jobs in the United States. This implies each $107,690
supports a job. Say that half of this spending is the direct cost of accommodations and that it
represents a pure expenditure shift away from traditional hotels. Assume further that traditional
hotels are 5 percent more labor-intensive—so each traditional hotel job is supported by $102,300
in spending (5 percent less than the ratio identified by Airbnb). This shift from traditional hotels to
Airbnb hence reduces employment by 3,400 jobs for each $7 billion in spending. Even if overall
spending were to rise by 2 percent due to Airbnb’s expansion, this would increase employment by
only roughly 2,600 jobs. The key insight here is that once one allows Airbnb to substitute for other
forms of accommodation, the link between output and employment might change significantly.
9. Airbnb itself has commissioned and reported on a number of studies claiming that the share of
guests who would not have taken the trip absent Airbnb is as high as 30 percent. Even this
number is far larger than the independent assessments of Guttentag (2016) and Morgan Stanley
Research (2017), but it does highlight just how outlandish the NERA assumption on this is.
10. In a review of housing markets, Albouy, Ehrlich, and Liu (2016) note that “Housing demand is
income and price inelastic.”
11. The geographic unit implicitly being examined by Sheppard and Udell (2018) is not intuitive. Their
observation is an individual home sale. They then track Airbnb listings within five different radii of
the sale: 150, 300, 500, 1,000, and 2,000 meters. They interact the number of Airbnb listings with
categorical variables for each of the five “buffer zones” defined by the radii and use this as an
explanatory variable predicting sales prices.
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13. Lawler (2014) notes that Airbnb was testing out dedicated cleaning services for its hosts as early
as 2014.
14. Unionization rates derive from the author’s analysis of data pooled from 2008–2017 from the
Outgoing Rotation Groups (ORG) of the Current Population Survey (CPS). Code and results are
available upon request. The 10 cities are Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, Las Vegas, Miami, New
York City, San Diego, San Francisco, Seattle, and Washington, D.C. In these 10 cities, the
unionization rate for maids and cleaners was 23.2 percent in the traveler accommodation industry,
but 12.1 percent in all other industries.
15. See Weil 2017 for an overview of labor market fissuring.
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Errata
This report was updated March 26, 2019, to correct errors in the “Bottom 50
percent” rows in Appendix Table 1. These rows had incorrectly shown the
numbers for the top 50 percent instead of for the bottom 50 percent.
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: January 13, 2020
Agenda Item Type: Discussion and Instructions
Department: PDS - Comprehensive Planning
Responsible Staff: Larissa Klevan

Subject

Discussion and Instructions: Short-Term Residential Rentals

Recommendation

Receive a presentation on short-term rentals and provide direction to staff

Change in Law or Policy
The current City Code does not contain regulations governing short-term residential rentals.
Adopting regulations requires amendments to the Zoning Ordinance to establish short-term
rentals as a use and establish standards for their operation. Chapter 22 Article VII, Hotel Rental
Tax, will also need to be amended. Chapter 12, Licenses, Permits and Miscellaneous Business
Regulations, and Chapter 18, Rental Facilities and Landlord-Tenant Relations, will also need to
be amended.

Discussion
The purpose of this Discussion and Instructions session is for the Mayor and Council to
determine if they want to pursue allowing short-term (transient) residential rentals in Rockville
and, if so, begin the discussion of establishing regulations for them. In this report, staff will
provide background on short-term rentals, the advantages of regulating them, how similar
jurisdictions address the challenge, and potential regulations for consideration.
Background
Short-term rentals are typically defined as the rental of a dwelling unit, or part of a dwelling
unit, for a brief period, usually less than thirty consecutive days. For operators, they provide
income through a business model that allows them to have significant autonomy, determining
when their property will be rented and at what rate. While the City of Rockville does require
rental licenses for a home to be rented, the existing rental license structure is not applicable to
short-term rentals. Currently, all rental licenses must be offered initially for a full year term,
while short-term rentals are for significantly shorter periods of time.
Short-term rentals also differ from Bed and Breakfast lodging, which is allowed in Rockville by
Special Exception in all residential zones except R-40. Per the Special Exception conditions, the
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owner must live in the building and up to three guest rooms are allowed on any lot or parcel
less than 2 acres. Bed and Breakfast establishments must be in a single unit detached dwelling.
Guests may stay up to two weeks in any one visit and the Bed & Breakfast customarily provides
breakfast in addition to lodging.
Usually, short-term rentals are coordinated through third-party companies like AirBnb,
HomeAway or Vacation Rentals by Owner (VRBO) and their prevalence varies by location. In
July of 2018, the City of Washington D.C. was estimated to have approximately 7,000 rentals, a
number which has mostly likely grown since then.1 The scale of short-term rentals in
Washington D.C. is striking in comparison to the estimated 600-800 rentals in Montgomery
County, MD in 2018, as estimated by the Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning
Commission2, and the 370 properties registered as short-term rentals in Alexandria, VA. 3

Screen capture of available rentals from AirBnb in Rockville for 12.23.19-12.27.19 (12.17.19)

Advantages of Regulation
Even though there are no current laws in the City of Rockville concerning short-term rentals,
they are occurring. The lack of regulations regarding short-term rentals can lead to detrimental
effects to Rockville’s neighborhoods, residents and guests. Currently, individuals offer their
property, in whole or in part, for transient rental without any regulations regarding the
condition of the proposed rental or the potential impact on its neighbors. A concern must be
the safety of renters, who currently have no guarantee that their rental meets code and safety
Martin Austermuhle, WAMU American University Radio, July 2, 2018, https://wamu.org/story/18/07/02/newregulations-mean-airbnb-operators-loudoun-montgomery-counties/.
2
Ibid.
3
Beth Lawton, Alexandria Living, Feb 21, 2019, https://alexandrialivingmagazine.com/home-and-garden/city-ofalexandria-profits-from-airbnb-rentals/.
1
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requirements. By adopting regulations, regular inspections of these properties can be
mandated. Regulations can also guide which types of properties are appropriate for rental and
which are not, the length of guest stays, the number of guests permitted, and a requirement
that adequate parking be provided, all of which can help mitigate potential impacts on the
surrounding properties.
While the potential negative impacts of short-term rentals are often highlighted, there are also
benefits that they can provide to residents and the City of Rockville if regulated appropriately.
Without regulations, the City loses the opportunity to collect revenue from the fees and taxes
short-term rentals could generate. Adopting regulations also creates regulatory equality for all
lodging uses. Currently, uses such as hotels and Bed & Breakfast establishments are held to a
legal standard that short-term rentals are not. In addition, with regulations, there is a structure
for feedback from the citizens of Rockville and an avenue to address issues that may arise with
short-term rentals.
Local Examples
Staff examined the following three local jurisdictions to identify best practices from some of our
peers to help develop proposed regulations for the City of Rockville. Other jurisdictions, both
locally and nationally, regulate short-term rentals in varying ways. Montgomery County,
Gaithersburg, MD, and Alexandria, VA were chosen for in-depth study as they combine
common elements among local regulations, as well as some different ideas that can guide this
discussion. Attachments 1 through 7 are examples of ordinances and regulations for the
following jurisdictions regarding short-term residential rentals.
Montgomery County, MD
Montgomery County has regulated short-term rentals since October 2017. If a property has an
accessory apartment or is a farm tenant dwelling, the entire property is ineligible to be used as
a short-term rental. Montgomery County allows a property to be rented for one hundred and
twenty days per year if the owner or their agent is not present at the residence. However, if the
owner or the owner’s agent is present, there is no limit on the number of days the short-term
rental can be rented. The total number of guests over the age of eighteen is limited to six, with
a maximum of two per bedroom. Short-term rental providers must apply for a license that can
be renewed yearly for a fee of $150. The operator is also responsible for the 7% Montgomery
County Hotel Tax and can be subject to fines for non-compliance. Their license can be denied,
revoked or suspended.
Other regulations are as follows:
• Short-term rental: unit or room that is rented for fewer than thirty consecutive days
o Dwelling units used as short-term rentals must be the primary residence of the
owner or the owner’s agent
• Annual license required
• Registry of guests required
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•
•
•
•

One off-street parking space per rental contract or the listing must note that vehicle
parking is prohibited
Notification requirements for nearby neighbors and ownership entities and associations
when the license is issued
Operators self-certify that they meet the requirements in the regulations
Permitted in all zoning districts, provided they meet the use specific standards, except
for industrial zoning districts (where they are prohibited)

Gaithersburg, MD
Gaithersburg began regulating short-term rentals in October 2019. Short-term rentals may not
operate in an approved affordable housing unit, in order to protect its affordability. In
Gaithersburg, a rental may only be under contract for one hundred and twenty days per year,
regardless of whether the owner or agent is present. The number of guests over the age of
eighteen is limited to two per bedroom, but there is no maximum number of guests identified
in the regulations. The renter is responsible for both the 2% Hotel Tax in Gaithersburg and the
7% Montgomery County Hotel Tax.
The short-term rental license in Gaithersburg differs in a few significant ways from the license
in Montgomery County. Operators in Gaithersburg are required to maintain a minimum of
$1,000,000 of short-term rental liability insurance, which includes the City of Gaithersburg as an
additional insured. Also, while both Montgomery County and Gaithersburg have notification
requirements, Gaithersburg requires written approval, when applicable, from a Homeowners
Association or Condominium Association for an operator to obtain a license.
Other regulations are as follows:
• Short-term rental: rental of a residential dwelling unit or accessory building for fewer
than thirty consecutive days
o Short-term rental must be accessory to the primary use (residential household
living)
• Annual license required
• Registry of guests required
• One off-street parking space per rental contract, or the listing must note that vehicle
parking is prohibited
• Notification requirements for nearby neighbors and applicable ownership entities when
the license is issued
• Inspection by the City of Gaithersburg required
• Permitted in residential zoning districts, either by right or as a special exception, and in
other zoning districts with approved residential uses
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Alexandria, VA
Alexandria, VA has regulated short-term rentals since November 2017. There are unique
elements of Alexandria, VA’s short-term rental process that are noteworthy. The first is the
stringency of their short-term rental registration. An annual registration must be completed
with the Department of Finance for each rental property within thirty days of offering the
rental. Failure to register a property within the required time results in a $500 fine. If an
operator violates the registry requirements multiple times, he or she may be banned from
offering that property as a short-term rental. An operator can also be prohibited from renting a
particular property if he or she violates short-term rental regulations on more than three
occasions.
Other regulations are as follows:
• Short-term rental: use of a room or a space for dwelling or lodging purposes, in
exchange for a fee, for fewer than thirty consecutive days
• Annual certificate required
• Registry of guests required
Lessons for Rockville
As the City of Rockville considers regulations for short-term rentals, there is the opportunity to
address common issues that other jurisdictions have faced when implementing and enforcing
their regulations. Short-term rentals have proven very challenging to monitor as they are
usually offered through third-party sites. Accurate information concerning what properties, or
portions of properties, are being rented, as well as the length and price of rentals, is key to
proper enforcement. Many jurisdictions use a company focused on scanning the internet to
keep track of the location of short-term rentals to assist with regulating them.
Prior to the passage of regulations, staff will develop a system for different City agencies to
communicate with one another regarding short-term rentals; and allocate both funds and staff
for enforcement and permitting. Additionally, carefully considering where short-term rentals
are permitted and how they are regulated can help alleviate concerns about maintaining
housing affordability, adequate rental stock, protect existing residential neighborhoods, and
address the potential safety concerns associated with short-term rentals. A study of the
financial impacts regarding the fees, taxes and staffing associated with these proposed
regulations will need to be completed prior to their passage.
Proposed Regulations and Options to Consider
Staff proposes that the Mayor and Council consider the following short-term rental regulations,
and potential options, based on research collected, for the City of Rockville for discussion and
to provide enough direction to staff so that legislation can be drafted for the Mayor and
Council’s review:
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•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

A short-term rental is defined as the rental of all or a portion of a dwelling unit for fewer
than thirty consecutive days. This is a common definition in many jurisdictions.
An individual must be an owner of the dwelling unit to apply for a short-term rental
license. Although some jurisdictions allow an agent of the owner to operate a short-term
rental, staff recommends limiting this requirement to the owner in order to streamline
enforcement and permitting.
Short-term rentals are permitted in all zones where residences are permitted
(Residential and Mixed-Use zones). Other options would be to limit short-term rentals to
residential-only zones or to allow only by Special Exception in certain zones.
The short-term rental license will be a two-year license for a fee of $200.
o The license can be renewed for additional two-year terms
o An operator’s license may be revoked after 3 violations
o License can be reapplied for in one year’s time after its revocation. An additional
option is to provide the City with the ability to permanently prohibit operators
who have violated the regulations, or ban certain properties from being offered
as short-term rentals.
All applications must comply with the following submittal requirements:
o All applicable City, County, State and Federal Laws
o Must remit all local taxes and required fees
o Each bedroom in the short-term rental must have working smoke and carbon
monoxide detectors/alarms
o Must submit written approval from the Home Owners Association or
Condominium Association, if applicable, and that fees are no more than 30 days
past due
o Applicant must not have not been found in violation of these requirements in
the past twelve months
o Notification must be made to properties that are adjoining and confronting
(directly opposite each other, and separated only by public right-of way) at the
time of the application
All short-term rental properties must be inspected at the issuance of the first license
and at the time of each license renewal, or as needed.
The short-term rental must be the primary residence of the applicant. This is a standard
requirement for many jurisdictions.
If the owner is present during the short-term rental, there is no limit on the number of
days the dwelling may be rented within a year. If the owner is absent, the dwelling may
only be rented for up to 120 days each year that the owner is absent. This timeframe
mirrors similar jurisdictions. However, this number could be reduced during the initial
implementation of short-term rentals.
Owners must maintain a registry of their guests, their length of stay, and the amount
paid. The registry must always be submitted annually and available for inspection.
A maximum of six adult guests (18 years or older) are permitted per rental with a
maximum of two adults per bedroom.
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•
•

Short-term rental operators are responsible to remit both the 7% Montgomery County
Hotel Rental Tax and the 2% Rockville Hotel Rental Tax.
One off-street parking space must be provided for each rental contract, or the listing
must explicitly state that vehicle parking is prohibited. The regulations could also
restrict the renter to one vehicle.
The owner (or their representative) must always be available by telephone for the entire
length of the rental contact. Another option could be that the owner, or a property
manager, must be within a certain distance from the property during the entire rental
period to address maintenance issues and complaints.
A copy of the license with the appropriate contact information must be conspicuously
posted in each rental.
Any signage must conform to the Rockville Sign Ordinance. This regulation helps to
maintain the residential character of the neighborhood.
A maximum of one rental contract is permitted at any time.

The above regulations and options are proposed by staff in order to receive direction from the
Mayor and Council. At the January 13th meeting, staff will present options and seek direction
from the Mayor and Council so staff can draft proposed regulations for future consideration.

Mayor and Council History
This is the first time that the Mayor and Council are reviewing short-term rentals.

Public Notification and Engagement
If the Mayor and Council choose to proceed with authorization to file a zoning text amendment
application at a future meeting, the process will include opportunities for public input, including
public outreach meetings and notifications, public hearings with the Planning Commission and
the Mayor and Council.

Boards and Commissions Review
The Planning Commission will review the proposed legislation and make a recommendation to
the Mayor and Council following the Mayor and Council’s authorization to file for a text
amendment.

Fiscal Impact
The decisions made with respect to these potential regulations may have significant cost and
revenue impacts, including potential staffing impacts, that have yet to be determined.

Next Steps
Staff will need direction on the options outlined above on how these rentals should be
regulated. Following this direction, staff will develop regulations for short-term rentals based
on the Mayor and Council’s direction, return with drafted language for authorization to file a
zoning text amendment application.
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Attachments

Attachment 12.a:
Montgomery County, Ordinance No. 18.30, Zoning Text Amendment No.
17.03, Concerning Accessory Residential Uses Short Term Rental (PDF)
Attachment 12.b:
Excerpt Montgomery County Bill No. 2.16, Concerning Transient Housing
Licensing and Registration (PDF)
Attachment 12.c:
Gaithersburg Ordinance No. O.7.19, Text Amendment CTAM.8244.2019
An Ordinance to Amend Chapter 24 (City Zoning Ordinance)
(PDF)
Attachment 12.d:
Gaithersburg Ordinance No. O.8.19, Hotel Rental Tax
(PDF)
Attachment 12.e:
Gaithersburg Ordinance No. O.9.19, Rental Housing License
(PDF)
Attachment 12.f:
Gaithersburg Regulation No. 4.19, Regulations for Short Term Rentals
(PDF)
Attachment 12.g:
Alexandria Sec.3.2.152 Short Term Residential Rental Registry
(PDF)
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Ordinance No.: 18-30
Zoning Text Amendment No.: 17-03
Concerning: Accessory Residential
Uses - Short-Term Rental
Draft No. & Date: 3 1011 0117
Introduced: June 13,2017
Public Hearing: September 12, 2017
Adopted: October 10, 2017
Effective: July L 2018

COUNTY COUNCIL FOR MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND
SITTING AS THE DISTRICT COUNCIL FOR THAT PORTION OF
THE MARYLAND-WASHINGTON REGIONAL DISTRICT WITHIN

MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND
---

.....

-.~-----------

Lead Sponsor: Council President at the request of the Planning Board

AN AMENDMENT to the Montgomery County Zoning Ordinance to:
modify the definition of "Household Living";
define "Short-Term Residential Rental";
establish limited use standards for short-term residential rental; and
generally amend provisions allowing for short-term residential rentals
By amending the following sections of the Montgomery County Zoning Ordinance,
Chapter 59 of the Montgomery County Code:
DIVISION 59.1.4.
Section 59.1.4.2.
DIVISION 59-3.1.
Section 59-3.1.6.
DIVISION 59.3.3.
Section 59.3.3.3.
DIVISION 59-3.5.
Section 59-3.5.6.
DIVISION 8.2.
Section 8.2.3.
DIVISION 8.3.

"Defined Terms"
"Specific Terms and Phrases Defined"
"Use Table"
"Use Table"
"Residential Uses
"Accessory Residential Uses"
"Commercial Uses"
"Lodging"
"Residential Floating Zones"
"Use Table for the RT and R-H Zones"
"Planned Unit Development Zones"

Section 8.3.2.

"PD Zone"

And adding the following section:
Section 3.3.3.1.

"Short-Term Residential Rental"

2
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EXPLANATION: Boldface indicates a Heading or a defined term.
Underlining indicates text that is added to existing law by the original text
amendment.
{Single boldface brackets{ indicate text that is deleted from existing law by
original text amendment.
DQuble underlining indicates text that is added to the text amendment by
amendment.
IIDouble boldface bracketsJ/ indicate text that is deletedfrom the text
amendment by amendment.
* * * indicates existing law unaffected by the text amendment.

OPINION
Zoning Text Amendment No. 17-03 was introduced on June 13, 2017 to allow for short-term
residential rental under certain circumstances, including a requirement for a short-term rental
license under Bill 2-16.
In its report to the Council, the Montgomery County Planning Board recommended approval as
introduced with the approval of Bill 2-16 as revised.
The County Council held a public hearing on September 19, 2017 to receive testimony
concerning the proposed text amendment. Some wanted the issuance of a license to be
predicated on a statement from the appropriate association that the short-term rental was allowed.
In addition, they request a provision to bar a license ifHOA dues are in arrears.
Hotel owners do not want short-term residential rentals to have a competitive advantage. The
hotel industry supported the proposed ZTA as offering a more even regulatory playing field.
Hotels are currently subject to taxes, licensing, and inspections. Hotels would favor an
additional requirement that any advertisement for a short-term residential rental include the
owner's state and local license number.
The Apartment and Office Building Association (AOBA) requested the opportunity for landlords
to rent some units on a short-term basis. The Association also asked for more enforcement
authority for the administering department, including subpoena power among other
recommendations.
The most critical testimony came from people and civic organizations who thought that the
current illegal status of short-term rentals was satisfactory. The testimony stated a concern that
short-term residential rentals will:
•
•
•
•

create nuisances (noise, traffic, underage drinking, litter, public urination, drugs, and
other illegal activities);
bring an influx of strangers to the neighborhood on a regular basis;
be unsafe because they do not meet fire and safety standards;
destabilize and disrupt communities by driving out long-term residents;
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•
•
•
•
•

reduce the availability of affordable housing;
be an enforcement problem;
tum into party houses;
create parking problems; and
be overconcentrated in unincorporated areas of the County.

The text amendment was referred to the Planning, Housing, and Economic Development
Committee for review and recommendation.
The Planning, Housing, and Economic Development Committee held worksessions on
September IS, 2017 and September 25, 2017 to review the text amendment.
On
September 25,2017, the Committee (3-0) recommended approval of ZTA 17-03 with revisions
to Subsection 59.3.3.3.1.2.b and c as follows:
b.

The dwelling unit used as ~ Short-Term Rental must be the [[applicant's]] property
O"wner'sor o\\l1er-authorized resident's primary residence, regardless of dwelling unit
~

c.

If the [[applicant]] property owner or o\\11er-authorized resident
not present in the
residence, the property can be used as ~ Short-Term Residential Rental for ~ maximum of
90 days in ~ calendar year. If the [[applicantll J2I2P~rty O\\11er or owner-authorized
~~~ is physically present [[in]] and occuoies the residence during the rental stay,
number of days the property can be used as ~ Short-Term
there is no limitation on
Residential Rental.

The Committee in all other respects agreed with the Planning Board recommendation to include
the following limitations on short-term residential rental:
.,... Allow only on sites without either a farm tenant dwelling or an accessory apartment.
.,... Allow only if the site is the primary resident of the applicant.
.,... Limit the maximum rentals in a calendar year to 90 days, counting only when the owner
or authorized resident is absent.
.,... Limit the total number of adult overnight guests to six .
.,... Limit the total number of adult overnight guests per bedroom to two .
.,... Require one off-street parking space for each rental contract, unless the online listing
indicates that vehicle parking is prohibited.
The District Council reviewed Zoning Text Amendment No. 17-03 at a worksession held on
October 10, 2017. The Council agreed with the Committee's recommendation to approve
ZTA 17-03 as amended, with one exception. The Council changed the limit on the number of
days a short-term rental unit could be rented without an O\\l1er or owner-authorized renter
occupying the unit from 90 days to 120 days.
For these reasons, and because to approve this amendment will assist in the coordinated,
comprehensive, adjusted, and systematic development of the Maryland-Washington Regional
District located in Montgomery County, Zoning Text Amendment No. 17-03 will be approved as
amended.
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ORDINANCE
The County Council for Montgomery County, Maryland, sitting as the District Council for
that portion ofthe Maryland-Washington Regional District in Montgomery County, Maryland,
approves the following ordinance:
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Sec. 1. DIVISION 59.1.4 is amended as follows:

1

2

Division 59.1.4. Defined Terms

3

* * *

4

Section 59.1.4.2. Specific Terms and Phrases Defined

5

In this Chapter, terms that are not specifically defined have their ordinary meaning.

6

The following words and phrases have the meanings indicated.

7

* * *

8

Shooting Range (Outdoor): See Section 3.5.1 0.J.1

9

Short-Term Residential Rental: See Section 3.3.3.1

10

* * *
Sec. 2. DIVISION 59-3.1 is amended as follows:

11

12

*

*

13

Section 3.1.6. Use Table

14

The following Use Table identifies uses allowed in each zone. Uses may be

15

modified in Overlay zones under Division 4.9.

*

16
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Sec. 3. DIVISION 59.3.3 is amended as follows:

18
19

DIVISION 59.3.3. Residential Uses

20

Section 3.3.1. Household Living

21

A.

22

Household Living means the residential occupancy of a dwelling unit by a

23

household [on a monthly or longer basis] for 30 consecutive days or longer.

24

* * *

25

Section 59-3.3.3. Accessory Residential Uses

26

*

27

I.

28

Defined, In General

* *
Short-Term Residential Rental
1.

Emplovment

~

Defined

1,

1,
I

I

1,

1,
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29

Short-Term Residential Rental means the residential occupancy of ~

30

dwelling unit for ~ fee for less than 30 consecutive days. Short-Term

31

Residential Rental is not ~ Bed and Breakfast.

32

Use Standards

33

Where Short-Term Residential Rental is allowed as ~ limited use, it

34

must satisfy the following standards:

35

Short-Term Residential Rental is prohibited in ~ Farm Tenant

36

Dwelling or on ~ site that includes an Accessory Apartment.

37

b.

The dwelling unit used as ~ Short-Term Rental must be the

38

[[applicant's]] R[operty owner's or owner-authorized resident's

39

primary residence, regardless of dwelling unit ~

40

c.

If the [[applicant]] property owner or owner-authorized resident

41

is not present in the residence, the property can be used as ~

42

Short-Term Residential Rental for ~ maximum of [[90]] 120

43

days in ~ calendar year. If the [[applicant]] property owner or

44

owner-authorized resident is physically present [[in]] and

45

occupies the residence during the rental stay, there is no

46

limitation on the number of days the property can be used as ~

47

Short-Term Residential Rental.

48

The use must be licensed under Chapter 54.

49

e.

The maximum number of occupants is limited Qy Chapter 26,

50

Section ~ however, the total number of overnight guests in the

51

Short-Term Residential Rental who are.lli years or older is

52

limited to six, and the total number of overnight guests over .lli

53

years of age per bedroom is limited to two.
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54

One off-street parking space must be provided for each rental

55

contract unless the online listing indicates that vehicle parking

56

is prohibited.

57

*

*

*

Sec. 4. DIVISION 59-3.5 is amended as follows:

58
59

Division 3.5. Commercial Uses

60

*

61

Section 3.5.6. Lodging

62

A.

*

*
Defined, In General

63

Lodging means a building". dwelling unit, or ~ portion of ~ dwelling unit used

64

for the short-term overnight accommodation of paying guests.

65

B.

Bed and Breakfast
1.

66

Defined

67

Bed and Breakfast means a detached house that is owner-occupied

68

with no more than 5 guest rooms for rent and customarily serves

69

breakfasts to guests. A Bed and Breakfast is not ~ Short-Term

70

Residential Rental.

71

*

*

*
Sec. 5. DIVISION 59-8.2 is amended as follows:

72

73

Division 8.2. Residential Floating Zones

74

*

75

Section 8.2.3. Use Table for the RT and R-H zones

76

A.

Section 3.1.1 through Section 3.1.4 apply to the Use Table in Section 8.2.3.

77

B.

The following Use Table identifies uses allowed in each zone. Uses may be

78

*

*

modified in Overlay zones under Division 4.9.
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!

USE OR USE
GROUP

Definitions
and Standards

RT-6.0

RT-8.0

1

L

I

RT-IO.O

RT-12.S

RT-lS.O

R-H

1

L

1

1

* * *
• RESIDENTIAL

~.
essory

3.3.3

esidential Uses

!

* * *
3.3.3.1

Short-Tenn
Residential
Rental

* * *
79

Sec. 6. DIVISION 59-8.3 is amended as follows:

80
81

Division 8.3. Planned Unit Development Zones

82

*

83

Section 8.3.2. PD Zone

84

*

85

B.

*
*

*
Uses
1.

86
87

*

*

*

Residential Uses

*
c.

88

89
90
91

Short-Term Residential Rental is allowed as £! limited use under
Section 3.3.3.1.

*

*

*
Sec. 7. Effective date. This ordinance becomes effective on July 1,2018.

92
93

This is a correct copy of Council action.

94
95

96

Linda M. Lauer, Clerk of the Council

I
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Bill No. _---::_!::..2--'"'16~_ _ _ __
Conceming: Transient
Housing
Licensing and Registration
Revised: 9/25/17 Draft No . .:.9_ _ __
Introduced:
February 2.2016
Enacted:
October 10.2017
Executive: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Effective: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Sunset Date: --'-'.No=n.=e'--_ _ _ __
Ch, _ _ Laws of Mont. Co. _ __
I

COUNTY COUNCIL
FOR MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND
Lead Sponsor: Councilmember Riemer
Co-Sponsor: Councilmember Rice
AN ACT to:
(1)
(2)
(3)

define a bed and breakfast and hotel establishment;
limit the transient housing allowed to a bed and breakfast and a hotel;
require only hotels to comply with most current licensing provisions for transient
housing;
revise the requirement for resident hotel management;
delete the requirement for annual hotel inspections;
add a requirement for hotel inspections upon complaint;
establish a licensing system for bed and breakfast establishments;
amend provisions to make them more precise, concise, and decisive; and
generally amend Chapter 54 of the County Code.

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
By amending
Montgomery County Code
Chapter 54, Transient Lodging Facilities
Sections 54-1, 54-2, 54-3, 54-4, 54-5, 54-6, 54-7, 54-8, 54-9, 54-10,54-11,54-12,54-13,5414,54-15, 54-16,54-17,54-18,54-19,54-20,54-21,54-22,54-23,54-24,54-25,54-26,5427, 54-28, 54-29, 54-30,54-31,54-32, 54-33, 54-34, 54-35, 54-36, 54-37, 54-38, 54-39, 5440, and 54-41
By adding:
Montgomery County Code
Chapter 54, Transient Lodging Facilities
Sections 54-22A, 54-42, 54-43, 54-44, 54-45, 54-46, 54-47, 54-48, and 54-49
Boldface

Underlining
[Single boldface brackets]
Double underlining
[[Double boldface brackets]]

* * *

Heading or defined term.
Added to existing law by original bill.
Deletedfrom existing law by original bill.
Added by amendment
Deletedfrom existing law or the bill by amendment.
Existing law uncif.fected by bill.

The County Council for Montgomery County, Maryland approves the following Act.·
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425

[establishment] hotel is located. Every owner or operator [shall be]

426

responsible for maintaining the [establishment] hotel in good repair.

427

IS

54-41. Inspections and report of violations of article.

428

The Department [of Health and Human Services] is responsible for making

429

all necessary inspections [of the establishments] regulated under this Article

430

and must report to the Director any violations of this Division.

431

Article m. [Reserved] Bed and Breakfast and Short-Term Residential Rental.

432

54-42. License required.

433

A person must not operate ~ bed and breakfast or short-term residential rental

434

in the County without

435

issuance of ~ license, the license must be renewed once ~year.

436

~

license issued Qy the Director. After the initial

54-43. Certification for -===
a License.
.;;",...;"....;,..;;...;;,=::.====.
~

437

An application for ~ bed and breakfast license or short-term residential rental

438

or ~ license renewal for either use must be signed Qy the applicant and include

439

the State Sales Tax and Use Registration number. The applicant must certify

440

that:

441

(ill.

the building in which the bed and breakfast or short-term residential

442

rental is located complies with all applicable zoning standards under

443

Chapter 59 of this Code;

444

(hl

[[the overnight occupants of each dwelling unit will satisfy the defInition

445

of one household]] the total number of overnight guests in the short-term

446

residential rental who are 18 years or older is limited to 6. and the total

447

number of overnight guests over 18 years of age per bedroom is limited

448

to 2'

~

449

(c)

only habitable rooms will be used Qy guests;

450

@

smoke detectors in all units and carbon dioxide detectors in all units

451

using natural gas operate as designed;
- 18-
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452

!§l

sanitation facilities operate as designed;

453

ill

the applicant has not been found guilty of ~ violation oftrus Chapter in
the past 12 months;

454
455

(g)

all local taxes and required fees are paid in full;

456

W

the dwelling unit where the bed and breakfast or short-term residential
rental is located is the primary residence of the applicant; [[and]]

457
458
459

.ill
ill

the applicant is the owner or owner-authorized agent of the

facility~

the applicant posted rules and regulations inside the rentaL including

460

contact information for a representative designated for emergency

461

purposes:

462

(k)

the designated representative resides within 15 miles of the unit and be

463

accessible for the entirety of any contract where the primary resident is

464

not present;

465

a record of all overnight visitors will be maintained and readily available

466

for inspection:

467

(m)

where applicable, the following parties were notified:

468

in a single-unit or attached unit abutting and confronting neighbors,

469

in a multi-unit building, neighbors living across the hall and those that

470

share a ceiling, floor, and walls with the applicant's unit

471

the municipality in which the residence is located,

472

any applicable home owner association, condominium, housing

473

cooperative, and the owner of the unit or the owner's rental agent. if the

474

applicant is not the owner:

475

(nl

condominium document, or a rentallease:

476

477
478

the application is not prohibited by any Home Owner's Association or

(Ql

the common ownership community fees for the dwelling unit are no more
than 30 days past due:
-19 -
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479

Uil except for persons visiting the primary resident. only registered guests will
be allowed on the property; and

480
481

Lru anyon-line rental listing will include the short-term residential rental license
number.

482
483

2-16

54-44. Applications.

484

The Director must establish an electronic method of submitting, Issmng,

485

renewing, denying, and revoking an application for

486

internet.

487

license through the

54-45. License Approval and Renewal.

488

.The Director must:

489

till.

accept the self-certification of the applicant after verifying compliance
Qy reviewing available records; [[and]]

490
491

~

.Q:D

approve or deny ~ license or ~ license renewal within 15 working days

492

after receipt of the application and all required fees unless the Director

493

receives ~ challenge to the certifications under Section 54-47[[J]; and

494

(£l

issue the license for a term of one year, renewable for additional onelice~se

495

year terms, subject to payment of the

496

all applicable laws and certifications required for the license.

497
498

fee and compliance with

54-46. Challenge to Certifications.

till.

A challenge to any required certification made Qy the applicant may be

499

filed with the Director within 30 days after the application is filed by:

500

ill

resident or owner of real property located within 300 feet of ~

licensed or proposed [[bed and breakfast]] license;

501
502

~

- ill

[~civic

or homeowner's association comprised of property

503

owners located within 300 feet of ~ licensed or proposed bed and

504

breakfast]] the municipality in which the residence is located:

- 20-
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m

505

cooperative: or

506
~

507

the owner of the unit or the owner's rental agent if the applicant is
not the owner.

508
509

any applicable homeowners association, condominium, housing

(hl

The Director must, within 60 days after receipt of the challenge:

ill
ill

510
511

provide notice of the challenge to the applicant;
provide an opportunity for the applicant to respond to the
challenge;

512

ill
ill

513
514

517

revoke or deny the license if the Director finds that one or more
facts certified Qy the applicant is false.

515
516

investigate the question of fact raised Qy the challenge; and

54-47. Suspension

W

The license must be suspended for any applicant receiving at least three

518

complaints that are verified as a violation of the license or ofthe County

519

Code within any 12-month period.

520

Q;tl

established by the Director.

521
522

Renewal or reinstatement of licenses must follow procedures

54-48. Appeals.

523

Any person aggrieved Qy an approval, denial, revocation or suspension of ~

524

bed and breakfast license may appeal the decision to the Board of Appeals.

525

The Board of Appeals must hold ~ hearing on the appeal within 30 days after

526

the notice of appeal has been filed, and must act on the appeal within 30 days

527

after the hearing.

528

[[54-48.]] 54-49. Effect of! revocation.

529

For ~ period of.1 years after ~ license is revoked, the Director must not issue ~

530

bed and breakfast or short-term residential rental license to:

531

.cru

the fonner licensee or §: member of the former licensee's household; or
~

21 -
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532

533

534

535

.chl.
was revoked.

Sec. 2. Effective date.

This Bill becomes effective on July 1. 2018.

-22 -
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Approved:

Approved:

Isiah Leggett, County Executive
Date

This is a correct copy ofCouncil action.

Linda M. Lauer, Clerk of the Council
Date
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CHAPTER ONE – INTRODUCTION
The City of Rockville Recreation and Parks Department (“Department”) Strategic Plan (“Plan”) provides
the Department a roadmap for addressing community needs for the next five years. This plan details the
current state of the system while identifying focus areas based on a comprehensive assessment of the
community’s vision and their priorities.
This plan establishes recommendations for the Department to achieve the vision the community has for
the recreation and park system, and to meet the needs of the community while ensuring long term
financial sustainability and a high-quality experience for the Rockville community.

1.1 STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS
The foundation of this Plan is built on extensive community input which was received via focus groups,
key stakeholder interviews, public forums, community online open survey, statistically valid survey and
a multi-lingual crowd-sourcing website www.rockourfuture.com. The goals of the Plan include:
Strategic Plan Goals
1

Engage the community, leadership and stakeholders through extensive outreach

2

Utilize a wide variety of data sources and best practices, including a statistically valid
survey to predict trends and patterns of use and determine needs

3

Determine unique Level of Service Standards to develop appropriate actions for future
offerings

4

Shape financial and operational preparedness through innovative and “next” practices

5

Develop a dynamic and realistic strategic action plan that creates a road map to ensure
long-term success and financial sustainability

1.2 PROJECT PROCESS
The project process followed a planning path, as illustrated below:

•

Site Assessments

•

Benchmark Analysis

•

Program Assessment

•

Level of Service

•

Community Engagement

•

Needs Prioritization

•

Demographic and Trends

•

Capital Improvement Plan

•

Statistically Valid Survey

•

Marketing Plan

•

Strategic Action Plan
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1.3 RECOMMENDATIONS
1.3.1 VISION
The following vision presents how the Department desires to be viewed in the future:
“To be THE place to make lifelong memories as you live, work, play and thrive.”
1.3.2 MISSION
The following is the mission for how the Department will implement the vision:
“To nurture community connections.”
1.3.3 CORE VALUES
• Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
• Exceptional Customer Experience
• Stewardship of Resources
• Innovation
• Collaboration
1.3.4 BIG MOVES
• Build a standalone brand identity for the Recreation and Parks Department to tell its story and
increase community awareness and participation
• Continue to identify new and dedicated funding sources to ensure long-term financial
sustainability
• Design, develop and maximize the use of RedGate Park as a community asset and a regional
destination
• Redevelop King Farm Farmstead to balance its existing historic amenities with newer cultural
and recreation offerings
• Ensure equity of access in program and park / facility distribution throughout Rockville
• Evaluate the viability of multi-generational community facilities focused on new recreational
programming, performing arts and cultural offerings
1.3.5 CONCLUSION
The Rockville community is fortunate to have the diversity and variety of offerings that the Department
provides, a rarity for a City this size. The staff’s dedication, their commitment to serving the community
and desire to constantly keep improving are key facets that differentiate the Department from others
and will be vital components to ensure the successful implementation of this Plan.
This Plan provides a roadmap to help the Department evolve and innovate as the Rockville community
diversifies and new trends emerge. From all indications, the Department is well-positioned to
successfully continue impacting lives and nurturing community connections through recreation programs,
parks and trails, special events and facilities ranging from sports to aquatics and from nature to culture.
The Consulting Team has no doubt that the Department and its staff will leave no stone unturned to
implement this plan and ensure that Rockville will achieve its vision of being
THE place to make lifelong memories as you live, work, play and thrive
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CHAPTER TWO – MARKET ANALYSIS
The Demographic Analysis describes the population within Rockville, Maryland. This assessment is
reflective of the City’s total population and its key characteristics such as age segments, race, ethnicity,
and income levels. It is important to note that future projections are based on historical patterns and
unforeseen circumstances during or after the time of the analysis could have a significant bearing on the
validity of the projected figures. Rockville is a wonderfully diverse community. The detailed
demographics are discussed on pages 123 and 186 of this report. Through a broader lens, the following
serves as a summary of some of the significant aspects.

2.1 DEMOGRAPHICS

Race:

Population:
•
•

•

66,402 people live in Rockville
City is expected to grow to
74,729 residents by 2034

•

53% of the population is White
Alone
Rapidly diversifying over the
next 15 years

Income:

Age:
•
•

Median age: 40.3
By 2034, the 55+ age segment will
encompass 36% of the population

•
•

Median household
income: $103,599
Median household
income is higher than
state and national
averages

2.1.1 DEMOGRAPHIC SUMMARY
• The City’s population annual growth rate (0.92%) is higher than the national (0.85%) growth rate.
• Rockville’s household annual growth rate (1.03%) is also significantly higher than the national
(0.80%) average.
• The City’s racial distribution has a lower White Alone (53.3%) population and higher Asian (23.5%)
population when compared to national percentage distribution: White Alone (69.6%) and Asian
(5.8%).
• The City’s per capita income ($55,055), as well as the median house income ($103,599) is well
above average when compared to the national income characteristics ($33,028 and $60,548).
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2.2 BENCHMARK ANALYSIS
The Department staff chose key variables and identified comparable park and recreation systems to
benchmark against. The agencies chosen were a mix of comparable industry leading Maryland-based or
National Gold Medal agencies, and this analysis will help evaluate how Rockville is positioned among peer
agencies on a variety of metrics.
The benchmark assessment is organized into specific categories based on peer agency responses to
targeted questions that lend a holistic view of each system’s operating metrics in comparison to
Rockville. In addition, the benchmark metrics are also compared to national data from the National
Recreation and Parks Association’s (NRPA) Park Metrics database and/or recommended best practice
standards.
Rockville’s staff provided their information used in this analysis, while information was obtained directly
from each of the participating agencies. Due to differences in how each system collects, maintains, and
reports data (such as how FTE’s are calculated, what is included in budgets, classification of recreation
facilities, etc.), some variances and deviations may exist between the benchmark peer agencies. These
variations impact all the points of comparison, including the per capita and percentage allocations, and
the overall comparison must be viewed with this in mind. The benchmark data collection for all systems
was complete as of December 2019 (data requested was from FY18 actuals), and it is possible that
information may have changed since the original collection date.
The information sought was a combination of operating metrics that included budgets, staffing levels,
and inventories. In some instances, the information was not tracked or not available and is denoted as
such. Each system is unique in the types of parks, types of facilities, types of amenities, revenue
generating facilities, the number of programs, events, government regulations, what they maintain in
the parks, and what they maintain for their government agency. It is important to use this analysis as a
single data point within a larger assessment.
The table below lists each benchmark agency in the study, arranged by jurisdiction size, and reveals key
characteristics of each jurisdiction. The overview also indicates agencies that have achieved Gold Medal
status along with the year won. The Gold Medal is one of the highest professional awards available to
parks and recreation agencies throughout the country and involves a stringent qualification and judging
process. Columns highlighted in red indicate the variable used to sort the table / chart.

Recreation - Montgomery County

MD

Jurisdiction
Type
County

MNCPPC - Montgomery County

MD

County

City of Asheville Parks and Recreation
Arlington County Department of Parks
and Recreation
City of Rockville Department of
Recreation and Parks

NC

Agency

City of Westerville Parks and Recreation
City of Gaithersburg Parks, Recreation
and Culture
Park District of Oak Park

State

Jurisdiction
Size (Sq. Mi.)
1,052,567
507.00

Population

Population
NRPA Gold Medal (Year)
per Sq. Mi.
2,076
No
Winner (2015, 2003,
2,076
1984, 1983, 1977, 1973)
2,137
No

1,052,567

507.00

City

91,902

43.00

VA

County

226,400

26.00

8,708

No

MD

City

66,402

13.50

4,919

Winner (1994)

OH

City

39,737

12.62

3,149

Winner (2019, 2013,
2007, 2001, 1974)

MD

City

70,000

10.00

7,000

No

IL

Park District

51,793

4.50

11,510

Winner (2015)

Figure 1 - Agency Overview
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2.2.1 KEY FINDINGS
Overall findings from this benchmark analysis reveal that the Department performs very well in
comparison to its peers.
STRENGTHS
Staffing levels, sustainability efforts, facility and program offerings emerge as significant strengths in
comparison to the others.
Operational efficiency is outstanding when comparing the operating cost per resident.
The Volunteer program is another strength of the department, as its volunteers contribute over 97,499
hours each year.
The current cost recovery level of 29% is just higher than NRPA median standard (27%).
OPPORTUNITIES
Marketing and communication spending are an area for improvement, and nationally increased spending
in these areas have resulted in increased awareness, participation and consequently, increased return
on investment for agencies. Recommendations pertaining to this area are further outlined in Chapter 7.
Capital investment is lower than most peer agencies. Looking ahead, it would benefit the Department
(and the City) by strategically looking at lifecycle replacements and renovations for existing facilities
and amenities, while also exploring future developments based on the community’s demographics,
regional and national trends, and the community’s vision and unmet needs as expressed in this document.
The Department should use this analysis as a baseline comparison that provides key information and
standards to be tracked and measured over time. These benchmarks help Rockville understand where
they stand today and brings forward areas of focus for the department as it continues to move toward
its vision of being a world-class organization.
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CHAPTER THREE – COMMUNITY ENGAGMENT
3.1 INTERVIEWS AND PUBLIC MEETINGS
As part of the process for the Plan, the Consulting team conducted a combination of focus groups,
stakeholder interviews, two community forums, and a community forum survey hand-out which included
over 235 participants representing over 20 groups.
These included representatives from:
Representative Groups
City of Rockville Mayor & Council

Recreation & Park Advisory Board

Rockville Human Rights Commission

Lincoln Park Community Association

Twinbrook Community Association

Justice for Our Neighbors

East Rockville Civic Association

Hungerford Civic Association

Rockville Senior Center Members

Fallsgrove Community

Regent Square Condo Association

CCACC Rockville Evergreen

Rockville Swim & Fitness Center Advisory
Committee & Members

Rockville Sister City Corporation

Rockville Civic Ballet

City of Rockville Planning & Development

Rose Hill Falls

Flint Ledge Estate

City of Rockville Employees

Rockville Musical Theatre

Rockville Residents

Environment Commission

The stakeholder and focus group interviews are an important component of community involvement that
helps establish priorities for the future direction, enhancements, management and planning for
Department’s recreation and parks offerings. The focus groups, stakeholder interviews, and community
forums enable the Department to learn what users of the system value, are concerned about, and feel
are unmet needs that the department could be providing.
Three primary questions were asked across all groups to spark conversations and gather information.
1. What are the strengths of Rockville’s Recreation and Parks System?
2. What are the opportunities for improvement?
3. What is the top priority that should be addressed through this Strategic Planning process?
3.1.1 STRENGTHS
Focus group participants expressed that the Department does a fantastic job of balancing the various
needs of the community with recreation, events, and parks services. Staff’s passion and commitment to
community service is evident in their level of responsiveness to all facets of operations.
This also includes the Department’s focus on customer service, outreach, partnerships, programming,
budget development, facility management, facility renovation and facility development. This approach
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to management has helped drive demand for Department services. The variety of recreation and parks
facilities and services have been well received by the community over the years.
The variety of parks, facilities and amenities have helped create and sustain a sense of community with
an intentional approach to acquire and develop gathering spaces for residents. This is evident in the
signature facilities, distribution of parks, and walkability to parks and businesses. The reach of the system
is an asset to residents and contributes to the positive impact of the Department. This reach is felt
through the programs and special events (ranging from Farmers Market to Movies in the Parks) the
Department creates to energize these spaces.
The diversity and distribution of programming that is available to residents adds value to the system.
The cultural arts facilities, programs, and events add greatly to the quality of life with musical
performances, theatrical performances, ballet, and facility rentals. There are programs for all age
segments and the public festivals are outstanding. Many of these programs and events can be found in
the Recreation and Parks Activity Guide and in Rockville Reports.
All of these strengths contribute to the overall charm that the City of Rockville exhibits making it feel
like a small-town community despite its size and rate of population growth. The majority of community
input participants want to see the charm continue as the system evolves.
3.1.2 OPPORTUNITIES
With its land locked situation, Rockville is not growing out but is
instead growing up and is an increasingly desirable place for people to
live. This situation will likely have an impact on the current level of
service. The increase in population without any intentional action to
maintain or improve the level of service will decrease the parkland
and amenities per capita.
This challenge is seen as an opportunity to work with developers in
placemaking and designing new public gathering spaces and park
facilities. So, it is important that the City ensure the development
standard details and requirements match the quality that has evolved
in this market. One aspect that is important to residents with recent
development is that the balance of natural areas, open spaces, and
developed park spaces keep the small-town charm that people have
come to appreciate and expect.
The biggest development opportunity for the system is the repurposing of the RedGate Golf Course to
RedGate Park. All of the focus groups and interviews had expressed this opportunity as the one that will
help shape and define the City well into the future.
While there were several personal preferences for use of the land, all agree this opportunity should not
be overlooked or importance minimized. Programming opportunities should be explored when
determining how best to repurpose the property. The outcome, as RedGate Park is designed, should
help create a defining, premier outdoor gathering space in Rockville.
Partnerships continue to be an opportunity that participants want to see maximized in overall facility
development. In addition to development, partnerships can continue to play a role in the system when
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providing programs and events. Partnerships should be sought out
to help reach diverse segments of the population.
Public awareness is both an area of success and an opportunity
within Department operations. Participants are concerned that the
Department is not always easily identifiable to the public and
visitors. There is great competition with the high number of public
recreation and park service providers (e.g. local, county, state, and
federal agencies) and the Department suffers due to a lack of brand
identity.
Participants expressed a need for a Department Logo, new signage
at parks and consistency in the use of marketing methods,
especially social media.
Another opportunity is to create a more prominent role for arts and
culture. This would continue to build the brand and set the City
apart from adjacent communities. The City has recently completed
an arts and culture study to identify current conditions, challenges
and the opportunities to develop a vision moving forward.
3.1.3 TOP PRIORITY
Stakeholders and focus group attendees recognize some
opportunities within the system. The following reoccurring themes
emerged as top priorities for this Strategic Plan:
•

•
•

•

Ongoing outreach to the diverse community that will
increase awareness of the system and promote offerings
across cultures and languages.
Allocate resources equitably across the City.
Top Facility Priorities
o Repurpose the RedGate Golf Course and develop
signature facilities within the property (i.e.,
amphitheater, trails, open space, arboretum, etc.)
o Multi-generational indoor recreation spaces, to replace older aging facilities
o Connectivity and trails (Rockville Pike should be more bike and pedestrian friendly)
o Existing restrooms need to be open and new ones need to be added to existing parks
o Seasonal cover at the Swim Center Outdoor Competitive Pool for year-round use
Top Recreational Priorities
o Keep up on recreational trends and community needs as they evolve
o Continue offering senior programs across the City to help address aging population
o Continue to offer opportunities in the evening
o Enhance performing arts and cultural event opportunities
o More programming for developmentally challenged residents and seniors
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3.1.4 CONCLUSION
The Rockville community appreciates the value they receive from the Department. The value is present
in distribution of parks across the City, the variety of facilities and programs offered by the Department,
and the staff and management of the system. To enhance the system, the Department can develop
RedGate Golf Course into a signature regional park, renovate aging infrastructure and facilities, increase
connectivity, enhance public awareness efforts, and continue to monitor trends for developing new
programs and events.
The insight gathered from the community input is extremely important to the planning process. This
part of the process helps the PROS Consulting team gain an understanding of community values and
unmet needs. These values (strengths, opportunities, and priorities) form into emerging themes across
focus groups and interviews. These emerging themes are part of the foundation used to form questions
for the statistically-valid survey.
The survey will help to gauge the level of support from the community through the scientific approach
known as random sampling. The survey results in combination with the community input, consulting
team observations, demographics and trends, and asset & services assessments will form the vision,
direction, and recommendations in the Recreation and Parks Strategic Plan.
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3.2 COMMUNITY ONLINE SURVEY
The Department administered an online survey to gain insight from the community members that may
not have received the statistically-valid survey. This online survey emulated the statistically-valid survey
that was administered by ETC Institute and received a total of 82 responses. This survey was designed
to provide input opportunities regarding preferences for recreational programs, facilities and amenities
within the City of Rockville and the results are provided in Appendix D.

3.3 STATISTICALLY-VALID SURVEY
3.3.1 OVERVIEW
ETC Institute administered a parks and recreation needs
assessment survey for the Department during the summer of
2019 to help identify community-wide priorities that can
influence this Plan’s recommendations for the future of
parks, trails, recreation facilities, programs and services in
the community over the next 10 years.
3.3.2 METHODOLOGY
ETC Institute mailed 2,000 survey packets to a random
sampling of households in the City of Rockville. Each survey
packet contained a cover letter, a copy of the seven-page
survey, and a postage-paid return envelope. Residents who
received the survey were given the option of returning the
survey by mail or to complete it on-line at
www.rockvillesurvey.org.
Ten days after the surveys were mailed, ETC Institute sent
emails to the households that received the survey to
encourage participation. The emails contained a link to the
on-line version of the survey to make it easy for residents to complete the survey. To prevent people
who were not residents of City of Rockville from participating, everyone who completed the survey online was required to enter their home address prior to submitting the survey.
ETC Institute then matched the addresses that were entered on-line with the addresses that were
originally selected for the random sample. If the address from a survey completed on-line did not match
one of the addresses selected for the sample, the on-line survey was not counted.
A total of 375 residents completed the survey and the overall results have a precision of at least +/-5.06%
at the 95% level of confidence. A detailed report can be found in Appendix I.
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3.3.3 FACILITY/AMENITY NEEDS AND PRIORITIES
Facility/Amenity Needs: Respondents were asked to identify if their household had a need for 32
recreation and parks facilities/amenities and rate how well their needs for each were currently being
met. Based on this analysis, ETC Institute was able to estimate the number of households in the
community that had the greatest “unmet” need for various parks and facilities/amenities.
The five recreation facilities/amenities with the highest number of households that have an unmet need
were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Indoor walking & running tracks - 6,418 households,
Botanical gardens/arboretum – 5,939 households,
Mountain bike & hiking trails (natural surface) – 5,101 households,
Outdoor walking/running track –4,874 households and
Natural areas/wildlife habitats – 4,800 households.

The estimated number of households that have unmet needs for each of the 32 parks and
facilities/amenities that were assessed is shown in the chart below.

Figure 2 - Facilities/Amenities Needs
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Facility/Amenity Importance: In addition to assessing the needs for each facility, ETC Institute also
assessed the importance that residents placed on each facility/amenity. Based on the sum of
respondents’ top four choices, the five most important facilities/amenities to residents were:
•
•
•
•
•

Walking trails (paved surface) - 33%
Small neighborhood parks (1-10 acres) - 27%
Natural areas/wildlife habitats - 20%
Paved greenway trails – 19%
Senior Center and Mountain bike & Hiking trails (natural surface) – 17%

The percentage of residents who selected each facility/amenity as one of their top four choices is shown
in the chart below.

Figure 3 - Most Important Facilities/Amenities
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Priorities for Facility Investments: The Priority Investment Rating (PIR) was developed by ETC Institute
to provide organizations with an objective tool for evaluating the priority that should be placed on
recreation and parks investments. The Priority Investment Rating (PIR) equally weighs (1) the importance
that residents place on facilities/amenities and (2) how many residents have unmet needs for the facility.
Based on the Priority Investment Rating (PIR), the following eight facilities/amenities were rated as high
priorities for investment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Walking trails (paved surface) (PIR=158)
Natural areas/wildlife habitats (PIR=134)
Mountain bike & hiking trails (natural surface) (PIR=132)
Indoor walking & running tracks (PIR=131)
Botanical gardens/arboretum (PIR=127)
Small neighborhood parks (1-10 acres) (PIR=124)
Paved greenway trails (PIR=124)
Outdoor walking/running track (PIR=100)

The chart below shows the Priority Investment Rating for each of the 32 facilities/amenities that were
assessed on the survey.

Figure 4 - Top Priorities for Facilities/Amenities
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3.3.4 PROGRAM/ACTIVITY NEEDS AND PRIORITIES
Programming Needs. Respondents were also asked to identify if their household had a need for 29
programs/activities and rate how well their needs for each program/activity were currently being met.
Based on this analysis, ETC Institute was able to estimate the number of households in the community
that had “unmet” needs for each program.
The five programs with the highest number of households that had unmet needs were:
•
•
•
•
•

Adult fitness & wellness programs/activities - 5,100
Farmers market - 5,022
Nature programs/activities - 4,329
Adult trips – 3,655
Outdoor adventure programs – 3,380

The estimated number of households that have unmet needs for each of the 29 programs/activities that
were assessed is shown in the chart below.

Figure 5 - Programs/Activities Needs
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Program/Activity Importance. In addition to assessing the needs for each program, ETC Institute also
assessed the importance that residents place on each program/activity. Based on the sum of
respondents’ top four choices, the most important program to residents is the Farmers Market (44%).
The percentage of residents who selected each program/activity as one of their top four choices is shown
in the table below.

Figure 6 - Most Important Programs/Activities
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Priorities for Programming/Activities Investments. Based on the priority investment rating (PIR), the
following four programs/activities were rated as “high priorities” for investment:
•
•
•
•

Farmers market (PIR=198)
Adult fitness & wellness programs (PIR=162)
Nature programs (PIR=117)
Senior fitness & wellness programs (age 60+) (PIR=110)

The chart below shows the Priority Investment Rating (PIR) for each of the 28 programs/activities that
were rated.

Figure 7 - Top Priorities for Programs/Activities
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3.3.5 POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS TO THE PARK SYSTEM
Respondents were asked how supportive they would be of actions the City of Rockville could take to
improve the parks and recreation system. Sixty-five percent (65%) of respondents indicated they would
be “very supportive” or “somewhat supportive” of acquiring open space for passive activities. Sixty-three
percent (63%) of respondents indicated they would be “very supportive” or “somewhat supportive” of
both developing additional trails & connectivity of trails throughout the community and upgrading
existing neighborhood & community parks.
The respondents were also asked to identify the major actions that the City of Rockville could take to
improve the Recreation and Parks system and that they would you be most willing to fund with their tax
dollars. The top actions were: acquiring open space for passive activities (26.4%), developing additional
trails & connectivity of trails throughout the community (26%) and additional access to restrooms (24%).
The chart below shows the percentage of residents who selected each action the City of Rockville could
take to improve the parks and recreation system as one of their top four choices.

Figure 8 - Major Action
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3.3.6 ADDITIONAL FINDINGS
• Eighty-nine percent (89%) of respondents indicated that they have visited a park or facility of
the City of Rockville Department of Recreation and Parks during the past year.
• Ninety-five percent (95%) of respondents who have used a park or facility rated the quality as
“excellent” or “good”.
• Seventy-three percent (73%) of respondents indicated that they have visited a neighborhood park
(small).
• Thirty-seven percent (37%) of respondents indicated that they have participated in a program
offered by the City of Rockville Department of Recreation and Parks.
• Ninety-two percent (92%) of respondents rated the quality of programs they participated in as
“excellent” or “good”.
• Respondents indicated they used Life in Rockville (55%) and the City of Rockville website (54%)
most to learn about City of Rockville Department of Recreation and Parks programs and activities.
• Twenty-nine percent (29%) of respondents indicated “not enough time” was the reason that
prevents their household from using parks, recreation facilities, and programs of the City of
Rockville Department of Recreation and Parks more often.
• Eighty-eight percent (88%) of respondents indicated they are either “very satisfied” or “satisfied”
with the overall value received from the City of Rockville Department of Recreation and Parks.
• Ninety-six percent (96%) of respondents agreed the City of Rockville's Recreation and Parks
system makes Rockville a more desirable place to live.
3.3.7 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
To ensure the Department continues to meet the needs and expectations of the community, the
consulting team recommends that the Department sustain and/or improve the performance in areas that
were identified as “high priorities” by the Priority Investment Rating (PIR). The facilities/amenities with
the highest PIR ratings are listed below.
PARK AND FACILITY PRIORITIES
• Walking trails (paved surface) (PIR=158)
• Natural areas/wildlife habitats (PIR=134)
• Mountain bike & hiking trails (natural surface) (PIR=132)
• Indoor walking & running tracks (PIR=131)
• Botanical gardens/arboretum (PIR=127)
• Small neighborhood parks (1-10 acres) (PIR=124)
• Paved greenway trails (PIR=124)
• Outdoor walking/running track (PIR=100)
PROGRAM PRIORITIES
• Farmers market (PIR=198)
• Adult fitness & wellness programs/activities (PIR=162)
• Nature programs/activities (PIR=117)
• Senior fitness & wellness programs/activities (age 60+) (PIR=110)
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CHAPTER FOUR – PARKS, TRAILS, FACILITIES AND PROGRAM ANALYSIS
4.1 PARK ASSESSMENTS
Park properties and facilities are the physical backbone of the parks and recreation system which support
and facilitate all programming, user experiences, and access to recreational opportunities. It is
paramount that these properties and facilities be well maintained, meet or exceed current standards,
and accommodate the highest and best use. The upkeep, repair and improvements to existing facilities
should be a top priority for any parks and recreation department. Periodic assessment of their physical
condition is critical to the department’s ability to budget and implement priority repairs and
improvements in an organized and timely manner.
Land Planning & Design Associates (LPDA) conducted park assessments on 16 individual parks located
throughout the City of Rockville. The sampled parks, provided by Department staff, range from small
suburban Neighborhood parks, to City Wide parks, to larger Destination parks. The intent is to provide a
general assessment of the parks system and highlight needed and recommended corrective actions to
enhance the quality of programming, user experiences and the public health, welfare, and safety.
These assessments were conducted in March 2019.
The following park properties were assessed:
1. Beall‐Dawson Historic (House) Park - Historic
Building Grounds
2. Bullards Park - Neighborhood Park
3. Calvin Park - Neighborhood Park
4. Courthouse Square Park - Courthouse Grounds
5. Dogwood Park – City Wide Park
6. Hillcrest Park - Neighborhood Park
7. Mattie J. T. Stepanek Park - City Wide Park
8. Montrose Park - Neighborhood Park
9. Monument Park - Neighborhood Park
10. Potomac Woods Park - City Wide Park
11. Rockcrest Park - Neighborhood Park
12. Rockville Civic Center Park - City Wide Park
13. Rockville Civic Center Park: John G. Hayes Forest
Preserve Trail - City Wide Park / Nature
Preservation Trail
14. Silver Rock Park - Neighborhood Park
15. Trails at Fallsgrove Stream Valley Park - Regional
Trail Park
16. Trails at Rockcrest Park - City Wide Park
17. Trails at Wootton’s Mill Park - Regional Trail Park
18. Veterans Park - Memorial Park
19. Woottons Mill Park - City Wide Park

Well Maintained Landscape at Courthouse
Square Park
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4.1.1 PARK HIGHLIGHTS
• Good physical condition of equipment, particularly playgrounds and hard courts.
• Most facilities are new with no problems, some old but still being used.
• Park facilities are highly occupied and enjoyed by residents.
• High-usage rate amenities, such as playgrounds and hard courts, are mostly ADA accessible.
• Parks are maintained with minimal trash or evidence of vandalism.
• Parks are safe for visitors with minimal hazards.
• Landscaping in the parks is generally pleasing and well maintained.
• All City-Wide parks offer onsite parking, some offer ample parking for large events.

Popular Playground at Dogwood Park in Good Condition

Local Youth Team using Baseball Field at Potomac Woods Park
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4.1.2 CORRECTIVE ACTIONS NEEDED
• Sidewalks and trails are generally in good
condition. However, certain sections of
uneven or broken sidewalk/trails require
repair or replacement to minimize safety
risks.
• There are multiple drainage/erosion
problem locations in several parks, which
can be broken down into two categories:
o Hard Surfaces: Drainage onto
playground surfaces, hard courts,
or sidewalks/trails is leading to
compromised surfaces, reduced life
of surfaces, and safety hazards.
o Soft Surfaces: Insufficient drainage
systems around hard surfaces, in
low points, or water conveyance
ways is often creating areas of
Uneven Sidewalks
substantial erosion or saturated soil.
These conditions create safety hazards, reduce life expectancy of hard surfaces, lead to
damaged turf areas, and often make large portions of park space uninhabitable.
• Fences are typically in good condition with minor repairs needed to post joints. However, gate
and latch systems were often damaged, and should be inspected and repaired where necessary.
• While many parks provide ADA accessibility, some parks offer limited or no access to high use
amenities such as playgrounds or hard courts.
• Remove invasive species, particularly those most aggressive, including bamboo.

Drainage over pathway; saturated turf
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4.1.3 CORRECTIVE ACTIONS RECOMMENDED
• Park turf in areas of saturated soil, high foot traffic, and shade is often patchy. Where possible,
(1) repairs to drainage, (2) pathway construction, and (3) soil amendment, aeration and overseeding with an appropriate turf mix, will likely help to improve turf conditions.
• Baseball fields, while generally playable, were often unkempt with large stones/pebbles on
infield soils, and lack of definition between the infield and outfield edge of turf. High-use fields,
such as those in use by leagues, could benefit from added maintenance.
• Old and unsightly site furnishings could be updated, particularly old benches with
warped/decaying wooden seating surfaces.
• Strengthen entrance signs to make parks more visible. Methods to maximize sign visibility include
ensuring signs are not obstructed, routine maintenance (such as painting), and colorful plantings
around the base. Some methods have already been implemented.
• Strengthen highway/roadway site identification to provide wayfinding for residents.
4.1.4 PARKS ASSESSMENT SCORES
Assessment forms were customized to gather specific information. A sampling of park and trail
assessments were performed by LPDA staff, with over 30 years combined experience with conditions
assessments and facility planning. Forms inventoried park, trail, and facility features, such as
infrastructure, parking and amenities, and then evaluated their condition using a numeric scoring system.
The scores for all categories were added together, to yield the total score for the condition. The
locations which have the greatest number of amenities in poor condition yielded the highest scores.
Park conditions were assessed on a scale of zero (0) to four (4) in a range of categories. A score of 0
indicates no concerns, and a score of 4 indicates immediate major problems. The categories were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Access conditions
ADA accessibility
Neighborhood linkages
Parking availability
Parking area conditions
Hazards to visitors
Crime preventions (CPTED)
Sidewalks/paths/trails
Ball fields
Hard courts (tennis, basketball, etc.)
Equipment (playground, backstops, hoops, etc.)
Turf
Landscaping (ornamental and natural)
Storm water drainage systems

The maximum total score possible for a park to receive is fifty-six (56), which would indicate that there
are immediate major problems in every category evaluated.
Trail conditions were assessed on a scale of zero (0) to four (4) in a range of categories. A score of 0
indicates no concerns, and a score of 4 indicates immediate major problems. The categories were:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Access conditions
ADA accessibility
Neighborhood linkages/connections
parking availability
parking facilities
Hazards to visitors
Crime prevention (CPTED)
trail tread condition
Bridges
Signage
Storm water drainage

The maximum total score possible for a trail to receive is forty-four (44) which would indicate that
there are immediate major problems in every category evaluated. Trail evaluations are divided into
two categories: trails within parks, and greenways (linear parks). The scoring is the same for both
categories, but the trails within parks will be combined with the overall score of the Park.
Trail scores that are combined with Park scores are counted at one-half value. For example, if a park
receives a score of 21 and the trails within the park receive a score of 10, we would take 21 + 21 + 10
(52) and divide by 3, for a score of ~17. For trails with multiple trail segments and score sheets, the
average of all the trail segments was used.
A detailed analysis of each park can be found in Appendix E.
The chart below is a summary of the conditions of the facilities evaluated. Facilities highlighted in green
demonstrated that no immediate needs for maintenance or repair are required. Yellow highlighted
facilities should be considered for evaluation to mitigate the highlighted issues. Red highlighted facilities
should be evaluated immediately for repair.

Figure 9 - Park and Trail Assessment
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4.2 LEVEL OF SERVICE
Level of Service (LOS) standards are guidelines that define service areas based on population that support
investment decisions related to parks, facilities, and amenities. LOS standards can and will change over
time as the program lifecycles change and demographics of a community change.
The previous park classifications used by the Department included Neighborhood Parks, City Wide Parks,
Regional Parks, Open Space Parks and Athletic Parks.
Based on discussions with Department staff, in order to better reflect their use and to simplify park
classifications, updated parks classifications were developed. The key updates were:
•
•
•

Regional Parks reclassified as Destination Parks
Athletic Parks combined within existing park classifications of City Wide or Destination Parks
Open Space Parks updated to Undeveloped (Open Spaces)

The consulting team evaluated park facility standards using a combination of resources. These resources
included Department provided inventory, market trends, demographic data, recreation activity
participation rates, community and stakeholder input, NRPA data, the community online survey,
statistically valid survey and general observations. This information allowed standards to be customized
to Rockville’s population.
It is important to note that these LOS standards should be viewed as a guide. The standards are to be
coupled with conventional wisdom and judgment related to the particular situation and needs of the
community. By applying these standards to the population of Rockville, gaps or surpluses in park and
facility types are revealed.
The standards that follow are based upon population figures for 2019 and 2024, the latest estimates
available at the time of analysis.
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Rockville Recreation and Parks Level of Service Standards
PARKS:

Park Type
Neighborhood Parks
City Wide Parks
Destination Parks
Total Developed Park Acres
Undeveloped (Open Spaces)
Total Park Acres
TRAILS:
Multi-use Trails
Natural Trails
Total Trail Miles
OUTDOOR AMENITIES:
Park Shelters
Playgrounds
60' Ball Fields
70' Ball Fields
90' Ball Fields
Rectangular Multi-Purpose Fields
Outdoor Volleyball Courts
Tennis
Pickleball (dedicated)
Tennis Pickleball (shared)
Outdoor Basketball
Outdoor Pool
Dog Parks
Skate Park
INDOOR AMENITIES:
Recreation/Aquatics (Square Feet)
Special Use/Cultural Facilities (Square Feet)

2019 Inventory - Developed Facilities
Rockville
Inventory
149.48
257.75
283.00
690.23
368.00
1,058.23

School
Inventory

-

35.00
4.00
39.00
18.00
53.00
11.00
11.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
43.00
4.00
12.00
48.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
79,142.00
129,735.40

6.27
0.99
1.32
0.99
4.62
11.88
8.75
-

-

Total
Inventory

2019 Facility Standards

Current Service Level based
upon population

149.48
257.75
283.00
690.23
368.00
1,058.23

2.25 acres per
3.88 acres per
4.26 acres per
10.39 acres per
5.54 acres per
15.94 acres per

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

35.00
4.00
39.00

0.53 miles per
0.06 miles per
0.59 miles per

1,000
1,000
1,000

18.00
59.27
11.99
12.32
2.99
6.62
5.00
54.88
4.00
12.00
56.75
2.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

site per
site per
field per
field per
field per
field per
court per
court per
court per
court per
court per
site per
site per
site per

79,142.00
129,735.40

1.19
1.95

SF per
SF per

3,689
1,120
5,538
5,390
22,208
10,031
13,280
1,210
16,601
5,534
1,170
33,201
66,402
66,402
person
person

2019 Estimated Population
66,402
2024 Estimated Population
68,377
Notes:
Multi-purpose rectangular fields include soccer, football, lacrosse, and rugby fields.
School inventory has been reduced to a third of the total amount due to the lack of accessibility to the general public.
Rockville also maintains an additional 142 ROW acres

Recommended Service
Levels;
Revised for Local Service
Area
2.75 acres per
1,000
3.75 acres per
1,000
4.50 acres per
1,000
11.00 acres per
1,000
5.50 acres per
1,000
16.50 acres per
1,000
0.60 miles per
0.10 miles per
0.70 miles per
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

site per
site per
field per
field per
field per
field per
court per
court per
court per
court per
court per
site per
site per
site per

2.00 SF per
2.00 SF per

Meet Standard/
Need Exists
Need Exists
Meets Standard
Need Exists
Need Exists
Meets Standard
Need Exists

1,000
1,000
1,000

Need Exists
Need Exists
Need Exists

3,000
2,500
6,000
6,000
13,000
6,000
7,000
2,500
6,000
8,000
2,500
40,000
40,000
60,000

Need Exists
Meets Standard
Meets Standard
Meets Standard
Need Exists
Need Exists
Need Exists
Meets Standard
Need Exists
Meets Standard
Meets Standard
Meets Standard
Need Exists
Meets Standard

person
person

Additional Facilities/
Amenities Needed

Need Exists
Need Exists

33
16
40
37

Acre(s)
Acre(s)
Acre(s)
Acre(s)
Acre(s)
Acre(s)

4.84 Mile(s)
2.64 Mile(s)
7.48 Mile(s)
4
2
4
4
7
1
-

Sites(s)
Sites(s)
Field(s)
Field(s)
Field(s)
Field(s)
Court(s)
Court(s)
Court(s)
Court(s)
Court(s)
Site(s)
Site(s)
Site(s)

53,662 Square Feet
3,069 Square Feet

Figure 10 - Level of Service Standards

Anticipated Future Park Development 2019 - 2024

Inventory
Shady Grove Development

Total Developed Park Acres
Tower Oaks Development-Preserve Pkwy
Total Park Acres

2024 Facility Standards

Total
2019-2024

Meet Standard/
Need Exists

5.00
5.00
14.00
19.00

Need Exists
Meets Standard
Need Exists
Need Exists
Meets Standard
Need Exists

-

Need Exists
Need Exists
Need Exists

-

Need Exists
Meets Standard
Meets Standard
Meets Standard
Need Exists
Need Exists
Need Exists
Meets Standard
Need Exists
Meets Standard
Meets Standard
Meets Standard
Need Exists
Meets Standard

-

Need Exists
Need Exists

Additional Facilities/
Amenities Needed
34
25
57
51

Acre(s)
Acre(s)
Acre(s)
Acre(s)
Acre(s)
Acre(s)

6.03 Mile(s)
2.84 Mile(s)
8.86 Mile(s)
5
2
5
5
7
1
-

Sites(s)
Sites(s)
Field(s)
Field(s)
Field(s)
Field(s)
Court(s)
Court(s)
Court(s)
Court(s)
Court(s)
Site(s)
Site(s)
Site(s)

57,612 Square Feet
7,019 Square Feet
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4.3 EQUITY MAPPING
Service area maps and standards assist management staff and key leadership in assessing where services
are offered, how equitable the service distribution and delivery is across Rockville’s service area and
how effective the service is as it compares to the demographic densities. In addition, looking at guidelines
with reference to population enables the Department to assess gaps or overlaps in its services, where
amenities/facilities are needed, or where an area is over saturated.
Based on this, the Department leadership can make appropriate capital improvement decisions to meet
system-wide needs while assessing the ramifications of the decision on a specific area.
The following list shows the service area maps that were developed for each of the major assets:
•

•

•

•

Parkland
o Neighborhood Parks
o City Wide Parks
o Destination Parks
o Undeveloped (Open Space)
Trails
o Multi-Use Trails
o Natural Trails
Outdoor Amenities
o Park Shelters
o Playgrounds
o 60’ Ball Fields
o 70’ Ball Fields
o 90’ Ball Fields
o Rectangular Multi-Purpose Fields
o Volleyball Courts
o Tennis
o Pickleball (dedicated)
o Tennis/Pickleball (shared)
o Outdoor Basketball
o Outdoor Pool
o Dog Parks
o Skate Parks
Indoor Facilities
o Recreation/Aquatic Centers (Sq. Ft.)
o Special Use/Cultural Facilities (Sq. Ft.)

The source for the population used for standard development is the estimated 2019 population and as
reported by Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc. (ESRI). The shaded areas in the Equity Maps
indicate the service level (i.e., the population being served by that park type/amenity) as outlined in
the previous section. The circle size varies depending on the quantity of a given amenity (or acre type)
located at one site and the surrounding population density. The lesser the density, the larger the circle
needs to be to capture the population established by the standard and conversely the higher the density,
the smaller the circle size.
The shaded colors in the circle vary based on the “owner” of that particular amenity or acre type. There
is a legend in the bottom left-hand corner of each map depicting the various owners included in the
equity mapping process.
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In addition, there are properties that are “at risk” due to the lack of City ownership or an agreement
that could include transitioning the property to a different use, such as new schools. These “at risk”
properties are identified in the maps with a yellow core. These “at risk” properties have the potential
to negatively impact the available park acreage and amenity level of service significantly if they are lost.
Given below is the potential impact to the entire level of service:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Park Acreage: Loss of up to 89.75 acres which will be much more costly to replace if undeveloped
land is not available. This would decrease the level of service from 15.94 acres per 1,000
population to 14.58 acres per 1,000 population. This translates to almost a 10% reduction in park
acreage level of service and after factoring in the growing population and the City being landlocked, it could significantly decrease the availability of park space and reduce the percentage
of the community living within a 10-minute walk to the park, a standard adopted by the City.
When looking at “at risk” parks, the City should be mindful of the 10-minute walk to a park and
initiate measure to protect this in these areas.
Multi-use trails: Loss of multi-use trails in Mattie J.T. Stepanek Park, King Farm Park and
Fallsgrove Park
Natural Trails: Loss of natural trails in Fallsgrove Park
Park Shelter: Loss of park shelter in King Farm Park, Fallsgrove Park and Mark Twain Park
Playgrounds: Loss of playgrounds in Mattie J.T. Stepanek Park, Kinship Park, Broome Athletic
Park, Lone Oak Park, King Farm Park, Mark Twain Park and Fallsgrove Park
Ball Fields: Loss of 60’ and 70’ ball fields in Mark Twain Park, Broome Athletic Park, King Farm
Park and Lone Oak Park
Rectangular Multi-purpose Fields: Loss of rectangular multi-purpose fields in Mattie J.T.
Stepanek Park
Tennis Courts: Loss of tennis courts in Mattie J.T. Stepanek Park, Fallsgrove Park, King Farm
Park, Mark Twain Park and Broome Athletic Park
Pickleball Courts: Loss of dedicated pickleball courts in Mattie J.T. Stepanek Park
Outdoor Basketball Courts: Loss of outdoor basketball courts in Mattie J.T. Stepanek Park, Lone
Oak Park, King Farm Park, Mark Twain Park and Broome Athletic Park
Dog Park: Loss of dog park in Mattie J.T. Stepanek Park

All of these amenities come at a significant cost to rebuild, assuming there is even available space in
those areas to do so. The increasing cost of land in Rockville can also drive up these costs to replace. To
minimize the impact of losing these “at risk” parks the department should begin discussions between the
City and Montgomery County Public Schools and Montgomery County to determine a solution moving
forward.
At a minimum, the discussions should identify properties where leases cannot be renewed and sites the
schools may need to manage the increased student population and the need for additional schools. Both
parties to each of the leased and cooperative agreements should focus on balancing the needs of each
organization. Once identified and determined, the Department should devise a strategy to replace lost
amenities and land.
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4.3.1 NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
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4.3.2 CITY WIDE PARKS
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4.3.3 DESTINATION PARKS
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4.3.4 UNDEVELOPED (OPEN SPACE)
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4.3.5 MULTI-USE TRAILS
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4.3.6 NATURAL TRAILS
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4.3.7 PARK SHELTERS
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4.3.8 PLAYGROUNDS
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4.3.9 60’ BALL FIELDS
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4.3.10 70’ BALL FIELDS
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4.3.11 90’ BALL FIELDS
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4.3.12 RECTANGULAR MULTI-PURPOSE FIELDS
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4.3.13 VOLLEYBALL COURTS
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4.3.14 TENNIS
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4.3.15 PICKLEBALL (DEDICATED)
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4.3.16 TENNIS PICKLEBALL (SHARED)
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4.3.17 OUTDOOR BASKETBALL
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4.3.18 OUTDOOR POOL
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4.3.19 DOG PARKS
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4.3.20 SKATE PARKS
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4.3.21 RECREATION/AQUATIC S
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4.3.22 SPECIAL USE/ CULTURAL FACILITIES
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4.4 FACILITY AND PROGRAM PRIORITY RANKINGS
The purpose of the Facility and Program Priority Rankings is to provide a prioritized list of facility/
amenity and recreation program needs for the community served by the Department.
This rankings model evaluated both quantitative and qualitative data. Quantitative data includes the
statistically valid Community Survey, which asked residents to list unmet needs and rank their
importance. Qualitative data includes resident feedback obtained in community input and demographics
and trends.
A weighted scoring system was used to determine the priorities for parks and recreation facilities/
amenities and recreation programs. For instance, as noted below, a weighted value of three (3) for the
Unmet Desires means that out of a total of 100%, unmet needs make up 30% of the total score. Similarly,
importance-ranking also makes up 30%, while Consultant Evaluation makes up 40% of the total score,
thus totaling 100%.
This scoring system considers the following:
•

•

Community Survey
o Unmet needs for facilities and recreation programs – This is used as a factor from the
total number of households mentioning whether they have a need for a facility/ program
and the extent to which their need for facilities and recreation programs has been met.
Survey participants were asked to identify this for 31 different facilities/ amenities and
27 recreation programs.
o Importance ranking for facilities – This is used as a factor from the importance allocated
to a facility or program by the community. Each respondent was asked to identify the
top four most important facilities and recreation programs.
Consultant Evaluation
o Factor derived from the consultant’s evaluation of program and facility priority based on
survey results, demographics, trends and overall community input.

The weighted scores were as follows:
•
•

60% from the statistically valid community survey results.
40% from consultant evaluation using demographic and trends data, community focus groups and
public meetings and levels of service.

These weighted scores were then summed to provide an overall score and priority ranking for the system
as a whole. The results of the priority ranking were tabulated into three categories: High Priority (top
third), Medium Priority (middle third) and Low Priority (bottom third).
The combined total of the weighted scores for Community Unmet Needs, Community Importance, and
Consultant Evaluation is the total score based on which the Facility/Amenity and Program Priority is
determined.
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As seen below, paved walking trails, indoor walking and running tracks, small neighborhood parks, natural
surface mountain bike and hiking trails, and natural areas/wildlife habitats rank as the top five highest
facility / amenity priorities in the City.

Facility/Amenity Priority Rankings
Walking trails (paved surface)
Indoor walking & running tracks
Small neighborhood parks (1-10 acres)
Mountain bike & hiking trails (natural surface)
Natural areas/wildlife habitats
Paved greenway trails
Botanical garden/arboretum
Senior center
Indoor lap lanes
Outdoor walking/running track
Large community parks
Dog parks
Indoor family recreation pool
Outdoor amphitheater
Camping facilities
Recreation center
Outdoor adventure park
Performing arts center
Outdoor family recreation pool
Playground
Pickleball courts
Outdoor lap lanes
Outdoor tennis courts
Artificial turf fields
Soccer/football/lacrosse fields
Indoor volleyball & basketball courts
Baseball & softball fields
Outdoor basketball courts
Outdoor sand volleyball courts
Outdoor spray parks
Skate park
Figure 11 - Facilities/Amenity Priority Rankings

Overall
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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As seen below, farmers market, adult fitness and wellness programs, senior fitness and wellness
programs, nature programs, and adult art, dance, and performing arts programs rank as the top five
highest recreation program priorities in City.

Program Priority Rankings
Farmers market
Adult fitness & wellness programs
Senior fitness & wellness programs (age 60+)
Nature programs
Adult art, dance, performing arts
Adult trips
Water fitness programs
Adult sports programs
Senior recreation programs (age 60+)
Outdoor adventure programs
Senior trips (age 60+)
Senior outreach & support services (age 60+)
Special events
Bird watching
Opportunities for individuals with disabilities
After school programs
Youth sports programs
Youth learn-to-swim programs
Youth summer camp programs
Teen programs
Youth art, dance, performing arts
Senior sports programs (age 60+)
Pre-school programs
Youth fitness & wellness programs
Before school programs
Young adult programs
Youth development programs
Figure 12 - Program Priority Rankings

Overall
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
11
16
14
15
17
18
20
21
19
22
23
24
25
26
27
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4.5 RECREATION AND COMMUNITY SERVICES ASSESSMENT
4.5.1 OVERVIEW
The planning team conducted an overall assessment of the Department’s program offerings. The aim of
the assessment is to identify core program areas, gaps and overlaps in services, as well as system-wide
issues such as performance measures which are vital to the success of the Department’s program
growth. The consulting team based their findings on information derived from:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discussions with staff members
Program assessment forms
Focus Groups
Community wide statistically reliable survey
Community input summary information
Website review
Senior Assistance Fund
Senior Citizen Recreation
Senior Citizen Sports & Fitness

4.5.2 CORE PROGRAM AREAS
The Consulting team believes that the Department staff needs to continue to evaluate its core programs
and ensure alignment with community values and future trends. This practice will aid in creating a sense
of focus around specific program areas of greatest importance to the community. Non-core programs still
play a role in the overall make-up of programming – identifying core programs simply allows the
Department and the staff to establish priorities.
Programs are categorized as core programs if they meet a majority of the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The program area has been provided for a long period of time (more than 4-5 years) and/or is
expected by the community
The program area consumes a relatively large portion (5% or more) of the Department’s overall
budget
The program area is offered 3-4 seasons per year
The program area has wide demographic appeal
There is a tiered level of skill development available within the program area’s offerings
There is full-time staff responsible for the program area
There are facilities designed specifically to support the program area
The Department controls a significant percentage (20% or more) of the local market
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Recreation and Park staff selected the core programs to be evaluated and entered the data into the
program assessment matrix provided by the planning team. The following areas were selected for
evaluation based on staff and consultant team input:
Core Program Areas
Aquatics
Arts and Culture
Fitness and Wellness
Instructional, Social, and Enrichment
Nature-based Programs
Community and Senior Support Social Services
Special Events
Sports
Summer Camps and Playgrounds
Figure 13 - Core Program Areas

In addition to these core programming areas, drop-in facility use, memberships and rentals are a
significant part of the department’s offerings and revenue generation. Inclusion and social equity are
also woven into everything the Department offers.
CORE PROGRAM AREA RECOMMENDATIONS
These existing core program areas provide a well-rounded and diverse array of options to serve the
community. Based upon the observations of the planning team, as well as demographic and recreation
trends information, staff should continue to evaluate core program areas and individual programs on an
annual basis, to ensure offerings remain relevant to evolving demographics and responsive to trends in
the local community.
The Department operates with a decentralized approach to program management. This structure enables
the Department to be more responsive to localized needs. Staff have the ability to make changes and
develop new programs or services for the respective target market. This flexibility is essential when it
comes to shared resources and cost center budget limitations.
The Department reviews an annual report by the Learning Resources Network (LERN), a third-party
organization that assesses program data and provides statistical analysis, to assist in determining program
metrics. It would be beneficial if a common standard could be created for the Core Program Areas. These
details might include programs being offered, age segment focus, cost recovery, classification, lifecycle
status, and participation numbers. This will assist in evaluation of the core program areas offered to the
community, making sure they are in line with demographic and community needs.
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4.5.3 PROGRAM ASSESSMENT OVERVIEW
Overall summary of findings from the program assessment process include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Age Segment Distribution
Lifecycle Analysis
Volunteer Management
Cost Recovery
Pricing
Program Strategy
Partnerships
Memberships
Rentals
Community & Senior Support Social Services

4.5.4 AGE SEGMENT DISTRIBUTION
Based on the age demographics in Chapter 2.1 and in Appendix A, current programs seem to be wellaligned with the community’s age profile. The balance of age segment distribution is skewed toward
youth and seniors. Based on the program list provided by the staff, 52% of all programming is geared
toward ages 18 and below and 38% is geared towards seniors.
AGE SEGMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
It would be useful for the staff to perform an age segment analysis by individual programs, to gain a
more detailed perspective of the data. This could open opportunities for expanding a program’s reach
into other age segments and demographics.
The Department provides job opportunities to hundreds of high school students and young adults each
year, even though job opportunities and training is not formally listed as a program. These employment
opportunities provide meaningful life skills, training, leadership, mentorship, and work experience to
help shape the future generations of the Rockville community.
In addition, developing a relationship with aging adults will be important with the national population
aging trend. The largest age segment (36% of the population in Rockville) projected by 2034 is the 55+
population. Staff should continue to monitor demographic shifts and program offerings to ensure that
the needs of each age group are being met.
Also, if possible, given the differences in how the active adults (60+) participate in recreation programs,
the trend is moving toward having at least two different segments of older adults. The Department could
evaluate further splitting program offerings into 60–74 and 75+ program segments.
It would be consistent with best practices to establish a centralized program development process
including what age segment to target, determining what to measure for success/benefits of participation,
establishing the message, which marketing methods to use, and creating the social media campaign
before allocating resources towards a specific program.
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4.5.5 LIFECYCLE ANALYSIS
The program assessment included a lifecycle analysis completed by staff members. These lifecycles can,
and often do, change from year to year or over time depending on how the programs fare.
The chart below shows the percentage distribution of the lifecycle categories of recreation programs:
Program Lifecycle
Introduction
Take-Off
Growth
Mature
Saturation
Decline

Description
New programs; modest participation
Rapid participation growth
Moderate, but consistent participation growth
Slow participation growth
Minimal to no participation growth; extreme competition
Declining participation

Actual Program
Distribution
8%
46%
12%
26%
39%
39%
8%
15%
7%

Recommended
Distribution
50%-60%
40%
0%-10%

Figure 14: Program Lifecycle

These percentages were obtained by comparing the number of programs listed in each individual stage
with the total number of programs listed in the program worksheets. The planning team recognizes that
while there is no statistically sound method for obtaining the percentage breakout of all programs by
lifecycle stages, the overall pattern and trends are apparent in the program lifecycle table.
The lifecycles depict an encouraging trend with some areas of opportunity. 46% of all programs are in
the Introduction to Growth Stage while only 7% of all programs are in the Decline Stage, which is very
encouraging as it shows room for the programs to grow and demonstrates that a number of programs
offered are largely aligned with community needs.
LIFECYCLE RECOMMENDATIONS
Staff should update this Program Lifecycle Analysis on an annual basis and ensure that the percentage
distribution closely aligns with desired performance. Furthermore, the Department could see the
evolution of the programs in the distribution chart to help ensure a balance that does not keep declining
programs and defines legacy programs.
Developing annual performance measures for each Core Program Area to track participation growth,
customer retention, and percentage of new programs as an incentive for innovation and alignment with
community trends. The LERN Analysis and report in conjunction with best practices completed as part
of this assessment will provide valuable information for decision making.
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4.5.6 VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS
The Department exceeds all benchmark communities in volunteer hours. They leverage volunteer support
exceptionally well with more than 2,600 volunteers contributing over 97,000 total hours of assistance
toward the programs and services delivered by the Department annually. These hours translate into
approximately $2.4 million of volunteer time value to the City (https://independentsector.org/value-oftime2018/) demonstrating the impact of local volunteers. The Department should share and celebrate
these volunteer numbers with the community and leadership. Tracking volunteer hours can be used in
budget discussions showing how well the City is able to leverage limited resources.
VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
In developing the policy, some best practices that the Department should be aware of in managing
volunteers include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Developing an onboard training that is utilized as an orientation for all volunteers.
Ensure volunteers are background checked prior to start of program.
Provide opportunities to volunteers in cross-training to expose them to various organizational
functions and increase their skill.
A Volunteer Coordinator or a designated program staff member with volunteer management
responsibility should stay informed about the Department strategies in volunteer management.
Periodically identify, evaluate, or revise specific tactics the volunteer services program should
undertake to support the larger organizational mission.
A key part of maintaining the desirability of volunteerism is developing a good reward and
recognition system. The consultant team recommends using tactics similar to those found in
frequent flier programs, wherein volunteers can use their volunteer hours to obtain early
registration at programs, or discounted pricing at certain programs, rentals or events, or any
other City function. Identify and summarize volunteer recognition policies in a Volunteer Policy
document.
Regularly update volunteer position descriptions. Include an overview of the volunteer position
lifecycle in the Volunteer Manual, including the procedure for creating a new position.
Add end-of-lifecycle process steps to the Volunteer Manual to ensure that there is formal
documentation of resignation or termination of volunteers. Also include ways to monitor and
track reasons for resignation/termination and perform exit interviews with outgoing volunteers
when able.

4.5.7 COST OF SERVICE & COST RECOVERY
Cost recovery targets should be reviewed and updated for each Core Program Area and for specific
programs or events where realistic. Staff should annually review how programs are grouped for similar
cost recovery and subsidy goals to determine if current practices still meet management outcomes.
Determining cost recovery performance and using it to make informed pricing decisions involves a threestep process which the Department underwent earlier and presented to Council in 2019:
•
•
•

Classify all programs and services based on the extent of individual to community benefit they
provide (5 tier pyramid proposed by Department staff)
Conduct a Cost of Service Analysis to calculate the full cost of each program.
Establish a cost recovery percentage, through Department policy, for each program or program
type based on the outcomes of the previous two steps and adjust program prices accordingly.
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UNDERSTANDING THE FULL COST OF SERVICE
A Cost of Service Analysis should be conducted on each program, or program type, that accurately
calculates direct cost. Be sure to include all personnel and operating expenditures that are accounted
for in the operating budget. Direct cost does not include capital outlay that is accounted for in the
operating budget or capital expenditures that are accounted for in the City’s Capital Improvements
Program.
Indirect cost or “overhead” cost are established each year through the City’s formal Cost Allocation Plan
(CAP) calculation. The CAP calculation establishes an overhead rate (21.5% in 2019) that is applied in
circumstances where the City needs a fully burdened cost for cost recovery purposes.

Figure 15: Cost of Service
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The methodology for determining the total Cost of Service involves calculating the total cost for the
activity, program, or service, then calculating the total revenue earned for that activity. Costs (and
revenue) can also be derived on a per unit basis. Program or activity units may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of participants
Number of tasks performed
Number of consumable units
Number of service calls
Number of events
Required time for offering program/service

Agencies use Cost of Service Analysis to determine what financial resources are required to provide
specific programs at specific levels of service. Results are used to determine and track cost recovery as
well as to benchmark different programs provided by the Department between one another. Cost
recovery goals are established once Cost of Service totals have been calculated. Program staff should be
trained on the process of conducting a Cost of Service Analysis and the process undertaken on a regular
basis.
4.5.8 PRICING
Overall, the degree to which pricing strategies are used currently is dynamic. Current pricing tactics are
concentrated in the cost recovery goals, market rate, customers’ ability to pay, and residency. The
Recreation and Senior Assistance Funds are available to subsidize programs for those residents unable to
afford the cost to participate. Some core areas also use age segments, group discounts, competition, and
membership discounts.
PRICING RECOMMENDATIONS
Staff should continue to monitor the effectiveness of the various pricing strategies they employ and make
adjustments as necessary. It is also important to continue monitoring competitors at least annually and
benchmark with other service providers.
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4.5.9 PROGRAM STRATEGY RECOMMENDATIONS
In general, program staff should continue the cycle of evaluating programs on both individual merit as
well as the program mix as a whole. This can be completed once annually or in batches at key seasonal
points of the year, as long as each program is reviewed once per year. The following tools and strategies
can help facilitate this evaluation process.
PROGRAMMING DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The Department should utilize a program development plan for each new program and ensure a
collaborative approach between Recreation Services and Centers during this process. These plans should
evaluate the program based on meeting the outcomes desired for participants, cost recovery, percentage
of the market and business controls, cost of service, pricing strategy for the next year, and marketing
strategies that are to be implemented to reach target markets. If developed regularly and consistently,
these can be effective tools for budget construction and justification processes, in addition to marketing
and communication tools.
A simple, easy-to-use
tool similar to
the figure below will
help compare
programs and
prioritize resources
using multiple data
points, rather than
relying solely on cost
recovery.
In addition, this
analysis will help
staff make an
informed, objective
case to the public
when a program is in
decline, beloved by a
few, and scheduled
to retire. If the
program/service is
determined to have
strong priority,
appropriate cost
recovery, good age
segment appeal, and
Figure 16: Program Development Worksheet
strong market
conditions the next step is to determine the marketing methods with the Marketing and Development
Manager. Market conditions and marketing and promotions methods are available in the Marketing Plan
section of this Strategic Plan. A completed program development worksheet can be found in Appendix
G.
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PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT, DECISION-MAKING & EVALUATION
When developing program plans and strategies, it is useful to consider Core Program Area and individual
program analysis discussed in this Program Assessment. Lifecycle, Age Segment, Classification, and Cost
Recovery Goals should all be tracked. In addition, review latest demographic trends and community input
as factors that lead to program decision-making. Best practice agencies have a centralized approach to
developing programs and services and use customer interest surveys and continued customer feedback
to drive program and service development.
Currently the Department uses the following customer feedback methods:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Focus groups
Online surveys
Post program evaluations
Statistically valid survey
User surveys
Website

It is best practice to survey lost customers within all programs for identifying improvements and ensuring
continued lifelong use of services from youth to senior years.
4.5.10 RECREATION PROGRAM PARTNERSHIPS RECOMMENDATIONS
Today’s realities require most public recreation and parks departments to seek productive and
meaningful partnerships with both community organizations and individuals to deliver quality and
seamless service to their residents. These relationships should be mutually beneficial to each party to
better meet overall community needs and expand the positive impact of the Department’s efforts.
Effective partnerships are a key strategy for the Department to continue meeting the needs of the
community in the years to come.
The Department currently works with several different types of partners throughout the community.
While good detail was provided as part of the program assessment, the consultant team recommends
creating a centralized database for tracking partnerships and assigning management to oversee the
desired outcomes are reached. A database should be developed to track all partners and partnerships.
As with tracking of volunteer hours, tracking partnerships helps show leadership making budget decisions,
how well staff leverages resources.
In many instances, partnerships are inequitable to public entities and do not produce reasonable shared
benefits between parties.
The recommended policies will promote fairness and equity within the existing and future partnerships
while helping staff to manage against potential internal and external conflicts. Certain partnership
principles should be adopted by the Department for existing and future partnerships to work effectively.
These partnership principles are as follows:
•

•

All partnerships require a working agreement with measurable outcomes and will be evaluated
on a regular basis. This should include reports to the Department on the performance and
outcomes of the partnership including an annual review to determine renewal potential.
All partnerships should track costs associated with the partnership investment to demonstrate
the shared level of equity.
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•

All partnerships should maintain a culture that focuses on collaborative planning on a regular
basis, regular communications, and annual reporting on performance and outcomes to determine
renewal potential and opportunities to strengthen the partnership.

Additional partnerships can be pursued and developed with other public entities such as neighboring
cities, colleges, state or federal agencies; nonprofit organizations and private, for-profit organizations.
There are recommended standard policies and practices that will apply to any partnership, and those
that are unique to relationships with private, for-profit entities.
POLICY BEST PRACTICES FOR PARTNERSHIPS
Partnerships developed and maintained by the Department should adhere to common policy
requirements. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Each partner will meet with or report to Department staff on a regular basis to plan and share
activity-based costs and equity invested.
Partners will establish measurable outcomes and work through key issues to focus on the coming
year to meet the desired outcomes.
Each partner will focus on meeting an equitable balance and track investment costs accordingly.
Measurable outcomes will be reviewed quarterly and shared with each partner, with adjustments
made as needed.
A working partnership agreement will be developed and monitored together on a quarterly or asneeded basis.
Each partner will assign a liaison for communication and planning purposes.
If conflicts arise between partners, the Department-appointed lead, along with the other
partner’s highest-ranking officer assigned to the agreement, will meet to resolve the issue(s) in
a timely manner. Any exchange of money or traded resources will be made based on the terms
of the partnership agreement. Each partner will meet with the other partner’s respective board
or managing representatives annually, to share updates and outcomes of the partnership
agreement.

4.5.11 MEMBERSHIPS
The Department’s recreation facilities offer memberships to participate in informal recreation at its
centers. Memberships offer a low price point option for frequent visitors. Daily admission fees are also
an option for customers who do not wish to purchase an annual or seasonal membership.
While membership types vary between the centers and specialty centers based on the amenities
available, a variety of memberships options provide flexibility for the user. City Residents meeting
qualifications can receive financial assistance for memberships. Annually, the department has more than
11,700 membership sales across all the centers that offer memberships.
MEMBERSHIP RECOMMENDATIONS
It is a best practice that all facilities track statistics in the form of the lowest common denominator and
use the detail for reference of relevance when leveraging key leadership or community support.
All Centers should track membership as a detailed level with total program users, total visits, and total
membership visits to the facility. These numbers will help each Center to identify a priority schedule for
space allocation between membership use, rentals, and programs.
The consulting team suggests that maintaining a simple pricing model is important, however with high
demand issues during certain season and times of the day, the Department may look into developing a
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consistent pricing model, across as many centers as possible, that will help the Department as a whole
reach cost recovery, maintain affordability and address capacity issues (e.g. pricing strategies used by
Southwest Airlines).
4.5.12 RENTALS
Rentals provide an opportunity for community gatherings, such as neighborhood and civic association
meetings, social functions, and other group activities, and are an essential revenue driver for most
centers. Center rentals compete with department programs for valuable facility resources, such as staff
time, facility space, and peak hours.
The Swim & Fitness Center’s rentals have reduced over the years due to the increased need for program
space and renovations occurring at the facility. The Civic Center’s rentals are as follows:
Paid Rentals
•
•
•

908 (2017)
896 (2018)
821 (2019)

Unpaid Rental
•
•
•

745 (2017)
706 (2018)
371 (2019)

Unpaid rentals (space provided to City affiliated user groups at no charge) are almost half the rentals for
2017 and 2018 and can have considerable effect on the ability to meet cost recovery goals.
4.5.13 COMMUNITY AND SENIOR SUPPORT SOCIAL SERVICES
COMMUNITY SERVICES
The Community Services Division strives to meet the human service needs of Rockville residents.
Community Services provides social service programs for youth and families of diverse backgrounds,
coordinating advocacy efforts, conducting needs assessment, oversight of City-funded caregiver
programs, and maintaining accountability procedures and initiatives to promote increased community
involvement in local human services programs.
Rockville’s Community Services Division helps fill key community-wide needs by supplementing the
services provided by the County and other providers and are, thus, heavily depended on by many families.
These services provide ongoing youth development, mental health, and case management services to
over 300 households. Many of the programs are supported by grants from various sources.
As an example, the Linkages to Learning program at Maryvale Elementary School has been operated by
Rockville for more than 20 years and is supported by a grant from the Montgomery County Department
of Health and Human Services. The program returns about $1 worth of service for every 20 cents invested
by the City. The Youth and Family Services cost center receives grants that cover approximately 30% of
the City’s costs.
The Community Services Division also oversees the City’s grant program to nonprofit social services
providers, known as Caregiver grants. These grants provide funding support to nonprofits who deliver a
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wide array of programs for individuals and families that include, but are not limited to, medical services,
food distribution, and services aiding individuals and families experiencing homelessness.
The Community Services Division has reached capacity in staffing and resources but has been able to
address significant portions of the need for children and family services in the community. Generally,
community wide, donations are down. Other funding opportunities have reached or are near capacity,
due to competition for scarce resources such as grants, private donations and targeted social services
contracts.
SENIOR SUPPORT SERVICES
Senior Support Services provides assistance to residents ages 60+ in the areas of transportation, outreach,
counseling, English as a second language, home maintenance, food, and health services. Annually, the
Senior Division serves more than 23,000 meals and provided 32,000 rides to the Senior Center and grocery
stores. These wrap around services are provided at low to no cost to residents among other programs
and services through the Senior Services Division.
4.5.14 PROGRAMMING CONCLUSION
Below are the recommendations to move the Department forward, maintaining the flexibility of a
decentralized system while maintaining similar standards across the Department.
•

•
•

•

•

•

Continue to monitor core program areas on an annual basis to ensure offerings are relevant to
evolving demographics and trends in the local community.
Overall, the descriptions need to effectively communicate the key benefits and goals of each
Core Program Area, while being consistent throughout the Department.
Develop a common standard on how each cost center reports details of each core program area
for an annual evaluation; programs being offered, age segment focus, cost recovery,
classification, lifecycle, and participation. This will assist in re-evaluating the core program areas
offered to the community, making sure they are in line with demographic and community needs.
Age segment distribution should be analyzed on an annual basis across core program areas and
each cost center to align with shifting demographics in the surrounding area.
o Grow opportunities to serve the high school age groups by developing partnerships with
the local high schools to support clubs, trends, and needs that the schools cannot
accommodate directly. Continue to offer job opportunities to local youth to both fulfill
staffing needs and contribute to the workforce development of the community.
o Continue to grow the focus on aging adults given the population aging trend nationally
and in Rockville.
The Department is challenged with capacity issues for indoor facilities, in particular some that
impact Program Lifecycles. Several programs are in the Mature or Saturated stages, due to
limited resources or facilities to support growth. Cost centers should continue tracking
participation numbers on a quarterly basis to identify and replace / reposition programs that are
truly declining and provide room for new programs or give more resources to current programs
ready to grow in participation.
To enhance opportunities to reach Cost Recovery Goals the Department could seek new
partnership opportunities, such as the County, where the organization provides a space and the
Department provides the program. This may increase a few more value-added (individual benefit)
programs to reach cost recovery goals.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Staff should ensure volunteer opportunities are promoted and easily available to residents. A
centralized system-wide approach to volunteering should be used and metrics tracked for
reporting purposes.
Develop additional customer feedback options, In-Park Surveys, Program Evaluation, and lost
customer surveys, to support, develop, or maintain current offerings.
Priority Rankings should be considered when allocating resources, developing new programs, and
setting schedules. The Department should develop auxiliary activities around the Farmers
Market. In addition, the Department should develop new programming around adult and senior
fitness and wellness including outdoor fitness during spring, summer, and fall. Nature programs
are within the high priority and new programming would help meet this need.
Pricing strategies: Rockville Senior Center and Swim & Fitness Center have the most variety in
pricing strategies to help reach their overall Cost Recovery goals. The consulting team believes
maintaining a simple pricing model is helpful and can be complemented with dynamic and
differential pricing during high demand seasons and times. This will help the Department as a
whole reach the cost recovery goals, maintain affordability and address capacity issues.
o The increased minimum wage along with a 22% cost allocation fee added to the
Department cost centers can become challenging when striving to reach cost recovery
targets. The planning team recommends developing pricing strategies to allow a program
or cost center the flexibility to move up or down a level in the five-tier cost recovery
model. Additional opportunities include reviewing current pricing for memberships,
programs and rentals, and increasing partnership and volunteer opportunities to reduce
overhead.
Each cost center has staff developing creative ways to reach cost recovery. The Department
should get together on an annual basis to talk through their cost center strengths and share what
is working for them and why.
Financial performance measures: Moving forward, it is recommended that staff consistently
factor in all direct and indirect costs pertaining to programming when developing the program
budget. Focus on developing consistent earned income opportunities to help the Department’s
overall quest for greater fiscal sustainability. In some cost centers, programs should be identified
separately from facilities to ensure the strongest program management is being monitored for
best practices.
Establish formal volunteer and partnership policies and agreements which are tailored to the
different types of volunteers and partnerships the Department encounters.
Establish a centralized program development process including what age segment to target,
determining what to measure for success/benefits of participation, establishing the message,
which marketing methods to use, and creating the social media campaign before allocating
resources towards a specific program.
Internal Competition: Organizing programs within each facility may reduce the internal
competition for space and funding. Recreation Services Division could focus on programs offered
outside of the community centers. This may help with staff capacity, funding limitations and
space capacity issues. Staff can focus on cost recovery goals without over lapping services.
Scheduling for the centers and staff will become easier when centers can focus on their needs.
Addressing the staff and centers schedule will increase the possibility to reach cost recovery
goals without internal competition. With this recommendation, a unified marketing effort would
need to be maintained.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Activity Levels are currently reported with LERN. Developing a standard to balance resources
and community wants from this annual report to allocate resources and schedules will help the
Divisions continue to reach Cost Recovery goals, address community wants, and reach various
demographics.
o e.g. Sport Leagues, with 4.47% total participation focus on Generation Z Male
participants which reported in 2018 1.42% of revenue with 201 participants. Increasing
quality Adults Sports programs could bring in increased revenue. Adult Sports programs
was also identified within the top 10 of the priority rankings.
All Centers should track membership at a detailed level with total program users, total visits,
and total membership visits to the facility. These numbers will help each Center to identify a
priority schedule for space allocation between membership use, rentals, and programs.
Facility Rentals: Each Center should develop a priority schedule mentioned to help with cost
recovery goals while balancing membership, visitor time, rentals (paid and unpaid), programs,
and services.
Community Services Division has reached capacity and should develop an awareness strategy to
celebrate accomplishments, share the needs assessment to leverage community and leadership
support. The ultimate goal would be to increase funding (donation, budgets, and grants) to
garner additional resources in order to address the growing needs in the community.
The consultant team recommends Senior Citizen Services Division evaluating senior citizen
recreation, sports and fitness with the same standards as the Recreation Division. Focus on
reviewing programs using cost recovery, classification, lifecycle, market competitors and
participation levels to develop next year’s program plan for 60+ participants.
Unique ways to increase Croydon Creek Nature Center Cost Recovery could be introducing a
program such as ‘adopt an animal’ programs where organizations, classrooms, and individuals
help sponsor the creature’s expenses to be maintained in the facility. Another best
practice/opportunity is special events to help fundraise for the center such as a Monarch Month
where a specific (temporary) exhibit is brought in with specific admission fees to raise money for
the center. Both efforts would need marketing plans and system wide support to implement.
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CHAPTER FIVE – FUNDING STRATEGIES AND CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
5.1 FUNDING STRATEGIES
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an array of funding opportunities report to increase financial
support outside of tax dollars for the Department’s capital and operational needs. These funding
strategies are meant to provide insights into the varied opportunities available that the Department staff
could further explore to identify implementation viability for Rockville.
5.1.1 FUNDING SOURCES FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT DOLLARS AND OPERATIONS
The following financial options outline opportunities for the Department to consider in supporting the
recommended capital improvements that will be outlined in the Plan as well as operational costs
associated with managing the system for the future. Many of these funding sources may not be allowed
now by the City or have never been used but should be pursued through legislative means should the City
see the value in pursuing these funding sources. General Obligation Bond: A general obligation bond is
a municipal bond secured by a taxing authority such as the City to improve public assets that benefits
the municipal agency involved that oversee the parks and recreation facilities.
General Obligation Bonds have been used in the past and should continue to be considered for the
Department’s facility projects such as updates to a City-wide or regional park, trails, recreation centers,
aquatic centers, or a sports complex.
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT FUNDING SOURCES
Governmental Funding Programs: A variety of funding sources are available from federal and state
government for park-related projects. For example, the Land and Water Conservation Fund funding
program has been reinstated for 2020 levels at $495 million (and is expected to be permanently
reauthorized in 2020) and can provide capital funds to state and local governments to acquire, develop,
and improve outdoor recreation areas.
Federal Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds are used to support open space related
improvements including redevelopment and new development of parks and recreation facilities.
Transportation Enhancement Funds available through SAFETELU, the current federal transportation
bill, can be used for trail and related green space development, AmeriCorps Grants can be used to fund
support for park maintenance.
SAFETULU Funds as well as Safe Routes to School Funds should be pursued for the trail improvements
that will be outlined in the plan. SAFETULU monies require a 20% match by the Department and Safe
Routes to School Funds require no match by the Department.
AmeriCorps Grants should be pursued by the Department to support park maintenance and cleanup of
drainage areas where trails are located and small neighborhood parks in the City.
Federal Housing Grants can also help support parks near federal housing areas and should be pursued if
appropriate. Several communities have used HUD funds to develop greenways, for example the Boscobel
Heights’ “Safe Walk” Greenway in Nashville, Tennessee.
Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) Grants: This federal funding source was established in 1965
to provide “close-to-home” park and recreation opportunities to residents throughout the United States.
Money for the fund comes from the sale or lease of nonrenewable resources, primarily federal offshore
oil and gas leases and surplus federal land sales. LWCF grants can be used by communities to build a
variety of parks and recreation facilities, including trails and greenways.
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LWCF funds are annually distributed by the National Park Service to the states. Communities must match
LWCF grants with 50-percent of the local project costs through in-kind services or cash. All projects
funded by LWCF grants must be used exclusively for recreation purposes, in perpetuity.
LWCF funds are created to preserve, develop, and renovate outdoor recreation facilities. Focus is on
America’s Great Outdoors Initiative. New or renovation of pavilions, playgrounds or play areas, ball
fields, bleachers, golf course meeting rooms, multi-purpose courts, parking facilities, pathways and
trails, roads, signs, ski areas, snowmobile facilities, and tennis courts. Federal Funds-Average Award is
$92,800.
Conservation Reserve Program: The U. S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), through its Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service, provides payments to farm owners and operators to place highly
erodible or environmentally sensitive landscapes into a 10-15 year conservation contract. The
participant, in return for annual payments during this period, agrees to implement a conservation plan
approved by the local conservation district for converting sensitive lands to less intensive uses.
Individuals, associations, corporations, estates, trusts, cities, counties and other entities are eligible for
this program. Funds from this program can be used to fund the maintenance of open space and nonpublic-use greenways along bodies of water and ridgelines.
Wetlands Reserve Program: The U.S. Department of Agriculture provides direct payments to private
landowners who agree to place sensitive wetlands under permanent easements. This program can be
used to fund the protection of open space and greenways within riparian corridors.
Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention (Small Watersheds) Grants: The USDA Natural Resource
Conservation Service (NRCS) provides funding to state and local agencies or nonprofit organizations
authorized to carry out, maintain, and operate watershed improvements involving less than 250,000
acres. The NRCS provides financial and technical assistance to eligible projects to improve watershed
protection, flood prevention, sedimentation control, public water-based fish and wildlife enhancements,
and recreation planning. The NRCS requires a 50-percent local match for public recreation, and fish and
wildlife projects.
Urban and Community Forestry Assistance Program: The USDA provides small grants of up to $10,000
to communities for the purchase of trees to plant along city streets and for greenways and parks. To
qualify for this program, a community must pledge to develop a street-tree inventory, a municipal tree
ordinance, a tree commission, committee or department, and an urban forestry-management plan.
Small Business Tree-Planting Program: The Small Business Administration provides small grants of up
to $10,000 to purchase trees for planting along streets and within parks or greenways. Grants are used
to develop contracts with local businesses for the plantings.
Economic Development Grants for Public Works and Development of Facilities: The U. S. Department
of Commerce, Economic Development Administration (EDA), provides grants to states, counties, and
cities designated as redevelopment areas by EDA for public works projects that can include developing
trails and greenway facilities. There is a 30-percent local match required, except in severely distressed
areas where federal contribution can reach 80 percent.
National Recreational Trails Program: These grants are available to government and nonprofit agencies,
for amounts ranging from $5,000 to $50,000, for the building of a trail or piece of a trail. It is a
reimbursement grant program (sponsor must fund 100% of the project up front) and requires a 20% local
match. This is an annual program with an application deadline at the end of January. The available
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funds are split such that 30% goes toward motorized trails, 30% to non-motorized trails, and 40% is
discretionary for trail construction.
Design Arts Program: The National Endowment for the Arts provides grants to states and local agencies,
individuals and nonprofit organizations for projects that incorporate urban design, historic preservation,
planning, architecture, landscape architecture, and other improvement activities, including greenway
development. Grants to organizations and agencies must be matched by a 50-percent local contribution.
Agencies can receive up to $50,000.
TAX PAYER OR DEVELOPER SOURCES OF REVENUE
Park Impact Fees: The City could, if the City wanted to, pursue impact fee funds from developers.
Tax Abatement. The governing body of a political subdivision may grant a current or prospective
abatement, by contract or otherwise, of the taxes imposed by the political subdivision on a parcel of
property, which may include personal property and machinery, or defer the payments of the taxes and
abate the interest and penalty that otherwise would apply, if:
•

•

•

Expects the benefits to the political subdivision of the proposed abatement agreement to at least
equal the costs to the political subdivision of the proposed agreement or intends the abatement
to phase in a property tax increase
o Doing so is in the public interest because it will:
▪ increase or preserve tax base
▪ provide employment opportunities in the political subdivision
▪ provide or help acquire or construct public facilities
▪ help redevelop or renew blighted areas
▪ help provide access to services for residents of the political subdivision
▪ finance or provide public infrastructure
Phase in a property tax increase on the parcel resulting from an increase of 50 percent or more
in one year on the estimated market value of the parcel, other than increase attributable to
improvement of the parcel
Stabilize the tax base through equalization of property tax revenues for a specified period of
time with respect to a taxpayer whose real and personal property is subject to valuation

Internal Park Improvement Fund: This funding source is created from a percentage of the overall park
admissions to attractions such as sport complexes, golf courses, special events in a park and would allow
a percentage usually in the 3-5% of gross revenues to be dedicated to the park or recreation facility for
existing and future capital improvements. This funding source is used for sports complexes, aquatic
parks, campgrounds, and fee-based parks. This type of user fee generally does not require voter approval
but is set up in a dedicated fund to support the existing attraction for future maintenance and
improvements.
Tax Allocation or Tax Increment District: Commonly used for financing redevelopment projects. A Tax
Allocation District (TAD) involves the issuance of tax-exempt bonds to pay front-end infrastructure and
eligible development costs in partnership with private developers. As redevelopment occurs in the City,
“tax increment” resulting from redevelopment projects is used to retire the debt issued to fund the
eligible redevelopment costs. The public portion of the redevelopment project funds itself using the
additional taxes generated by the project. TADs can be used to fund park improvements and development
as an essential infrastructure cost.
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Developer Cash-in-Lieu of meeting the Open Space Requirement: Ordinances requiring the dedication
of open space within developments to meet the park and recreation needs of the new residents often
have provisions allowing cash contribution to substitute for the land requirement. Currently the City has
to expend these funds within two years for forestry requirements to keep and grow the City’s tree
canopy. The City should consider developing policies to include creative options to meet forest
conservation and other recreation and park needs that are environmental. If able to expand this, it could
become a dedicated funding source for environmental projects.
Facility Authority: A Facility Authority is sometimes used by park and recreation agencies to improve a
specific park or develop a specific improvement such as a stadium, large recreation center, large aquatic
center, or sports venue for competitive events. Repayment of bonds to fund the project usually comes
from a sales tax in the form of food and beverage. A facility Authority could oversee improvements for
the large facilities; such as an aquatic center and sports field complex. The Department could seek out
a private developer to design build a recreation facility for the Department, paying back these costs over
a 20-year period.
Utility Lease Fee: Utility lease fees have been used to support parks in the form of utility companies
supporting a park from utility easements, storm water runoff and paying for development rights below
the ground. This funding source is derived from fees on property owned by the Department based on
measures such as the amount of impervious surfacing as well as fees from utility companies having access
through the park. It is used by many Departments to acquire and develop greenways and other open
space resources that provide improvements in the park or development of trails. Improvements can
include trails, drainage areas, and retention ponds that serve multiple purposes such as recreation,
environmental protection, and storm water management. This could be a source for the utilities to make
a contribution to support the parks and trails in the future.
Transient Occupancy Tax (Bed Tax): This funding source is used by many cities to fund improvements
to parks from hotels that benefit from the parks in the form of sporting events where participants stay
in hotels when they use city owned sports complexes or competitive facilities. The Transient Occupancy
Taxes are typically set at 3-5% on the value of a hotel room a 1% sales tax that can be dedicated for park
and recreation improvement purposes as well. Because of the value that parks could provide in the way
of events, sports, entertainment and cultural events hotels in the area that benefit could be set up with
a portion of their occupancy funds going to support park and recreation related improvements.
Food and Beverage Tax: This 1/8% sales tax is currently used by cities across the United States and
usually requires voter approval. These dollars can come from the local community as well as visitors to
the City to help pay for a bond to finance future park and recreation related improvements. Food and
Beverage Taxes are very well accepted in most communities.
Capital Improvement Fee: A capital improvement fee can be added to an admission fee to a recreation
facility or park attraction to help pay back the cost of developing the facility or attraction. This fee is
usually applied to golf courses, aquatic facilities, recreation centers, stadiums, amphitheaters, and
special use facilities such as sports complexes. The funds generated can be used to pay back the cost of
the capital improvement on a revenue bond that was used to develop the facility. Capital improvement
fees normally are $5 per person for playing on the improved site or can be collected as a parking fee or
admission fee.
Lease Back: Lease backs are a source of capital funding in which a private sector entity such as a
development company buys the park land site or leases the park land and develops a facility such as a
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park, recreation attraction, recreation center, pool, or sports complex; and leases the facility back to
the municipality to pay off the capital costs over a 20 to 30 year period. This approach takes advantage
of the efficiencies of private sector development while relieving the burden on the municipality to raise
upfront capital funds. This funding source is typically used for recreation and aquatic type facilities,
stadiums, civic buildings, and fire stations.
Park Income Tax Issue: This would require local residents to vote on an income tax issue to develop or
enhance existing and new parks from income taxes of residents and people who work in the area.
MARYLAND RECOGNIZED OPPORTUNITIES
Maryland has many opportunities available to assist special projects.
CAPITAL FUNDING
• General Obligation Bonds (as seen above)
• Tax or Revenue Anticipation Notes (money borrowed by the government pledged to repay over
time)
• Special Funds (specific purpose such as parks and open spaces)
• Federal Funds (grants from federal government)
• Revenue Bonds (sales of bonds, not considered an obligation of the state)
• Non-Budget Funds (generated through fees, charges, grants, donations)
5.1.2 FUNDING SOURCES FOR OPERATIONAL DOLLARS
Land Leases/Concessions: Land leases and concessions are public/private partnerships in which the
municipality provides land or space for private commercial operations that will enhance the park and
recreational experience in exchange for payments to help reduce operating costs. They can range from
food service restaurant operations, cell towers, hotels, to full management of recreation attractions.
Leases usually pay back to the Department a percentage of the value of the land each year in the 15%
category and a percentage of gross from the restaurant or attractions. They also pay sales tax and
employee income tax to the City.
Admission to the Park: Many park and recreation systems in the United States have admission fees on
a per car, per bike and per person basis to access a park that can be used to help support operational
costs. Car costs range from $3 to $5 a car and $2 a bicycle or $2 a person. This would really only apply
to Destination Parks (such as RedGate Park) or special use sports complexes in the Department if it is
considered. This fee may be useful for large events and festivals that have the capability to be set up
as a fee-based park at least on weekends.
Parking Fee: Many parks that do not charge an admission fee will charge a parking fee. Parking rates
range from $3 to $4 a day. This funding source could work for helping to support special events, festivals
and sports tournaments.
User Fees: User fees are fees paid by a user of recreational facilities or programs to offset the costs of
services provided by the Department in operating a park, a recreation facility or in delivering programs
and services. A perception of “value” has to be instilled in the community by the Department staff for
what benefits the Department is providing to the user. As the Department continues to develop new
programs, all future fees should be charged based on cost recovery goals developed in a future Pricing
Policy. It is recommended that user fees for programs be charged at market rate for services to create
value and operational revenue for the Department. For services where the City feels that they cannot
move forward on adequate user fees to obtain the required cost recovery, consideration of contracting
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with a not-for-profit and/or private company to help offset service costs should be pursued. This would
save the Department dollars in their operational budgets while still ensuring the community receives the
service to keep the quality of life at a high standard.
Corporate Naming Rights: In this arrangement, corporations invest in the right to name an event,
facility, or product within a Department facility in exchange for an annual fee, typically over a ten-year
period. The cost of the naming right is based on the impression points the facility or event will receive
from the newspapers, TV, websites, and visitors or users to the park. Naming rights for Department
facilities are typically attached to sports complexes, amphitheaters, recreation centers, aquatic
facilities, stadiums, and events. Naming rights are a good use of outside revenue for parks, recreation
culture facilities or special attractions in the City and can even be explored for future development at
RedGate Park.
Corporate Sponsorships: Corporations can also underwrite a portion or all of the cost of an event,
program, or activity based on their name being associated with the service. Sponsorships typically are
title sponsors, presenting sponsors, associate sponsors, product sponsors, or in-kind sponsors. Many
agencies seek corporate support for these types of activities.
Advertising sales on sports complexes, scoreboards, gym floors, trash cans, playgrounds, in locker rooms,
at dog parks, along trails, flower pots, and as part of special events held in the Department to help
support operational costs have been an acceptable practice in parks and recreation systems for a long
time and should be considered by the Department to support operational costs.
Maintenance Endowment Fund: This is a fund dedicated exclusively for a park’s maintenance, funded
by a percentage of user fees from programs, events, and rentals and is dedicated to protect the asset
where the activity is occurring.
Park and Recreation Revenue Revolving Fund: This is a dedicated fund to be used for park purposes
only that is replenished on an ongoing basis from various funding sources such as grants, sponsorships,
advertising, program user fees and rental fees within the park system. The Department could establish
a revolving fund supported by all of the funding sources identified in this section and kept separate from
the tax general fund. This has worked well in many Departments across the United States.
Permit Fees: This fee is incorporated for exclusive reservations for picnic shelters, sports fields, special
events that are provided by the Department, and competitive tournaments held in the Department by
other organizations who make a profit off of Department owned facilities. Permit fees include a base
fee for all direct and indirect costs for the Department to provide the space on an exclusive basis plus a
percentage of the gross for major special events and tournaments held on Department owned permitted
facilities. Alcohol permits should be explored and if determined to be worthwhile, added to these
permits which would generate more dollars for the Department for these special use areas. These dollars
could be applied to the Recreation and Park Revolving Fund if developed to help support park
improvements and operations.
5.1.3 PRIVATE FUNDING SOURCES
Business/Citizen Donations: Individual donations from corporations and citizens can be sought to support
specific improvements and amenities.
Private Foundation Funds: Nonprofit community foundations can be strong sources of support for the
Department and should be pursued for specific park, recreation, and culture amenities. Currently the
Rockville Recreation and Parks Foundation, Inc. exists with a mission to assist with fundraising and
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facilitating efforts to improve recreation activities, opportunities, and facilities in the City of Rockville.
Also established is Rockville Seniors Inc. which was created by the Mayor and Council to ensure quality
services are supported with fundraising and volunteers.
Nonprofit Organizations: Nonprofit organizations can provide support for green space and parks in
various ways. Examples include:
•

Conservancy or Friends Organization: This type of nonprofit is devoted to supporting a specific
park like Civic Center Park or RedGate Park. These Park Conservancies or Friends Groups are a
major funding source for parks in the United States and should be considered.

•

Greenway Foundations: Greenway foundations focus on developing and maintaining trails and
green corridors on a City-wide basis. The City could seek land leases along their trails as a
funding source, in addition to selling miles of trails to community corporations and nonprofits
in the Department. The development rights along the trails can also be sold to local utilities
for water, sewer, fiber optic, and cable lines on a per mile basis to support development and
management of these corridors.

5.1.4 VOLUNTEER SOURCES
Adopt-an-Area of a Park: In this approach local neighborhood groups or businesses make a volunteer
commitment to maintaining a specific area of a park. Adopt-an-area of a Park arrangements are
particularly well-suited for the Department.
Adopt-a-Trail: This is similar to Adopt-a-Park but involves sponsorship of a segment of a trail (e.g., one
mile) for maintenance purposes.
Mandatory Volunteerism: These are assigned by the court to pay off some of their sentence through
maintenance activities in parks, such as picking up litter, removing graffiti, and assisting in painting or
fix up activities. Most workers are assigned 30 to 60 hours of work. This would seem to be a good
opportunity for the parks to work with the sheriff’s or city police department on using community service
workers.
Greenway Trail Land Leases: Many communities across the United States have allowed land leases for
commercial retail operations along trails as a source of funding. The communities that have used land
leases look for retail operations that support the needs of recreation users of the trails. This includes
coffee shops, grill and food concessions, small restaurants, ice cream shops, bicycle shops, farmers
markets and small local business. The land leases provide revenue to maintain the trails and/or to be
used for in-kind matching.
Tax Increment Financing (TIF Funds): The concept behind the tax increment financing is that taxes in
a designated area are frozen and the redevelopment that occurs in the blighted, conservation, or
economic development area will increase the assessed valuation of the property and generate new
property tax revenues. The increase can be used on an annual basis to retire revenue bonds issued to
finance redevelopment costs. A great deal of development is required to generate sufficient revenues to
make it work.
Greenway Foundations: Greenway Foundations have been developing across the United States over the
last 15 years to support greenway matching monies for cities and counties. Greenway Foundations raise
money for capital monies and operational money.
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Greenway Trust Fund: Another strategy used by several communities is the creation of a trust fund for
land acquisition and facility development that is administered by a private greenway advocacy group, or
by a local greenway commission. A trust fund can aid in the acquisition of large parcels of high-priority
properties that may be lost if not acquired by private sector initiative. Money may be contributed to the
trust fund from a variety of sources, including the municipal and City general funds, private grants, and
gifts.
Greenway Fundraising Programs: Agencies across the United States have used greenways for not-forprofit fundraisers in the form of walks, runs, bicycle races, and special events. The local managing
agency usually gets $2-$5 per participant in the events to go back to support the operations and
maintenance costs.
Greenways Conservation Groups: Conservation groups adopt green corridors to support the operations
and capital costs for specific greenway corridors. These groups raise needed money for designated
greenways for capital and operations costs.
Local Private-Sector Funding: Local industries and private businesses may agree to provide support for
greenway development through one or more of the following methods:
•

Donations of cash to a specific greenway segment.

•

Donations of services by businesses and corporations to reduce the cost of greenway
implementation, including equipment and labor to construct and install elements of a specific
greenway.

•

Reductions in the cost of materials purchased from local businesses that support greenway
implementation and can supply essential products for facility development.

Adopt-A-Foot Program: These are typically small grant programs that fund new construction,
repair/renovation, maps, trail brochures, facilities (bike racks, picnic areas, birding equipment) as well
as provide maintenance support. The Adopt-A-Foot program is in the form of cash contributions that
range from $2,640 to $26,400 over a five-year period.
State Water Management Funds: Funds established to protect or improve water quality could apply to
a greenways/trails project if a strong link exists between the development of a greenway and the
adjacent/nearby water quality. Possible uses of these funds include the purchase of critical strips of
land along rivers and streams for protection, which could then also be used for greenways; develop
educational materials, displays; or for storm water management.
VOLUNTEER ASSISTANCE AND SMALL-SCALE DONATION PROGRAMS
Greenway Sponsors: A sponsorship program for greenway amenities allows for smaller donations to be
received both from individuals and businesses. The program must be well planned and organized, with
design standards and associated costs established for each amenity. Project elements that may be funded
can include mile markers, call boxes, benches, trash receptacles, entry signage and bollards, and picnic
areas.
Volunteer Work: Community volunteers may help with greenway construction, as well as conduct
fundraisers. Organizations that might be mobilized for volunteer work include the Boy Scouts and Girl
Scouts.
Estate Donations: Wills, estates, and trusts may be also dedicated to the appropriate agency for use in
developing and/or operating the greenway system.
GRANTS THROUGH PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS AND CORPORATIONS
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Many communities have solicited greenway funding from a variety of private foundations and other
conservation-minded benefactors. Some of these grants include:
REI Environmental Grants: Recreational Equipment Incorporated awards grants to nonprofit
organizations interested in protecting and enhancing natural resources for outdoor recreation. The
company calls on its employees to nominate organizations for these grants, ranging from $500 to $8,000,
which can be used for the following:
•

Protect lands and waterways and make these resources accessible to more people.

•

Better utilize or preserve natural resources for recreation.

•

Increase access to outdoor activities.

•

Encourage involvement in muscle-powered recreation.

•

Promote safe participation in outdoor muscle-powered recreation, and proper care for outdoor
resources.

World Wildlife Fund Innovative Grants Program: This organization awards small grants to local, regional
and statewide nonprofit organizations to help implement innovative strategies for the conservation of
natural resources. Grants are offered to support projects that accomplish one or more of the following:
(1) conserve wetlands; (2) protect endangered species; (3) preserve migratory birds; (4) conserve coastal
resources; and (5) establish and sustain protected natural areas, such as greenways.
Innovative grants can help pay for the administrative costs for projects including planning, technical
assistance, legal and other costs to facilitate the acquisition of critical lands; retaining consultants and
other experts; and preparing visual presentations and brochures or other conservation activities. The
maximum award for a single grant is $10,000.
Bikes Belong: Bikes Belong coalition is sponsored by members of the American Bicycle Industry. The
grant program is a national discretionary program with a small budget, to help communities build TEA21-funded projects. They like to fund high-profile projects and like regional coalitions. An application
must be supported by the local bicycle dealers (letters of support should be attached). Bikes Belong also
offers advice and information on how to get more people on bikes. Government and nonprofit agencies
are eligible and no match is required. The maximum amount for a grant proposal is $10,000. Applications
may be submitted at any time and are reviewed as they are received.
Wal-Mart Foundation: This foundation supports local community and environmental activities and
educational programs for children (among other things). An organization needs to work with the local
store manager to discuss application. Wal-Mart Foundation only funds 501(c)3 organizations.
Partnership Development Agreement: Each partner would develop their respective facilities based on
set design guidelines with the Department managing all the site elements. Partners would work
collectively to promote the site as a whole versus individual amenities. This process was successful for
Papago Park, located in the City of Phoenix, Arizona. The site included a major league spring training
facility and minor league baseball complex, zoo, botanical gardens, history museum, and other
attractions on site.
Community Forest and Open Space Program: Federal Grant with Estimated Total Program Funding of
$3,150,000. Individual grant applications may not exceed $400,000. The program pays up to 50% of the
project costs and requires a 50% non-federal match. Eligible lands for grants funded under this program
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are private forests that are at least five acres in size, suitable to sustain natural vegetation, and at least
75% forested.
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Program-fund: This source is for transportation projects that
improve air quality and reduce traffic congestion. Projects can include bicycle and pedestrian projects,
trails, links to communities, bike rack facilities. Average grant size $50-$100,000.
Community Facilities Grant and Loan Program-Grant Program: This source is established to assist
communities with grant and loan funding for the expansion, renovation and/or remodeling of former
school facilities and or existing surplus government facilities that have an existing or future community
use. The grant funds projects such as facilities that may be spaces for community gatherings and
functions, recreational athletic facilities for community members, particularly youth. These appropriate
spaces can also include space for non-for-profit offices, childcare, community education, theater, senior
centers, youth centers, and after school programs. CFP match requirements for requests up to $250,000
are 10-% eligible project costs. For requests over $250,000 to $1 million, the match is 15%.
American Hiking Society: Fund on a national basis for promoting and protecting foot trails and the
hiking experience.
Deupree Family Foundation: The Deupree Family Foundation provides grants for recreation,
parks/playgrounds, and children/youth, on a national basis. This foundation supports
building/renovation, equipment, general/operating support, program development, and seed money.
Economic Development Grants for Public Works and Development of Facilities: The U. S. Department
of Commerce, Economic Development Administration (EDA), provides grants to states, counties, and
cities designated as redevelopment areas by EDA for public works projects that can include developing
trails and greenway facilities. There is a 30% local match required, except in severely distressed areas
where the federal contribution can reach 80%.
MARYLAND GRANTS
Chesapeake and Coastal Grants Gateway: designed to assist organizations seeking technical and
financial assistance to restore local waterways, increase resilience to climate impact, strengthen local
economies and develop next generation or environmental stewards.
Aquatic Resources Education Grants Program: Assist schools to fund classrooms and laboratory, and/or
field projects for student and teacher training. With the goal to develop an appreciation of aquatics
habitats. This is not directly related for parks, however provides a great opportunity to partner with the
schools to develop a program together.
Environmental Literacy: Explore and Restore Maryland’s Streams: This funding source supports costs
associated with providing outdoor learning field investigation away from the school campuses (pre-k
through 12) as part of comprehensive Meaningful Watershed Education Experiences (MWEEs). This is
another great partnership opportunity with the schools and may assist Croydon Creek Nature Center.
Habitat Restoration and Conservation: Chesapeake & Coastal Service supporting science and technical
services that State and local partners need to improve water quality. Applying innovative best
management practices that reduce harmful run-off from entering the State’s waters.
Watershed Assistance Grant Program: partnership with Chesapeake Bay Trust, planning and design
grants to help local governments undertake comprehensive restoration project.
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Bike/Walk Funding Program Grant: Developed by Maryland Department of Transportation to fund
programs for biking and pedestrian programs that support local economies and enhance quality of life.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bikeways (enhanced biking access within 3 miles of rail/bus transit)
Transportation Alternative Program (TAP) (enhance cultural, aesthetic, historic and
environmental aspects of intermodal transportation systems
Safe Routes to Schools (requires 20% cash match, 2-mile radius of elementary/middle schools)
MDOT Planning Support- Bicycles Pedestrian Priority Areas BPPAs
Sidewalk Reconstruction for Pedestrian Access (Fund 33)
New sidewalk construction for Pedestrian Access (Fund 79)
Bicycle Retrofit (Fund 88)

Transportation/Land Use Connections (TLC) Programs: Provides free technical assistance for local
jurisdictions in planning matters relating to coordination of transportation and land use.
Federal Lands Access Programs (FLAP): To help improve transportation facilities that provide access
to, are adjacent to, or are located within Federal lands. Access Program supplements State and local
resources for public roads, transit systems, and other transportation facilities, with an emphasis on highuse recreation sites and economic generators.
Maryland Heritage Area Program: Provide technical and financial assistance to help protect and enhance
heritage resources within certified heritage areas.
Statewide Transit Innovation Grants (STIG): Supports efforts to improve transit and access to activity
centers and improve transit mobility options. (Requires local match of 20%)

5.2 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
The City plans capital improvements over a five-year period with appropriations being made on an annual
basis. This approach maintains flexibility in order to maximize efficiencies throughout the City’s overall
park system.
This Plan recommends systemwide observations and recommended improvements based on a sampling
of facilities provided by City staff of 16 parks and trails. These facilities represent a range of amenities
offered, facility sizes and conditions. The observations and recommendations made on system wide key
investments are representative of the parks sampling, not necessarily of the entire City parks system.
5.2.1 KEY INITIATIVES
CONTINUED IMPLEMENTATION OF AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES AC T (ADA) PLAN
Parks and recreation facilities must comply with the Outdoor Recreation standards of the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA). The Department along with the City has been addressing needed improvements
identified in the City of Rockville ADA Transition Plan. Fiscal year 2019 accomplishments identified in
the Rockville Fiscal Year 2020 Adopted Operating Budget and Capital Improvements Program include:
•
•
•

Completed the construction of the Glenview Mansion ADA Parking Lot
Lincoln Park Community Center Parking Lot Expansion
First phase of the Senior Center ADA Improvements

It is anticipated that the Department would complete the Senior Center ADA improvements as part of
the FY2021 outlook for accomplishments.
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Even with these efforts, the City has areas of improvement throughout its park system. It is recommended
that the City maintain its ADA transition plan whereas areas of non-compliance are addressed, corrected,
and documented. This can be accomplished by establishing an amount to be funded annually for the
much-needed improvements with the intention of completing these during the course of implementing
the Plan. In the long run, full funding of the ADA transition plan will ensure true accessibility for
community members in need and minimize the City’s potential exposure to risk and associated costs.
LAND ACQUISITION TO MITIGATE THE POTENTIAL LOSS OF “AT -RISK” PROPERTIES
The City should identify undeveloped land and parcels for redevelopment that will help to mitigate the
loss of land within the system. The cost associated with land acquisition is difficult to pinpoint with
recent costs ranging from $400,000 to $1.6 Million an acre. For the purpose of this CIP, a real estate
average of $800,000 per acre has been used.
COORDINATION WITH CITY AGENCIES FOR EROSION AND STORMWATER SOLUTIONS
The facilities assessed by the PROS / LPDA team exhibited significant issues with erosion and lack of
modern stormwater infrastructure except for the following facilities:
•

•
•

Mattie Stepanek Park – being one of the newer parks in the Rockville system, this facility has
been designed with stormwater infrastructure. Even with this infrastructure there is a drainage
issue that needs resolved on the property.
Veterans and Courthouse Square Parks – as urban park sites these facilities rely on the utility
infrastructure of the roadways and buildings
Beall Dawson Historic House Park – also an urban park, this site is maintained as historic grounds
and gardens.

Impacts of on-site and offsite erosion have and will continue to cause degradation of park infrastructure
and exhibit a history of deferred maintenance over time. It is recognized that most of these impacts are
caused by offsite influences or are a part of broader citywide or regional issues such as streambank
erosion. While this is recognized as a maintenance item, the Department should continue to work with
the City on the planning and engineering of facilities that fix the broader goals of erosion and stormwater
issues.
5.2.2 RECOMMENDED CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
The Plan and other City initiatives recommend the redevelopment of the RedGate Golf Course as a
destination park within the system. The size of the facility should serve in the future to meet and help
the City meet or exceed near and long-term goals for programming and management of the LOS as the
population grows within and beyond the projections of this Plan.
The City should engage the community in a RedGate Park Master Plan to program a build out taking into
consideration the current and future needs and community values defined in this plan. Redesigning
RedGate Park, with both active and passive elements, can provide the City and the community with a
truly regional asset and help meet future demands and trends.
From the LOS standards in Chapter 4.2, based on population growth till 20204, the Facility / Amenity
standards showed a need of one additional Park Shelter.
ACQUISITION OF NEIGHBORHOOD PARKLAND
Projections into 2024 recommend an additional 16 acres of parkland developed through neighborhood
parks. This does not factor in the land acquisition needed to replace any properties that are “at risk”.
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At the time of the publishing of this Plan, the City is currently in a Comprehensive Plan update titled
Rockville 2040 as well as developing a Parkland Acquisition Ordinance (PAO).
The PAO is a joint effort of PDS and Recreation and Parks. These agencies should continue to work
together to facilitate the fulfillment of the recommended need with development applications in the
City. As the standard for needs existing in Neighborhood Park land exist, these goals should be obtainable
for the dedication and construction through development and redevelopment throughout the City. Only
operations and maintenance of these facilities should fall on the Department.
TRAILS
The LOS recommends 8.86 additional miles of trails: 6.03 and 2.84 miles of multi-use and natural trails
respectively. This does not factor in the land acquisition needed to replace any trails that are “at risk”.
Trails are often an important amenity for developers and where practical should be approached as a
component of the PAO and other planning efforts.
It is important to note that trails are often associated with suburban development while future
development patterns in the City will be largely urban, which could limit the dedication of this land
within developments. The City should look to meet this demand as it designs RedGate Park and look at
critical linkages between neighborhoods, schools, parks, transit and other community assets. It is also
important to ensure trail construction is conducted using environmentally sensitive methods.
COURT SPORTS
Pickleball has become increasingly popular to meet the demands of an aging population and courts are
recommended to be provided in groups of 4. Pickleball should be provided in parks where adequate
facilities and parking already exist. Projections for dedicated pickleball recommended seven (7)
additional courts based on the Level of Service recommendations; therefore, it is recommended that, if
possible, 8 additional dedicated courts should be provided.
DOG PARKS
This is an increasingly popular amenity and current LOS demands require one (1) additional dog park in
the City. This does not factor in the land acquisition needed to replace the dog park that is “at risk”.
A future dog park should be located in a more remote location, such as RedGate Park, where it can share
infrastructure of parking, restrooms, water and other amenities.
FACILITIES
The LOS projects a current facility deficiency of 57,000 square feet and a long-range demand deficiency
of 65,000. This does not factor in the land acquisition needed to replace any special facilities/cultural
facilities that are “at risk”. Programming at RedGate Park should include a multi-use, multi-generation
community recreation facility to meet these needs.
OTHER FACILITIES CONSIDERATION:
Signage and Wayfinding: Observations from the Park Assessment Reports noted that park location,
address and boundary signs are often hard to find. Likewise, wayfinding on the trail systems observed do
a good job of stating mileage and direction but lack detail on the location of key City destination, park
and school assets. The City is currently engaged in a signage and wayfinding study to standardize and
modernize identification in the City.
Integrated Stormwater Management (SWM): Maryland requires some of the most stringent SWM
regulations in the Country; consequently, its accepted practices are among the most innovative. This
innovation provides for opportunity integration into park spaces and landscapes. The City should consider
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the integration of innovative SWM approaches to solve erosion issues where they exist on parkland. These
practices should include educational opportunities.
Nature Play: The City has an extensive system of programmed, structural play equipment. The parks
assessed through the Park Assessment report noted that these facilities are modern and generally in good
condition. Future park planning should provide for the consideration of natural, unprogrammed
playgrounds equitably dispersed throughout the City. These playgrounds should take into consideration
topography, forest cover and unconventional practices such as tube mazes, landform berming,
geocaching and unprogrammed open spaces to encourage imaginative play.
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5.2.3 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT COST
The chart below represents a summary of the recommended capital improvement program. Utilizing the
recommended actions from Section 5.2.2, the current adopted Capital Improvement Program, and
additional recommendations have been developed. The additional recommendations are the culmination
of bringing development of new amenities and new facilities based on the LOS and programmatic goals
developed from staff and user input.
Detailed charts for each capital improvement can be found in Appendix H.

Capital Improvement Program
NEAR TERM PRIORITY (0-2 Years)
Current Strategic CIP Projects
Projects
Facilities
Action
Outdoor Amenities
HIGH PRIORITY Existing Parks Costs

Total Costs
$2,556,250
$322,500

SUBTOTAL

$3,687,500
$6,566,250

MID TERM PRIORITY (2-4 Years)
Current Strategic CIP Projects
Projects
Facilities
Action
Outdoor Amenities
Trails
Parkland Acquisition
EXPANDED - IMPROVED FACILITY PROGRAM Costs

Total Costs
$1,300,000
$411,450

SUBTOTAL

$3,445,000
$6,549,400
$31,980,000
$43,685,850

LONG TERM PRIORITY (4+ Years)
Current Strategic CIP Projects
Projects
Facilities
Acquisition
Action
Outdoor Amenities
Trails
Acquisition
Facilities
LONG TERM PRIORITY New Facilities Costs

Total Costs
$3,150,000
$8,750,000
$11,200,000

SUBTOTAL

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT

TOTAL
Figure 17 - Summary of Capital Improvement

$945,000
$2,191,000
$79,940,000
$36,911,420
$143,087,420

$193,339,520
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CHAPTER SIX -PARKS AND FACILIITES OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
REVIEW
A Maintenance and Operations Review is an analysis of current practices, maintenance protocols, work
management and performance measures, organization and staffing needs, improved operational
efficiencies, policy update and development, technology improvements and marketing/communication
opportunities.
6.1.1 FRAMEWORK
The planning team is looking to see if there are opportunities to improve overall operations and the Parks
and Facilities’ capacity to implement this Plan. The process included
•
•
•
•
•

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis
Interviews with key staff
Facilities tours
Review of Division processes, reports, and organizational structure
Review of existing Division policies

Parks and recreation departments continue to face a multitude of growing market demands, ranging from
providing a superior customer experience, addressing the needs of neighborhoods and the community at
large,
capital
development
project
management, keeping up with changing
industry regulatory requirements, and being
financially sustainable while attracting and
retaining the best employees.
At the same time, challenges such as cost
recovery, customer retention, expenditure
reduction, creating and maintaining brand
awareness/consistency,
and
technology
applications can present opportunities to
improve efficiency and effectiveness in the
delivery of service. This review will identify
opportunities within these facets of
operations.

6.2 DIVISION AND COST CENTERS
6.2.1 PARKS AND FACILITIES OVERVIEW
According to the Fiscal Year 2020 Adopted Operating Budget & Capital Improvement Program, “The
Budget Book”, the Parks and Facilities Maintenance Division (Division) is responsible for the stewardship
and management of all the City’s parkland and open space, as well as maintenance of all City facilities.
This Division handles the operation, maintenance, and improvements to Rockville’s parks, rights‐of‐way,
street trees, athletic fields, and courts. It plants and maintains the annual and perennial flowers
throughout the City. The Division also provides essential support for sports, special events, and other
programs. This Division manages projects in the Recreation and Parks and General Government CIP
program areas that directly impact City parks, open spaces, and City facilities.
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This overview of the Parks and Facilities Maintenance Division shows a multitude of responsibilities
including:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

68 Parks
1,058 acres of park land including undeveloped Open Spaces, Neighborhood Parks, City-Wide
Parks, and Destination Parks (not included are grounds maintained by the Department that are
not classified as parks, examples are right-of-way and other government properties)
Rockville Recreation and Parks has 35 miles of multi-use trails and four miles of natural trails
The Division maintains 79,142 square feet of indoor recreation and aquatics space and 129,735
square feet of special use and cultural facilities
Staff: The Division has 60.4 Full Time Equivalents (FTE) consisting of 58 Regular FTE and 2.4
Temporary FTE
18 Shelters/Pavilions
24 Ball Fields
2 Multi-purpose rectangular fields
48 Outdoor basketball courts
43 Tennis Courts, 10 tennis/pickleball courts, and four dedicated pickleball courts
53 Playgrounds
1 Dog park
1 Skate park

6.3 CLASSIFICATION OF SERVICES
Major functions and services within the divisions are extensive. Currently, these functions and services
are not classified. Classifying services is an important process for the Division and Department to remain
aligned with the community’s needs, the mission of the organization, and to sustainably operate within
the bounds of the financial resources that support it. These major functions and services can be
categorized into these major functions and services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Life safety inspections
Management of Capital Improvement Projects
Monthly playground inspections
Arboriculture practices including tree pruning, inspection, tree removal and stump grinding
Street Tree maintenance
Hardscape maintenance and improvements including ADA
Athletic Field maintenance and construction
Stewardship of parks, grounds and open space
Landscape maintenance
Turf maintenance
Horticultural practices including pest management, annual and perennial installations and citywide beautification
Dog park maintenance
Carpentry, plumbing and electrical repairs
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) Maintenance
Custodial Operations
Wildlife Management
Maintenance of Sports Lighting systems
System wide refuse and recycling program
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Support for community gardens
Contract Administration
Facility wide utilities payment
Accounting, bookkeeping and budgeting
Customer service and coordination of service requests
Emergency Planning

As can be seen from the above, the Parks and Facilities Division is responsible for the administrative
support needed and created by their operations. There are staff dedicated to administrative duties
within the Division. The administrative delivery is relatively decentralized to increase efficiency and
effectiveness of the Division.
6.3.1 CLASSIFICATION DEFINITIONS
Classification of major functions and services is considered best practice to ensure Parks and Facilities
can respond to changing circumstances, especially when all services cannot be sustained. The following
core services and function criteria are defined for the purpose of the Department determining what are
the core essential, important, and value-added services that the Department provides in operations.
CORE “ESSENTIAL” SERVICES
• Definition of Core “Essential” Services
o Core “Essential” services are those programs, services and facilities COR must provide
and/or are essential in order to capably govern the parks and recreation system. The
failure to provide a core service at an adequate level would result in a significant
negative consequence relative to the overall City health & safety and economic vitality
of the community.
• Criteria
o The Department is mandated by law, by the Charter or is contractually obligated by
agreement to provide the service.
o The service is essential to protecting and supporting the public’s health and safety.
o The service protects and maintains valuable COR assets and Infrastructure.
o The City’s residents, businesses customers and partners would generally and reasonably
expect and support COR in providing the service, and that service is one that cannot or
should not be provided by the private sector and provides a sound investment of public
funds.
• Examples are asset preservation, life safety inspections and monthly playground inspections
“IMPORTANT” SERVICES
• Definition of “Important” Services
o “Important” services are those programs, services and facilities COR should provide and
are important to governing the parks and recreation operations and effectively serving
the residents, businesses, customers and partners. Providing Important services expands
or enhances our ability to provide and sustain COR core services, health & safety, and
economic vitality.
• Criteria
o Service provides, expands, enhances or supports identified core essential services.
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Services are broadly supported and utilized by the community, and are considered an
appropriate, important, and valuable public good. Public support may be conditional
upon the manner by which the service is paid for or funded.
o Service generates income or revenue that offsets some or all of its operating cost and/or
is deemed to provide an economic, social or environmental outcome or result within the
community.
Examples of “Important” Services are support for community gardens, contract administration,
and facility-wide utility payments.
o

•

“VALUE-ADDED” SERVICES
• Definition of “Value-added” Services
o “Value-added” services are discretionary programs, services and facilities that COR may
provide when additional funding or revenue exists to offset the cost of providing those
services. Value-added services provide added value to our residents, businesses,
customers and partners above and beyond what is required or expected of a parks and
recreation department.
• Criteria
o Service expands, enhances or supports Core Essential Services and Important Services,
and the quality of life of the community.
o Services are supported and well utilized by the community and provide an appropriate
and valuable public benefit.
o Service generates income or funding from sponsorships, grants, user fees or other sources
that offsets some or all of its cost and/or provides a meaningful economic, social or
environmental benefit to the community.
• Examples are setting up for events, consulting outside organizations that are holding events on
City grounds, and customer service.

6.4 MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
The maintenance review seeks to reveal opportunities for process improvement and modification to make
informed decisions and bring assets to their full lifecycle. The focus is on increasing efficiency within
existing operations to expand the capacity and better manage the magnitude of responsibilities as the
Department evolves in assets owned and services provided.
6.4.1 WORKLOAD
The following are current examples of the magnitude of major functions and services within Parks and
Facilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

800 service requests annually
Contract management and inspection of City-wide mowing contract at 194 locations, custodial
contractor at multiple City buildings
Approximately 60,000 bulbs planted annually in different locations within parks and right of way
medians
Dog park maintenance
Right of way (ROW) cost center maintains land at 92 sites
Trash collection for 273 trashcans throughout the park system
Maintain 178 garden plots for resident use
Dumpster collection at 23 locations
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small engine repair shop
Maintain state roads
Manage Capital Improvement Projects
Grant writing and administration
Turf maintenance of athletic fields
Playground inspections
ADA improvements
Grounds of City buildings and facilities
Set up for events, camps, programs, etc.
Maintain sport lighting at multiple locations

6.4.2 OPERATING STANDARDS
Overall, the Division is managed with several best practices in place, including documented operational
standards, policies, procedures, performance and manuals. This helps to ensure that high-quality
services are delivered and valued by the community. The primary focus is on outcomes that demonstrate
highly responsive quality maintenance and upkeep of the system. This allows for the continued safety
and enjoyment of the park system by residents and is evident from the 95% satisfaction rate from the
community needs survey results in Figure 18 (54% of households rating as excellent and 41% of households
as good).

Figure 18: Overall Quality of the Parks & Facilities Rating
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The best practice documents help provide direction to staff on approach to management, mandates, and
outcomes. Below are the Plans, Policies, Standards and Procedures that the Department has in place
and those that should be considered. It is worth noting the Division has several key components to a
maintenance management plan completed individually and could tighten this up by developing the plan
with the key components that are included below and create orientation to the plan and operations.
Some of the documents below are for the Department and include sections that speak to operations and
goals of the Parks and Facilities Division. These plans are specific to or have sections that apply to the
Parks and Facilities Division.
PLANS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ADA Transition Plan
Bikeway Master Plan
Comprehensive Master Plan- Recreation and Parks Chapter
Continuity of Operations Plan
Parks, Recreation and Open Space Plan (PROS)
Emergency Action Plan – Facilities, Events
Emergency Operations Plan
Marketing and Communications Plan
Master Street Tree Plan
Snow and Ice Emergency Plan
White-Tailed Deer Management Plan FY20
2010 Roofing Study (FY20 funding new Roofing Study) Basis for Roofing CIP
HVAC Replacement Plan – Operating Budget
Quarterly Preventative Maintenance Plan for HVAC Units
Life Safety Inspection Plan
Swim and Fitness Center Facility Conditions and Enhancement Plan
Facilities Preventive Maintenance plan
Snow emergency plan

POLICIES
• Cost Recovery Policy
• HR Policies
• Inclusion Policy
• Memorial Policy – Memorial Tree and Bench Policy
• Park Rules & Regulations ordinance and enforcement Policy - Events
• Procurement Policy
• R Zone (Respect) Policy
• Volunteer Policy
STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES
• Customer Service Standards
• Facility Standards
• Maintenance Standards – Checklist for inspections
• Onboarding Procedure
• Training Standards (annual calendar, inhouse, specialty)
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The facilities, amenities, community needs, and identified service improvements determine which of
these best practice documents are needed. Below are Plans, Policies, Standards and Procedures that
the Division could benefit from having in place.
PLANS
• Maintenance Management Plan – Capture institutional knowledge, document system evolution,
and combine all current policies, standards and procedures into one location
• Site Development Plans – RedGate property, undeveloped property or new property for
development or redevelopment
POLICIES
• Land Use / Management Policy – Document environmental needs within properties, identify
planned recreation uses and determine percentage of the system and each property that will
remain natural
STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES
• Update standards and include new assets that are being developed annually
6.4.3 PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The City has established a strong level of fiscal accountability by including performance measures in the
budget process. The following are the goals for the Division according to the 2020 Rockville Fiscal Year
Adopted Operating Budget and Capital Improvements Program.
•
•
•
•

Provide support services and leadership for the stewardship of all parks, facilities, rights of ways,
and the urban forest
Provide maintenance and management of all parks and open spaces to provide high quality, safe
places that contribute to distinctive neighborhoods and sound environmental stewardship
Provide maintenance and management of all City facilities to keep them in their as‐built
condition
Preserve, protect, maintain, and manage Rockville's urban forest

The following is an example of one of the goals, critical success factors, performance measures and
short-term objectives.

Figure 19: Example of Parks and Facilities Performance Measures and Short-Term Objectives from the Rockville Fiscal Year
2020 Operating Budget and Capital Improvement Program
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6.4.4 TECHNOLOGY
Technology is one component in management that can help to increase efficiency and effectiveness with
the automation or immediate ability to capture data necessary to complete or report on specific
operational tasks. Technology currently has a place within maintenance operations, but not a work order
system. Staff are continuously researching technology and applications that will help provide
maintenance staff with increased productivity and mobility. Ensuring staff are proficient with new
technology and its application in the field will help to ensure outcomes are achieved.
Web-based Work Order Management System: Currently, the department is using the HANSEN
Maintenance Management System and is set to be replaced in 2021. This is an opportunity to benefit
from a web-based workorder management system. An electronic work order system can help staff track
workflow, workload, asset management and populate reports on work accomplished using metrics such
as time to completion and costs associated with addressing the work order ticket. Tracking and
scheduling things like routine maintenance, asset preservation, projects, cost of service and total cost
of ownership, time required, and salaries will provide valuable information that will help the Department
tell its story.
A web-based workorder system that will automate reports using data entered by staff completing the
task and supplemental information added from payables and receivables.
An example of a benefit to Parks and Facilities from a system such as this would be to enter data while
at the site of the work such as playground inspections and track with photos, amount of time spent and
the costs associated with repairs to the assets. The data collected can be used to project maintenance
costs associated with the maintenance over the full life of the asset (full cost of ownership). This full
cost of ownership includes purchase, install, maintenance and replacement.
The figure below shows the results from the Community Needs Survey. The importance of the recreation
and park system to the community can be seen in the level of agreement in the value it provides
personally and from a property value perspective. It also demonstrates the communication efforts on
the benefits of the parks, facilities, programs and events. The community values the Department’s
facilities and services. Having a comprehensive workorder system that helps capture data, monitor
completion of asset preservation efforts and associated costs will strengthen the Department’s ability to
communicate the value that residents receive from Department services.
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6.4.5 EQUIPMENT
Currently, the City conducts regular trainings which incorporate equipment operation and safety. The
City also has a lifecycle replacement schedule for vehicles and equipment. These schedules are more
than assigning a date to replace, it also includes a deeper understanding of the equipment, its useful life
and regular monitoring to see if replacement dates can be extended.
Routine maintenance is conducted on equipment to ensure the safe use and reliability of vehicles and
equipment. There are times when equipment is unavailable due to other projects and repairs, so
schedule adjustments are made until equipment becomes available.
Best practices are in place for equipment and vehicles. These best practices help to ensure that the
staff have the right equipment available at the right time to achieve the results for the community, the
majority of the time. This leads to efficient operations and successful outcomes.

Figure 20: Level of Agreement for the potential Benefits

A lifecycle replacement schedule for indoor and outdoor facilities was not observed as part of this review.
If one is in place, it is important to update the schedule as new assets are added. The perception is that
there is a need for timely lifecycle replacement to avoid assets managing staff based on deteriorating
conditions.
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6.4.6 DIVISION ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN AND STAFFING
The Parks and Facilities Maintenance Division
has cost centers. Cost centers are subsections
of a division that is responsible for a specific
activity or group of activities that fall under a
specific division. The Division is responsible for
the following Cost Centers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Administration and Support
Athletic Field Services
East Parks Services
Facility Maintenance Services
Development Review
Horticulture Services
Parks Maintenance Fund
Right-of-Way Services
Urban Forestry Maintenance
West Parks Services

The Parks and Facilities Division has a total of
60.4 FTEs. The make-up of total FTEs is 58
fulltime FTEs and 2.4 part-time FTEs. This has
decreased by 2.5 from the previous year. Figure
22 shows that the decrease in FTEs is from
Forestry Development Review. Many of the
positions in Parks and Facilities Maintenance
Division have special skill sets. This makes
contracted services an important component to
Figure 21 - Parks and Facilities Maintenance Division FY2020
build capacity when positions cannot be filled
Audited Regular and Temporary FTEs
and for continuing to keep the high level of
service. The Division currently balances out capacity with contracted services.
Best practices to address capacity issues are not just contracted services but also the use of volunteers,
partnerships and professional development. These best practices help to achieve the level of quality
identified by the household responses in the statistically valid survey. These services are necessary due
to the magnitude of responsibilities and the need for specialized skill sets.
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6.4.7 PARKS AND FACILITIES ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

Figure 22: Parks & Facilities Maintenance Organization Chart

6.4.8 STAFFING
Skilled Staff and Capacity Building: The staff of this Division are very skilled in their respective fields.
The Division could benefit from hiring an electrical tradesman. When new or additional responsibilities
are added, the Department researches what resources are needed to complete the responsibilities by
identifying any training needs, technology needs, potential partners, or if services should be contracted
out to be efficient and effective.
Professional Development: The City is very supportive of ongoing professional development.
Professional development helps build needed skills for responsibilities and the acquired knowledge helps
to build capacity. Staff are empowered to take full ownership of their own progress and are supported
regularly through financial appropriations for training and development. In addition, it gives them the
ability to tackle routine maintenance and in-house projects while being responsive to urgent needs in a
timely fashion.
Cross-Training: The team has established cross training to meet the outcomes. This gives them the
ability to move forward in times when staff are on paid time off or when the responsible staff person is
dealing with another priority, others can fill in. The Parks and Facilities team has a history of great
internal teamwork and teamwork externally with other divisions within the Department and within the
City.
Human Resource Management: Filling vacant positions – laborer applications have declined; nonexperienced applicants have increased and seasonal positions are extremely difficult to fill. An example
of a difficult position to fill is the Tree Climber position. To assist in attracting qualified applicants and
hiring for difficult positions to fill, the Department should promote the culture of the Department, the
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investment into professional development and the benefits of the position in the job postings. An
example would be the job posting from Brownsburg, Indiana found below.

6.4.9 PARKS AND FACILITIES CONCLUSIONS
Parks and Facilities have the many functions as seen in Section 6.4.1 Workload. As this Division looks to
improve upon operations and development, it is important that this incorporates updating operations to
include expanding parks development, updating facilities to more energy efficient infrastructure, routine
maintenance and repairs. One example in operations is to update documents to include language that
these operational functions will be following environmentally sustainable best practices and formally
approved Mayor/Council initiatives. These best practices should also be incorporated into aging
infrastructure, contracted services, invasive species management and stormwater management
conclusions and strategies. Policies from the 2040 City Comprehensive Plan can be a reference.
The following are additional conclusions and strategies that have been identified in the review of Parks
and Facilities operations:
Aging Infrastructure: Conversely, the aging infrastructure is a concern. When infrastructure ages it
requires increases in maintenance to remain operational. Efficient management of routine tasks is at
times challenging with shifting priorities that can become immediate needs. The processes in place and
best practices contribute to the overall efficiency and effectiveness of the Department in achieving
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outcomes. All park assets should be considered infrastructure as the community has come to expect a
high quality of life and removing assets from the system will be met with a great level of dissatisfaction
by residents. All assets, including infrastructure (supply of utilities) should be placed on a replacement
plan so that costs are anticipated and can be included in annual budget requests. If considered deferred
maintenance, develop a plan to address over the course of implementing the Strategic Plan.
Increased Contract Management: One process that is increasing in magnitude is contract management
for operations. To maintain the capacity to manage the full scope of responsibilities, the number of
these contracts are increasing out of necessity. It is challenging to ensure that these services are being
delivered to the fullest extent of the contract due to the sheer number of contracted services. This is
especially noticeable when new tasks and projects become immediate needs requiring focus to be shifted
in the short-term to ensure outcomes are achieved with the additional responsibilities. Staff are
committed to success and the desire to ensure all outcomes are met. Training staff on the City’s
expectations in contract management, key performance indicators for each contractor and how to
resolve any conflicts and issues with services not being delivered. Establishing these standards and
training staff to achieve outcomes will result in better services or better selection of contractors.
Documenting Standards: Currently a challenge in processes is documenting new standards and standard
operating procedures that are evolving. This Division has a significant amount of institutional knowledge
that should be captured in Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) or Operations Manuals. It would be
difficult for a new person to come in and know all facets of responsibilities. This is an area of operations
that needs to be addressed in order to ensure outcomes continue to be achieved through standards.
Developing a Maintenance Management Plan will help to draw out institutional knowledge that should be
captured and documented. The Maintenance Management Plan should also address establishment of a
land use and management policy for the purpose of identifying current strengths,
weaknesses/challenges, opportunities, and threats to the efficient and effective management of public
lands and include references to prior approved plans or policies that are instrumental in establishing a
sustainable practice. Key performance indicators should be developed that demonstrate the results of
efforts in land management.
Heavy use of the Parks: The heavy use of the park system includes some unintended behaviors that
often has staff responding to repeated issues each day to return the parks and facilities to their best
condition. This issue has also been cited as a contributing factor to the restrooms being closed in the
parks. As the population continues to increase, the acquisition of land to spread out services or the
development of RedGate Park to provide additional recreational opportunities should also help to
alleviate the overuse of some parks and spaces.
Refuse / Recycling Management: Recycling space needs and the evolution of the industry is impacting
the cost of recycling making it cost prohibitive. This is compounded by the cost in the US to recycle and
the massive decrease in exported plastic waste to foreign countries. The inexpensive cost to produce
brand-new plastic has increased along with the oil and gas production in the US.
Invasive Species Management: Invasive species present a challenge to the long-term health of the
ecology of the parks system and natural areas in the City of Rockville. While management of these areas
is a deferred maintenance element, the Strategic Plan recommends inter-agency coordination to provide
near term solutions to identify and eradicate invasive species within the parks and associated natural
areas. This is in addition to the 1999 established volunteer opportunity to be a Weed Warrior in helping
the City in its efforts to remove invasive species. Actively promoting these will help better manage the
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spread and potential damage to the environment within the City. Launching a bi-annual campaign to
tell the story of local Weed Warriors should help to entice additional volunteers.
Integrated Stormwater Management (SWM): Maryland requires some of the most stringent SWM
regulations in the Country; however, its accepted practices are among the most innovative. This
innovation provides for opportunity integration into park spaces and landscapes. The City should consider
the integration of innovative SMW approaches to solve erosion issues where it exists on parkland. These
practices should include educational opportunities.
Marketing Plan: The Department should Develop a maintenance management plan using existing
standards, plans, processes and procedures. Include recreation amenities replacement list. This
combination will help identify gaps to be filled, offer an opportunity to develop an orientation and
training program to share institutional knowledge. -
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CHAPTER SEVEN MARKETING PLAN
As part of the Plan development process, the planning team performed an analysis of the marketing and
communications services offered by the Department. The analysis offers an in-depth perspective of
current marketing methods and helps identify strengths, challenges, and opportunities regarding
marketing. The analysis also assists in identifying target segments, marketing gaps within the community,
key system-wide issues, areas of improvement, and future marketing development.
The planning team based these program findings and comments from a review of information provided
by the Department, website content, statistically significant survey feedback, demographic information,
and discussions with staff. This report addresses the Marketing plan for the internal and external
customer.

7.1 MARKETING OVERVIEW
An article in the NRPA Parks and Recreation Magazine in September of 2017 identified parks and
recreation facilities, amenities, and programs as places where residents make lasting memories and
participate in life-long healthy activities. There is significant value seen by residents in these assets and
services.
In communities where the value is recognized by residents, agencies that invest in marketing and
branding potentially could obtain anywhere from $2-$12 return on investment for every dollar spent.
Yet, the vast majority of park and recreation agencies still don’t do it adequately. (Bhatt, 2017) The
article continues by telling readers that common mistakes are the understanding of the terms
“marketing” and “branding”. In simple terms, marketing is what you do, branding is who you are.
The article in the NRPA Parks and Recreation Magazine also speaks of the following five steps to improve
marketing and branding within agencies.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Eliminate the “Oh, I didn’t know you offered that!” excuse
Good Marketing = Storytelling with a focus on the “Why”
Building a brand that reflects your values
Invest in resources
Embrace Change

The analysis of marketing in preparation for implementing the Plan speaks to the Department’s efforts
in these five steps.
7.1.1 PROGRAM MARKETING OBSERVATIONS
Below are some overall observations that stood out when analyzing the program assessment data that
pertains to marketing programs and services:
•

•

From a marketing and promotions standpoint, the staff utilizes a variety of marketing methods
when promoting their programs including: print program guides, the Department’s website,
brochures and flyers, marquees, in-facility promotions/signage, digital media, and word of
mouth as a part of the marketing mix.
Department staff’s responsibilities include digital/social media strategy, content creation,
photography, and implementation. Department staff collaborate with the Public Information
Office (PIO) on the Recreation and Parks Guides (Life in Rockville & Adult 60+). Staff also deliver
the guides to area businesses, libraries, City facilities, and attend interest fairs to set up booth
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•

•

•

space for outreach. The PIO is responsible for graphic designs and city channels (monthly
newspaper, social media, website, Cable TV).
Department staff meet with the PIO quarterly for discussion on priorities, enhancements to the
approach and changes needed in the process. Recreation and Facilities staff help develop
content that is inserted into templates. These are best practices the City has in place. The
Department has limited training in Google Analytics, adobe illustrated, promo videos, and could
use training in Rec1 shopping cart reminders, promo-codes, gift cards and percent to goals.
Key data points are currently tracked including Website visitors, content downloads, Social
Media Reach and engagement rates, EBlast Open/Click rates, in person opportunities/referrals,
program registrations and rentals.
Return on Investments (ROI) are provided by MailChimp from Eblast data, Facebook Ads, and
anecdotally tracking registration from the Program Guides.

7.2 SWOT ANALYSIS
The consulting team conducted a work session for the Department staff to develop Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis for the Department’s Marketing services.
Note: A SWOT analysis considers strengths and weaknesses as internal in nature and areas where the
Department can exert some measure of control. On the other hand, opportunities and threats or more
external in nature and may be out of the control of the Department but will impact the Department
and its future success.
Strengths (Internal- You can Control)
•

Weaknesses (Internal- You can Control)
•

Support from PIO in developing and executing
comprehensive communication plans for each

Branding is not reflective of Department’s impact
on community

program area

•

Limited video production

•

Video production capabilities

•

Paper quality of Life in Rockville

•

Rockville Reports has high resident readership

•

In-house design & printing system provides limited

•

Life in Rockville ranks as top source for participant

production value

information

•

Limited stock of engaging images

•

Consistent social media presence

•

Park entrance signs mimic County’s, the school

•

Great stories to tell

system and other park agencies and need to be

•

Improved registration process

updated/replaced

•

Cross-promo throughout the City

•

Highly qualified and committed staff

•

Limited funding to market programs outside of
City publications or website

Opportunity (External-You may not be able to control)

Threats (External-You may not be able to control)

•

New technology

•

Technology changes so rapidly

•

New community development/new potential

•

Bureaucracy dampens creativity, flexibility

participants (Tower Oaks community (under

•

Limitations to registration system to offer

construction), Shady Grove and Twinbrook Quarter

discount codes, etc.

•

Explore digital marquee at facilities

•

Cultural diversity- new programming to attract new

non-profit and for-profit providers with more

participants

attractive facilities

•

•

Competing with other jurisdictions and similar

Build referral sources
Figure 23 - Marketing SWOT
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7.3 GOALS & OUTCOMES
The consulting team conducted an interview with the Department staff and evaluated all current
marketing collateral from key issues to outcomes of marketing within the Department. The following
information was obtained from all those cumulative sources:
7.3.1 GOALS AND TRACKING
• Tell Our Story
o The Department will look for opportunities to tell its story rather than rely on outside
sources to accurately represent the services, actions and projects.
• Engage Stakeholders
o Through improved, consistent, and proactive communications, the Department will
strive to increase awareness, participation, and feedback from residents and customers.
o Increase Eblast click rates to about 10% and minimum open rates to 40%
o Increase social media 10% annually across all platforms
o Expand Facebook reach to minimum 700/week
o Document Social Media increases through a marketing statistic spreadsheet including ROI
• Consistent Messaging
o Communication and marketing should support and reinforce the Department’s key goals
and objectives. This approach will position them as an essential and effective
department with a common purpose and direction.

7.4 TARGET MARKET
Once the marketing goals and outcomes have been defined, it is important to have a clear definition of
the target markets that will be the key revenue drivers. Discussions with staff, past utilization data,
information the strategic plan’s process and data captured through various demographic sources, have
all been used to define the primary and secondary target markets for the Department.
Market segmentation is critical to ensure resources are adequately allocated and marketing messages
are appropriately tailored. It is important to understand that the Department cannot be all things to all
people and by categorizing the universe of potential participants into specific categories, it can better
focus its marketing efforts. Just like the programming needs drive the facility design, similarly the target
markets should drive the marketing initiatives and methods used.
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7.4.1 MARKET SEGMENTATION
The Primary Target Market is the group that consumes the primary program and facility offerings
provided by the Department. These are the groups that have the greater spending emphasis and are
primary contributors to the Department’s bottom line. The chief focus of the marketing efforts ought to
be towards this group.
The Secondary Target Market includes audiences that are currently smaller but have the potential to
grow and, in some cases, become a primary target market in the future.
The Tertiary Target Market includes a small target audience that is important but constitutes a smaller
component of the Department’s overall user base. Their impact is often felt in terms of important
decision‐making roles or influencers impacting the primary and secondary target markets. The chart
below depicts the target markets for the Department:

Primary

•City of Rockville
Residents
•School Age
•Adults

Secondary

•60+ Adults
•Underserved user base
•Non-resident: local

Tertiary

•City employees
•Elected officials
•News media
•Businesses
•Non-residents: regional/
national/ internation

Figure 24: Marketing Segmentation

TARGET MARKET INSIGHT
As part of the community needs assessment (statistically-valid survey), the primary target market was
surveyed to gain insight into the why households participate in programs and reasons preventing
households from using services. This insight is valuable to marketing and communications going forward.
When asked what the primary reasons are why households have participated in programs the respondents
identified the location of the program as overwhelmingly the first reason they participate (83%) and the
fees charged for classes (61%) as the second reason. In the next set of responses, quality of program
content (49%), times program is offered (40%) and dates/days program is offered (40%). See the figure
below for all reasons selected.
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The reasons households participate in
programs can be incorporated into the
program descriptions that would
reinforce the brand in the eyes of the
customer.
An example would be
promoting a newly developed program
as another quality program from the
Department offered right here in
Rockville close to home.
A
promotional
opportunity
for
declining
programs
and
newly
developed programming could be to
sign up with a friend and receive a
discount (percentage) off with a code.
This can be tracked to see what the
return on investments is from the
registrations that have used the code.

Figure 25: (ETC) Why Participate

Conversely, the households responded
to the question, what prevents
households
from
using
parks,
recreation facilities, and programs of
the Department.
The top reason
preventing use and participation is not
enough time (29%) followed by
program times are not convenient
(25%) as the top tier. The next tier has
households identifying do not know
what is being offered (18%), program
or facility not offered (16%) and fees
too high (15%).
The Department
cannot address the reason not enough
time.
However,
addressing
the
remaining top five reasons when
developing new programming will
increase the participation levels and
alleviate barriers to households using the services.

Figure 26: (ETC) Barriers to Participation

When looking at the national benchmark for this question, the phrase “I do not know what is being
offered”, has a national average response of 34 percent where in Rockville it is 18 percent. This proves
the current efforts produce better results than the national average. Addressing lack of awareness
requires a sustained effort using all marketing methods available including cross promoting through
partnerships. The Town of Brownsburg, Indiana had great success with increasing awareness, revenue
and participation starting with leveraging partnerships for cross promotions. Through formalizing
partnerships and defining terms to include cross promotion, the parks and recreation department was
able to grow revenues by 20 percent and build their communications division.
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7.4.2 MARKET DEMOGRAPHIC & TRENDS
To ensure effective marketing outreach and strategies for the target market that the Department serves,
it is important to determine the size of the market and their key demographic. While the detailed
information is provided in Appendix A, below is a snapshot of the same.
DEMOGRAPHICS SUMMARY
• The City’s population annual growth rate (0.92%) is higher than the U.S.’s (0.85%) growth rate.
• Rockville’s household annual growth rate (1.03%) is also significantly higher than the national
(0.80%) average.
• The City’s racial distribution has a lower White Alone (53.3%) population and higher Asian
(23.5%) population, when compared to national percentage distribution: White Alone (69.6%) and
Asian (5.8%).
• The City’s per capita income ($55,055), as well as the median house income ($103,599) is well
above average, when compared to the U.S.’s income characteristics ($33,028 & $60,548).
NATIONAL TRENDS SUMMARY
National Trends that are also trends in Rockville are in bold and italicized in the table below.
General Sports
Basketball 24.2M
Golf 23.8M
Tennis 17.8M

General Fitness
Walking 111.1M
Treadmill 53.7M
Free Weights 51.3M

Baseball 15.9M

Run/Jog 49.5M

Soccer 11.4M

Stationary Cycling
36.7M

Outdoor Recreation
Hiking 47.9M
Bicycling (Road)
39.0M

Aquatics
Swimming Fitness
27.6M
Aquatic Exercise

Fishing (Freshwater)
39.0M

10.5M
Swimming

Camping 27.4M
RV Camping 16.0M
Figure 27: National Trends

Competition 3.0M

Water Sports
Kayaking 11.0M
Canoeing 9.1M
Snorkeling 7.8M
Jet Skiing 5.3M
Sailing 3.8M
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REGIONAL TRENDS SUMMARY
Regional Trends from parks and recreation agencies that are also offered in Rockville are in bold and
italicized in the table below. In the case of the City, all of the regional trends and US trends are also
offered by the Department.

Top 5 Most Offered Core Program Areas
(Offered by Parks and Recreation Agencies)

Mid-Atlantic (% of agencies offering)

U.S. (% of agencies offering)

•

Themed Special Events (90%)

•

Themed Special Events (87%)

•

Social Recreation Events (88%)

•

Team Sports (87%)

•

Team Sports (84%)

•

Social Recreation Events (86%)

•

Fitness Enhancement Classes (78%)

•

Health & Wellness Education (80%)

•

Individual Sports (75%)

•

Fitness Enhancement Classes (79%)

Figure 28: Regional Trends

TARGET PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN, SENIORS, AND PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES SUMMARY
Target programs for children, seniors and people with disabilities that are offered by Rockville, are in
bold and italicized in the table below. In the case of the City of Rockville, all of the targets have programs
offered by the Department.

Top 3 Most Offered Core Program Areas
(Targeting Children, Seniors, and/or People with Disabilities)
Mid-Atlantic (% of agencies offering)

U.S. (% of agencies offering)

•

Summer Camp (81%)

•

Summer Camp (82%)

•

Specific Senior Programs (76%)

•

Senior Programs (78%)

•

Specific Teen Programs (65%)

•

After School Programs (77%)

Figure 29: Regional Trends Special Markets
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LOCAL MARKET POTENTIAL INDEX (MPI)
The following charts show sport and leisure market potential data for the City’s service area, as provided
by ESRI, 2019. A Market Potential Index (MPI) measures the probable demand for a product or service
within the City of Rockville. The MPI shows the likelihood that an adult resident of the target area will
participate in certain activities when compared to the U.S. national average. The national average is
100, thus numbers below 100 represent lower than average participation rates, and numbers above 100
represent higher than average participation rates. The City is compared to the national average in four
(4) categories – general sports, fitness, outdoor activity, and commercial recreation. It is important to
recognize that participation in sports and recreation activities may be influenced by warming weather
trends due to climate change. The City will need to plan for an increase in programs during nighttime
hours, more shade structures, and more indoor programming. As seen in the report, the current indoor
recreation space is inadequate for future needs and will require planning for additional indoor space.
GENERAL SPORTS MARKET POTENTIAL
When analyzing the general sports MPI chart, Tennis (151 MPI), Soccer (127 MPI), and Golf (119 MPI) are
the most popular sports among City residents when compared to the national average.

General Sports MPI
Rockville
160
140

MPI Scores

National Average

151
127

119

120

106

102

89

100

88

84

Softball

Football

80
60

40
20
0

Tennis

Soccer

Golf

Volleyball Basketball Baseball

Figure 30: General Sports (MPI)

FITNESS MARKET POTENTIAL
The fitness MPI chart shows Yoga (151 MPI), Jogging/Running (137 MPI), Pilates (137 MPI), and Weight
Lifting (135 MPI) as the most popular activities among Rockville residents when compared to the national
average.

Fitness MPI
Rockville
160

151

137

MPI Scores

140

137

National Average
135

130

124

Zumba

Aerobics

120

119

117

100

80
60
40
20
0

Yoga

Jogging/
Running

Pilates

Weight
Lifting
104

Walking Swimming
for
Exercise
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OUTDOOR ACTIVITY MARKET POTENTIAL
When analyzing the outdoor activity MPI chart, Hiking (142 MPI), Bicycling-Road (126 MPI), BicyclingMountain (126 MPI), and Canoeing/Kayaking (117 MPI) are the most popular activities among City
residents when compared to the national average.

Outdoor Activity MPI
Rockville
160

142
126

140

MPI Scores

National Average

120

126

117

111
89

100

83

80

66

60
40

20
0

Hiking

Bicycling
(road)

Bicycling Canoeing/ Backpacking Horseback
(mountain) Kayaking
Riding

Figure 32: Outdoor Activity (MPI)

Boating
(power)

Fishing
(fresh
water)
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COMMERCIAL RECREATION MARKET POTENTIAL
The commercial recreation MPI chart shows Went to art gallery in last 12 months (161 MPI), Went to
museum in last 12 months (155 MPI), and Attended dance performance (152 MPI) as the most popular
activities among Rockville residents when compared to the national average. The proclivity of residents
to participate in commercial recreation is much higher than the national average. It is believed that this
is due to the close proximity of Rockville to Washington, DC. National museums in the Washington, DC
area have free admission. Commercial recreation participants are also the residents that would support
and use the Rockville Civic Center and Croydon Creek Nature Center. The competition in the region for
commercial recreation is strong.

Commercial Recreation MPI
(Last 12 Months)
Rockville

National Average

161

Went to art gallery

155

Went to museum
Attended dance performance

152

Went to live theater

151
135

Did photography
Danced/went dancing

124

Attended sports event

122

Visited a theme park in last 12 months

122

Did painting/drawing

120

Spent $100-249 on sports/rec equip

119
115

Visited an indoor water park in last 12 months

Did photo album/scrapbooking

113

Visited a zoo in the last 12 months

112
100

Spent $250+ on sports/rec equip
Went overnight camping in last 12 months

99

Spent $1-99 on sports/rec equip

99
0

20

40

60

80

MPI Scores
Figure 33: Commercial Recreation (MPI)
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7.5 CURRENT MARKETING MIX
7.5.1 CURRENT RECREATION MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS
The City of Rockville and the Department currently communicate with residents through the use of media
such as seasonal program guides “Life in Rockville” and “Adult 60+ Recreation and Services Guide” (print
and online), City of Rockville website, Rockville Reports, emails, and social media. In addition,
advertising materials are available at City facilities, school fliers/newsletters, E-Newsletters and banners
in the park. The Department uses these methods to tell their story, promote services, and engage the
customers.

Program Guides (Print)
Program Guides (Online)
Website
Smart Phone Enabled Site
App
Flyers and Brochures
Direct Mail
Email Blast
PSAs
Marquees
Paid Advertisement
Radio
TV-Local Channel 11 (City Run)
On-Hold Pre Programmed Phone Messages
SMS Marketing
Newsletters
Special Events
Word of Mouth
In-Facility Promotions and Signage
Facebook
Twitter
Flickr
YouTube Channel
Blogs/Vlogs
Webinars
QR Codes
Other Senior Expo (Opportunity)
Other Staff Presentations
Instagram

Swim & Fitness
Center

Nature Programs

Adults 60+

Adults

Summer Camps

Tots & Preschool

Children & Teen

Methods of Promotion

Arts, Culture, &
Events

Effective marketing and communication strategies require striking an appropriate balance between the
content (storytelling) with the volume of messaging while utilizing the “right” methods of delivery. The
City has a broad distribution of delivery methods for promoting programs. Currently, the City has a Style
Guide and “Connect, Create and Celebrate” campaign, and communication plan, however it is
recommended that the City update the marketing plan for the Department that factors in current
successes with centralized and decentralized processes while complementing the efforts of the City.

KEY
No
Current- maybe eliminate
Current
Not considered
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7.5.2 WAYS PEOPLE LEARN OF PARKS AND RECREATION SERVICES
As part of the statistically-valid survey for this strategic key question “How do you learn about City of
Rockville Department of Recreation and Parks programs and activities,” was asked as a multiple-choice
question with more than one answer available to be selected. The responses collected helped identify
the most used methods by households seeking information on the programs and services. The “Life in
Rockville”, the City Website, and Rockville Reports are the top three methods by households.

Figure 35: (ETC) Learning about programs
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7.6

DIGITAL MARKETING

Agencies are often limited by municipal communications departments pushing for a consistent voice and
controlled messaging. While consistency is a good thing, it is becoming more imperative for agencies to
educate the communication departments on the differences in services of parks and recreation
departments from other municipal services. (Bhatt, 2017)
Parks and recreation agencies constantly compete for resident’s time with public and private
organizations, or simply with binge-watching television, playing video games or using the newest app to
communicate with friends. There is no such competition for the police, the fire department or public
works trying to entice residents to choose their services over another organization. This is where
marketing and communications of municipalities can be more focused on providing simple information
by telling people what is offered, where is it offered and how to participate. Marketing and
communications in the parks and recreation industry has evolved to include the features, advantages and
benefits for users and a call to action that encourages participation.
The Department has achieved success in digital marketing but are limited in resources to master the
current level of marketing and communications. The current approach to marketing has the Marketing
and Development Manager’s dedicated time split. Enhancing customer engagement to a higher level and
digital marketing to the next level requires greater focus on developing brand recognition.
The best delivery method for building the brand recognition and telling the Department’s story is through
digital marketing. Digital marketing allows the Department to keep messaging fresh and update the story
easily when something new that demonstrates the values is being implemented. Print marketing does
not allow quick and real time updates to the story. Social media is a good example of this as it provides
the platform to consistently share behind the scenes activities and reinforce the brand on a weekly, if
not daily basis.
7.6.1 SOCIAL MEDIA TRENDS
The City has great use of Web 2.0 technology with Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, and NextDoor. The key to
successful implementation of a social network is to move the
participants from awareness to action and creating greater user
engagement. This could be done by:
•
•
•
•

•

Allowing controlled ‘user generated content’ by encouraging users to send in their pictures from
the City’s special events or programs
Introducing Facebook-only promotions to drive greater visitation to Facebook
Leverage the website to obtain customer feedback for programs, parks and facilities and
customer service
Expand opportunities for Crowdsourcing information on an ongoing basis. Crowdsourcing is used
for a call out of all types of resources such as manpower, volunteers, and equipment to help
accomplish your set goal.
o Some existing resources include mindmixer.com and peakdemocracy.com which can be
evaluated if the Department has the resources and can utilize it on an on-going basis.
o Crowdsourcing options could include printing program guides or
developing marketing material
Provide opportunities for Donations or Crowdfunding through the website.
Crowdfunding is a monetary call out to complete a project or meet a goal. It is
best practice to work with a third party (friends’ group/civic organization) to
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Precentage of U.S. Population

lead this effort. It is important to be cautious and have a contingency plan if the efforts do not
raise the money needed for the initiative.
o kickstarter.org / indiegogo.com / razoo.com these sites help bring small amounts of
money together to create needed capital.
• Maximize the website’s revenue generating capabilities
• Conduct annual website strategy workshop with the staff to identify ways and means that the
website can support the City’s Social Media Trends
Social Media Users
Over the last decade, social media
Precentage of U.S. Population Who
has become one of the Country’s
Currently Use Any Social Media
fastest growing trends. It has grown
from only ten percent of the country
using social media in 2008 to an
77% 80% 77% 79%
70%
estimated seventy-nine percent of
63% 66%
the U.S. population currently using
57%
53%
some form of social media. With
44%
such a large percentage of the
population using these online media
10% 21%
platforms in their daily lives, it
becomes essential for the City to
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
continue to take advantage of these Source: https://www.statista.com/statistics/273476/percentage-of-us-population-withmarketing opportunities and new a-social-network-profile/
ones that emerge. Social media can be a useful and affordable tool to reach current and potentially new
system users. Such platforms as Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, Pinterest, Twitter or LinkedIn are
extremely popular with not only today’s youth but also young and middle-aged adults.
Social Media Platforms
Below is a chart that depicts the most frequently used social media sites throughout the world. As of
August 2019, Facebook stands out as the most heavily trafficked social media platform, with an estimated
2.2 billion visitors per month with YouTube coming in second with 1.9 billion visitors per month.

Source: https://www.statista.com/topics/2237/internet-usage-in-the-united-states/
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7.6.2 WEBSITE
The current webpage is within the city’s website, Recreation and Parks are located under “Services.”
The Services drop down menu provides you with a list of services from animals and pets to water, sewer
& stormwater, which makes it harder for the user to find information specific simply to Recreation and
Parks There are several tabs that could be considered Recreation and Parks including; arts & culture,
camps & childcare, recreation activities, and recreation centers & parks. The recreation registration
site is a mobile friendly website which is good and a key tool in today’s times of increased smartphone
utilization.

The focus on a brand is stronger when the values of the people behind the brand are known by the
consumer. Consistently showing the human side of the brand and people working for the company living
their values and the organization mission is something all humans can relate to. These relatable moments
are reinforced when actually experienced by customers through interactions. This makes it important
to train staff on the culture, storytelling and customer service.

7.7 RESOURCE REQUIREMENT
7.7.1 BUDGET
From a budget standpoint, the benchmark for best‐in‐class agencies is 2% ‐ 3% of the operating budget
allocated towards marketing activities. Currently, the Department’s spending (0.7%) is much lower
though, the budget for marketing currently does not include a proportionate salary of the City’s Public
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Information Office (PIO). It is a challenge to identify the PIO costs into the Department’s budget as it is
not isolated and tracked while one must recognize the PIO’s contribution to all departments in
communications and marketing.
Additional funding sources outside of dedicated Department spending should be evaluated to support the
resource requirements. This could include leveraging resources for earned income through partnerships,
foundations and sponsorships. It could also include tapping into an appropriate volunteer base who could
help create pathways for fundraising and advocacy.
The City has invested in resources and prioritized their spending on marketing and branding over several
years to build a solid foundation that has served the City and Department well. Best practice priorities
to build marketing and branding resources begin with allocating dollars towards marketing within the
budget, defining the marketing staff levels and budgeting for continued education, advance technology
for automation and alerts, invest in marketing partnerships, and contracting for the development of
collateral materials.
The following are some of the investments that can help bolster marketing efforts:
•
•
•
•

•

Develop a Department logo and style guide to ensure a consistent look for the Department
Ensure dedicated staffing to achieve the outcomes
Invest in professional design and copywriting support (contract services)
Provide ongoing training to staff during orientation and building in refresher-training on content
development, taking pictures, and the overall culture and values that need to be shared in
marketing and communications.
Marketing & Communications is what you should think of first. Involve marketing and
communications in the very beginning of initiatives and projects.

While there is some skepticism about the financial investment in marketing, Genesee County Parks and
Recreation, Michigan is a case study and a poster child for why it is critical to do so. This agency first
conducted a marketing return on investment (ROI) analysis a few years ago by assessing its direct
spending on all advertising for its Halloween event. It tracked total print and digital spending on
Halloween ads by region and compared it to total visitors from those areas to this event.
The agency found that $31,000 in marketing and
visitors, generating revenues of $424,000 through
revenue for every marketing and advertising dollar
other events resulted in an ROI ranging from $2 to
on marketing/advertising. (Bhatt, 2017)

advertising spending resulted in more than 32,000
direct ticket sales, for an ROI of more than $13 in
spent. A similar assessment conducted across all its
$12.71 in direct revenue generated per dollar spent

7.7.2 STAFFING
From a staffing perspective, agencies the size of the Department have marketing divisions with staff time
fully dedicated to it. Some examples include Prince George’s County/Montgomery County MD, Carmel
Clay Parks and Recreation, IN, MetroParks Tacoma among others. Currently, the Department has a
Marketing and Development Manager, whose job responsibilities are split between marketing &
communications (60%) and development (40%). The City also has a coordinator within PIO for digital
marketing that assists all City departments with email marketing and social media.
The planning team suggests having two full time staff and an intern dedicated toward the Department’s
marketing and development efforts. This staffing plan can be developed over the next 5 years. Adding
the part-time intern first to support current Marketing and Development Manager with current growth of
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Department needs. Once the Department’s needs outweigh the intern’s capacity the department could
assess the ROI of an additional full-time staff member, Marketing Associate. The consultant team
recommends the following positions and their duties:
Marketing and Development Manager (Advertising / Promotions / ROI and Analytics) (existing position)
Responsible for the Implementation of the strategic direction. This position will also lead the
development of advertising and promotions strategies. It will track the effectiveness of the
implementation process through analytics, return on investment and performance metrics.
Key facets include deciding what and how data should be tracked. This should be extended to all data
collected through web analytics, email campaigns, SMS marketing, social media, marketing automation,
search engine optimization and other mediums. This information would be shared with the internal team
to continue design of future promotions and tailor the message based on the findings from the data
captured. This position will also liaise with the City’s HR or training and development team to develop
on‐going training programs for Department staff and with the PIO to ensure the messaging is consistent
with the City’s overall branding requirements.
Marketing Associate (Content Design and Development Support) (new position) – This position is
responsible for content design and development. They would be providing support services to the
Department team and program staff. The primary area of support will be for marketing initiatives online
including website maintenance and updates. The ancillary area of support will be for the print collateral
and material required for the print media as well.
Social Media and Crowdsourcing Head (Intern) – This could be an internship program for a student to
work with the City of Rockville in managing social media engagement efforts, keeping up with technology
trends, mining the internet for crowdsourced data to gauge public opinion about Department’s offerings,
develop messages responding to their opinion and support the team in tracking social media ROI or as
required. The internship can be established in partnership with University of Maryland, Montgomery
College and Strayer University where degrees in communications, computer and information technology,
design and graphics, digital design and web development are offered.
Staff growth must be a phased approach and, in keeping with the Department’s overall philosophy, the
Department must evaluate outsourcing various marketing components, when appropriate. Currently, the
Department utilizes recreation staff and PIO to help supplement marketing efforts. Where possible, it
may be more practical to centralize this within the Department’s Marketing Division.
To maintain quality relationships from the development side of marketing, currently under the Marketing
and Development Manager, the addition of a second Marketing Associate may be required (Full-Time staff
totaling 3). This associate’s duties would focus on all the development & relationship sides of marketing.
Also, the Department could tap into the existing volunteer network to utilize skilled volunteers
supplementing the capacity for marketing tactics and initiatives to designing and copywriting.
Often, marketing is disconnected from the financial results of the organization and there is a lack of
alignment between marketing efforts and resources invested. Having a good understanding of the
financial results achieved from the marketing efforts, provide the staff and Department an understanding
of the effectiveness of the marketing mediums used. There should be a correlation between marketing
dollars and targeted areas that have the greatest potential to produce revenue, reinforce the brand or
enhance brand visibility.
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Marketing staff tend to be deluged with requests, and it is hard to determine what one can do and what
one cannot do, in terms of resource allocation. It often results in a more reactive approach with the
focus on an individual activity such as producing a marketing flyer or updating the website.
To that end, it would be helpful for the team to provide an internal customer orientation to ensure the
developed marketing process is understood. On an annual basis, the marketing team should lead a
meeting to review the upcoming year’s goals and objectives, which will keep everyone on the same page.
Additionally, working closely with technology staff, in terms of monitoring customer registration
processes, web usage patterns and data mining to measure marketing effectiveness is recommended.

7.8 TOOLS & GUIDELINES
The following are the list of templates and guidelines that should be developed as a part of the plan.
The list of all the different guidelines and procedures are provided below. This list will continue to
expand and modify as the marketing team continues establishing new standards and existing standards
evolve.
7.8.1 MARKETING AND BRANDING STANDARDS
When building a brand that reflects an agency’s values, it is important to know that your brand identity
is defined by how people perceive the services, the employees and the level of trust for quality services.
Consistency in marketing, messaging, and positive customer interactions all build or reinforce the
Department’s brand. Seeking behind the scenes photos and operational stories that demonstrate staff
living the values and mission of the Department reinforce the brand. Being intentional about
communicating and demonstrating your values yields results.
This area can be enhanced by the department to stand out in a competitive area with multiple similar
providers. Rockville is the County Seat and the need for the City services to stand out and be more easily
recognized cannot be overstated, especially when it comes to recreation and parks. Many park signs
resemble county, school system, and other local park jurisdiction signs and the need to brand these with
colors and a Department logo will ensure residents know where their contributions are going and which
facilities are made possible by Rockville
residents. In many cities across the country,
municipalities have recognized the need to
follow private sector practices in marketing
product and service lines, especially when
these are enterprise-type services such as
Recreation and Parks are in Rockville.
Simply stated, the municipality is the parent
company and the Department is the offspring
of the City. This understanding drives the
design of parks and recreation department’s
logos in these cities. These department logos
and sub-branding are designed in a manner to
complement the city logo’s and in some
instances an adaptation of the city logo.
Here are a couple of examples that demonstrate parks and recreation logos representing what they value
and the relationship between the City and the Department logos. The first example shows the company
(City of Memphis) and service line (Memphis Parks and Neighborhoods). The tie in here is a
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complementary gold color, the oak leaf, and the City logo is even incorporated into the Department logo.
The second as company (City of Chesterfield) and service line (Chesterfield Parks, Recreation & Arts).
The tie in here is the trees and the hill to the left incorporated into their Department’s logo with a trail
and family added. The color is complementary to the City’s logo. Each of these instances have helped
these parks and recreation agencies stand out in their area with many similar providers competing for
area resident’s disposable income.
Apart of the staffing vision session was developing a unified Department Culture and campaigns that
reinforce the impact that the services have in “Nurturing Community Connections” which evolved from
“Connect, Create, Celebrate,” was mentioned several times across multiple groups. “We R...” was one
of the potential campaigns developed during the workshop. “We R” could be used across all marketing
and communications to help convey the human story of all the department’s operations, reinforcing the
impact the services have on the community:
•
•
•
•
•

Program Registrations
Rentals
Center Memberships
Sponsorships
Volunteers

The logo to the right is just an example of what “We R” could resemble, being
able to change out the lower word to reflect the Department’s vision, mission,
or core values. The Department could display values such as DIVERSE,
STEWARDS, INNOVATIVE, COMMUNITY, etc.
BRANDING STANDARDS
• Email signature protocol-universal signature template
• Flyer development standards (templates)
• Social Media guidelines & set-up -Social Media Standards (Appendix)
• Media inquiry & response guidelines
• Collateral material guidelines
• Department logo protocol (identity guidelines)
• Program Market & Promotion Methods Template (Appendix)
• Logo Database
• Digital Marketing Standard
• Market ROI Model (Section 1.9)
POLICIES TO BE UPDATED/DEVELOPED
• Earned Income Policy including partnership/donations/crowdfunding
• City/Department Sponsorship Policy to pursue additional system-wide, packages and long-term
sponsorships opportunities.
• Advertising and Media Buying Policy pertaining especially to online advertising and media
buying
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7.9 MARKETING RETURN ON INVESTMENT
Focusing on Return on Investment (ROI) for all marketing spending may assist with cost recovery goals.
While it may be unrealistic to be able to accurately track the return on all marketing, it would be useful
to establish certain tracking measures that would help the staff make informed decisions. The following
section outlines the process that provides the ROI template that could be used to evaluate the City of
Rockville’s marketing vision.
7.9.1 PROCESS
The process recommendations to track user information and participation metrics include:
Encourage user sign‐up for email database: Provide incentives through discounts, promotions or
contests through the website alone. An example would be to offer early bird registration for programs
through the website only. This would help identify the effectiveness of all automated or email marketing
and help identify ‘open’ and ‘click through’ rates.
Social Networking Groups: Those who are ‘fans’ on Facebook (eventually ‘Followers’ on Twitter,
Pinterest or Instagram) could also be provided specific incentives, similar to email blasts, to sign up.
Web analytics (e.g. Google Analytics): As mentioned earlier, Google Analytics can continue to help the
PRNS identify the most popular pages, and sections or sub‐sections that users view. Additionally,
information regarding key words entered into search engines to locate web sites driving the most traffic
to the City of Rockville site should be tracked.
Track sources of information during registration, special events and at facilities: Ensure every
program registration format obtains the source of information that drove the participant to sign up for
the program. During special events, utilize the volunteer base to conduct intercept surveys using iPads
or tablets and identify participant data. Data could include ‘how they heard about the program or event’,
‘where they were coming from’, ‘length of stay’, ‘anticipated spending’ and ‘willingness to be a part of
future correspondence about promotions or incentives from the City or Rockville.
Build database identifying sources of information for participants and corresponding revenue
generated: By developing the database that documents the sources of information used by respondents
and the corresponding fee / dollar spending for those programs. Potentially, being able to identify
individual marketing methods and the corresponding revenue generated through the participants.
Document true costs of marketing: Utilize the currently used Cost of Service Model’s structure to track
true costs of marketing for a specific activity or program, event, or facility. The true cost would include
all direct costs associated with the activity including cost of printing, mailing, buying advertisements
etc. True cost would also include direct and overhead staff time allocated.
7.9.2 TRACKING RETURN ON INVESTMENT
The Consulting Team has developed a basic formula and a sample of a model that may help staff track
and calculate ROI
The model below should be developed in excel with calculating equations.
Marketing ROI = Contribution ($) generated from external referred customer
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($) for staff interaction & other costs to manage & engage in the process

•
•
•
•

Figures in the table above are not actual and are only used to demonstrate use of the template
Response Rate (% of responses expected from the total list)
Conversion Rate (% of respondents that will make a purchase)
Buyers=Participants

7.9.3 SOCIAL MEDIA ROI
It is now possible to quantify the impact of the social media strategies that City of Rockville uses and
their effect in building engagement. The eventual goal of any social media is to convert ‘followers’ and
‘friends’ into purchasers.
Google Analytics provides Social Reports for three key areas and are very effective in measuring the ROI
of Social Media strategies
•
•

•

Social Conversions Report – this shows conversion rates and monetary value of conversions that
occurred due to social network visitations.
Social Sources Report – this shows which social networks refer the highest quality traffic. Clearer
identification helps refine social strategy and time and resource allocation towards individual
networks.
Social Sharing Report – this tracks the extent to which content on the website and on external
social sites is shared. The more content is shared, the higher its effectiveness.
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7.10 MARKETING CONCLUSION
One thing is for certain, change will happen with or without your involvement. It is far better to embrace
the change and be involved in determining how best to harness it for better service delivery. This will
lead to your organization defining the next practices that make you great before many others have even
figured out to embrace the change. The Department has embraced change in marketing and
communications and their approach to transitioning services to keep a fresh supply to achieve the
majority of the goals. An intentional investment in transitioning marketing and branding the
Department’s service lines to the next practice will help bolster the return on the investment through
participation, support and revenues. With ever-increasing choices and competition, intentional
marketing and branding backed by an appropriate level of funding is a critical tool to achieving a desired
level of financial sustainability.
The parks and recreation industry has evolved as a result of increased competition from non-profit and
for-profit organizations. Recreation and Parks departments are the only municipal department with
whom residents have to choose to spend their disposable income. Developing consistent messaging based
on the mission of “Nurturing Community Connections” will help unify communications. Developing a
brand and marketing all aspects of operations consistently to customers and potential customers will
help build a life-long relationship and support. Digital marketing is an important avenue to communicate
services and development in an everchanging environment.
The data analysis and strategies are meant to help the Department build long-term customer
relationships through telling a compelling story that inspires your community to participate, support
operations and development, and advocate for improvement of its park and recreation services. The
following strategies will help Rockville continue the forward progress in marketing that has been
established for parks and recreation services.
•

•

Design a Recreation and Parks logo for continued brand development and more easily recognized
parks, facilities, programs and events. The diversity of the community is such that having quick
identifiable visuals will help all visitors find Rockville parks and facilities. This is helping the
public understand who is providing the service/facility, who benefits, and where to go to
participate. When the city goes through a new branding process, the Department should
participate in the process and develop a Recreation and Park brand that complements the City
brand.
Enhance digital marketing mix to help replace the absence of a print newspaper in the area.
o Make signage in parks and facilities a strong piece in the branding – this is where the City
can stand out among the competition. It is important for the residents to distinguish
between Rockville and others and a very good way to demonstrate what the residents
are getting for their tax dollars.
o Place a couple of digital marquee signs in a couple of major parks and facilities including
Fallsgrove Park, community centers, Swim and Fitness Center and RedGate Park. Be
strategic to choose locations near fiber infrastructure so the signs can be easily
changed/updated from a computer workstation. This is particularly beneficial when
immediate needs or emergencies develop. These signs can be used to communicate
other City services and accomplish City-wide communication goals as well. It is
important to ensure that the signs are in line with City ordinances for signs. If the
Department sees the value in the addition of marquees, they may have to follow the
processes to amend current ordinances.
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Capture more comprehensive photography for print and digital collateral. This can be
accomplished in two ways. First, training staff on capturing moments with their
subsidized or issued phones. It may also be beneficial to strategically select programs
and events where you contract with a photographer or drone operator to capture pictures
for digital marketing. Drones also make great video footage along trails, waterways,
parks, and facilities creating video content for future promotions.
o Increase customer engagement through social media campaigns and contests. Campaigns
should be used to increase awareness, reach and followers. Contests can be centered
around national days, special happenings, and unique opportunities within the city by
getting new people into the park with photo contest.
o Monday Morning Messaging Meetings – The intent is to discuss with division leaders about
the current week’s or following week’s planned operational activities. These meetings
are a great opportunity to discuss campaigns and contests that build the human
connection with followers and reinforce the brand when they see pictures and video of
staff living out the mission, vision and values. These can be electronic meeting to save
windshield time.
From a marketing and promotions standpoint, continue to maintain a diverse marketing mix.
This includes continuing the site/core service specific communications plans. Overall, the
Department should develop a Recreation and Parks marketing plan that supports each cost
center, each cost center’s priorities to reach cost recovery or community services goals. Make
sure this plan shares the spotlight celebrating the Recreation and Park’s successes; annual
reports, services provided, and volunteer recognition with the public across all platforms. The
department could better identify marketing return on investment (ROI) for all marketing
initiatives. As well as, find opportunities to increase the number of cross-promotions internally.
Consider the addition of another marketing & communications position to assist with existing
staff efforts, help protect the brand, and consistently engage the citizens / visitors on social
media with contests, throwback Thursdays (history of park system development), etc.
Continue to train Department staff. Develop training on marketing and communication best
practices in Google Analytics, adobe illustrated and promo videos, while developing training in
Rec1 shopping cart reminders, promo-codes, gift cards and percent to goals.
Consider simplifying the website to have Core Program Areas identified for participants and staff
to quickly identify program information.
Update the marketing plan specifically for the Department to include the components identified
above; marketing tools, standards, guidelines and policies to create one culture or brand.
Establish priority segments to target in terms of new program/service development and
communication tactics.
Establish and regularly review performance measures for marketing; performance measures can
be tracked through increased use of customer surveys as well as some web-based metrics.
Leverage relationships with partners to enhance marketing efforts through cross-promotions
that include defined measurable outcomes.
Develop an ROI workbook to help staff make strategic decisions about marketing to improve staff
capacity, cost recovery and mission of the Department.
o

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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CHAPTER EIGHT – STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN
8.1 VISION
The following vision presents how the Department desires to be viewed in the future:
“To be THE place to make lifelong memories as you live, work, play and thrive.”

8.2 MISSION
The following is the mission for how the Department will implement the vision:
“To nurture community connections.”

8.3 CORE VALUES
•
•
•
•
•

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
Exceptional Customer Experience
Stewardship of Resources
Innovation
Collaboration

8.4 BIG MOVES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build a standalone brand identity for the Recreation and Parks Department to tell its story and
increase community awareness and participation
Continue to identify new and dedicated funding sources to ensure long-term financial
sustainability
Design, develop and maximize the use of RedGate Park as a community asset and a regional
destination
Ensure equity of access in program and park / facility distribution throughout Rockville
Evaluate the viability of a multi-generational community facility focused on new recreational
programming, performing arts and cultural offerings
Redevelop King Farm Farmstead to balance its existing historic amenities with newer cultural
and recreation offerings

8.5 CONCLUSION
The Rockville community is fortunate to have the diversity and variety of offerings that the Department
provides, a rarity for a City this size. The staff’s dedication, their commitment to serving the community
and desire to constantly keep improving are key facets that differentiate the Department from others
and will be vital components to ensure the successful implementation of this Plan.
This Plan provides a roadmap to help the Department evolve and innovate as the Rockville community
diversifies and new trends emerge. From all indications, the Department is well-positioned to
successfully continue impacting lives and nurturing community connections through recreation programs,
parks and trails, special events and facilities ranging from sports to aquatics and from nature to culture.
The Consulting Team has no doubt that the Department and its staff will leave no stone unturned to
implement this plan and ensure that Rockville will achieve its vision of being
THE place to make lifelong memories as you live, work, play and thrive
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APPENDIX A – DEMOGRAPHIC AND TRENDS ANALYSIS
METHODOLOGY
Demographic data used for the analysis was obtained from U.S. Census Bureau and from Environmental
Systems Research Institute, Inc. (ESRI), the largest research and development organization dedicated to
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and specializing in population projections and market trends.
All demographic data was acquired in October 2019 and reflects actual numbers as reported in the 2010
Census as well as estimates for 2019 and 2024 as obtained by ESRI. Straight line linear regression was
utilized for 2029 and 2034 projections. The City boundaries shown below were utilized for the
demographic analysis (Figure 36).

Figure 36: City Boundaries
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CITY POPULACE
POPULATION
The City’s population experienced an increase in growth within recent years, increasing 8.28% from 2010
to 2019 (0.92% per year). This is above the national annual growth rate of 0.85% (from 2010-2019).
Similar to the population, the total number of households also experienced an increase in recent years
(9.27% since 2010) with 1.03% per year.
Currently, the population is estimated at 66,402 individuals living within 25,902 households. Projecting
ahead, the total population and total number of households are both expected to continue growing at
an above average rate over the next 15 years. Based on 2034 predictions, the City is expected to have
74,729 residents living within 29,351 households (Figures 37 & 38).
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Figure 37: Total Population
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Figure 38: Total Number of Households

2034
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AGE SEGMENT
Evaluating the City by age segments, Rockville is an older community, with the primary population falling
between the age of 35 and 74. The City has a median age of 40.3 years old which is slightly above the
U.S. median age of 38.5 years. Assessing the population as a whole, the City is projected to continue its
current aging trend. Over the next 15 years, the 55+ population is expected to grow to represent 36% of
the City’s total population. This is largely due to the increased life expectancies and the remainder of
the Baby Boomer generation shifting into the senior age groups (Figure 39).
Due to the continued growth of the older age segments, it is useful to further segment the “Senior”
population beyond the traditional 55+ designation. Within the field of parks and recreation, there are
two commonly used ways to partition this age segment. One is to simply segment by age: 55-64, 65-74,
and 75+. However, as these age segments are engaged in programming, the variability of health and
wellness can be a more relevant factor. For example, a 55-year-old may be struggling with rheumatoid
arthritis and need different recreational opportunities than a healthy 65-year old who is running
marathons once a year. Therefore, it may be more useful to divide this age segment into “Active,”
“Low-Impact,” and/or “Social” Seniors.

Population by Age Segment
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Figure 39: Population by Age Segments

75+
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RACE AND ETHNICITY DEFINITIONS
The minimum categories for data on race and ethnicity for Federal statistics, program administrative
reporting, and civil rights compliance reporting are defined as below. The Census 2010 data on race are
not directly comparable with data from the 2000 Census and earlier censuses; therefore, caution must
be used when interpreting changes in the racial composition of the US population over time. The latest
(Census 2010) definitions and nomenclature are used within this analysis.
•

American Indian – This includes a person having origins in any of the original peoples of North
and South America (including Central America), and who maintains tribal affiliation or community
attachment

•

Asian – This includes a person having origins in any of the original peoples of the Far East,
Southeast Asia, or the Indian subcontinent including, for example, Cambodia, China, India,
Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippine Islands, Thailand, and Vietnam

•

Black – This includes a person having origins in any of the black racial groups of Africa

•

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander – This includes a person having origins in any of the
original peoples of Hawaii, Guam, Samoa, or other Pacific Islands

•

White – This includes a person having origins in any of the original peoples of Europe, the Middle
East, or North Africa

•

Hispanic or Latino – This is an ethnic distinction, a subset of a race as defined by the Federal
Government; this includes a person of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, South or Central American,
or other Spanish culture or origin, regardless of race

Please Note: The Census Bureau defines Race as a person’s self-identification with one or more of the
following social groups: White, Black or African American, Asian, American Indian and Alaska Native,
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander, some other race, or a combination of these. Ethnicity is
defined as whether a person is of Hispanic / Latino origin or not. For this reason, the Hispanic / Latino
ethnicity is viewed separate from race throughout this demographic analysis.
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RACE
Analyzing race, Rockville’s current population is more diverse compared to the national representations;
due predominately to a higher representation in the Asian population. The 2019 estimate shows that
53% of the population falls into the White Alone category and 24% of the population falls into the Asian
racial distribution, which is the largest minority representation. With the exception of lower White Alone
racial distribution, the racial diversification of the City is somewhat similar to the national population,
which is approximately 70% White Alone, 13% Black Alone, and 7% Some Other Race. The predictions for
2034 expect the City’s diversity to somewhat remain the same, with the White Alone population
projected to decrease to 42% (Figure 40).
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City of Rockville
Figure 40: Population by Race

ETHNICITY
The City’s population was also assessed based
on Hispanic/Latino ethnicity, which by the
Census
Bureau
definition
is
viewed
independently from race. It is important to
note that individuals who are Hispanic/Latino
in ethnicity can also identify with any of the
racial categories from above. Based on the
2010 Census, those of Hispanic/Latino origin
represent 18% of the City’s current population,
which is equal to the national average (18%
Hispanic/ Latino).
The Hispanic/Latino
population is expected to grow over the next
15 years, increasing to 25% of the City’s total
population by 2034 (Figure 41).
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Figure 41: Population by Ethnicity
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HOUSEHOLD INCOME
As shown below (Figure 42), the City’s per capita income ($55,055) and median household income
($103,599) are both above the current state averages ($41,447 & $81,440). When compared to the U.S.,
Rockville’s income characteristics are well above the national averages ($33,028 & $60,548).

Income Characteristics
Median Household Income

CITY O F RO CK V ILLE

MARYLAND

Figure 42: Income Characteristics
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CITY OF ROCKVILLE DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARATIVE SUMMARY
The table below is a summary of the City’s demographic figures. These figures are then compared to
the state and U.S. populations. This type of analysis allows Rockville to see how their population
compares on a local and national scale. The highlighted cells represent key takeaways from the
comparison between the City and the national population.
= Significantly higher than the National Average
= Significantly lower than the National Average

Maryland

U.S.A.

0.92%

0.67%

0.85%

0.84%

0.69%

0.90%

1.03%

0.59%

0.80%

2.52

2.63

2.59

21%
20%
28%
22%
8%
53.3%
11.2%
0.4%
23.5%
0.1%
6.9%
4.6%

22%
23%
26%
23%
7%
54.3%
30.3%
0.4%
6.8%
0.1%
4.7%
3.5%

22%
23%
25%
23%
7%
69.6%
12.9%
1.0%
5.8%
0.2%
7.0%
3.5%

Hispanic/Latino
Population

Hispanic / Latino
Origin (any race)

18.3%

10.8%

18.6%

All Others

81.7%

89.2%

81.4%

Per Capita
Income

$55,055

$41,447

$33,028

Median Household
Income

$103,599

$81,440

$60,548

Race Distribution

Age Segment
Households
Distribution

Population

Rockville

Income
Characteristics

2019 Demographic
Comparison
Annual Growth Rate
(2010-2019)
Projected Annual
Growth Rate
(2019-2034)
Annual Growth Rate
(2010-2019)
Average Household
Size
Ages 0-17
Ages 18-34
Ages 35-54
Ages 55-74
Ages 75+
White Alone
Black Alone
American Indian
Asian
Pacific Islander
Some other Race
Two or More Races

Figure 43: The City’s Demographic Comparative Summary Table
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DEMOGRAPHIC SUMMARY
• The City’s population annual growth rate (0.92%) is higher than the U.S.’s (0.85%) growth rate.
• Rockville’s household annual growth rate (1.03%) is also significantly higher than the national
(0.80%) average.
• The City’s racial distribution has a lower White Alone (53.3%) population and higher Asian
(23.5%) population, when compared to national percentage distribution: White Alone (69.6%) and
Asian (5.8%).
• The City’s per capita income ($55,055), as well as the median house income ($103,599) is well
above average, when compared to the U.S.’s income characteristics ($33,028 & $60,548).
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RECREATIONAL TRENDS ANALYSIS
The Trends Analysis provides an understanding of national, regional, and local recreational trends as well
as generational participation trends. Trends data used for this analysis was obtained from Sports &
Fitness Industry Association (SFIA), National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA), and Environmental
Systems Research Institute, Inc. (ESRI).
NATIONAL TRENDS IN RECREATION
METHODOLOGY
The Sports & Fitness Industry Association’s (SFIA) Sports, Fitness & Recreational Activities Topline
Participation Report 2019 was utilized in evaluating the following trends:
•
•
•
•

National Sport and Fitness Participatory Trends
Core vs. Casual Participation Trends
Participation by Generation
Non-Participant Interest by Age Segment

The study is based on findings from surveys carried out in 2018 by the Physical Activity Council (PAC),
resulting in a total of 20,069 online interviews. Surveys were administered to all genders, ages, income
levels, regions, and ethnicities to allow for statistical accuracy of the national population. A sample size
of 20,069 completed interviews is considered by SFIA to result in a high degree of statistical accuracy.
A sport with a participation rate of five percent has a confidence interval of plus or minus 0.31 percentage
points at a 95 percent confidence interval. Using a weighting technique, survey results are applied to
the total U.S. population figure of 300,652,039 people (ages six and older). The purpose of the report is
to establish levels of activity and identify key participatory trends in recreation across the U.S.
CORE VS. CASUAL PARTICIPATION
In addition to overall participation rates, SFIA further categorizes active participants as either core or
casual participants based on frequency. Core participants have higher participatory frequency than
casual participants. The thresholds that define casual versus core participation may vary based on the
nature of each individual activity. For instance, core participants engage in most fitness and recreational
activities more than 50 times per year, while for sports, the threshold for core participation is typically
13 times per year.
In a given activity, core participants are more committed and tend to be less likely to switch to other
activities or become inactive (engage in no physical activity) than causal participants. This may also
explain why activities with more core participants tend to experience less pattern shifts in participation
rates than those with larger groups of casual participants.
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NATIONAL SPORT AND FITNESS PARTICIPATORY T RENDS
NATIONAL TRENDS IN GENERAL SPORTS
PARTICIPATION LEVELS
The sport’s most heavily participated in the United States were Basketball (24.2 million) and Golf (23.8
million in 2017), which have participation figures well in excess of the other activities within the general
sports category. Followed by Tennis (17.8 million), Baseball (15.9 million), and Soccer (11.4 million).
The popularity of Basketball, Golf, and Tennis can be attributed to the ability to compete with a
relatively small number of participants. Even though Golf has experienced a recent decrease in
participation, it still continues to benefit from its wide age segment appeal and is considered a life-long
sport. Basketball’s success can be attributed to the limited amount of equipment needed to participate
and the limited space requirements necessary, which make basketball the only traditional sport that can
be played at the majority of American dwellings as a drive-way pickup game.

Basketball
24.2 Million

Golf*
23.8 Million

Tennis
Baseball
Soccer
17.8 Million 15.9 Million 11.4 Million

FIVE-YEAR TREND
Since 2013, Roller Hockey (33.6%) and Rugby (31.9%) have emerged as the overall fastest growing sports.
During the last five-years, Baseball (19.5%), Cheerleading (18.7%), and Flag Football (17.1%) have also
experienced significant growth. Based on the five-year trend, the sports that are most rapidly declining
include Ultimate Frisbee (-46.6%), Touch Football (-22.7%), Tackle Football (-16.4%), Badminton (-11.4%),
and Outdoor Soccer (-10.4%).
ONE-YEAR TREND
In general, the most recent year shares a similar pattern with the five-year trends; with Pickleball (5.4%),
Basketball (3.5%), and Baseball (1.5%) experiencing the greatest increases in participation this past year.
However, some sports that increased rapidly over the past five years have experienced recent decreases
in participation, such as Roller Hockey (-5.5%). Other sports including Squash (-13.9%) and Ultimate
Frisbee (-13.3%) have also seen a significant decrease in participate over the last year.
CORE VS. CASUAL TRENDS IN GENERAL SPORTS
Highly participated in sports, such as Basketball, Baseball, and Slow Pitch Softball, have a larger core
participant base (participate 13+ times per year) than casual participant base (participate 1-12 times per
year). While less mainstream sports, such as Ultimate Frisbee, Roller Hockey, Squash, and Boxing for
Competition have larger casual participation base. These participants may be more inclined to switch
to other sports or fitness activities, which is likely why they have all experienced a decline in
participation this past year. Please see the end of Appendix A for full Core vs. Casual Participation
breakdown.
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National Participatory Trends - General Sports
Participation Levels
% Change
2013
2017
2018
5-Year Trend 1-Year Trend
Golf (9 or 18-Hole Course)
24,720
23,829
N/A
N/A
N/A
Basketball
23,669
23,401
24,225
2.3%
3.5%
Tennis
17,678
17,683
17,841
0.9%
0.9%
Baseball
13,284
15,642
15,877
19.5%
1.5%
Soccer (Outdoor)
12,726
11,924
11,405
-10.4%
-4.4%
Softball (Slow Pitch)
6,868
7,283
7,386
7.5%
1.4%
Football, Flag
5,610
6,551
6,572
17.1%
0.3%
Badminton
7,150
6,430
6,337
-11.4%
-1.4%
Volleyball (Court)
6,433
6,317
6,317
-1.8%
0.0%
Football, Touch
7,140
5,629
5,517
-22.7%
-2.0%
Soccer (Indoor)
4,803
5,399
5,233
9.0%
-3.1%
Football, Tackle
6,165
5,224
5,157
-16.4%
-1.3%
Volleyball (Sand/Beach)
4,769
4,947
4,770
0.0%
-3.6%
Gymnastics
4,972
4,805
4,770
-4.1%
-0.7%
Track and Field
4,071
4,161
4,143
1.8%
-0.4%
Cheerleading
3,235
3,816
3,841
18.7%
0.7%
Racquetball
3,824
3,526
3,480
-9.0%
-1.3%
Pickleball
N/A
3,132
3,301
N/A
5.4%
Ultimate Frisbee
5,077
3,126
2,710
-46.6%
-13.3%
Ice Hockey
2,393
2,544
2,447
2.3%
-3.8%
Softball (Fast Pitch)
2,498
2,309
2,303
-7.8%
-0.3%
Lacrosse
1,813
2,171
2,098
15.7%
-3.4%
Wrestling
1,829
1,896
1,908
4.3%
0.6%
Roller Hockey
1,298
1,834
1,734
33.6%
-5.5%
Rugby
1,183
1,621
1,560
31.9%
-3.8%
Squash
1,414
1,492
1,285
-9.1%
-13.9%
Boxing for Competition
1,134
1,368
1,310
15.5%
-4.2%
NOTE: Participation figures are in 000's for the US population ages 6 and over
Activity

Legend:

Large Increase
(greater than 25%)

M o derate
Increase
(0% to 25%)

M o derate
Decrease
(0% to -25%)

Figure 44 - General Sports Participatory Trends

Large Decrease
(less than -25%)
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NATIONAL TRENDS IN GENERAL FITNESS
PARTICIPATION LEVELS
Overall, national participatory trends in fitness have experienced strong growth in recent years. Many
of these activities have become popular due to an increased interest among Americans to improve their
health and enhance quality of life by engaging in an active lifestyle. These activities also have very few
barriers to entry, which provides a variety of options that are relatively inexpensive to participate in and
can be performed by most individuals. The most popular general fitness activities amongst the U.S.
population include: Fitness Walking (111.1 million), Treadmill (53.7 million), Free Weights (51.3 million),
Running/Jogging (49.5 million), and Stationary Cycling (36.7 million).

Fitness
Walking
111.1 Million

Treadmill
53.7 Million

Dumbbell
Free Weights
51.3 Million

Running/
Jogging
49.5 Million

Stationary
Cycling
36.7 Million

FIVE-YEAR TREND
Over the last five years (2013-2018), the activities growing most rapidly are Trail Running (47.4%),
Aerobics (24.8%), Barre (21.8%), Stair Climbing Machine (18.8%), and Yoga (18.2%). Over the same time
frame, the activities that have undergone the biggest decline include: Dumbbell Free Weights (-12.0%),
Running/Jogging (-8.7%), Fitness Walking (-5.3%), Traditional Triathlon (-4.2%), and Boot Camps Style
Cross Training (-3.1%).
ONE-YEAR TREND
In the last year, activities with the largest gains in participation were Trail Running (9.4%), Yoga (5.1%),
and Elliptical Motion Trainer (3.0%). From 2017-2018, the activities that had the largest decline in
participation were Non-Traditional Triathlon (-15.5%), Running/Jogging (-2.6%), and Cross-Training Style
Workout (-2.1%).
CORE VS. CASUAL TRENDS IN GENERAL FITNESS
It should be noted that many of the activities that are rapidly growing have a relatively low user base,
which allows for more drastic shifts in terms of percentage, especially for five-year trends. Increasing
casual participants may also explain the rapid growth in some activities. All of the top trending fitness
activities, for the one-year and five-year trend, consist primarily of casual users. This is significant, as
casual users are much more likely to switch to alternative activities compared to a core user. Please see
the end of Appendix A for full Core vs. Casual Participation breakdown.
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National Participatory Trends - General Fitness
Participation Levels
2013
2017
2018
Fitness Walking
117,351
110,805
111,101
Treadmill
48,166
52,966
53,737
Free Weights (Dumbbells/Hand Weights)
58,267
52,217
51,291
Running/Jogging
54,188
50,770
49,459
Stationary Cycling (Recumbent/Upright)
35,247
36,035
36,668
Weight/Resistant Machines
36,267
36,291
36,372
Elliptical Motion Trainer
30,410
32,283
33,238
Yoga
24,310
27,354
28,745
Free Weights (Barbells)
25,641
27,444
27,834
Bodyweight Exercise
N/A
24,454
24,183
Dance, Step, & Choreographed Exercise
N/A
22,616
22,391
Aerobics (High Impact)
17,323
21,476
21,611
Stair Climbing Machine
12,642
14,948
15,025
Cross-Training Style Workout
N/A
13,622
13,338
Trail Running
6,792
9,149
10,010
Stationary Cycling (Group)
8,309
9,409
9,434
Pilates Training
8,069
9,047
9,084
Cardio Kickboxing
6,311
6,693
6,838
Boot Camp Style Cross-Training
6,911
6,651
6,695
Martial Arts
5,314
5,838
5,821
Boxing for Fitness
5,251
5,157
5,166
Tai Chi
3,469
3,787
3,761
Barre
2,901
3,436
3,532
Triathlon (Traditional/Road)
2,262
2,162
2,168
Triathlon (Non-Traditional/Off Road)
1,390
1,878
1,589
NOTE: Participation figures are in 000's for the US population ages 6 and over
Activity

Legend:

Large Increase
(greater than 25%)

M o derate
Increase
(0% to 25%)

M o derate
Decrease
(0% to -25%)

Figure 45 - General Fitness National Participatory Trends

% Change
5-Year Trend 1-Year Trend
-5.3%
0.3%
11.6%
1.5%
-12.0%
-1.8%
-8.7%
-2.6%
4.0%
1.8%
0.3%
0.2%
9.3%
3.0%
18.2%
5.1%
8.6%
1.4%
N/A
-1.1%
N/A
-1.0%
24.8%
0.6%
18.8%
0.5%
N/A
-2.1%
47.4%
9.4%
13.5%
0.3%
12.6%
0.4%
8.4%
2.2%
-3.1%
0.7%
9.5%
-0.3%
-1.6%
0.2%
8.4%
-0.7%
21.8%
2.8%
-4.2%
0.3%
14.3%
-15.4%
Large Decrease
(less than -25%)
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NATIONAL TRENDS IN OUTDOOR RECREATION
PARTICIPATION LEVELS
Results from the SFIA report demonstrate a contrast of growth and decline in participation regarding
outdoor/adventure recreation activities. Much like the general fitness activities, these activities
encourage an active lifestyle, can be performed individually or within a group, and are not as limited by
time constraints. In 2018, the most popular activities, in terms of total participants, from the
outdoor/adventure recreation category include: Day Hiking (47.9 million), Road Bicycling (39.0 million),
Freshwater Fishing (39.0 million), and Camping within ¼ mile of Vehicle/Home (27.4 million), and
Recreational Vehicle Camping (16.0 million).

Hiking

Bicycling

Fishing

(Day)

(Road)

(Freshwater)

47.9 Million

39.0 Million

39.0 Million

Camping

Camping

(<¼mi. of Car/Home) (Recreational Vehicle)

27.4 Million

16.0 Million

FIVE-YEAR TREND
From 2013-2018, BMX Bicycling (58.6%), Day Hiking (39.2%), Fly Fishing (18.1%), Backpacking Overnight
(16.2%), and Recreational Vehicle Camping (9.8%) have undergone the largest increases in participation.
The five-year trend also shows activities such as In-Line Roller Skating (-17.8%), Birdwatching (-12.8%),
Camping within ¼ mile of Home/Vehicle (-6.3%), and Road Bicycling (-4.5%) experiencing the largest
decreases in participation.
ONE-YEAR TREND
The one-year trend shows activities growing most rapidly being Day Hiking (6.6%), Camping within ¼ mile
of Home/Vehicle (-16.5%), and Fly Fishing (18.1%). Over the last year, activities that underwent the
largest decreases in participation include: Adventure Racing (-12.4%), In-Line Roller Skating (-4.3%), and
Overnight Backpacking (-4.0).
CORE VS. CASUAL TRENDS IN OUTDOOR RECREATION
A large majority of outdoor activities have experienced participation growth in the last five- years, with
In-Line Roller Skating, Birdwatching, Camping within ¼ mile of Home/Vehicle, and Road Bicycling being
the only activities decreasing in participation. Although this is a positive trend for outdoor activities, it
should be noted that a large majority of participation growth came from an increase in casual users.
This is likely why we see a lot more activities experiencing decreases in participation when assessing the
one-year trend, as the casual users likely found alternative activities to participate in. Please see the
end of Appendix A for full Core vs. Casual Participation breakdown.
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National Participatory Trends - Outdoor / Adventure Recreation
Participation Levels
2013
2017
2018
Hiking (Day)
34,378
44,900
47,860
Bicycling (Road)
40,888
38,866
39,041
Fishing (Freshwater)
37,796
38,346
38,998
Camping (< 1/4 Mile of Vehicle/Home)
29,269
26,262
27,416
Camping (Recreational Vehicle)
14,556
16,159
15,980
Fishing (Saltwater)
11,790
13,062
12,830
Birdwatching (>1/4 mile of Vehicle/Home)
14,152
12,296
12,344
Backpacking Overnight
9,069
10,975
10,540
Bicycling (Mountain)
8,542
8,609
8,690
Archery
7,647
7,769
7,654
Fishing (Fly)
5,878
6,791
6,939
Skateboarding
6,350
6,382
6,500
Roller Skating, In-Line
6,129
5,268
5,040
Bicycling (BMX)
2,168
3,413
3,439
Climbing (Traditional/Ice/Mountaineering)
2,319
2,527
2,541
Adventure Racing
2,095
2,529
2,215
NOTE: Participation figures are in 000's for the US population ages 6 and over
Activity

Legend:

Large Increase
(greater than 25%)

M o derate
Increase
(0% to 25%)

M o derate
Decrease
(0% to -25%)

% Change
5-Year Trend 1-Year Trend
39.2%
6.6%
-4.5%
0.5%
3.2%
1.7%
-6.3%
4.4%
9.8%
-1.1%
8.8%
-1.8%
-12.8%
0.4%
16.2%
-4.0%
1.7%
0.9%
0.1%
-1.5%
18.1%
2.2%
2.4%
1.8%
-17.8%
-4.3%
58.6%
0.8%
9.6%
0.6%
5.7%
-12.4%
Large Decrease
(less than -25%)

Figure 46 - Outdoor / Adventure Recreation Participatory Trends
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NATIONAL TRENDS IN AQUATICS
PARTICIPATION LEVELS
Swimming is deemed as a lifetime activity, which is most likely why it continues to have such strong
participation. In 2018, Fitness Swimming was the absolute leader in overall participation (27.6 million)
amongst aquatic activities, largely due to its broad, multigenerational appeal.

Swimming
(Fitness)

27.6 Million

Aquatic
Exercise
10.5 Million

Swimming
(Competition)

3.0 Million

FIVE-YEAR TREND
Assessing the five-year trend, all aquatic activities have experienced growth. Aquatic Exercise stands
out having increased 24.0% from 2013-2018, most likely due to the ongoing research that demonstrates
the activity’s great therapeutic benefit, followed by Competitive Swimming (15.4%) and Fitness
Swimming (4.6%).
ONE-YEAR TREND
Similar to the five-year trend, all aquatic activities also experienced growth regarding the one-year
trend. Fitness Swimming (1.6%) had the largest increase in 2018, with Competitive Swimming (1.3%) and
Aquatic Exercise (0.6%) not far behind.

National Participatory Trends - Aquatics
Participation Levels
% Change
2013
2017
2018
5-Year Trend 1-Year Trend
Swimming (Fitness)
26,354
27,135
27,575
4.6%
1.6%
Aquatic Exercise
8,483
10,459
10,518
24.0%
0.6%
Swimming (Competition)
2,638
3,007
3,045
15.4%
1.3%
NOTE: Participation figures are in 000's for the US population ages 6 and over
Activity

Legend:

Large Increase
(greater than 25%)

M o derate
Increase
(0% to 25%)

M o derate
Decrease
(0% to -25%)

Large Decrease
(less than -25%)

Figure 47 - Aquatic Participatory Trends

CORE VS. CASUAL TRENDS IN AQUATICS
All aquatic activities have undergone increases in participation over the last five years, primarily due to
large increases in casual participation (1-49 times per year). From 2013 to 2018, casual participants of
Competition Swimming increased by 45.5%, Aquatic Exercise by 40.0%, and Fitness Swimming by 10.7%.
However, all core participation (50+ times per year) for aquatic activities have decreased over the last
five-years. Please see the end of Appendix A for full Core vs. Casual Participation breakdown.
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NATIONAL TRENDS IN WATER SPORTS / ACTIVITIES
PARTICIPATION LEVELS
The most popular water sports / activities based on total participants in 2018 were Recreational Kayaking
(11.0 million), Canoeing (9.1 million), and Snorkeling (7.8 million). It should be noted that water activity
participation tends to vary based on regional, seasonal, and environmental factors. A region with more
water access and a warmer climate is more likely to have a higher participation rate in water activities
than a region that has long winter seasons or limited water access. Therefore, when assessing trends in
water sports and activities, it is important to understand that fluctuations may be the result of
environmental barriers which can greatly influence water activity participation.

Kayaking
11.0 Million

Canoeing
9.1 Million

Snorkeling
7.8 Million

Jet Skiing
5.3 Million

Sailing
3.8 Million

FIVE-YEAR TREND
Over the last five years, Stand-Up Paddling (73.3%) was by far the fastest growing water activity, followed
by Recreational Kayaking (26.4%), White Water Kayaking (19.4%), Boardsailing/Windsurfing (17.5%), and
Sea/Tour Kayaking (4.1%). From 2013-2018, activities declining in participation most rapidly were Surfing
(-21.4%), Water Skiing (-20.0%), Jet Skiing (-17.0%), Wakeboarding (-15.7%), and Rafting (-11.3%).
ONE-YEAR TREND
Contradicting the five-year trend, Surfing was the fasting growing of all water sports/activities increasing
7.2% in 2018. Recreational Kayaking (4.6%) and Stand-Up Paddling (3.8%) also had a spike in participation
this past year. Activities which experienced the largest decreases in participation in the most recent
year include: Wakeboarding (-7.0%), Snorkeling (-6.8), and Water Skiing (-5.9%)
CORE VS. CASUAL TRENDS IN WATER SPORTS/ACTIVITIES
As mentioned previously, regional, seasonal, and environmental limiting factors may influence the
participation rate of water sport and activities. These factors may also explain why all water-based
activities have drastically more casual participants than core participants, since frequencies of activities
may be constrained by uncontrollable factors. These high casual user numbers are likely why a majority
of water sports/activities have experienced decreases in participation in recent years. Please see the
end of Appendix A for full Core vs. Casual Participation breakdown.
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National Participatory Trends - Water Sports / Activities
Participation Levels
% Change
2013
2017
2018
5-Year Trend 1-Year Trend
Kayaking (Recreational)
8,716
10,533
11,017
26.4%
4.6%
Canoeing
10,153
9,220
9,129
-10.1%
-1.0%
Snorkeling
8,700
8,384
7,815
-10.2%
-6.8%
Jet Skiing
6,413
5,418
5,324
-17.0%
-1.7%
Sailing
3,915
3,974
3,754
-4.1%
-5.5%
Stand-Up Paddling
1,993
3,325
3,453
73.3%
3.8%
Rafting
3,836
3,479
3,404
-11.3%
-2.2%
Water Skiing
4,202
3,572
3,363
-20.0%
-5.9%
Surfing
3,658
2,680
2,874
-21.4%
7.2%
Scuba Diving
3,174
2,874
2,849
-10.2%
-0.9%
Kayaking (Sea/Touring)
2,694
2,955
2,805
4.1%
-5.1%
Wakeboarding
3,316
3,005
2,796
-15.7%
-7.0%
Kayaking (White Water)
2,146
2,500
2,562
19.4%
2.5%
Boardsailing/Windsurfing
1,324
1,573
1,556
17.5%
-1.1%
NOTE: Participation figures are in 000's for the US population ages 6 and over
Activity

Legend:

Large Increase
(greater than 25%)

M o derate
Increase
(0% to 25%)

M o derate
Decrease
(0% to -25%)

Large Decrease
(less than -25%)

Figure 48 - Water Sports / Activities Participatory Trends
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PARTICIPATION BY GENERATION
Analyzing participation by age for recreational activities reveals that fitness and outdoor sports were the
most common activities across all generations. Breaking down activity level by generation shows a
converse correlation between age and healthy activity rates.
2018 PARTICIPATION RATES BY GENERATION
U.S. population, Ages 6+
Active High
Calorie

Casual High
Calorie

Low/Med
Calorie

Inactive

Generation Z (born 2000+)
Generation Z were the most active, with only 17.9% of the population
identifying as inactive. Approximately 81% of individuals within this
generation were deemed high calorie burning in 2018; with 36.7% being
active high calorie and 34.1% being casual high calorie.

Generation Z (2000+)
17.9%
36.7%
11.3%

34.1%

Millennials (1980-1999)

23.4%
42.0%

12.8%

Millennials (born 1980-1999)
Almost half (42.0%) of millennials were active high calorie participants,
while 23.4% claimed they were inactive. Even though this inactive rate is
much higher than Generation Z’s (17.9%), it is still below the national
inactive rate (28%).
Generation X (1965-1979)

21.8%

Generation X (born 1965-1979)
Generation X has the second highest active to a healthy level rate (35.0%)
among all generations, only being 0.4% less than Millennials. At the same
time, they also have the second highest inactive rate, with 28.1% not active
at all.

The Boomers (1945-1964)

31.4%

33.7%

28.1%
39.4%

16.4%

16.2%

The Boomers (born 1945-1964)
The Boomers were the least active generation with an inactive rate of
33.7%. This age group tends to participate in less intensive activities.
Approximately 34% claimed to engage in casual high (10.2%) along with
low/medium (24.8%) calorie participants.

10.2%

24.8%

Definitions: Active (3+ times per week), Casual (1-2 times per week), High Calorie (20+ minutes of
elevated heart rate), Low/Med Calorie (<20 minutes of elevated heart rate), Inactive (no physical
activity in 2018)
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NON-PARTICIPANT INTEREST BY AGE SEGMENT
In addition to participation rates by generation, SFIA also tracks non-participant interest. These are
activities that the U.S. population currently does not participate in due to physical or monetary
barriers, but is interested in participating in. Below are the top five activities that each age segment
would be most likely to partake in, if they were readily available.
Overall, the activities most age segments are interested in include: Camping, Bicycling, Fishing, and
Swimming for Fitness. All of which are deemed as low-impact activities, making them obtainable for
any age segment to enjoy.

6-12 Year-Olds

18-24 Year-Olds

Soccer
Fishing
Swimming on a Team
Camping
Martial Arts

Camping
Martial Arts
Backpacking
Snowboarding
Climbing

13-17 Year-Olds
Camping
Fishing
Basketball
Working out w/ Weights
Running/Jogging

35-44 Year-Olds

55-64 Year-Olds

Stand-up Paddling
Swimming for Fitness
Camping
Bicycling
Working out w/ Weights

Bicycling
Birdwatching/Wildlife
Viewing
Working out w/ Machines
Camping
Fishing

45-54 Year-Olds
Camping
Working out w/ Weights
Stand-up Paddling
Bicycling
Swimming for Fitness

25-34 Year-Olds
Stand-up Paddling
Swimming for Fitness
Camping
Bicycling
Surfing

65+ Year-Olds
Birdwatching/Wildlife
Viewing
Fishing
Working out w/ Machines
Swimming for Fitness
Hiking
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NATIONAL AND REGIONAL PROGRAMMING TRENDS
PROGRAMS OFFERED BY PARK AND RECREATION AGENCIES (MID-ATLANTIC REGION)
NRPA’s Agency Performance Review 2019 summarize
key findings from NRPA Park Metrics, which is a
benchmark tool that compares the management and
planning of operating resources and capital facilities
of park and recreation agencies. The report contains
data from 1,075 park and recreation agencies across
the U.S. as reported between 2016 and 2018.

Mid-Atlantic
Region

Based on this year’s report, the typical agency (i.e.,
those at the median values) offers 175 programs
annually, with roughly 63% of those programs being
fee-based activities/events.
According to the information reported to the NRPA, the top five programming activities most frequently
offered by park and recreation agencies, both in the U.S. and regionally, are described in the table below
(Figure 49). A complete comparison of regional and national programs offered by agencies can be found
in Figure 50.
When comparing Mid-Atlantic Region agencies to the U.S. average, team sports, social recreation events,
themed special events, health & wellness education, and fitness enhancement classes were all identified
in top five most commonly provided program areas offered regionally and nationally.

Top 5 Most Offered Core Program Areas
(Offered by Parks and Recreation Agencies)

Mid-Atlantic (% of agencies offering)

U.S. (% of agencies offering)

•

Themed Special Events (90%)

•

Themed Special Events (87%)

•

Social Recreation Events (88%)

•

Team Sports (87%)

•

Team Sports (84%)

•

Social Recreation Events (86%)

•

Fitness Enhancement Classes (78%)

•

Health & Wellness Education (80%)

•

Individual Sports (75%)

•

Fitness Enhancement Classes (79%)

Figure 49 - Core Program Areas
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Overall, Mid-Atlantic Region parks and recreation agencies are very similar to the U.S. average regarding
program offerings. However, utilizing a discrepancy threshold of +/-5% (or more), Mid-Atlantic agencies
are currently offering Health & Wellness Education, Martial Arts, and Cultural Crafts at a lesser rate than
the national average.
5

Core Program Areas Offered by Parks and Recreation Agencies
(Percent of Agencies)
Mid-Atlantic

U.S.
90%
87%

Themed Special Events

84%
87%

Team Sports

88%
86%

Social Recreation Events
73%

Health & Wellness Education

75%
72%

Individual Sports

Safety Training

71%
71%

Aquatics

69%
71%

Racquet Sports

66%

Trips and Tours

61%
45%

Martial Arts

60%

53%

Cultural Crafts

60%
59%
57%

Visual Arts

Natural & Cultural History Activities

55%

59%

49%
48%

Golf
20%

26%

Figure 50 - Programs Offered by Parks and Recreation Agencies

73%

75%

62%

Performing Arts

Running/Cycling Races

80%

78%
79%

Fitness Enhancement Classes

67%
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TARGETED PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN, SENIORS, AND PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
For a better understanding of targeted programs (programs that cater to a specific age segment,
demographic, etc.), NRPA also tracks program offerings that are dedicated specifically to children,
seniors, and people with disabilities. This allows for further analysis of these commonly targeted
populations on a national and regional basis.
Based on information reported to the NRPA, the top three targeted programs offered by park and
recreation agencies, nationally and regionally, are described in the table below (Figure 51). A complete
comparison of regional and national targeted program offerings can be found in Figure 52.

Top 3 Most Offered Core Program Areas
(Targeting Children, Seniors, and/or People with Disabilities)
Mid-Atlantic (% of agencies offering)

U.S. (% of agencies offering)

•

Summer Camp (81%)

•

Summer Camp (82%)

•

Specific Senior Programs (76%)

•

Senior Programs (78%)

•

Specific Teen Programs (65%)

•

After School Programs (77%)

Figure 51 - Top 3 Core Target Program Areas

Agencies in the Mid-Atlantic Region tend to offer targeted programs at a lower rate than the national
average. Mid-Atlantic agencies are currently offering After School Programs, Preschool Programs, and
Before School Programs at a significantly lower rate than the national average.
Core Program Areas Targeted for Children, Seniors, and/or People with Disabilities
(Percent of Agencies)
Mid-Atlantic

U.S.
81%
82%

Summer Camp

75%
78%

Specific Senior Programs
65%
66%

Specific Teen Programs
58%

Programs for People with Disabilities

62%
50%

After School Programs

77%

32%

Preschool

37%
17%

Before School Programs
Full Daycare

21%

7%
9%

Figure 52 - Targeted Programs for Children, Seniors, and People with Disabilities
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LOCAL SPORT AND LEISURE MARKET POTENTIAL
MARKET POTENIAL INDEX (MPI)
The following charts show sport and leisure market potential data for the City’s service area, as provided
by ESRI. A Market Potential Index (MPI) measures the probable demand for a product or service within
the City of Rockville. The MPI shows the likelihood that an adult resident of the target area will
participate in certain activities when compared to the U.S. national average. The national average is
100; therefore, numbers below 100 would represent lower than average participation rates, and numbers
above 100 would represent higher than average participation rates. The City is compared to the national
average in four (4) categories – general sports, fitness, outdoor activity, and commercial recreation.
Overall, the City demonstrates slightly above average market potential index (MPI) numbers, this is
particularly noticeable when analyzing the fitness market potential chart. Every activity within this
category has an MPI score ≥100. Analyzing the general sports, outdoor activity, and commercial
recreation MPI charts, a majority of these activities still scored above the national average, with no
activity scoring below a 90.
These overall average MPI scores show that Rockville residents have a rather strong participation
presence when it comes to recreational activities. This becomes significant when the City considers
starting up new programs or building new facilities, giving them a strong tool to estimate resident
attendance and participation.
As seen in the charts below, the following sport and leisure trends are most prevalent for residents within
the City. The activities are listed in descending order, from highest to lowest MPI score. High index
numbers (100+) are significant because they demonstrate there is a greater potential that residents
within the service area will actively participate in offerings provided by the Department.
GENERAL SPORTS MARKET POTENTIAL
When analyzing the general sports MPI chart, Tennis (151 MPI), Soccer (127 MPI), and Golf (119 MPI) are
the most popular sports amongst City residents when compared to the national average.

General Sports MPI
Rockville
160

151

140

MPI Scores

National Average

127

119

120

106

100

102

89
88

84

Softball

Football

80
60

40
20
0

Tennis

Soccer

Golf

Volleyball Basketball Baseball

Figure 53 - General Sports Participation Trends
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FITNESS MARKET POTENTIAL
The fitness MPI chart shows Yoga (151 MPI), Jogging/Running (137 MPI), Pilates (137 MPI), and Weight
Lifting (135 MPI) as the most popular activities amongst Rockville residents when compared to the
national average.

Fitness MPI
Rockville
160

151

MPI Scores

137

137

140

National Average
135

130

124

Zumba

Aerobics

119

120

117

100

80
60
40
20
0

Yoga

Jogging/
Running

Pilates

Weight
Lifting

Walking Swimming
for
Exercise

Figure 54 - Fitness Participation Trends

OUTDOOR ACTIVITY MARKET POTENTIAL
When analyzing the outdoor activity MPI chart, Hiking (142 MPI), Bicycling-Road (126 MPI), BicyclingMountain (126 MPI), and Canoeing/Kayaking (117 MPI) are the most popular activities amongst City
residents when compared to the national average.

Outdoor Activity MPI
Rockville
160

142
126

140

MPI Scores

National Average

126

120

117

111
89

100

83

80

66

60
40

20
0

Hiking

Bicycling
(road)

Bicycling Canoeing/ Backpacking Horseback
(mountain) Kayaking
Riding

Figure 55 - Outdoor Activity Participation Trends

Boating
(power)

Fishing
(fresh
water)
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COMMERCIAL RECREATION MARKET POTENTIAL
The commercial recreation MPI chart shows Went to art gallery in last 12 months (161 MPI), Went to
museum in last 12 months (155 MPI), and Attended dance performance (152 MPI) as the most popular
activities amongst Rockville residents when compared to the national average.

Commercial Recreation MPI
(Last 12 Months)
Rockville

National Average

161

Went to art gallery

155

Went to museum
Attended dance performance

152

Went to live theater

151
135

Did photography
Danced/went dancing

124

Attended sports event

122

Visited a theme park in last 12 months

122

Did painting/drawing

120

Spent $100-249 on sports/rec equip

119
115

Visited an indoor water park in last 12 months

Did photo album/scrapbooking

113

Visited a zoo in the last 12 months

112
100

Spent $250+ on sports/rec equip
Went overnight camping in last 12 months

99

Spent $1-99 on sports/rec equip

99
0

20

40

60

80

100

MPI Scores
Figure 56 - Commercial Recreation Participation Trends
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180
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CORE VS. CASUAL PARTICIPATION TRENDS
GENERAL SPORTS
National Core vs Casual Participatory Trends - General Sports
Participation Levels
2017
#
%
#
%
Golf (9 or 18-Hole Course)
24,720
100%
23,829
100%
Basketball
23,669
100%
23,401
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
6,998
30%
8,546
37%
Core(13+ times)
16,671
70%
14,856
63%
Tennis
17,678
100%
17,683
100%
Baseball
13,284
100%
15,642
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
4,201
32%
6,405
41%
Core (13+ times)
9,083
68%
9,238
59%
Soccer (Outdoor)
12,726
100%
11,924
100%
Casual (1-25 times)
6,532
51%
6,665
56%
Core (26+ times)
6,194
49%
5,259
44%
Softball (Slow Pitch)
6,868
100%
7,283
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
2,685
39%
3,060
42%
Core(13+ times)
4,183
61%
4,223
58%
Badminton
7,150
100%
6,430
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
4,834
68%
4,564
71%
Core(13+ times)
2,316
32%
1,867
29%
Volleyball (Court)
6,433
100%
6,317
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
2,715
42%
2,939
47%
Core(13+ times)
3,718
58%
3,378
53%
Football, Flag
5,610
100%
6,551
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
2,813
50%
3,572
55%
Core(13+ times)
2,797
50%
2,979
45%
Core Age 6 to 17 (13+ times)
1,363
50%
1,565
55%
Football, Touch
7,140
100%
5,629
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
3,952
55%
3,332
59%
Core(13+ times)
3,188
45%
2,297
41%
Volleyball (Sand/Beach)
4,769
100%
4,947
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
3,261
68%
3,544
72%
Core(13+ times)
1,509
32%
1,403
28%
Football, Tackle
6,165
100%
5,224
100%
Casual (1-25 times)
2,601
42%
2,145
41%
Core(26+ times)
3,564
58%
3,078
59%
Core Age 6 to 17 (26+ times)
2,586
42%
2,427
41%
Gymnastics
4,972
100%
4,805
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
3,209
65%
3,139
65%
Core(50+ times)
1,763
35%
1,666
35%
Soccer (Indoor)
4,803
100%
5,399
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
1,967
41%
2,657
49%
Core(13+ times)
2,836
59%
2,742
51%
NOTE: Participation figures are in 000's for the US population ages 6 and over
Activity

2013

% Change
2018
#
N/A
24,225
9,335
14,890
17,841
15,877
6,563
9,314
11,405
6,430
4,975
7,386
3,281
4,105
6,337
4,555
1,782
6,317
2,867
3,450
6,572
3,573
2,999
1,578
5,517
3,313
2,204
4,770
3,261
1,509
5,157
2,258
2,898
2,353
4,770
3,047
1,723
5,233
2,452
2,782

%
100%
100%
39%
61%
100%
100%
41%
59%
100%
56%
44%
100%
44%
56%
100%
72%
28%
100%
45%
55%
100%
54%
46%
54%
100%
60%
40%
100%
68%
32%
100%
44%
56%
44%
100%
64%
36%
100%
47%
53%

5-Year Trend

1-Year Trend

N/A
2.3%
33.4%
-10.7%
0.9%
19.5%
56.2%
2.5%
-10.4%
-1.6%
-19.7%
7.5%
22.2%
-1.9%
-11.4%
-5.8%
-23.1%
-1.8%
5.6%
-7.2%
17.1%
27.0%
7.2%
15.8%
-22.7%
-16.2%
-30.9%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
-16.4%
-13.2%
-18.7%
-9.0%
-4.1%
-5.0%
-2.3%
9.0%
24.7%
-1.9%

N/A
3.5%
9.2%
0.2%
0.9%
1.5%
2.5%
0.8%
-4.4%
-3.5%
-5.4%
1.4%
7.2%
-2.8%
-1.4%
-0.2%
-4.6%
0.0%
-2.4%
2.1%
0.3%
0.0%
0.7%
0.8%
-2.0%
-0.6%
-4.0%
-3.6%
-8.0%
7.6%
-1.3%
5.3%
-5.8%
-3.0%
-0.7%
-2.9%
3.4%
-3.1%
-7.7%
1.5%

Participation Growth/Decline

Large Increase
(greater than 25%)

M o derate Increase
(0% to 25%)

M o derate Decrease
(0% to -25%)

Large Decrease
(less than -25%)

Core vs Casual Distribution

M o stly Co re P articipants
(greater than 75%)

M o re Co re P articipants (5674%)

Evenly Divided (45-55% Co re
and Casual)

M o re Casual
P articipants (56-74%)

M o stly Casual
P articipants (greater than
75%)
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GENERAL SPORTS (CONTINUED)
National Core vs Casual Participatory Trends - General Sports
Participation Levels
2017
#
%
#
%
Track and Field
4,071
100%
4,161
100%
Casual (1-25 times)
1,808
44%
2,040
49%
Core(26+ times)
2,263
56%
2,121
51%
Cheerleading
3,235
100%
3,816
100%
Casual (1-25 times)
1,669
52%
2,164
57%
Core(26+ times)
1,566
48%
1,653
43%
Ultimate Frisbee
5,077
100%
3,126
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
3,715
73%
2,270
73%
Core(13+ times)
1,363
27%
856
27%
Racquetball
3,824
100%
3,526
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
2,569
67%
2,451
70%
Core(13+ times)
1,255
33%
1,075
30%
Pickleball
N/A
100%
3,132
100%
Ice Hockey
2,393
100%
2,544
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
1,093
46%
1,227
48%
Core(13+ times)
1,300
54%
1,317
52%
Softball (Fast Pitch)
2,498
100%
2,309
100%
Casual (1-25 times)
1,117
45%
1,077
47%
Core(26+ times)
1,381
55%
1,232
53%
Lacrosse
1,813
100%
2,171
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
914
50%
1,142
53%
Core(13+ times)
899
50%
1,030
47%
Roller Hockey
1,298
100%
1,834
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
841
65%
1,419
77%
Core(13+ times)
457
35%
415
23%
Wrestling
1,829
100%
1,896
100%
Casual (1-25 times)
948
52%
1,179
62%
Core(26+ times)
881
48%
717
38%
Rugby
1,183
100%
1,621
100%
Casual (1-7 times)
756
64%
1,097
68%
Core(8+ times)
427
36%
524
32%
Squash
1,414
100%
1,492
100%
Casual (1-7 times)
1,082
77%
1,044
70%
Core(8+ times)
332
23%
447
30%
Field Hockey
100%
1,596
100%
Casual (1-7 times)
#DIV/0!
897
56%
Core(8+ times)
#DIV/0!
700
44%
Boxing for Competition
1,134
100%
1,368
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
982
87%
1,168
85%
Core(13+ times)
152
13%
199
15%
NOTE: Participation figures are in 000's for the US population ages 6 and over
Activity

2013

% Change
2018
#
4,143
2,071
2,072
3,841
2,039
1,802
2,710
1,852
858
3,480
2,407
1,073
3,301
2,447
1,105
1,342
2,303
1,084
1,219
2,098
1,036
1,061
1,734
1,296
437
1,908
1,160
748
1,560
998
562
1,285
796
489

1,310
1,118
192

%
100%
50%
50%
100%
53%
47%
100%
68%
32%
100%
69%
31%
100%
100%
45%
55%
100%
47%
53%
100%
49%
51%
100%
75%
25%
100%
61%
39%
100%
64%
36%
100%
62%
38%
100%
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
100%
85%
15%

5-Year Trend

1-Year Trend

1.8%
14.5%
-8.4%
18.7%
22.2%
15.1%
-46.6%
-50.1%
-37.1%
-9.0%
-6.3%
-14.5%
N/A
2.3%
1.1%
3.2%
-7.8%
-3.0%
-11.7%
15.7%
13.3%
18.0%
33.6%
54.1%
-4.4%
4.3%
22.4%
-15.1%
31.9%
32.0%
31.6%
-9.1%
-26.4%
47.3%
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
15.5%
13.8%
26.3%

-0.4%
1.5%
-2.3%
0.7%
-5.8%
9.0%
-13.3%
-18.4%
0.2%
-1.3%
-1.8%
-0.2%
5.4%
-3.8%
-9.9%
1.9%
-0.3%
0.6%
-1.1%
-3.4%
-9.3%
3.0%
-5.5%
-8.7%
5.3%
0.6%
-1.6%
4.3%
-3.8%
-9.0%
7.3%
-13.9%
-23.8%
9.4%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-4.2%
-4.3%
-3.5%

Participation Growth/Decline

Large Increase
(greater than 25%)

M o derate Increase
(0% to 25%)

M o derate Decrease
(0% to -25%)

Large Decrease
(less than -25%)

Core vs Casual Distribution

M o stly Co re P articipants
(greater than 75%)

M o re Co re P articipants (5674%)

Evenly Divided (45-55% Co re
and Casual)

M o re Casual
P articipants (56-74%)

M o stly Casual
P articipants (greater than
75%)
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GENERAL FITNESS

National Core vs Casual Participatory Trends - General Fitness
Participation Levels
2017
#
%
#
%
Fitness Walking
117,351
100%
110,805 100%
Casual (1-49 times)
37,538
32%
35,326
32%
Core(50+ times)
79,813
68%
75,479
68%
Treadmill
48,166
100%
52,966
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
21,747
45%
24,444
46%
Core(50+ times)
26,419
55%
28,523
54%
Free Weights (Dumbbells/Hand Weights)
58,267
100%
52,217
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
18,891
32%
18,866
36%
Core(50+ times)
39,376
68%
33,351
64%
Running/Jogging
54,188
100%
50,770
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
24,345
45%
24,004
47%
Core(50+ times)
29,843
55%
26,766
53%
Stationary Cycling (Recumbent/Upright)
35,247
100%
36,035
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
18,311
52%
18,447
51%
Core(50+ times)
16,936
48%
17,588
49%
Weight/Resistant Machines
36,267
100%
36,291
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
14,857
41%
14,496
40%
Core(50+ times)
21,410
59%
21,795
60%
Stretching
N/A
N/A
33,195
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
N/A
N/A
10,095
30%
Core(50+ times)
N/A
N/A
23,100
70%
Elliptical Motion Trainer*
30,410
100%
32,283
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
14,770
49%
15,854
49%
Core(50+ times)
15,640
51%
16,430
51%
Free Weights (Barbells)
25,641
100%
27,444
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
9,613
37%
10,868
40%
Core(50+ times)
16,028
63%
16,576
60%
Yoga
24,310
100%
27,354
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
14,129
58%
16,454
60%
Core(50+ times)
10,182
42%
10,900
40%
Calisthenics/Bodyweight Exercise
N/A
N/A
24,454
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
N/A
N/A
10,095
41%
Core(50+ times)
N/A
N/A
14,359
59%
Choreographed Exercise
N/A
N/A
22,616
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
N/A
N/A
14,867
66%
Core(50+ times)
N/A
N/A
7,748
34%
NOTE: Participation figures are in 000's for the US population ages 6 and over
Activity

2013

% Change
2018
#
111,001
36,139
74,862
53,737
25,826
27,911
51,291
18,702
32,589
49,459
24,399
25,061
36,668
19,282
17,387
36,372
14,893
21,479
N/A
N/A
N/A
33,238
16,889
16,349
27,834
11,355
16,479
28,745
17,553
11,193
24,183
9,674
14,509
22,391
14,503
7,888

%
100%
33%
67%
100%
48%
52%
100%
36%
64%
100%
49%
51%
100%
53%
47%
100%
41%
59%
N/A
N/A
N/A
100%
51%
49%
100%
41%
59%
100%
61%
39%
100%
40%
60%
100%
65%
35%

5-Year Trend

1-Year Trend

-5.4%
-3.7%
-6.2%
11.6%
18.8%
5.6%
-12.0%
-1.0%
-17.2%
-8.7%
0.2%
-16.0%
4.0%
5.3%
2.7%
0.3%
0.2%
0.3%
N/A
N/A
N/A
9.3%
14.3%
4.5%
8.6%
18.1%
2.8%
18.2%
24.2%
9.9%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.2%
2.3%
-0.8%
1.5%
5.7%
-2.1%
-1.8%
-0.9%
-2.3%
-2.6%
1.6%
-6.4%
1.8%
4.5%
-1.1%
0.2%
2.7%
-1.4%
N/A
N/A
N/A
3.0%
6.5%
-0.5%
1.4%
4.5%
-0.6%
5.1%
6.7%
2.7%
-1.1%
-4.2%
1.0%
-1.0%
-2.4%
1.8%

Participation Growth/Decline

Large Increase
(greater than 25%)

M o derate Increase
(0% to 25%)

M o derate Decrease
(0% to -25%)

Large Decrease
(less than -25%)

Core vs Casual Distribution

M o stly Co re P articipants
(greater than 75%)

M o re Co re P articipants (5674%)

Evenly Divided (45-55% Co re
and Casual)

M o re Casual P articipants (56-74%)

*Cardio Cross Trainer is merged to Elliptical Motion Trainer

M o stly Casual P articipants
(greater than 75%)
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GENERAL FITNESS (CONTINUED)
National Core vs Casual Participatory Trends - General Fitness
Participation Levels
2017
#
%
#
%
Aerobics (High Impact)
17,323
100%
21,476
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
8,986
52%
12,105
56%
Core(50+ times)
8,337
48%
9,370
44%
Stair Climbing Machine
12,642
100%
14,948
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
7,365
58%
9,501
64%
Core(50+ times)
5,277
42%
5,447
36%
Cross-Training Style Workout
N/A
100%
13,622
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
N/A
N/A
6,890
51%
Core(50+ times)
N/A
N/A
6,732
49%
Stationary Cycling (Group)
8,309
100%
9,409
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
5,253
63%
6,023
64%
Core(50+ times)
3,056
37%
3,386
36%
Pilates Training
8,069
100%
9,047
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
4,782
59%
5,698
63%
Core(50+ times)
3,287
41%
3,348
37%
Trail Running
6,792
100%
9,149
100%
Cardio Kickboxing
6,311
100%
6,693
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
4,088
65%
4,671
70%
Core(50+ times)
2,223
35%
2,022
30%
Boot Camp Style Training
6,911
100%
6,651
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
4,490
65%
4,637
70%
Core(50+ times)
2,421
35%
2,014
30%
Martial Arts
5,314
100%
5,838
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
1,533
29%
2,021
35%
Core(13+ times)
3,781
71%
3,816
65%
Boxing for Fitness
5,251
100%
5,157
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
2,538
48%
2,738
53%
Core(13+ times)
2,713
52%
2,419
47%
Tai Chi
3,469
100%
3,787
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
2,019
58%
2,329
61%
Core(50+ times)
1,450
42%
1,458
39%
Barre
2,901
100%
3,436
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
2,276
78%
2,701
79%
Core(50+ times)
625
22%
735
21%
Triathlon (Traditional/Road)
2,262
100%
2,162
100%
Triathlon (Non-Traditional/Off Road)
1,390
100%
1,878
100%
NOTE: Participation figures are in 000's for the US population ages 6 and over
Activity

2013

% Change
2018
#
21,611
11,828
9,783
15,025
9,643
5,382
13,338
6,594
6,744
9,434
6,097
3,337
9,084
5,845
3,238
10,010
6,838
4,712
2,126
6,695
4,780
1,915
5,821
1,991
3,830
5,166
2,714
2,452
3,761
2,360
1,400
3,532
2,750
782
2,168
1,589

%
100%
55%
45%
100%
64%
36%
100%
49%
51%
100%
65%
35%
100%
64%
36%
100%
100%
69%
31%
100%
71%
29%
100%
34%
66%
100%
53%
47%
100%
63%
37%
100%
78%
22%
100%
100%

5-Year Trend

1-Year Trend

24.8%
31.6%
17.3%
18.8%
30.9%
2.0%
N/A
N/A
N/A
13.5%
16.1%
9.2%
12.6%
22.2%
-1.5%
47.4%
8.4%
15.3%
-4.4%
-3.1%
6.5%
-20.9%
9.5%
29.9%
1.3%
-1.6%
6.9%
-9.6%
8.4%
16.9%
-3.4%
21.8%
20.8%
25.1%
-4.2%
14.3%

0.6%
-2.3%
4.4%
0.5%
1.5%
-1.2%
-2.1%
-4.3%
0.2%
0.3%
1.2%
-1.4%
0.4%
2.6%
-3.3%
9.4%
2.2%
0.9%
5.1%
0.7%
3.1%
-4.9%
-0.3%
-1.5%
0.4%
0.2%
-0.9%
1.4%
-0.7%
1.3%
-4.0%
2.8%
1.8%
6.4%
0.3%
-15.4%

Participation Growth/Decline

Large Increase
(greater than 25%)

M o derate Increase
(0% to 25%)

M o derate Decrease
(0% to -25%)

Large Decrease
(less than -25%)

Core vs Casual Distribution

M o stly Co re P articipants
(greater than 75%)

M o re Co re P articipants (5674%)

Evenly Divided (45-55% Co re
and Casual)

M o re Casual P articipants (56-74%)

M o stly Casual P articipants
(greater than 75%)
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OUTDOOR/ADVENTURE RECREATION
National Core vs Casual Participatory Trends - Outdoor / Adventure Recreation
Participation Levels
2017
#
%
#
%
Hiking (Day)
34,378
100%
44,900
100%
Bicycling (Road)
40,888
100%
38,866
100%
Casual (1-25 times)
19,470
48%
20,212
52%
Core(26+ times)
21,417
52%
18,654
48%
Fishing (Freshwater)
37,796
100%
38,346
100%
Casual (1-7 times)
20,067
53%
19,977
52%
Core(8+ times)
17,729
47%
18,369
48%
Camping (< 1/4 Mile of Vehicle/Home)
29,269
100%
26,262
100%
Camping (Recreational Vehicle)
14,556
100%
16,159
100%
Casual (1-7 times)
7,895
54%
9,332
58%
Core(8+ times)
6,661
46%
6,826
42%
Fishing (Saltwater)
11,790
100%
13,062
100%
Casual (1-7 times)
7,060
60%
7,625
58%
Core(8+ times)
4,730
40%
5,437
42%
Birdwatching (>1/4 mile of Vehicle/Home)
14,152
100%
12,296
100%
Backpacking Overnight
9,069
100%
10,975
100%
Bicycling (Mountain)
8,542
100%
8,609
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
3,751
44%
4,389
51%
Core(13+ times)
4,791
56%
4,220
49%
Archery
7,647
100%
7,769
100%
Casual (1-25 times)
6,337
83%
6,602
85%
Core(26+ times)
1,310
17%
1,167
15%
Fishing (Fly)
5,878
100%
6,791
100%
Casual (1-7 times)
3,761
64%
4,448
65%
Core(8+ times)
2,117
36%
2,344
35%
Skateboarding
6,350
100%
6,382
100%
Casual (1-25 times)
3,702
58%
3,970
62%
Core(26+ times)
2,648
42%
2,411
38%
Roller Skating (In-Line)
6,129
100%
5,268
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
4,249
69%
3,853
73%
Core(13+ times)
1,880
31%
1,415
27%
Bicycling (BMX)
2,168
100%
3,413
100%
Casual (1-12 times)
1,129
52%
2,039
60%
Core(13+ times)
1,039
48%
1,374
40%
Adventure Racing
2,095
100%
2,529
100%
Casual (1 times)
901
43%
899
36%
Core(2+ times)
1,194
57%
1,630
64%
Climbing (Traditional/Ice/Mountaineering)
2,319
100%
2,527
100%
NOTE: Participation figures are in 000's for the US population ages 6 and over
Activity

2013

Participation Growth/Decline

Large Increase
(greater than 25%)

Core vs Casual Distribution

M o stly Co re P articipants
(greater than 75%)

M o derate Increase
(0% to 25%)

% Change
2018
#
47,860
39,041
20,777
18,264
38,998
21,099
17,899
27,416
15,980
9,103
6,877
12,830
7,636
5,194
12,344
10,540
8,690
4,294
4,396
7,654
6,514
1,140
6,939
4,460
2,479
6,500
3,989
2,511
5,040
3,680
1,359
3,439
2,052
1,387
2,215
581
1,634
2,541

%
100%
100%
53%
47%
100%
54%
46%
100%
100%
57%
43%
100%
60%
40%
100%
100%
100%
49%
51%
100%
85%
15%
100%
64%
36%
100%
61%
39%
100%
73%
27%
100%
60%
40%
100%
26%
74%
100%

M o derate Decrease
(0% to -25%)

M o re Co re P articipants (56- Evenly Divided (45-55% Co re
74%)
and Casual)

5-Year Trend

1-Year Trend

39.2%
-4.5%
6.7%
-14.7%
3.2%
5.1%
1.0%
-6.3%
9.8%
15.3%
3.2%
8.8%
8.2%
9.8%
-12.8%
16.2%
1.7%
14.5%
-8.2%
0.1%
2.8%
-13.0%
18.1%
18.6%
17.1%
2.4%
7.8%
-5.2%
-17.8%
-13.4%
-27.7%
58.6%
81.8%
33.5%
5.7%
-35.5%
36.9%
9.6%

6.6%
0.5%
2.8%
-2.1%
1.7%
5.6%
-2.6%
4.4%
-1.1%
-2.5%
0.7%
-1.8%
0.1%
-4.5%
0.4%
-4.0%
0.9%
-2.2%
4.2%
-1.5%
-1.3%
-2.3%
2.2%
0.3%
5.8%
1.8%
0.5%
4.1%
-4.3%
-4.5%
-4.0%
0.8%
0.6%
0.9%
-12.4%
-35.4%
0.2%
0.6%

Large Decrease
(less than -25%)
M o re Casual P articipants
(56-74%)

M o stly Casual P articipants
(greater than 75%)
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AQUATICS
National Core vs Casual Participatory Trends - Aquatics
Participation Levels
2017
#
%
#
%
Swimming (Fitness)
26,354
100%
27,135
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
16,912
64%
18,319
68%
Core(50+ times)
9,442
36%
8,815
32%
Aquatic Exercise
8,483
100%
10,459
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
5,281
62%
7,222
69%
Core(50+ times)
3,202
38%
3,237
31%
Swimming (Competition)
2,638
100%
3,007
100%
Casual (1-49 times)
1,153
44%
1,664
55%
Core(50+ times)
1,485
56%
1,343
45%
NOTE: Participation figures are in 000's for the US population ages 6 and over
Activity

2013

Participation Growth/Decline

Large Increase
(greater than 25%)

Core vs Casual Distribution

M o stly Co re P articipants
(greater than 75%)

M o derate Increase
(0% to 25%)

% Change
2018
#
27,575
18,728
8,847
10,518
7,391
3,127
3,045
1,678
1,367

%
100%
68%
32%
100%
70%
30%
100%
55%
45%

M o derate Decrease
(0% to -25%)

M o re Co re P articipants (56- Evenly Divided (45-55% Co re
74%)
and Casual)

5-Year Trend

1-Year Trend

4.6%
10.7%
-6.3%
24.0%
40.0%
-2.3%
15.4%
45.5%
-7.9%

1.6%
2.2%
0.4%
0.6%
2.3%
-3.4%
1.3%
0.8%
1.8%

Large Decrease
(less than -25%)
M o re Casual P articipants
(56-74%)

M o stly Casual P articipants
(greater than 75%)

WATER SPORTS/ACTIVITIES
National Core vs Casual Participatory Trends - Water Sports / Activities
Participation Levels
2017
#
%
#
%
Canoeing
10,153
100%
9,220
100%
Kayaking (Recreational)
8,716
100%
10,533
100%
Snorkeling
8,700
100%
8,384
100%
Casual (1-7 times)
6,893
79%
6,721
80%
Core(8+ times)
1,807
21%
1,663
20%
Jet Skiing
6,413
100%
5,418
100%
Casual (1-7 times)
4,407
69%
3,928
72%
Core(8+ times)
2,006
31%
1,490
28%
Sailing
3,915
100%
3,974
100%
Casual (1-7 times)
2,682
69%
2,720
68%
Core(8+ times)
1,233
31%
1,254
32%
Water Skiing
4,202
100%
3,572
100%
Casual (1-7 times)
3,069
73%
2,575
72%
Core(8+ times)
1,133
27%
997
28%
Rafting
3,836
100%
3,479
100%
Stand-Up Paddling
1,993
100%
3,325
100%
Kayaking (Sea/Touring)
2,694
100%
2,955
100%
Scuba Diving
3,174
100%
2,874
100%
Casual (1-7 times)
2,351
74%
2,113
74%
Core(8+ times)
823
26%
761
26%
Wakeboarding
3,316
100%
3,005
100%
Casual (1-7 times)
2,306
70%
2,101
70%
Core(8+ times)
1,010
30%
903
30%
Surfing
2,658
100%
2,680
100%
Casual (1-7 times)
1,629
61%
1,705
64%
Core(8+ times)
1,029
39%
975
36%
Kayaking (White Water)
2,146
100%
2,500
100%
Boardsailing/Windsurfing
1,324
100%
1,573
100%
Casual (1-7 times)
10,960
828%
1,289
82%
Core(8+ times)
234
-728%
284
18%
NOTE: Participation figures are in 000's for the US population ages 6 and over
Activity

2013

Participation Growth/Decline

Large Increase
(greater than 25%)

Core vs Casual Distribution

M o stly Co re P articipants
(greater than 75%)

M o derate Increase
(0% to 25%)

% Change
2018
#
9,129
11,017
7,815
6,321
1,493
5,324
3,900
1,425
3,754
2,596
1,159
3,363
2,499
863
3,754
3,453
2,805
2,849
2,133
716
2,796
1,900
896
2,874
1,971
904
2,562
1,556
1,245
310

%
100%
100%
100%
81%
19%
100%
73%
27%
100%
69%
31%
100%
74%
26%
100%
100%
100%
100%
75%
25%
100%
68%
32%
100%
69%
31%
100%
100%
80%
20%

M o derate Decrease
(0% to -25%)

M o re Co re P articipants (56- Evenly Divided (45-55% Co re
74%)
and Casual)

5-Year Trend

1-Year Trend

-10.1%
26.4%
-10.2%
-8.3%
-17.4%
-17.0%
-11.5%
-29.0%
-4.1%
-3.2%
-6.0%
-20.0%
-18.6%
-23.8%
-2.1%
73.3%
4.1%
-10.2%
-9.3%
-13.0%
-15.7%
-17.6%
-11.3%
8.1%
21.0%
-12.1%
19.4%
17.5%
-88.6%
32.5%

-1.0%
4.6%
-6.8%
-6.0%
-10.2%
-1.7%
-0.7%
-4.4%
-5.5%
-4.6%
-7.6%
-5.9%
-3.0%
-13.4%
7.9%
3.8%
-5.1%
-0.9%
0.9%
-5.9%
-7.0%
-9.6%
-0.8%
7.2%
15.6%
-7.3%
2.5%
-1.1%
-3.4%
9.2%

Large Decrease
(less than -25%)
M o re Casual P articipants
(56-74%)

M o stly Casual P articipants
(greater than 75%)
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APPENDIX B – BENCHMARK COMPARISON
PARK ACREAGE
The following table provides a general overview of each system’s park acreage. Rockville has the second
highest total acres owned or managed (1,058). Assessing level of service for park acres, Rockville ranks
third with 15.93 acres of parkland per 1,000 residents, which is exceptional and is above NRPA’s median
metric for all agencies at 10.1 acres per 1,000 residents.
Although Rockville is currently positioned well nationally and among benchmark agencies; the City is in
danger falling below national averages due to a growing community and the City being landlocked. The
anticipated community growth will impact total acres per 1,000 over the years especially if Rockville is
unable retain RedGate Park for parks and recreation purposes. Although Rockville is currently above the
national standard for park acreage, there are areas in the city devoid of park land within a 10-minute
walk.
As recommended in the Planning and Development Services Community Facilities Trends Report 2016,
“Acquire additional park and open space land, including 25-30 acres within the Rockville Pike
Neighborhood Plan study area by 2030. East Rockville, Twinbrook and Town Center areas were also
identified as those with greatest needs for park facilities.” The Pike corridor is a prime location for
mixed use redevelopment.
This area is expected to add 11,800 residents and 13,900 jobs in the Plan Area by 2040. (City of Rockville,
Department of Community Planning and Development Services as part of Metropolitan Washington
Council of Governments Round 9.0 projections, 2015.) Rockville should continually be diligent in
obtaining open space to help with future community parkland needs.
Agency
MNCPPC - Montgomery County
City of Westerville Parks and Recreation
City of Rockville Department of Recreation and Parks
City of Gaithersburg Parks, Recreation and Culture
City of Asheville Parks and Recreation
Arlington County Department of Parks and Recreation
Park District of Oak Park
Recreation - Montgomery County

Population
1,052,567
39,737
66,402
70,000
91,902
226,400
51,793
1,052,567

Total Number Residents per
of Parks
Park
422
34
71
27
54
148
20
N/A

NRPA Median 10.1 Acres per 1,000 Residents
NRPA Lower Quartile 5.2 Acres per 1,000 Residents
NRPA Upper Quartile 17.1 Acres per 1,000

2,494
1,169
935
2,593
1,702
1,530
2,590
-

Total Acres
Owned or
Managed
36,991.00
656.76
1,058.00
893.44
831.44
924.00
95.60
0.00

Total
Percentage of Total Acres per
Developed
Developed
1,000
Acres
Acres
Residents
8,949.99
24%
35.14
452.74
69%
16.53
690.48
65%
15.93
487.94
55%
12.76
800.00
96%
9.05
674.00
73%
4.08
0%
1.85
0.00
0%
0.00
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TRAIL MILEAGE
By comparing total trail mileage to the population of the service area, the level of service provided to
the community can be determined, which is expressed as trail miles for every 1,000 residents. As seen
below, Rockville has the second highest total trail mileage per capita (0.59 miles per 1,000) among
benchmark agencies. Three benchmark agencies are achieving the best practice levels of service for
trail mileage, with Westerville providing the most at 1.27 miles of trail per 1,000 residents. It is important
to note that the existence of trail mileage may not always ensure complete connectivity within the city
or walkability in a park and, looking ahead, these are areas that Rockville could focus on.

Agency

Population

City of Westerville Parks and Recreation
City of Rockville Department of Recreation and Parks
Arlington County Department of Parks and Recreation
MNCPPC - Montgomery County
Park District of Oak Park
City of Gaithersburg Parks, Recreation and Culture
City of Asheville Parks and Recreation
Recreation - Montgomery County

39,737
66,402
226,400
1,052,567
51,793
70,000
91,902
1,052,567

Best Practice Agencies 0.25-0.5 Trail Miles per 1,000 Residents

Soft Trail Miles
2.5
4.0
6.8
185.0
1.5
-

Paved Trail
Miles
48.0
35.0
52.0
68.6
9.1
6.2
-

Total Trail
Miles
50.5
39.0
58.8
253.6
7.3
9.1
7.7
-

Trail Miles per
1,000
Residents
1.27
0.59
0.26
0.24
0.14
0.13
0.08
0.00
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FTE’S PER 10,000 RESIDENTS
This section compares levels of staffing for each system by comparing full-time equivalents (FTEs) to
total population. In order to provide an accurate comparison of staffing among benchmark agencies,
total FTEs are calculated by summing all the hours worked by departmental staff and dividing the total
by 2,080, which is traditionally accepted as equivalent to the total annual hours worked by one full-time
employee. Note: Rockville’s administration staff work 1,950 hours and has been calculated as such in
their total FTE figure.
Total FTEs per 10,000 residents is a key performance metric that assesses how well each agency is
equipped, in terms of human resources, to serve its community. Among peer agencies, Rockville ranks
near the top with 34.79 FTEs per 10,000 residents just behind Park District of Oak Park (35.14). Although,
Rockville has more FTEs than neighboring Gaithersburg with a smaller population, Rockville has more
parks, developed acres, trails, specialty facilities, indoor square footage space, and mandated
maintenance for various city assets and properties. These all contribute to the need for increased FTEs
to address the amount of operational work and facilities maintained.

Agency

Population

Park District of Oak Park
City of Rockville Department of Recreation and Parks
City of Westerville Parks and Recreation
City of Gaithersburg Parks, Recreation and Culture
Arlington County Department of Parks and Recreation
City of Asheville Parks and Recreation
MNCPPC - Montgomery County
Recreation - Montgomery County
NRPA Median 8.3 FTEs per 10,000 Residents
NRPA Lower Quartile 4.2 FTEs per 10,000 Residents
NRPA Higher Quartile 15.1 FTEs per 10,000 Residents

51,793
66,402
39,737
70,000
226,400
91,902
1,052,567
1,052,567

Total FTEs
182
231
135
126
340
101
892
464

FTEs per
10,000
Residents
35.14
34.79
33.89
18.01
15.02
10.99
8.47
4.41
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VOLUNTEERS
Rockville has done an excellent job of leveraging its volunteer support with 2,634 volunteers contributing
97, 449 total hours of assistance toward the programs and services delivered by the Department. These
hours translate into $2,478,128 (https://independentsector.org/value-of-volunteer-time-2018/)
demonstrating the impact of local volunteers.
The Department has a robust and dynamic volunteer program. On average, each volunteer provides 37
hours of service in a year. Volunteers are a mainstay in many of our programs and services including
sports coaches, invasive plant species removal in parks, litter clean-up, mentors, event support, just to
name a few. The Department currently coordinates and manages the volunteer effort at the program
level. Seventy-six percent of our fulltime staff in all areas of the department coordinate, manage, and
lead the volunteer effort.
It is impressive for a City of Rockville’s size to have so many volunteers and for each volunteer to provide
on average 37 hours in a year. In comparison, MNCPPC-Montgomery County has more than 1 million
residents and of the million approximately 10,000 average just over 7 hours of service per year. The City
of Asheville Parks and Recreation currently does not use volunteers and Recreation-Montgomery County
likely does not list volunteers by the Recreation Department because the County has a Volunteer Center
that tracks and manages all volunteers.

Agency

Population

City of Rockville Department of Recreation and Parks
MNCPPC - Montgomery County
Arlington County Department of Parks and Recreation
City of Westerville Parks and Recreation
Park District of Oak Park

66,402
1,052,567
226,400
39,737
51,793

City of Gaithersburg Parks, Recreation and Culture

70,000

City of Asheville Parks and Recreation

91,902

Volunteers
2,634
10,890
1,210
3,325
1,426
800+

Do not use
Information not
1,052,567
provided

Recreation - Montgomery County

Total Volunteer
Hours
97,449
72,118
34,245
14,694
9,899
Information not
provided
Information not
provided
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OPERATING EXPENSE PER RESIDENT
Agencies participating in the benchmark study are spending on parks and recreation operations at a
substantial rate with Rockville at nearly a $23 million operating expense. Dividing the annual
operational budget by each service area’s population allows for a comparison of how much each agency
is spending on a per resident basis.
Rockville ranks first among peer agencies for expense per resident ($341.90) and is well above the
NRPA metric high quartile of $153.41 per resident. This is also attributed to the number and variety of
cultural and special use facilities in Rockville which often cost more to maintain and operate in order
to provide a high-quality service offering to the community. Note: Rockville’s total operating expense
does not include $633,500 in Caregiver Grants that the City provides to 20+ nonprofits within the
community providing human services

Agency

Population

City of Rockville Department of Recreation and Parks
Park District of Oak Park
City of Westerville Parks and Recreation
Arlington County Department of Parks and Recreation
City of Gaithersburg Parks, Recreation and Culture
MNCPPC - Montgomery County
City of Asheville Parks and Recreation
Recreation - Montgomery County

66,402
51,793
39,737
226,400
70,000
1,052,567
91,902
1,052,567

Total Annual Operating Expenditures
NRPA Median $3,835,000
NRPA Lower Quartile $1,385,000
NRPA Higher Quartile $10,637,000

Total
Operating
Expense
$ 22,702,962
$ 17,548,052
$ 11,415,602
$ 41,416,046
$ 9,062,499
$ 112,781,144
$ 9,716,042
$ 36,503,982

Operating
Expense per
Resident
$
341.90
$
338.81
$
287.28
$
182.93
$
129.46
$
107.15
$
105.72
$
34.68

Operating Expense per Resident
NRPA Median $78.69 per Resident
NRPA Lower Quartile $42.95 per Resident
NRPA Higher Quartile $153.41 per Resident

DISTRIBUTION OF EXPENDITURES
The table below compares the distribution of expenditures for each agency across personnel,
operations, capital, and other expenses. The median distribution for all agencies reporting to the NRPA
database is also provided. Rockville spends marginally lower on operations and higher on personnel
expenses compared to NRPA’s average distribution.
Personnel

Operations

City of Gaithersburg Parks, Recreation and Culture
Arlington County Department of Parks and Recreation
City of Westerville Parks and Recreation
MNCPPC - Montgomery County
City of Rockville Department of Recreation and Parks
Recreation - Montgomery County
City of Asheville Parks and Recreation
Park District of Oak Park

77%
72%
70%
69%
66%
65%
60%
56%

23%
28%
29%
25%
28%
35%
40%
34%

Capital
Expense not in
CIP
0%
0%
1%
0%
3%
0%
0%
0%

NRPA Average Distribution

55%

38%

5%

Agency

Other
0%
0%
0%
6%
4%
0%
0%
10%
2%
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REVENUE PER RESIDENT
This section assesses the revenue generation of each agency by measuring non-tax revenues and
comparing to the population served to determine revenue earned per resident. Rockville ranks third in
revenue per resident ($102) with a total revenue of approximately $6.8 million, which is a testament to
the Department’s focus on cost recovery and financial sustainability.

Agency

Population

Park District of Oak Park
City of Westerville Parks and Recreation
City of Rockville Department of Recreation and Parks
Arlington County Department of Parks and Recreation
City of Asheville Parks and Recreation
MNCPPC - Montgomery County
Recreation - Montgomery County

51,793
39,737
66,402
226,400
91,902
1,052,567
1,052,567

City of Gaithersburg Parks, Recreation and Culture

70,000

Total Non-Tax Revenue
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

11,391,553
4,461,943
6,787,916
10,421,483
1,901,648
16,872,150
10,668,251
tracked on a facility/
program basis, not
department wide

Revenue per
Resident
$
219.94
$
112.29
$
102.22
$
46.03
$
20.69
$
16.03
$
10.14

NRPA Median $20.11 per Resident
NRPA Lower Quartile $6.67 per Resident
NRPA Higher Quartile $51.36 per Residents

OPERATIONAL COST RECOVERY
Operational cost recovery is derived by dividing total non-tax revenue by total operating expense, and
measures how well each department’s revenue generation covers the total cost of operations. Rockville
is tied with Recreation – Montgomery County with the third highest cost recovery rate at 29%, just
ahead of Arlington County at 25%. Park District of Oak Park has the highest cost recovery rate at 65%
followed by Westerville at 39%.

Agency
Park District of Oak Park
City of Westerville Parks and Recreation
Recreation - Montgomery County
City of Rockville Department of Recreation and Parks
Arlington County Department of Parks and Recreation
City of Asheville Parks and Recreation
MNCPPC - Montgomery County

Total Non-Tax Revenue
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

City of Gaithersburg Parks, Recreation and Culture

NRPA Median 27% Cost Recovery
NRPA Lower Quartile 13% Cost Recovery
NRPA Higher Quartile 45% Cost Recovery

Total
Operational
Operating
Cost Recovery
Expense
$ 17,548,052
65%
$ 11,415,602
39%
$ 36,503,982
29%
$ 23,336,462
29%
$ 41,416,046
25%
$ 9,716,042
20%
$ 112,781,144
15%

11,391,553
4,461,943
10,668,251
6,787,916
10,421,483
1,901,648
16,872,150
tracked on a facility/
program basis, not $
department wide

9,062,499

0%
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
Due to the unpredictability of Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) budgets and availability of funding from
year to year, the table below reveals a snapshot of the annual capital spending from 2017-2019, as well
as the three-year average, for each agency. Over the last three years, Rockville has been consistently
lower than its benchmark peers. CIP can and will fluctuate over the years based on planned projects
and agency needs. For example: Westerville’s 2018 CIP budget jumped to 28.8 million due to their
community center expansion that will be completed in 2020.

Agency

CIP Budget
2017

CIP Budget
2018

CIP Budget
2019

Recreation - Montgomery County
MNCPPC - Montgomery County
City of Gaithersburg Parks, Recreation and Culture
Arlington County Department of Parks and Recreation
City of Westerville Parks and Recreation
City of Rockville Department of Recreation and Parks
Park District of Oak Park
City of Asheville Parks and Recreation

$ 144,000,000
$ 37,478,000
$
$ 14,376,487
$ 3,651,728
$ 3,091,000
$
$
768,794

$ 163,000,000
$ 23,887,000
$ 8,471,907
$ 11,589,321
$ 28,805,786
$ 4,567,000
$ 2,055,000
$
780,625

$ 186,000,000
$ 32,505,000
$ 49,582,808
$ 31,259,702
$ 3,156,950
$ 4,612,000
$ 3,095,000
$
795,450

Avg Annual CIP
Budget 20172019
$ 164,333,333
$ 31,290,000
$ 19,351,572
$ 19,075,170
$ 11,871,488
$ 4,090,000
$ 1,716,667
$
781,623

MARKETING
Marketing budgets for parks and recreation agencies are typically less than in the private sector, but
the industry is beginning to realize the value of investing in marketing and the potential return on
investment (ROI) that can be achieved. Compared to peers reporting figures, Rockville ranks near the
bottom for total marketing expense ($153,340) and marketing spending per resident ($2.31).
While this does not reflect the marketing and communications support the Department receives from
the City’s Public Information Office (PIO assists all departments and is not isolated by department), the
overall spending is still significantly lower than peer agencies and does limit the Department’s ability
to tell its story and compete with other service providers in reaching out to current and new audiences.
Agency

Population

City of Westerville Parks and Recreation
Park District of Oak Park
Arlington County Department of Parks and Recreation
MNCPPC - Montgomery County
City of Rockville Department of Recreation and Parks
Recreation - Montgomery County
City of Asheville Parks and Recreation

39,737
51,793
226,400
1,052,567
66,402
1,052,567
91,902

City of Gaithersburg Parks, Recreation and Culture

70,000

2018 Marketing
Expense
$
165,000.00
$
198,099.11
$
856,686.00
$
2,859,295.00
$
153,340.00
$
40,000.00
$
Our PIO department
assists with marketing
of all departments

Marketing Expense
per Resident (2018)
$
4.15
$
3.82
$
3.78
$
2.72
$
2.31
$
0.04
$
-
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FACILITIES
The following is a comparison of square footage for the total number of community centers within each
agency. Rockville does provide a lower level of indoor recreation square footage per resident (1.19).
The following recreation facilities are included since they are available to the community on a regular
basis:
•
•
•
•

Thomas Farm Community Center
Lincoln Park Community Center
Twinbrook Community & Recreation Center
Senior Center

A good portion of Rockville’s total square footage (208,877 sq. ft.) of facilities is considered special use
such as the Montrose Community Center (preschool), Rockville Swim and Fitness Center, Glenview
Mansion, F. Scott Fitzgerald Theatre, Croydon Creek Nature Center, Elwood Smith Community Center,
Pump House Community Center, and Rockcrest Ballet Center.
Agency

Population

City of Westerville Parks and Recreation
Arlington County Department of Parks and Recreation
City of Gaithersburg Parks, Recreation and Culture
City of Asheville Parks and Recreation
City of Rockville Department of Recreation and Parks
Recreation - Montgomery County
MNCPPC - Montgomery County
Park District of Oak Park

39,737
226,400
70,000
91,902
66,402
1,052,567
1,052,567
51,793

Total Number of
Total Sq. Ft. of Avg. Size of Indoor Indoor Recreation
Indoor Recreation Indoor Recreation
Recreation
Sq. Ft. per
Facilities
Facilities
Facilities (Sq. Ft.)
Resident
2
100,000
50,000
2.52
15
439,683
29,312
1.94
9
118,926
13,214
1.70
11
110,000
10,000
1.20
4
79,142
19,786
1.19
37
902,020
24,379
0.86
4
195,641
48,910
0.19
21
-

Best practice agencies 1.5-2.0 sq. ft. per person

PROGRAMS
Program cost recovery is derived by dividing total program revenue by total operating expense for
programs, and measures how well each department’s program revenue generation covers the total cost
of programs. Park District of Oak leads the peer benchmark agencies in program cost recovery at 154%,
followed by Rockville (132%) and City of Asheville Parks and Recreation (128%) which is a testament to
the staff’s creativity and commitment to innovation and serving the community’s needs.

Total Program
Revenue

Agency
Park District of Oak Park
City of Rockville Department of Recreation and Parks
City of Asheville Parks and Recreation
MNCPPC - Montgomery County
Recreation - Montgomery County
City of Westerville Parks and Recreation
Arlington County Department of Parks and Recreation

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,265,854
5,240,994
1,868,515
14,122,085
10,668,251
1,387,251
8,306,235
tracked on a
facility/ program
basis, not
department wide

City of Gaithersburg Parks, Recreation and Culture

Total Operating Operational
Expense for
Cost Recovery
Programs
for Programs
$
4,078,176
154%
$
3,974,460
132%
$
1,457,610
128%
$
14,959,757
94%
$
12,081,171
88%
$
1,807,571
77%
$
14,860,003
56%
tracked on a
facility/ program
basis, not
department wide
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APPENDIX C – PUBLIC FORUMS
In tandem with the stakeholder and focus group interviews, the project team also hosted two public
forums designed to further engage residents of the community. The public forum was an open call to
the residents to offer feedback on the recreation and parks system through live polling devices and open
discussion on the strengths, opportunities, and priorities for the future.

LIVE POLLING EXERCISE
One key approach for soliciting feedback from attendees of the public forum was through live polling of
the audience. Using the responses to focus group and key leadership interview questions, the consulting
team developed questions within a PowerPoint presentation to gain an understanding of community
needs.
Following the initial process presentation, each attendee used a polling device (i.e. ‘clicker’) to answer
a series of questions related to usage and need for parks, trails, facilities, and programs. The following
charts share the survey results from the live polling portion of the public forum meeting.
QUESTION 1: LIST THE TOP 3 EXISTING FACILITIES / AMENITIES YOU WANT THE CITY
TO PROVIDE MORE OF?
Collectively, the responses
identified recreation centers
(102 pts.), Pool (90 pts.) and
Outdoor Music Venue (81 pts.)
as the top three existing
facility or amenity they want
the City to provide more of.
In addition, Playgrounds (67
pts.), Senior Center (63 pts.)
and restrooms (60 pts.) round
out the top six. Notably, five
of the six have wide-segment
appeal.
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QUESTION 2: LIST THE TOP 3 NEW FACILITIES / AMENITIES YOU WANT THE CITY TO
PROVIDE?
Collectively, the responses
identified Free WiFi in the
Parks (94pts.), outdoor music
venue (84 pts.), multi-gen
community center (83 pts.)
pool (74 pts.) as the top new
facilities or amenities they
want the City to provide. In
addition, Senior Center (66
pts.) and playground (65 pts.)
round out the top responses.

QUESTION 3: LIST THE TOP 3 PROGRAMS YOU PARTICIPATE IN THE MOST?
The responses show that
special events (86 pts.),
aquatics programs (83 pts.),
nature
and
outdoor
adventure (68 pts.), senior
activities (68 pts.), adult
SPECIAL EVENTS
86
enrichment and fitness (62
AQUATICS PROGRAMS
83
NATURE AND OUTDOOR ADVENTURE…
pts.) as the top five programs
68
SENIOR ACTIVITIES
participated in the most.
68
ADULT ENRICHMENT AND FITNESS…
Teen programs (30 pts.) and
62
CITY SPORTS LEAGUES
53
trips (27 pts.) make up the
YOUTH PROGRAMS
52
third tier of programs
ARTS PROGRAMS
46
participated in most.

List the Top 3 Programs You
Participate In The Most?

TEEN PROGRAMS

30

TRIPS

27
0

20

40

60

80

100
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QUESTION 4: LIST THE TOP 3 EXISTING PROGRAMS YOU WANT THE CITY TO PROVIDE
MORE OF?
Collectively,
the
top
programs responses wanting
the City to provide more are
special events (90 pts.),
nature
and
outdoor
adventure (68 pts.), arts
programs (57 pts.) and youth
programs (55 pts.) aquatics
programs (55 pts.) and adult
enrichment
and
fitness
classes (54 pts.) round out the
top six responses.

QUESTION 5: CHOOSE YOUR TOP 3 PREFERRED MEANS OF COMMUNICATION FROM
THE CITY?
The preferred means of
communication from the City
are Website (131 pts.), email
newsletter (103 pts.) social
media (68 pts.), printed
material (58 pts.), Life in
Rockville Program Guide (52
pts.), and text notification
(49 pts.) were identified by
the respondents.
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QUESTION 6: CHOOSE THE TOP 3 BARRIERS THAT PREVENT YOUR FROM PARTICIPATING
MORE IN THE CITY’S OFFERINGS?
The responses identified no
time (103 pts.) as the top
barrier that prevents them
from participating more in the
City’s offerings.
Lack of
awareness (102 pts.), location
(80 pts.), not enough choices
(52 pts.) and too expensive (47
pts.) round out the top five
responses.

PUBLIC FORUM OPEN DISCUSSION
The open discussion that followed the live polling, centered around the strengths, opportunities, and
priorities of the system as seen by participants of the public forum. The following notes were taken
during the discussion to capture the audience’s input.
STRENGTHS
• Support for the arts
• Trips and travel
• Distribution, number of, access to, and variety of parks
• Connectivity and number of miles of trails
• Variety of programs and scholarship program
• Services serve all age segments of the community
• Diversity of and in ballet
• Promotions and communication
• Nature center and environmental education
• Events
• Staff are kind, sincere, and knowledgeable
• Diverse and affordable programs
• Walkability and the playgrounds
• Well-maintained park system
• Senior Center
• Diversity of facilities (most cited)
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OPPORTUNITIES
• Enhance communication and outreach
• More bicycle parking areas and at theater
• Bike friendly City signage, more bike boulevards, and more bike lanes
• Tennis backboards and better access
• Restrooms at the parks
• Wifi at the parks and facilities
• Indoor pickleball courts at the senior center
• Increase capacity for indoor swimming (lap lanes)
• Theater performance fly space
• Adult only times for Swim Center and extend hours
• Stretch and balance equipment at the Senior Center
• More space for Tai Chi on Fridays
• Space is needed for more introduction level / starter programming at Senior Center
• Need large venues: Maximize RedGate Golf Course opportunity
• Bubble over the competition pool
• Inclusive programming
• Family bathrooms / Accessibility
• Add lighted athletic fields
PRIORITIES
• Secure RedGate Golf Course for parks and recreation purposes as a large venue with multiple
experiences
• Comprehensive approach to design of spaces with public input
• Theater and Social Hall
• Inclusion in all things
• More trips – better cost
• Better representation of the arts
• Bike friendly community
• Investment in the theater
• Expand ballet
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APPENDIX D – ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS
QUESTIONS
HAVE YOU OR MEMBERS OF YOUR HOUSEHOLD VISITE D ANY PARKS OR FACILITIES OF
THE CITY OF ROCKVILLE DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS DURING THE PAST
YEAR?
Ninety-eight percent (98%) of respondents have visited a park or facility managed by the recreation and
park department during the past year.

PARK OR FACILITY VISITATION
Yes

No

2%

98%
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FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST, PLEASE CHECK ALL OF THE TYPES OF PARKS/FACILITIES
OF THE CITY OF ROCKVILLE DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS YOU OR
MEMBERS OF YOUR HOUSEHOLD HAVE USED OR VISITED OVER THE PAST 12 MONTHS.
Top five types of parks/ facilities that respondents have used or visited are:
•
•
•
•
•

Neighborhood parks (small) – 81%
Community center – 73%
Community parks (large) – 66%
Playgrounds/ play equipment – 63%
Paved trails/ greenways – 60%

Parks/Facilities Respondents Have Visited
Neighborhood parks (small)
81%
Community centers
73%
Community parks (large)
66%
Playgrounds/play equipment
63%
Paved trails/greenways
60%
Natural surface trails/greenways
51%
Nature center
51%
Pools-outdoor
49%
Glenview Mansion
48%
Pools-indoor
48%
F. Scott Fitzgerald Theater
38%
Fitness rooms
25%
Outdoor basketball courts
25%
Senior center
25%
Baseball & softball fields
23%
Outdoor tennis courts
23%
Football/lacrosse/soccer fields
16%
King Farm Dog Park
16%
Community garden
14%
Other
8%
Skate park
6%
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WHICH THREE OF THE PARKS/FACILITIES LISTED IN SECTION 1.1.2 DO YOU OR MEMBERS
OF YOUR HOUSEHOLD VISIT MOST OFTEN?
Top three parks/ facilities most visited by respondents are small neighborhood parks (45%), playgrounds/
play equipment (33%), and indoor pools (23%).

Most Visited Parks/ Facilities
Neighborhood parks (small)
Playgrounds/play equipment
Pools-indoor
Community centers
Paved trails/greenways
Community parks (large)
Natural surface trails/greenways
Pools-outdoor
Nature center
Fitness rooms
F. Scott Fitzgerald Theater
Glenview Mansion
Baseball & softball fields
Senior center
Football/lacrosse/soccer fields
King Farm Dog Park
Community garden
Outdoor basketball courts
Other
Outdoor tennis courts
None chosen

45%
33%
23%
21%
21%
19%
19%
18%
13%
11%
10%
10%
9%
9%
8%
6%
5%
5%
5%
4%
1%
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OVERALL, HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE LEVEL OF MAINTENANCE OF ALL OF THE
PARKS/FACILITIES OF THE CITY OF ROCKVILLE DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND
PARKS YOU HAVE VISITED?
Over half of respondents indicated the level of maintenance on parks and facilities are in excellent
condition while 41% indicated they were in good condition. Only 4% said the condition was fair.

CONDITION OF MAINTENANCE OF ALL
PARKS/ FACILITIES
Excellent

Good

Fair

4%

41%

55%

HAVE YOU OR OTHER MEMBERS OF YOUR HOUSEHOLD PARTICIPATED IN ANY
RECREATION PROGRAMS OFFERED BY THE CITY OF ROCKVILLE DEPARTMENT OF
RECREATION AND PARKS DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS?
Two-thirds of respondents (68%) have participated in a recreation program offered by the Department of
during the past 12 months.

RECREATION PROGRAM PARTICIPATION
Yes

No

32%

68%
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APPROXIMATELY HOW MANY DIFFERENT RECREATION PROGRAMS OFFERED BY THE
CITY OF ROCKVILLE DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS DID YOU OR MEMBERS
OF YOUR HOUSEHOLD PARTICIPATE IN OVER THE PAST 12 MONTHS?
Seventy-eight percent (78%) of respondents participated in 3 or less programs offered by the Department
in the past 12 months. Nine percent (9%) of respondents participated in 4 to 6 programs and 13%
participate in 7 or more programs.

NUMBER OF PROGRAMS PARTICIPATED IN
56%

22%
9%

1 PR O GR AM

2 TO 3
PR O GR AMS

7%

6%

4 TO 6
PR O GR AMS

7 TO 10
PR O GR AMS

1 1 + PR O GR AMS

FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST, PLEASE CHECK THE THREE PRIMARY REASONS WHY YOUR
HOUSEHOLD HAS PARTICIPATED IN THE CITY OF ROCKVILLE DEPARTMENT OF
RECREATION AND PARKS PROGRAMS.
The top three reasons survey respondents participated in recreation programs are location of program
facility (73%), fees charged for the class (52%), and quality of program content (36%).

REASONS FOR PARTICIPATING IN
RECREATION PROGRAMS
73%

Location of program facility

52%

Fees charged for class

36%
30%
30%

Quality of program content

Quality of program facility
Quality of instructors

20%
16%
14%

Times program is offered
Dates/days program is offered
Friends participate

7%
5%

Other
Day of the week
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%
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HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE OVERALL QUALITY OF THE CITY OF ROCKVILLE
DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS PROGRAMS THAT YOU AND MEMBERS OF
YOUR HOUSEHOLD HAVE PARTICIPATED IN?
Ninety-six percent (96%) of respondents rated the overall quality of the recreation programs as either
excellent (47%) or good (49%). Only 4% of respondents rated the overall quality as fair.

CONDITION OF RECREATION PROGRAMS
Excellent

Good

Fair

4%

47%
49%

PLEASE INDICATE HOW OFTEN YOU AND MEMBERS OF YOUR HOUSEHOLD HAVE USED
EACH OF THE FOLLOWING RECREATION CENTERS OPERATED BY THE CITY OF
ROCKVILLE DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS.
The most used recreation centers based on highest percentage overall visitation by respondents’ are the
Swim & Fitness Center (80% have visited at least once), Croydon Creek Nature Center (70%), F. Scott
Fitzgerald Theater (68%), Glenview Mansion (60%) and Thomas Farm Community Center (51%). Over half
the respondents have not used the remaining recreation centers in the past 12 months. Percentages in
bold indicate the highest percentage for each recreation center listed.

Recreation Centers Used
Swim & Fitness Center
Croydon Creek Nature Center
F. Scott Fitzgerald Theater
Glenview Mansion
Thomas Farm Community Center
Twinbrook Community Recreation Center
Senior Center
Lincoln Park Community Center
Elwood Smith Community Center
Pumphouse Community Center
Rockcrest Ballet Center
Montrose Community Center

50+ times 25-49 times 10-24 times 1-9 times
10%
1%
1%
1%
0%
3%
5%
2%
2%
0%
3%
0%

11%
0%
3%
1%
6%
6%
3%
3%
3%
2%
0%
0%

27%
4%
1%
8%
10%
6%
8%
3%
2%
2%
0%
0%

32%
64%
62%
49%
35%
33%
28%
29%
28%
12%
8%
11%

Overall
Visitation
80%
70%
68%
60%
51%
48%
43%
37%
34%
15%
11%
11%

Never
20%
30%
32%
40%
49%
52%
57%
64%
66%
85%
89%
89%
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HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE OVERALL QUALITY OF THE RECREATION CENTERS LISTED
IN THE SECTION 1.1.9 THAT YOU AND MEMBERS OF YOUR HOUSEHO LD HAVE USED
DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS?
Ninety-six percent (96%) of respondents rated the overall quality of the recreation centers as either
excellent (49%) or good (47%). Only 4% of respondents rated the overall quality as fair.

CONDITION OF RECREATION CENTERS
Excellent

Good

Fair

4%

49%

47%

PLEASE CHECK ALL OF THE WAYS YOU LEARN ABOUT CITY OF ROCKVILLE DEPARTMENT
OF RECREATION AND PARKS PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES.
Top ways survey respondents learn about Department programs and activities are:
•

•
•
•
•

Life
in
Rockville
(seasonal Recreation &
Parks guide) – 77%
City
of
Rockville
website – 76%
Rockville Reports – 52%
From
friends
and
neighbors – 42%
Emails – 40%

This is fairly typical for online
survey responses where the
respondents are often existing
users of the system and are
likely to be familiar with the
department’s outreach tools.

Ways for Learning About Programs and Activities
Life in Rockville (seasonal Recreation & Parks guide)
City of Rockville website
Rockville Reports
From friends & neighbors
Emails
Conversation with staff
Seasonal 60+ Recreation & Services guide
Social media
E-newsletter
Materials at City facilities
School fliers/newsletters
Banners in parks
Bethesda Magazine
Rockville 11 TV
Text notifications
Other

77%
76%
52%
42%
40%
27%
26%
23%
23%
21%
15%
11%
6%
4%
2%
2%
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WHICH THREE OF THE INFORMATION SOURCES LISTED DO YOU MOST PREFER TO USE
TO LEARN ABOUT CITY OF ROCKVILLE DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS
PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES?
By combining respondents’ top three
Top Ways for Learning About Programs and Activities
preferred ways to learn about programs Life in Rockville (seasonal Recreation & Parks guide)
63%
and activities, Life in Rockville (63%) is City of Rockville website
51%
the top preferred source followed by City Rockville Reports
35%
of Rockville website (51%) and Rockville Emails
28%
Reports (35%).
E-newsletter
18%

Social media
Seasonal 60+ Recreation & Services guide
From friends & neighbors
School fliers/newsletters
Materials at City facilities
Conversation with staff
Bethesda Magazine
Rockville 11 TV
Banners in parks
None chosen
Text notifications
Other

17%
16%
16%
7%
7%
5%
2%
2%
2%
2%
1%
1%

FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST, PLEASE CHECK ALL OF THE ORGANIZATIONS THAT YOU
AND MEMBERS OF YOUR HOUSEHOLD USE FOR PARKS AND RECREATION PROGRAMS,
SERVICES, AND FACILITIES.
Most used organizations by respondents for
Organizations Used for Recreation
their parks and recreation programs, services,
City of Rockville programs
81%
and facility needs are City of Rockville
Montgomery County programs
55%
programs (81%), Montgomery County programs
Maryland State parks
45%
(55%), Maryland State parks (45%), National
National Park Service
42%
Park Service (42%), and Private or public
Private or public schools
38%
schools (38%). Despite the variety of choices,
Youth sports organizations
24%
when over 4 out of 5 respondents use the City
Private
fitness
facilities
23%
of Rockville programs, it is a great testament
21%
to the department’s ability to offer programs Private instruction (e.g. dance, outfitters)
Neighboring
communities
18%
that are high quality and aligned with the
Homeowners associations/apt. complexes
16%
community’s needs.

City of Gaithersburg programs
Places of worship
Clubs (e.g. country clubs, golf courses)
YMCA
Other
None
Boys & Girls Club

12%
11%
9%
5%
5%
2%
1%
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PLEASE INDICATE IF YOU OR ANY MEMBER OF YOUR HOUSEHOLD HAS A NEED FOR
EACH OF THE RECREATION AND PARKS AMENITIES/FACILITIES LISTED BELOW.
Top park amenities/ facilities respondents have a need for are:
•
•
•
•
•

Small neighborhood parks - 71%
Walking trails – 61%
Natural areas/ wildlife habitats – 57%
Large community parks – 54%
Recreation center – 50%

These choices are typical across all types of surveys and community input mechanisms used nationally.

Need for Park Amenities/ Facilities

Yes

Small neighborhood parks (1-10 acres)
Walking trails (paved surface)
Natural areas/wildlife habitats
Large community parks
Recreation centers
Indoor family recreation pool
Paved greenway trails
Playgrounds
Outdoor walking/running track
Indoor walking & running tracks
Mountain bike & hiking trails (natural surface)
Botanical gardens/arboretum
Performing arts center
Outdoor family recreation pool
Indoor lap lanes
Outdoor amphitheater
Soccer/football/lacrosse fields
Senior center
Outdoor adventure park
Camping facilities
Dog parks
Outdoor lap lanes
Outdoor spray parks
Outdoor tennis courts
Outdoor basketball courts
Pickleball courts
Baseball & softball fields
Artificial turf fields
Indoor volleyball & basketball courts
Other
Outdoor sand volleyball courts
Skate park

71%
61%
57%
54%
50%
48%
46%
45%
40%
39%
39%
35%
34%
33%
31%
29%
26%
24%
23%
22%
22%
20%
20%
18%
13%
13%
11%
9%
9%
7%
5%
5%
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IF "YES," PLEASE RATE ALL OF THE RECREATION AND PARKS AMENITIES/FACILITIES OF
THIS TYPE IN ROCKVILLE USING A SCALE OF 1 TO 5, WHERE 5 MEANS THE NEEDS OF
YOUR HOUSEHOLD ARE "100% MET" AND 1 MEANS "0% MET."
Of the amenities/ facilities respondents have a need for, outdoor amphitheater (95%), indoor walking &
running tracks (92%), artificial turf fields (86%) and outdoor adventure parks (71%) are meeting their
needs 25% or less.

Needs Met for Amenities /Facilities
Outdoor amphitheater
Indoor walking & running tracks
Artificial turf fields
Outdoor adventure park
Camping facilities
Botanical gardens/arboretum
Indoor volleyball & basketball courts
Pickleball courts
Skate park
Outdoor walking/running track
Mountain bike & hiking trails (natural surface)
Outdoor spray parks
Dog parks
Soccer/football/lacrosse fields
Other
Large community parks
Natural areas/wildlife habitats
Indoor family recreation pool
Performing arts center
Indoor lap lanes
Paved greenway trails
Walking trails (paved surface)
Outdoor tennis courts
Outdoor lap lanes
Recreation centers
Senior center
Small neighborhood parks (1-10 acres)
Baseball & softball fields
Outdoor basketball courts
Outdoor family recreation pool
Outdoor sand volleyball courts
Playgrounds

25% or less
95%
92%
86%
71%
60%
58%
57%
50%
50%
41%
36%
33%
29%
29%
20%
19%
18%
17%
17%
15%
15%
11%
7%
7%
6%
6%
6%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

50%
0%
8%
0%
7%
7%
23%
0%
30%
50%
21%
14%
27%
41%
0%
60%
19%
27%
22%
13%
10%
27%
26%
21%
33%
11%
6%
11%
13%
11%
17%
67%
3%

75% or more
5%
0%
14%
21%
33%
19%
43%
20%
0%
38%
50%
40%
29%
71%
20%
62%
55%
61%
71%
75%
59%
64%
72%
60%
83%
89%
83%
88%
89%
83%
33%
97%
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WHICH FOUR OF THE AMENITIES/FACILITIES ARE MOST IMPORTANT TO YOUR
HOUSEHOLD?
The sum of respondents top four choice for most important amenities/ facilities are:
•
•
•
•

Small neighborhood parks – 35%
Large community parks – 27%
Playgrounds – 24%
Natural areas/ wildlife habitats – 23%

Most Important Amenities/ Facilities
Small neighborhood parks (1-10 acres)
Large community parks
Playgrounds
Natural areas/wildlife habitats
Recreation centers
Walking trails (paved surface)
Mountain bike & hiking trails (natural surface)
Paved greenway trails
Outdoor family recreation pool
Indoor family recreation pool
Botanical gardens/arboretum
Dog parks
Indoor walking & running tracks
Performing arts center
Indoor lap lanes
Outdoor walking/running track
Outdoor amphitheater
Soccer/football/lacrosse fields
None chosen
Senior center
Artificial turf fields
Outdoor spray parks
Outdoor tennis courts
Baseball & softball fields
Camping facilities
Indoor volleyball & basketball courts
Outdoor basketball courts
Outdoor adventure park
Outdoor lap lanes
Pickleball courts
Other
Outdoor sand volleyball courts
Skate park

35%
27%
24%
23%
22%
22%
20%
18%
16%
15%
13%
13%
12%
11%
10%
10%
9%
9%
7%
6%
5%
5%
5%
4%
4%
4%
4%
2%
2%
2%
2%
1%
1%
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PLEASE INDICATE IF YOU OR ANY MEMBER OF YOUR HOUSEHOLD HAS A NEED FOR
EACH OF THE RECREATION AND PARKS PROGRAMS LISTED BELOW.
Top recreation programs respondents have a need for are:
•
•
•
•
•

Farmers market – 66%
Adult fitness & wellness programs – 62%
Adult art, dance, performing arts – 42%
Nature programs – 42%
Special events – 42%

While Farmer’s Market is seldom observed as the top choice, this online survey and the statistically-valid
survey both revealed this to be the top choice for respondents in Rockville. Nationwide, this is certainly
trending upwards as more communities seek out healthy eating and nutrition along with community
gathering and place making opportunities.

Need for Recreation Programs
Farmers market
Adult fitness & wellness programs
Adult art, dance, performing arts
Nature programs
Special events
Youth learn-to-swim programs
Youth summer camp programs
Adult sports programs
Outdoor adventure programs
Water fitness programs
Senior fitness & wellness programs (age 60+)
Youth sports programs
Youth art, dance, performing arts
After school programs
Senior recreation programs (age 60+)
Pre-school programs
Bird watching
Adult trips
Senior sports programs (age 60+)
Before school programs
Teen programs
Youth development programs
Youth fitness & wellness programs
Senior outreach & support services (age 60+)
Senior trips (age 60+)
Young adult programs
Opportunities for individuals with disabilities
Other

Yes
66%
62%
42%
42%
42%
29%
29%
26%
26%
24%
23%
23%
22%
21%
20%
18%
17%
16%
15%
12%
12%
12%
12%
11%
10%
9%
5%
2%
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IF "YES," PLEASE RATE THE RECREATION AND PARKS PROGRAMS OF THIS TYPE IN
ROCKVILLE USING A SCALE OF 1 TO 5, WHERE 5 MEANS THE NEEDS OF YOUR
HOUSEHOLD ARE "100% MET" AND 1 MEANS "0% MET."
Of the recreation programs respondents have a need for, opportunities for individuals with disabilities
(100%), other (100%), bird watching (85%) and before school programs (63%) are meeting their needs 25%
or less.

Needs Met for Recreation Programs
25% or less
Opportunities for individuals with disabilities
100%
Bird watching
85%
Before school programs
63%
Young adult programs
60%
After school programs
58%
Adult trips
55%
Youth development programs
40%
Pre-school programs
36%
Outdoor adventure programs
36%
Teen programs
33%
Adult sports programs
27%
Adult art, dance, performing arts
25%
Youth art, dance, performing arts
25%
Adult fitness & wellness programs
20%
Youth sports programs
15%
Senior sports programs (age 60+)
14%
Water fitness programs
13%
Farmers market
10%
Youth learn-to-swim programs
10%
Nature programs
7%
Senior fitness & wellness programs (age 60+)
7%
Youth summer camp programs
6%
Special events
4%
Senior outreach & support services (age 60+)
0%
Senior recreation programs (age 60+)
0%
Senior trips (age 60+)
0%
Youth fitness & wellness programs
0%

50%
0%
15%
0%
20%
0%
18%
40%
27%
36%
11%
27%
25%
17%
24%
15%
29%
0%
14%
10%
37%
14%
22%
15%
0%
25%
60%
0%

75% or more
0%
0%
38%
20%
42%
27%
20%
36%
29%
56%
47%
50%
58%
56%
69%
57%
87%
76%
80%
56%
79%
72%
81%
100%
75%
40%
100%
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WHICH FOUR OF THE PROGRAMS ARE MOST IMPORTANT TO YOUR HOUSEHOLD?
The sum of respondents’ top four choices for most important recreation programs are:
•
•
•
•

Farmers market – 40%
Nature programs – 29%
Adult fitness & wellness programs – 27%
Special events – 26%

Most Important Programs
Farmers market
Nature programs
Adult fitness & wellness programs
Special events
Adult art, dance, performing arts
Youth learn-to-swim programs
Youth summer camp programs
Adult sports programs
Pre-school programs
Senior fitness & wellness programs (age 60+)
Water fitness programs
Youth sports programs
Youth art, dance, performing arts
After school programs
Outdoor adventure programs
Teen programs
Bird watching
Senior outreach & support services (age 60+)
Senior recreation programs (age 60+)
Senior trips (age 60+)
Adult trips
Before school programs
Senior sports programs (age 60+)
Youth development programs
Opportunities for individuals with disabilities
Young adult programs
Youth fitness & wellness programs
Other

40%
29%
27%
26%
18%
17%
15%
13%
13%
13%
12%
12%
10%
9%
9%
9%
6%
5%
5%
5%
4%
4%
4%
4%
2%
2%
2%
1%
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WHICH FOUR OF THE PROGRAMS DO YOU CURRENTLY PARTICIPATE IN MOST OFTEN
AT CITY OF ROCKVILLE FACILITIES?
Based on the sum of respondents’ top four choices, the recreation programs they participate in most
often are:
•
•
•

Farmers market – 39%
Special events – 37%
Adult fitness & wellness programs – 28%

Programs Most Participated In
Farmers market
Special events
Adult fitness & wellness programs
None chosen
Nature programs
Youth learn-to-swim programs
Water fitness programs
Youth summer camp programs
Pre-school programs
Youth sports programs
Youth art, dance, performing arts
Adult art, dance, performing arts
Adult sports programs
After school programs
Senior fitness & wellness programs (age 60+)
Senior recreation programs (age 60+)
Senior trips (age 60+)
Other
Outdoor adventure programs
Senior outreach & support services (age 60+)
Senior sports programs (age 60+)
Teen programs
Adult trips
Youth development programs

39%
37%
28%
22%
20%
17%
13%
12%
10%
10%
7%
6%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
4%
2%
2%
2%
2%
1%
1%
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PLEASE CHECK ALL OF THE FOLLOWING REASONS THAT PREVENT YOU OR OTHER
MEMBERS OF YOUR HOUSEHOLD FROM USING PARKS, RECREATION FACILITIES, AND
PROGRAMS OF THE CITY OF ROCKVILLE DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS
MORE OFTEN.
Reasons for Not Using Parks, Facilities, or Programs
About half (51%) of survey respondents do not use Program times are not convenient
51%
parks, recreation facilities, and programs due to Program or facility not offered
33%
inconvenient program times.
Other reasons Not enough time
29%
include program or facility not offered (33%) and Too far from our residence
18%
not enough time (29%). Inconvenient program Class full
18%
times are typically much lower than this and it I do not know what is being offered
15%
13%
would be helpful to explore ways to identify what Use facilities in other communities
Not
enough
choices
13%
other times may be more convenient for program
Facilities’
operating
hours
not
convenient
10%
areas in order to increase or maximize
Facilities do not have right equipment
7%
participation.
Fees are too high
7%
Use other agencies in Rockville
7%
Lack of quality programs
6%
I do not know locations of facilities
6%
Registration for programs is difficult
6%
Facilities are not well maintained
5%
Lack of parking
5%
Accessibility/transportation
4%
Other
4%
Security is insufficient
2%
Poor customer service by staff
1%
IF YOU HAD AN ADDITIONAL $100, HOW WOULD YOU ALLOCATE THE FUNDS AMONG
THE RECREATION AND PARKS CATEGORIES LISTED BELOW?
Respondents would average about $23.54 to go towards better maintenance of existing parks and
facilities followed by $15.18 to acquire new parkland and open space, and $13.77 to develop a multigenerational community center.

ALLOCATION OF FUNDS
(AVERAGE $ AMOUNT)
$23.54

Better maintain existing parks & facilities (e.g.…

$15.18

Acquire new parkland & open space

$13.77

Develop a multi-generational community center

$12.97

Develop more multi-use trails

$12.58

Develop an outdoor amphitheater

$10.20

Develop new parks & facilities

$8.75

Other

$3.00

Develop nontraditional sports facilities (e.g. skatepark,…
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PLEASE INDICATE HOW SUPPORTIVE YOU WOULD BE OF EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
MAJOR ACTIONS THAT THE CITY OF ROCKVILLE COULD TAKE TO IMPROVE THE
RECREATION AND PARKS SYSTEM.
Majority respondents are either very or somewhat supportive for each of the following major actions.
Top major actions respondents are very supportive for are:
•
•
•
•
•

Additional access to restrooms at parks – 66%
Develop additional trails & connectivity of trails throughout the community – 66%
Develop new & connect existing trail system – 57%
Upgrade existing neighborhood & community parks – 56%
Acquire open space for passive activities (e.g. trails, picnicking) – 50%

Bolded percentages indicate the highest percentage for each major action listed.
Major Actions
Additional access to restrooms at parks
Develop additional trails & connectivity of trails
throughout the community
Develop new & connect existing trail system
Upgrade existing neighborhood & community parks
Acquire open space for passive activities (e.g. trails,
picnicking)
Repurpose inactive parks/amenities to create new
facilities
Upgrade existing pools
Upgrade existing playgrounds
Develop an outdoor walking/running track
Improved ADA accessibility at current facilities
Develop an outdoor amphitheater
Upgrade existing youth/adult athletic fields
Acquire open space for active activities (e.g. developing
soccer, baseball & softball fields)
Develop a multi-generational community center
Develop indoor recreation space (gyms & indoor
programming spaces)
Develop new event space capable of hosting events like
Hometown Holidays & 4th of July
Upgrade existing picnic facilities
Develop a performing arts venue
Develop a large sports complex

Very
Supportive
66%

Somewhat
Supportive
27%

66%

Not Sure

Not Supportive

6%

1%

29%

4%

1%

57%
56%

31%
36%

8%
7%

4%
1%

50%

38%

7%

5%

48%

39%

11%

1%

44%
44%
41%
39%
35%
33%

37%
30%
35%
42%
32%
37%

12%
20%
11%
17%
23%
16%

7%
7%
13%
3%
10%
13%

31%

42%

16%

11%

30%

36%

20%

14%

29%

39%

20%

12%

29%

31%

19%

21%

25%
22%
19%

43%
32%
23%

28%
30%
23%

4%
16%
35%
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WHICH FOUR OF THE ITEMS LISTED WOULD YOU BE MOST WILLING TO FUND WITH
YOUR TAX DOLLARS?
Based on the sum of respondents top four choices for actions most willing to fund are:
•
•
•
•
•

Additional access to restrooms at parks – 40%
Develop additional trails & connectivity of trails throughout the community – 35%
Develop new & connect existing trail system – 23%
Repurpose inactive parks/amenities to create new facilities – 23%
Upgrade existing neighborhood & community parks – 23%

Actions Most Willing To Fund
Additional access to restrooms at parks
Develop additional trails & connectivity of trails
throughout the community
Develop new & connect existing trail system
Repurpose inactive parks/amenities to create new
facilities
Upgrade existing neighborhood & community parks
Acquire open space for passive activities (e.g. trails,
picnicking)
Upgrade existing playgrounds
Develop a multi-generational community center
Develop an outdoor amphitheater
Upgrade existing pools
Acquire open space for active activities (e.g. developing
soccer, baseball, & softball fields)
Develop an outdoor walking/running track
Improved ADA accessibility at current facilities
Develop a large sports complex
Develop new event space capable of hosting events like
Hometown Holidays & 4th of July
Develop indoor recreation space (gyms & indoor
programming spaces)
Upgrade existing youth/adult athletic fields
None chosen
Develop a performing arts venue
Upgrade existing picnic facilities

40%
35%
23%
23%
23%
22%
21%
20%
20%
17%
15%
13%
13%
12%
12%
10%
9%
9%
2%
1%
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PLEASE INDICATE YOUR LEVEL OF AGREEMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS
CONCERNING SOME POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF THE CITY OF ROCKVILLE'S RECREATION
AND PARK SYSTEM.
Majority respondents strongly agree or agree with each of the following statements below. Top
statements respondents strongly agree that Rockville’s Recreation and Park System:
•
•
•

Makes Rockville a more desirable place to live – 69%
Preserves open space & protects environment – 58%
Improves my (my household's) physical health & fitness – 52%

Bolded percentages indicate the highest percentage for each statement listed.

Statements
Makes Rockville a more desirable place to
live
Preserves open space & protects
environment
Improves my (my household's) physical
health & fitness
Fosters an inclusive & welcoming community
Improves my (my household's) mental
health & reduces stress
Helps to attract new residents & businesses
Increases my (my household's) property
value
Provides clean/aesthetically pleasing
landscaping along public streets
Promotes creativity & curiosity in arts &
nature
Helps keep kids out of trouble
Provides positive social interactions for me
(my household)
Is age-friendly & accessible to all age groups
Positively impacts economic/business
development
Helps to reduce crime in my neighborhood
Promotes tourism to City & the region

Strongly
Agree

Agree

69%

30%

0%

0%

1%

58%

38%

4%

0%

0%

52%

43%

5%

0%

0%

43%

49%

7%

1%

0%

43%

45%

12%

0%

0%

41%

39%

20%

0%

0%

40%

44%

15%

0%

0%

39%

50%

8%

1%

1%

38%

53%

10%

0%

0%

37%

56%

7%

0%

0%

36%

55%

8%

1%

0%

33%

50%

14%

3%

0%

28%

54%

17%

1%

0%

27%
21%

48%
28%

24%
43%

2%
9%

0%
0%

Neutral Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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PLEASE RATE YOUR LEVEL OF SATISFACTION WITH THE OVERALL VALUE YOUR
HOUSEHOLD RECEIVES FROM THE CITY OF ROCKVILLE DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION
AND PARKS.
Over half of respondents (56%) are very satisfied with the overall value they receive from the
Department. Thirty-seven percent (37%) are somewhat satisfied while 2% are neutral and 5% did not
know.

OVERALL VALUE
Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Neutral

Don't know

2%5%

37%

56%

DEMOGRAPHICS
Demographic questions were asked to understand the community representation that participated in the
online survey. The following data is a summary of the demographics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Age group: The predominant age group that participated in the online survey is ages 35-44 (38%)
followed by Ages 55-64 (24%) as the secondary age group.
Gender: The predominant gender that participated in the online survey is female (71%) and
secondary is male (29%).
Years lived in the City: The predominant years lived in the City by participants of the online
survey is 0-5 years (35%) followed by 31+ years (21%) as the secondary data point.
Household income: The predominant household income of participants of the online survey is
$150K+ (48%) followed by $90K-$119,999 (18%) as the secondary household income.
Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish Ancestry: Participants of the survey that identify as Hispanic,
Latino, or Spanish ancestry are 9% of respondents and 91% do not.
Race: Participants of the survey were predominantly white/Caucasian (73%) with the secondary
race being other (10%).
Speak other languages besides English: Participants of the online survey indicated that 16%
speak other languages besides English with 84% only speaking English.
Other Languages spoken: The Predominant other languages spoken was other (39%) and
secondary language is Spanish (23%).
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AGE GROUP

38%

24%

15%

18-34

15%

9%

35-44
45-54

Male

71%
55-64

GENDER

Female

29%

65+
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YEARS LIVED IN THE CITY
35%

21%
13%

13%

12%

7%

0-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-30

31+

HOUSEHOLD INCOME
48%

18%

16%

$90K$119,999

$ 1 2 0 K$149,999

11%
2%
UND E R $30K

5%
$30K$59,999

$60K$89,999

$150K+
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RACE
73%

2%
WHITE/
C AUC ASIAN

AFR IC AN
A ME R I C A N /
B L AC K

10%

9%
1%
ASIAN

NAT IVE
A ME R I C A N

OTHER

HISPANIC, LATINO, OR SPANISH ANCESTRY
Yes

No

9%

91%
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SPEAK OTHER LANGUAGES BESIDES ENGLISH
Yes

No

16%

84%

OTHER LANGUAGES SPOKEN
39%

23%
15%
8%

PE R SIAN/F AR S I

8%

SPANISH

R USSIAN

C HINE SE

OTHER
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APPENDIX E – INDIVIDUAL PARK SUMMARY ASSESSMENTS
MATTIE STEPANEK PARK
Overall Score: 2
This 26.29-acre community park offers 2 football fields and large parking lot for sports league events.
The tennis courts, basketball courts, multi-purpose field, concession with restrooms, children’s
playground, and the Mattie Stepanek Memorial Garden are well laid out and connected by ADA accessible
trails and sidewalks. The general condition of the park is great.

Well-Maintained Area in Mattie Stepanek Park

Untidy Concession Stand

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS NEEDED:
• Repair concrete ADA ramp from parking area to sidewalk near the tennis courts.
• Concession stand needs cleaned up.
• Resurface the team box area of the football field.
• Replace broken tennis board (for single play).

ROCKCREST PARK TRAIL
Overall Score: 2
This 0.32-mile-long trail connects Ardennes Avenue to the rest of the
park to the west. The trail is in good condition, but drainage/erosion
issues are present in a few locations along the length of the trail,
particularly on the downhill from neighboring properties.

COURTHOUSE SQUARE PARK
Overall Score: 3
The 1.5-acre park surrounds the old Montgomery County Court House.
It has clear signage of dedication and interpretive signages for the
historic heritage for the site. The park is well maintained with an

Path at Courthouse Square Park
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ornamental fountain plaza, turf and well landscaped areas. The park also includes Montgomery County
9/11 memorial.
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS NEEDED:
• Fix uneven/broken sidewalk along S. Washington Street.
• Clean out clogged trench drains and the associated system around the fountain plaza.
• Replace deteriorated courthouse entry plaza.
Uneven Sidewalk
• Fill gaps in paver mortar to improve aesthetics and reduce trip hazards.

ROCKCREST PARK
Overall Score: 5
This 7.4-acre park stretches along a restored (stabilized) suburban
stream. The park offers an accessible children’s playground and
paved trail for the neighborhood. The playground and basketball
courts are in great condition. The paved, fenced, ‘Skate Park’ could
benefit from additional amenities such as basic ramps and rails if
intended to be a skateboard park.
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS NEEDED:
• Fix inlet/outfall drain location to the southwest of the
playground (likely requires drainage junction box).
• Address drainage issues around walkways.
• Usage regulation sign at skate park needs repair.

Exposed Drainage Inlet/ Outfall

BEALL-DAWSON HOUSE PARK
Overall Score: 5
This 2.9-acre park and cultural landscape is located on the
grounds of the Beall Dawson Museum. The park grounds and
buildings are accessible from an on-site parking lot. The park
consists an open turf area, rows of large evergreen shrubs, and
a small garden. It is generally in good condition except for
some bare ground areas and overgrown plantings that present
sight line issues.

Landscape & Turf Area in front of the Museum
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CORRECTIVE ACTIONS NEEDED:
• Fix/trim pipe protruding from the gravel walk behind the museum.

ROCKVILLE CIVIC CENTER PARK
Overall Score: 6
This 153-acre community park is well maintained with a number of amenities unique to the park. These
include the Rockville Civic Center and F. Scott Fitzgerald Theatre, the Glenview Mansion and historic
gardens, and the Croydon Creek Nature Center. Ample parking spaces at the civic center, Glenview
Mansion, tennis court, and the nature center offers great accessibility to the park.
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS NEEDED:
• Fix drainage on the slope to the north of the civic center walkway. A drainage outfall is causing
erosion on the turf area and sediments are washing onto the sidewalk and stairs.
• Remove grill post / fix grill with missing grill portion.
• Fix erosion issue at the northwest corner of the tennis courts
• Fix the bottom of the ADA ramp at the nature center. The ramp decking is warped and does not
meet flush with the concrete plaza.

Well Maintained Glenview Mansion Grounds

Drainage Issue near the Civic Center
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DOGWOOD PARK
Overall Score: 6
The 44.22-acre park offers 3 baseball fields and large
parking lot for sports events. Together with basketball
court, tennis court, batting cages, sand volleyball, and
the playgrounds, this park offers the neighborhood a
wealth of amenities. The hard courts and sports fields are
in good condition and frequently used. The new
playground is popular and well maintained.
Popular Basketball Court
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS NEEDED:
• Fix erosion issues at #2 baseball field sidewalk.
• Fix erosion issues near #1 baseball field sidewalk.
• Restore the turf on the north side of the sand volleyball court (erosion and compaction).
• Fix barren spots in the outfield of #1 baseball field.
• Fix erosion and sedimentation issue at the plaza and picnic pavilion area.
• Fix drainage around playgrounds so soil does not wash into play surface.

Barren Turf with Erosion Issue

Sedimentation Issue at the Plaza
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VETERAN’S PARK
Overall Score: 9
This 0.26-acre memorial park is in the center of a busy intersection
that is mostly used by pedestrians as a traffic island to cross the street.
The park is well maintained with minor issues of drainage and broken
pavers. Small evergreen trees are planted along the periphery of the
park to reduce impact from the busy traffic flow. However, the trees
blocked sightlines that caused some safety concern for the park. Lowlevel pedestrian lighting could be considered to address the safety
issue.
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS NEEDED:
• Fix/replace broken pavers.
• Create drainage breaks on the corners of the central pentagon
form where much has built up in the planting beds.

Veteran’s Park

ROCKVILLE CIVIC CENTER PARK TRAIL
Overall Score: 9
This 2.13 miles long, looped nature trail offers a nice walk into
the woods and down around the creek. It is in a good condition
with ample signage and maps for wayfinding. Due to the steep
topography on site, some erosion occurs on the edge of the
trails, but in general trail erosion is minimal. Continued stream
restoration would aid in minimizing embankment erosion.
There is severe erosion from the beginning of the maintenance
road at the trailhead down to the pedestrian bridge. The
area around the newly installed bridge appears to be under
Severely Eroded Section under Restoration
restoration, but the full length of the road needs repair.

BULLARDS PARK
Overall Score: 10
This 4.6-acre park is secluded in its neighborhood. It contains
a forested area, a playground, a basketball court and a picnic
area (minor drainage and turf issues). The playground and
basketball court are older than most but are still in good
condition.
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS NEEDED:
• Remove/repair old swing.
• Playground needs resurfacing and curbing.
• Remove invasive species.

Aged Amenity Still in Good Condition
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WOOTTON’S MILL PARK
Overall Score: 10
This large 106.5-acre park has 9 pedestrian entrances and 5
vehicle access throughout the neighborhoods. There are
multiple marked entrance signs on the surrounding roads,
however non are prominent and could be easily missed. The
park consists of trails through the floodplain and wooded areas,
playground, tennis court, basketball court, and a very large
community garden. The park is very popular. The trail,
playground, and the hard courts are being used frequently
and are in good condition. The community garden is well
maintained and could be accessed with an adjacent parking
lot.
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS NEEDED:
• Secondary entrance at Watts Branch Parkway
turnaround needs to be enlarged to prevent people
from driving on non-paved areas.
• Fix flooding and sedimentation issues over pathways.
• Provide drainage solution to the saturated lawn space
at the south-east corner.
• Resurface the playground and provide better drainage
at the seating area.

Drainage over Pathway;. Saturated Turf

Drainage Issues at Playground Seating Area

WOOTTON’S MILL PARK TRAIL
Overall Score: 10
The 1.19 miles long trail follow the Watts Branch, connecting
both sides of the floodplain. The trail heads lack clear signage
and mapping for wayfinding. Drainage is a major issue in this
park. Standing water covered the trail in multiple areas and
sedimentation could be found along the path in several spots.
These drainage related issues need to be addressed to provide
better accessibility. The bank of the creek is also facing erosion
issues that would benefit from restoration.
Flooding and Sedimentation over Trail
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MONTROSE PARK
Overall Score: 11
This 5.7-acre park is popular among young children using the playground
associated with the on-site day care facility. The park offers substantial
open space with a range of amenities, including basketball court,
baseball field, tennis court, multi-use field and picnic area. The park is
overall in good condition.
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS NEEDED:
• Repair uneven sidewalk sections.
• Fix top rail of fence on western playground site
• Fix broken light on north side of Community Center.
• Grind down stumps of removed trees.

Uneven Sidewalk

FALLSGROVE STREAM VALLEY PARK TRAIL
Overall Score: 11
This 0.96-mile-long trail loops around a stormwater management pond
while part of the loop contributes to the Carl Henn Millennium Trail. The
trail is in good condition, with only some minor sedimentation issue
presents along the south end of the stormwater pond. Trash could be
seen along the bank of the stormwater pond that requires more
maintenance attention.

Sedimentation on Trail
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POTOMAC WOODS PARK
Overall Score: 13
This is a 42-acre naturalistic park in a quiet neighborhood. It offers natural trail in a forested area along
Bogley Branch, with sports fields and playgrounds. The playground, basketball court, and tennis court
are in good condition and well used by residents. The northern baseball field is well maintained and used
by local youth baseball teams. However, severe erosion started along the warning track of the southern
baseball field, continuing into the natural trail.
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS NEEDED:
• Provide ADA accessibility to the tennis court and nature trails.
• Southern baseball field need full restoration to be functional.
• Provide stream restoration for Bogley Branch.
• Provide proper drainage (e.g. trench drain) for the restroom building.
• Provide proper fencing or landscape buffer around the stormwater pond.
• Address erosion and sedimentation along the seating area of the northern baseball field.

Severe Erosion at Southern Baseball Field

Erosion & Sedimentation at Northern Baseball Fields
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MONUMENT PARK
Overall Score: 15
This 8.1-acre neighborhood provides one of the best maintained baseball fields of all the parks visited.
However, issues between the back of the baseball field and the other active portions of the park are
substantial (see below). Although the park offers multiple entrance point for the surrounding
neighborhood, the park is not ADA accessible.
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS NEEDED:
• Fix drainage/erosion issue at the back of the ballfield from center to right field.
• Remove spray paint from the upright ‘L’ of the ‘ROCKVILLE’ monument.
• Provide formal path between the ballfield and eastern portion of the park to minimize trampling,
erosion and safety concerns.
• Fix drainage around playgrounds so soil does not wash into the play surface.

Well Maintained Baseball Fields

Drainage/Erosion at Ballfields

Vandalism on Monument

CALVIN PARK
Overall Score: 17
This 5.9-scre park includes a range of amenities. The playground and hardcourts are in great condition
except for some drainage issues around the basketball court that may in part be due to adjacent
construction at Rockville Cemetery. The creek shows severe erosion and sediment issues, also likely in
part due to adjacent construction. The hard courts are not ADA accessible.
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CORRECTIVE ACTIONS NEEDED:
• Fix extensive drainage issue to the south of the
basketball courts.
• Create a safe transition between the trail along
Baltimore Road and the pedestrian bridge on
the downhill side.
• Remove invasive species (e.g. bamboo).

Extensive Surface Runoff over Basketball Court

HILLCREST PARK
Overall Score: 18
This 4.4-acre park provides an on-site parking lot, playgrounds, hard courts, and picnic shelter. The
upland area of the park is more natural and provides opportunity for seclusion, however this may also
create increased safety/crime concerns. Steps may be taken to minimize risk such as clearing shrub level
plantings to open sight distances.
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS NEEDED:
• Fill holes in turf created by decaying tree roots to the east of the tot lot.
• Fix drainage around playgrounds so soil does not wash into play surface.
• Fix drainage around hard courts to minimize soil washing onto the surface.

Soil Washed in Playground Surface

Soil Washes onto Hardcourt Surface
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SILVER ROCK PARK
Overall Score: 23
This small, 2.5-acre neighborhood park is largely inaccessible, particularly from Clagett Drive. The open
space of the park sits in a floodplain and is often saturated, rendering most of the park inaccessible. A
pathway on the high side of the park with adequate drainage may provide may increase access and use.
Turf is in poor condition due to the drainage issue and heavy shade from large canopy trees.
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS NEEDED:
• Provide ADA access to the playground.
• Fix separation issues between playground surface and edging.
• Remove invasive species (e.g. bamboo) creeping in from adjacent lots (will likely require
installation of a root barrier).
• Re-position benches (height) in an area that exhibits less erosion.

Saturated Turf Area with No Access

Edging Separating from
Playground Surface

Bench Needs to be Repositioned
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APPENDIX F - MARKETING & PROMOTION METHODS
PROGRAM MARKETING & PROMOTION METHODS

Marketing & Promotion Methods
Program Idea (Name or Concept):

Marketing Methods

Content
Developed

Activity Guide
Website
Newspaper Article
Radio
Social Media
Flyers - Public Places
Newspaper Ad
Email Notification
Event Website
School Flyer/Newsletter
Television
Digital Sign
Friends & Neighbors Groups
Staff Promotion @ Events

Contact
Information

Start Date
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MARKETING PRIORITY BY TASK
This template is a best practice to establish and functional/task priorities on an on-going basis to be
updated annually.
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SAMPLE ANNUAL MARKETING/PROMOTION CALENDAR
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ROCKVILLE SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY
CITY OF ROCKVILLE EMPLOYEE USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY
The purpose of this policy is to establish acceptable and appropriate use of Social Media on behalf of the
City. This policy addresses how social media sites maintained by or representing the City can be
established, and procedures for ensuring that information on those sites is accurate and timely.
DEFINITIONS:
SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media is any site or online process designed to facilitate simple and streamlined communication
between users. Social media is an umbrella term that encompasses the various programs the City uses
to make content (video, audio, text, or images) publicly available on the internet and allow viewers to
publicly post their own content in response. Social Network
The term “social network” or “social networking” refers to any interaction between a participant and
any site deemed by the City to be social media, including, but not limited to: Facebook, SnapChat,
LinkedIn, Instagram, NextDoor, Twitter and YouTube. Interaction is not limited to accessing the website
of such social media sites, but also sending to or receiving from such sites any emails, text messages, or
any other electronic interaction.
ESTABLISHMENT OF SOCIAL MEDIA
The City Manager’s Office, specifically through its Public Information and Community Engagement (PICE)
Division, must approve any plan or process to create an official social media site or tool. This helps to
ensure that information posted on social media sites or tools maintained by or representing the City meet
all applicable codes, policies, procedures, and laws pertaining to them, and that the structure of the
social media sites or tools maintained by or representing the City are consistent with the strategic
communication strategy of the City. The PICE division will work with departments and divisions to
determine an appropriate communication strategy; the appropriateness of a new social media site will
be determined at that time.
The number of social media sites maintained by or representing the City will be limited to ensure
concentrated, effective communication for the City’s audiences. It may be necessary to combine,
consolidate or delete social media accounts to meet the City’s strategic communication goals.
GRANT OF ACCESS:
Any social media site or tool maintained by or representing the City must be accessible to the Director
of Communication and other members of the PICE division to communicate urgent information or make
corrections to inappropriate or inaccurate information, or in accordance with any policy, procedure, or
law that requires such access. The City reserves the right to disable any social media site or tool for any
reason temporarily or permanently including but not limited to: inappropriate management of the tool,
or the tool no longer meets the original communication goals.
APPROPRIATE USE:
The following shall apply to any social media sites or tools maintained by or representing the City.
Advertising. Whenever possible, all third-party advertisements are to be disabled on any social media
sites or tool maintained by or representing the City.
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Comments. A designated City employee must regularly monitor social media sites maintained by or
representing the City, usually the person responsible for keeping the site up to date. Employees should
refer to the external social media policy located on the City’s website for complete guidance. In
accordance with the external policy, comments can be deleted, without notice, for the following
reasons:
A. Language or content that is spam or not topically related to the posted topic. You may request
that commenters send off-topic comments that are relevant to the City to the appropriate City
email address for response.
B. Obscene, threatening or offensive language.
C. Personal attacks of any kind or offensive comments that target or disparage any ethnic, racial,
age, religious group, gender, genetic information, national origin, sexual orientation or disability
status.
D. Comments advocating illegal activity or posting of content that violates a legal ownership right
or interest including a copyright, trademark or patent.
E. Unsolicited proposals, responses to City bid requests or requests for proposals, other City
contracting or commercial business matters, or promotion or advertisement of a business or
commercial transaction.
F. Links to any website (other than the City’s website)
G. Personal information (address, social security numbers, etc.)
Photos, Videos, and other Multimedia. No photos, videos, or other multimedia files may be posted to
social media sites or tools maintained by or representing the City unless the City or its agents have
expressed permission by the copyright holder to do so, or ownership of said files belongs to the City.
Unless properly disclaimed on the social media sites maintained by or representing the City, no such files
may be contributed by users without expressed, written permission of the copyright holder of said files.
Posting on Social Media Sites. When posting or submitting information, follow these guiding principles:
•
•
•
•

Stick to your area of expertise and provide perspectives on what is going on in your department.
Reply to comments in a timely manner, when a response is appropriate.
Use humor judiciously. See the City’s policy and Procedure Manual and Sexual Harassment Policy
for guidance.
When disagreeing with others’ opinions, keep it appropriate and polite. See the City’s policy
and Procedure Manual and Sexual Harassment Policy for guidance.

Alerts and Emergency Information. All information of an emergency nature must be approved by the
City Manager’s Office before it may be disseminated on a social media site maintained by or representing
the City. The City Manager’s Office may, when necessary, use any social media sites maintained by or
representing the City to disseminate emergency or other important information.
•

•

Personal Information. Social media sites maintained by or representing the City shall not be
used to send out or promote any information of a non-City -approved nature. All information
posted by the City or its agents must be for communicating about City information or services.
Prohibited Information. No content may be placed on a social media sites maintained by or
representing the City that violates existing City of Rockville policies including, but not limited
to: sexual harassment, discrimination and harassment, workplace violence, or other adopted City
policies. This includes content that is sexually explicit, that creates a hostile work environment,
or that promotes hatred or violence. As allowed or required by law, comments or other materials
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•

placed on a social media site maintained by or representing the City or site that violate any of
these policies must be removed immediately.
Disclaimers. All social media sites maintained by or representing the City must display applicable
social media disclaimers and legal statements as determined by the City’s legal counsel.

LOCATION OF INFORMATION
The City’s website, rockvillemd.gov, is the primary source for City information, and will remain the City’s
primary and predominant web presence. The City’s website should be updated before any social media
is considered.
Whenever possible, the information posted to social media sites maintained by the City, should be
available on the City’s website. Whenever possible, content posted to social media sites maintained by
or representing the City should contain links directing users back to the City's official website for indepth information, forms, documents, or online services.
In no case shall a social media site or tool be the exclusive or primary source of information for City
information or services.
APPLICABILITY OF OTHER POLICIES
City employees, agents, volunteers, and contractors are bound by all other applicable policies,
procedures, and laws pertaining to the creation and maintenance of social media sites maintained by or
representing the City.
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APPENDIX G – PROGRAM EXAMPLES
Program Idea (Name or Concept): Esports

Internal factors
Priority Ranking:

High

Medium
Low
X
Considered medium instead of low due to the attraction to individuals with disabilities.

Program Area:
Core
Instructional, social, & Enrichment

Classification

Tier 1

Tier 2

Cost Recovery Range

0%+

20-50%

Non-Core

Tier 3
Tier 4
X
Considered tier three due to high attraction for teens
30-70%
X

70-100%

Tier 5

100%+

Age Segment

Primary
Secondary
Teens
School Aged
All ages and individuals with disabilities could participate. Starting small, focus on teens first.

Sponsorship/Partnership
Potential Partnerships

Monetary

Volunteers

Partner Skills
Game Gym
Dream Wizards

Space
Schools
Library

Potential for split revenue share

Sponsorship/Partnership
Sponsorship Partnerships

Monetary
Disabled Sports

Volunteers
EveryMind

Partner Skills

Space
Schools
Library
Increasing social activities improves mental health EveryMind maybe interested in being present to reach
teens. Also looking into other healthcare providers or teen outreach organizations.

Market Competition
Number of Competitors

1 to 2

Competitiveness

High

Medium

Low
X

Competitiveness

High
X

Medium

Low
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APPENDIX H – DETAILED CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
NEAR TERM

Capital Improvement Program
NEAR TERM PRIORITY (0-2 years)
Current Strategic CIP Projects
Projects
Roofing Conditions Assessment
Replacement of Wooden Fire Escape at Glenview Mansion
Croydon Creek Outdoor Exploration Area
Bleacher Replacement
System-wide park sign replacement
ADA Audit & Transition Plan Improvements(1)
Facilities
Elwood Smith Flooring Renovation
Renovation of Former Police Sub-Station
Croydon Creek Kitchen Renovation
Civic Center Entrance Sign Replacement
Action

FY2020 Adopted Budget
Totals
$80,000
$225,000
$100,000
$140,000
$500,000
$1,000,000
$50,000
$50,000
$50,000
$108,000
Total
Estimated Project Costs Recommended
Inventory
Quantity
$400,000
2
$550,000
2
$250,000
2
$25,000
2
$100,000
2
$75,000
4

Outdoor Amenities
Park Shelters (2)
90' Ball Fields
Rectangular Multi Purpose Fields
Outdoor Volleyball Courts
Conversion of playgrounds to natural play areas
Pickleball (3)
HIGH PRIORITY CIP
NOTES: (1) ADA Improvements represent 2 years of a 4 year recommended implementation
period from the FY 2020 Adopted City Budget
(2) Shelter with Restroom Facility
(3) New Facilities with 4 courts - no parking or site work included

Total Costs
(incl. 25% contin.)
$100,000
$281,250
$125,000
$175,000
$625,000
$1,250,000
(incl. 25% contin.)
$62,500
$62,500
$62,500
$135,000
Total Costs
(incl. 25% contin.)
$1,000,000
$1,375,000
$625,000
$62,500
$250,000
$375,000
$6,566,250
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MID TERM

Capital Improvement Program
MID TERM PRIORITY (2-4 years)
Current Strategic CIP Projects
Projects
ADA Audit & Transition Plan Improvements(1)
Facilities
Storage Structure
Recreation Services Building Renovation
Action

FY2020 Adopted Budget
Totals

Total Costs
(incl. 30% contin.)
$1,300,000
(incl. 30% contin.)
$216,450
$195,000

$1,000,000
$166,500
$150,000
Estimated Project Costs

Total Recommended
Inventory
Quantity
2
1
2
2
2
4
1
Miles
4.84
2.64
Acres
20.5
20.5

Outdoor Amenities
Park Shelters (2)
$400,000
90' Ball Fields
$550,000
Rectangular Multi Purpose Fields
$250,000
Outdoor Volleyball Courts
$25,000
Conversion of playgrounds to nature play areas
$100,000
Pickleball (3)
$75,000
Dog Park
$250,000
Trails
Multi Use Trails
$1,000,000
Nature Trails
$75,000
Parkland Acquisition
Acquire Additional Parkland (4)
$800,000
Develop Additional Parks to Meeting LOS Need
$400,000
MID TERM PRIORITIES
NOTES: (1) ADA Improvements represent 2 years of a 4 year recommended implementation
period from the FY 2020 Adopted City Budget
(2) Shelter with Restroom Facilities
(3) New Facilities with 4 courts - no parking or site work included
(4) $800,000 per acre utilizes an average cost based on real estate data available, costs
may vary depending on land use, zoning and access

Total Costs
(incl. 30% contin.)
$1,040,000
$715,000
$650,000
$65,000
$260,000
$390,000
$325,000
(incl. 30% contin.)
$6,292,000
$257,400
(incl. 30% contin.)
$21,320,000
$10,660,000
$43,685,850
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LONG TERM

Capital Improvement Program
LONG TERM PRIORITY (4+ years)
NEW FACILITIES PROGRAM*
Current Strategic CIP Projects

FY2020 Adopted Budget
Totals

Projects
East Rockville Splash Pad
Twinbrook Pedestrian Crossing (1)

$1,750,000
$500,000

Facilities

Estimated Project Costs

Community Center West of I-270 (2)
Acquisition
Twinbrook Parkland Purchase (3)

$500

Action
Outdoor Amenities
Park Shelters
Rectangular Multipurpose Fields
Outdoor Volleyball Courts
Trails
Multi Use Trails
Nature Trails
Acquisition
Acquire Additional Parkland (3)
Develop Additional Parks to Meeting LOS Need (6)
Development of Park Facilities (6)
Facilities

Total Costs
(incl. 40% contin.)
$2,450,000
$700,000
Units (square feet)

12,500
Units (acres)
$800,000
10
Total Recommended
Estimated Project Costs
Inventory
Unit Cost
Units
$400,000
1
$250,000
1
$25,000
1
Unit Cost
Miles Needed per LOS
$1,000,000
1.55
$75,000
0.20
Cost Per Acre
Number of Acres
$800,000
20.5
$400,000
20.5
$250,000
130.0
Square Footage per
Cost Per Square Foot
LOS
$600
38,093
$500
7,019

Recreation / Aquatics (4)
Special Use / Cultural Facilities (5)
LONG TERM PRIORITY New Facilities Costs
NOTES:
(1) Assumes 'at-grade' pedestrian crossing
(2) Provides 12,500 s.f. community center at Rockshire Shopping Center Site
(3) $800,000 per acre utilizes an average cost based on real estate data available, costs
may vary depending on land use, zoning and access
(4) Provides new facility at Redgate to meet the balance of the 2024 facility demand
(5) Provides an addition at the Rockville Swim Center
(6) Average cost of development of site work at Redgate

(incl. 40% contin.)
$8,750,000
(incl. 40% contin.)
$11,200,000
Total Costs
(incl. 40% contin.)
$560,000
$350,000
$35,000
(incl. 40% contin.)
$2,170,000
$21,000
(incl. 40% contin.)
$22,960,000
$11,480,000
$45,500,000
(incl. 40% contin.)
$31,998,120
$4,913,300
$143,087,420
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APPENDIX I – DETAILED RESULTS OF THE STATISTICALLY -VALID SURVEY
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APPENDIX J – A STUDY OF ARTS AND CULTURE: THE CULTURAL
PLANNING GROUP
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13.b

R&P Advisory Board Feedback
Infrastructure- since Covid-19 has closed many of our interior facilities and limited
the use of our exterior facilities- we want infrastructure updates to be a high priority
so it can be completed while things are still closed, or are seeing limited usage. We
want the maintenance of our current facilities to be the highest priority.

R&P Review & Comments
Attachment 13.b: Boards and Commission Feedback R&P Strategic Master Plan Draft (3254 : Comments from Selected Boards and

General Overall Comments

Maintenance and upkeep of existing
infrastructure is and will continue to be a high
priority

MarketingWEBSITE:
The Board strongly feels pictures of every park and maps of the larger parks are a
high priority to be added to the website and made available to users. These should
include which parks have parking and where, as well as which parks have open and
available restrooms and/or water fountains.
We also want to see a better events option on the website so individuals can see
what events are coming up, which facilities can be booked and when, when parks
may be closed to the general public for events, etc.
We would like to see the trail maps updated. For example, Redgate trails are
currently unidentified and not listed as trails at all. Updating these trail maps should
include connectivity of the trails and the different trail surfaces in the locations
(paved, gravel, grass, etc.).
If possible, we'd like to add a community forum aspect to the website- so people can
be collaborative, reach out with questions regarding events, and help to organize and
Operational addition to be addressed by
plan events through the website.
Department and City Staff
CommunicationThe Board wants to make sure we are reaching as many people as possible, even
those without consistent internet access. In that vain, we would like to provide paper
mailings of the "Adults 60+" recreation guides - to the local retirement communities
and nursing homes, and other places where our older residents are living or
congregating.
We would also like an update to the Rockville Reports, which are already mailed out
to all Rockville Residents, to include a call-in option, so that seniors and other
members who would like to receive paper mailings of the Recreation Guides (Life in
Rockville or Adults 60+) can be added to a paper copy mailing list.
Tactical recommendations for staff to

implement
Alterations to the "Big Moves"
We would like to see King Farm removed from the Big Move section. We are happy
to review plans for King Farm and are still interested in working with business
King Farm is a high priority as determined by
partnerships to have it become functional space for residents, but are concerned
funding will be diverted from other necessary items on the priorities list, particularly if the entire Strategic Plan process and the
community input hence it was retained as a
there are any budget shortfalls as a result of the Covid-19 closures.
Big Move.
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General Overall Comments

R&P Review & Comments

Needs more Arts and Culture related facilities and programming for increase
economic development.

included as part of multi-generational
multi-purpose recreation facility
components

Arts and Culture can lead in supporting the Mission " to nurture community
connections". The Arts and Cutlure components are in everything we do, we just
need to intentionalize this action.
Noted. Consultant budget to be
determined by staff
Support King Farm Development to be sustainable arts and commercial event
venue
Noted
Support Red Gate for park and recreation with added value of sculpture
Noted
Vision Statement to include Arts & Culture
Staff decision
Big moves = hire the Cultural Arts Coordinator
Staff decision
Add revenue possibility for renting outdoor spaces to performing arts groups
Staff decision
the arts and culture programming always appears to be an afterthought. the
strategic plan reinforces in all areas the low priority

Arts and culture was afforded the same
priority as recreation in the strategic
master plan process.

evaluate and study other jurisdictions to see how they have created a sustainable
economic model for supporting performing groups
Staff decision
increase transparency regarding private development art requirement
Staff decision
work to create art space as Red Gate property is planned for
Staff decision + RedGate master plan
same as above but with focus on King Farm
Staff decision
since it might be a long time before performing groups can resume their schedules
is it possible for them, with the city's support to create virtual experiences?
Staff decision
we need to continue to remind staff and elected of the importance of the art
position
Noted
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Continue to emphasize the need for an arts position within the city. Even though
there are no funds for it currently, down the road there will be and we do not want
this position to be forgotten when that time comes.
Noted
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General Overall Comments

R&P Review & Comments

Recognize the value of the King Farm facilities. Investment is required to make
them usable but the structures are already there and there is a need for space for
performing arts groups
Noted
As already suggested by several CAC members, Redgate Park needs to be
addressed and supported as an outdoor space with the possibility of performing
arts space and sculpture

Noted, staff decision, RedGate Master
Plan

It is a waste of city resources to let Glenview Mansion's gallery space sit
unactivated and fallow. As we have no arts coordinator running a regular program
at the mansion, I suggest a contract be put out to have a local consultant/local
artist both curate and hang the shows at the gallery until such time as the hiring
freeze is lifted. I suggest trying for some cutting edge shows that would attract new
Staff decision
audiences.
I support the idea of turning Red Gate into a sculpture park with a small outdoor
theater venue.
noted
We need Rockville to embrace the arts as a driver in the city. It's not a stop, or a
commuter town for D.C., we need to get artists and rockville needs a cultural
identity. There needs to be an actual physical space for artists to perform/
congregate/ take ownership as their own.
Staff decision
Obtain monthly or weekly location(s) for Rockville performing artists and groups.
Staff decision
Improve social media presence to better direct both local residents and those
outside our city to upcoming city events. There are many arts-centric events that
take place in our city that go unnoticed
Staff decision
Given the changes that are taking place in regard to the COVID-19 pandemic we
need to look at other ways to provide cultural experiences to the citizens of
Rockville and beyond. We should consider collaborating with Parks and
Recreation to bring cultural events to outside venues which would not only support
the arts but also bring more visitors into our parks and facilities.
Staff decision
Establish outdoor venue for Arts and Cultural events that would draw people into
Rockville for a variety of events. Possible location would be RedGate.
Staff decision
Utilize current vacant buildings to showcase local artists
Staff decision
Partner with Parks and Recreation to bring more festival type events (such as
Hometown Holidays) to Rockville that would include performance/exhibition space
to allow artisans and performers to showcase their craft
craft a contemporary vision for arts, culture and creativity in the City
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General Overall Comments

R&P Review & Comments

per cultural arts study shift focus of support from historical facilitation to a
comprehesive cultural policy that is fully emeshed with community and economic
development
per study shift from support of primarily volunteer organizations to building the
creative sector

Staff decision

Staff decision
remove monies spent by special events that is not truly supporting arts/culture from
arts spending so that budget reflects actual support for arts
Staff decision
work with Community Services department to identify, educate and increase
participation by currently under-represented populations in the City
Noted
Where does the 500K from county arts and humanities/state arts council money go
and can it be redirected to build capacity and diversity?
Staff response
per cultural study need to recognize that long standing cherished community
traditions do not have to be sacrified to allow for inclusion of previously ignored
parts of the community.
per study- direct grants between 2014 and 2019 (900K) need more focus and
accountability for results

Noted

Noted
per study- use community empowerment matching grant programs to encourage
greater presence of culturally specific organizations in the City and expand
capacity of these organizations
Noted
per study coordinate for tourisim and visitors to feature the arts.
Noted
discuss the possibility of taking a hiatus from arts in public development and move
this funding, if possible, to arts programming, cultural programming and
organization support

Staff decision
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Environmental Commission Feedback
R&P Review & Comments

Strategic Plan
Pg. 5, Key Findings - Include language that expansion of parks,
maintenance and repairs should follow environmental and sustainable
practices

Page five Key Findings are for benchmarking. This is
not the appropriate place for these comments, Chapter
6 in Section 6.4.9 is where they are located. Language
reads, As this Division looks to improve upon
operations and development, it is important that this
incorporates updating operations to include expanding
parks development, updating facilities to more energy
efficient infrastructure, routine maintenance and
repairs. One example in operations is to update
documents to include language that these operational
functions will be following environmentally sustainable
best practices and formally approved Mayor/Council
initiatives. These best practices should also be
incorporated into aging infrastructure, contracted
services, invasive species management and
stormwater management conclusions and strategies.
Policies from the 2040 City Comprehensive Plan can
be a reference.

Pg. 27, first bullet The city standard of having all residents living within
a ten minute walk to a park should be maintained, especially in
decisions regarding closure of parks (some closures were mentioned
that would jeopardize these metrics in certain neighborhoods).
Added "When looking at “at risk” parks, the City should
be mindful of the 10-minute walk to a park and initiate
measure to protect this in these areas."
Pg. 52, Program priority Number one program priority includes
Farmers Markets. Based on several studies the expansion of local
markets has a positive impact on how residents view their community
and that it improves the economic life of a community. The city should
take special care to expand farmer's markets in lower income areas of
Rockville.

Noted

Pg. 65, Volunteer Management Activities Continue to build a
volunteer community around sustainability practices. As a way to
promote sustainability, the city should consider working with MCPS on
developing a volunteer program with students.

Noted
Pg. 75, Funding Sources Many funding programs or grants
suggested in the study are tied to private organizations and foundations,
those that have specific criteria tied to the grants should pass
sustainability criteria developed by the city.
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Environmental Commission Feedback
Pg. 85 Parks and Facilities Conclusions: Include
Environmental/Sustainable best practices in planning for
maintenance, operations, and repairs. Reference policies in the
2040 Comprehensive Plan.

R&P Review & Comments

Addressed as part of cell 3A above. This is the location
we chose for that language. As this Division looks to
improve upon operations and development, it is
important that this incorporates updating operations to
include expanding parks development, updating
facilities to more energy efficient infrastructure, routine
maintenance and repairs. One example in operations
is to update documents to include language that these
operational functions will be following environmentally
sustainable best practices and formally approved
Mayor/Council initiatives. These best practices should
also be incorporated into aging infrastructure,
contracted services, invasive species management and
stormwater management conclusions and strategies.
Policies from the 2040 City Comprehensive Plan can
be a reference.

Overall Comments
Integrate the Parks Plan with the Environmental Priorities in the
Comprehensive Plan
The Parks Strategic Plan is
disconnected from the context in Rockville. It should make reference to
and follow Rockville's 2040 Comprehensive plan (which is progressing
toward a final document). This policy should be adopted for the Parks
Strategic Plan and all future planning contracts involving the City and
the consultants they contract for any Plans.
Noted and 2040 policies referenced in Parks and
Facilities conclusion
Synchronize with Mayor and Council initiatives
We have entered the third decade of the 21st Century and all Plans
considered by the City of Rockville should have a strong vibrant
discussion of best practices related to the environment, sustainability,
and follow Mayor & Council Initiatives.
Noted
Integrate Sustainability in Maintenance, Operations, and Capital
Improvement Plans for Facilities The Plan should include an
environmental sustainability chapter that describes how parks facilities
will be environmentally sustainable and incorporate renewable energy,
energy efficiency in maintenance, repairs, and facility upgrades, etc.
Additional resources: https://www.rockvillemd.gov/291/Green-Building

added language to section 6.4.9 - As this Division looks
to improve upon operations and development, it is
important that this incorporates updating operations to
include expanding parks development, updating
facilities to more energy efficient infrastructure, routine
maintenance and repairs. One example in operations
is to update documents to include language that these
operational functions will be following environmentally
sustainable best practices and formally approved
Mayor/Council initiatives. These best practices should
also be incorporated into aging infrastructure,
contracted services, invasive species management and
stormwater management conclusions and strategies.
Policies from the 2040 City Comprehensive Plan can
be a reference.
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Environmental Commission Feedback
R&P Review & Comments

Incorporate Sustainable Land Management Practices
The Plan
needs to incorporate sustainable practices in updating the parks,
specifically, there is currently no mention of use of indigenous plants or
pollinator-supportive plants in the updating of parks. There should be
some specific guidelines stipulating that all updates to open spaces in
Rockville include consideration of sustainable practices and support of
the local habitat. Prioritize native plants in landscaping. Strategy to
reduce mowed areas and manage invasive plant. Use perennials rather
than annuals. How will water bio retention be addressed? These
aspects will be important in the future discussion of Red Gate park.
Additional resources: https://www.rockvillemd.gov/831/ConservationLandscaping and https://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/researchpapers/green-stormwater-infrastructure-in-parksreport/ and
https://www.nrpa.org/our-work/Three-Pillars/conservation/climateresilient-parks/
Page 94 - Language added to conclusion,
Construct trails using environmentally sensitive methods Use
environmentally-sensitive designs and construction in the
implementation of walking trails and paved paths. Currently, 30% of
federal transportation funds are required to be put towards motorized
transport infrastructure. Look into ways of making this work more
sustainable, such as permeable pavement.
Added
Metrics Use key performance indicators such as energy efficiency,
water use, total park acreage, % paved roads, increase indigenous
plants, host and nectar plants for pollinators. to show sustainability
targets and progress.
Page 94 language added
Identify viable funding sources for environmental improvements
The list of grant opportunities for funding includes several high-quality
grants that promote environmental improvements, but there is no
distinction between those that help meet specific environmental
goals/policies from the Comprehensive Plan (e.g. the WWF innovative
grants promotes Policy 13 under Goal 6 in the Environment section of
the Comprehensive Plan) and those that have no environmental
conditions. It is a missed opportunity not to highlight these opportunities,
and to identify highest quality funding sources with limited negative
hang-ups. Potential additional sources:
https://www.guidestar.org/NonprofitDirectory.aspx?cat=5&subcat=30&p
=738
Staff to vet and prioritize which grants to pursue
Comment about Outdated/no longer available grants External
funding sources under Section 5.1.4 includes outdated and no-longer
available grants, e.g. the Coors Pure Water 2000 grant (cannot find any
new information about this since 2001, the 2001 article included
information that the grant was being used in EPA action to
counterbalance pollution by Coors. Adolphus Coors Foundation
currently has no environmental grants, focuses only on Colorado, and
priorities policy that promotes free market solutions, limited government,
and "traditional American values"). The American Greenways Eastman
Kodak Awards also seems to no longer be in operation, although the
Conservation Fund still offers other funding sources.
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Environmental Commission Feedback
Erosion in detailed park summaries and detailed capital
improvement plan
The capital improvement plan and
detailed park summaries include several references to severe and
worsening erosion, but cannot determine if erosion repair and
prevention is included in detailed capital improvement plan found in
Appendix H.

R&P Review & Comments

It is not. It is in section 6.4.9 operational conclusions.

Additional Big Moves and Implementation Recommendations
1. Open Streets Initiative
The following 3 comments address the
top 2 programs w/the highest number of households that had unmet
needs, as determined by the citywide surveys: Adult fitness & wellness
programs/activities – 5,100. Open Streets improve the quality of life for
people by providing communities with accessible, free recreation,
leading to improve public health. They are exercises in social
integration, connecting neighborhoods and allowing all residents to
meet in the street as equals. Local businesses are provided the
opportunity to showcase their wares to new potential customers, without
the outside vendors that often accompany street festivals and events.
In 1965, Seattle started Bicycle Sunday, the first documented Open
Streets initiative in the world. The idea spread slowly across North
America, as cities began to open their streets to people. Now there
are over
100, in cities and towns of all sizes. In 2013, new initiatives popped up
in San Diego, Indianapolis, Salt Lake City, and Buffalo.

This is an idea that would need to come with the
support of the City leaders to be incorporated into the
plan. In an operational capacity, the recreation and
parks department does not have authority over the
streets. That would be Public Works, Planning and
Development and the mayor's office.

Noted

Open streets should not be confused with block parties or street fairs
like Home Town Holidays because the core objectives are
fundamentally different. While street fairs provide positive community
benefits, they do not explicitly support physical activity or the
broadening of transportation alternatives. Additionally, street fairs are
usually one-off events whereas open streets are part of a broader
ongoing municipal effort (e.g. Bicycle Sundays) to promote and
extend the benefits of associated with active participation.
Noted
Possible Next Steps: Rockville could create a citizen task force to
examine the best organizational model for an Open Streets initiative in
our city. Explore potential routes that meet the needs of key
stakeholders.
Develop a marketing strategy, and work with partners and volunteers
to increase capacity.
https://www.msn.com/enus/lifestyle/lifestyle-buzz/seattle-to-permanently-close-20-miles-ofstreets-tocars-to-encourage-residents-to-get-healthy/arBB13Off0?li=BBnb7Kz
For more information see www.openstreetsproject.org

Not included in system-wide Master Plan. Staff can
evaluate site specific recommendations

2. Expand Farmers Market Move the Farmer’s Market to Town Center
and expand the number of vendors allowed to include arts and crafts.
Not included in system-wide Master Plan. Staff can
Make it easy for residents to get access as a seller.
evaluate site specific recommendations
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Environmental Commission Feedback
R&P Review & Comments

ꞏ Increases the economic activity of Town Center stores
Noted
Noted
ꞏ Expands attractiveness of farmer’s market to beyond food
ꞏ More space for the market allows the expansion of vendors and opens Noted
Noted
ꞏ More parking options than current site allow people to stay longer.
ꞏ A more vibrant farmer’s market strengthens ties to local farm
communities, giving them a larger market. It also gives city residents
another food option when national supply chains are shrinking due to
the pandemic.
Noted
3. Urban Food Forest Existing city parks could have a portion of them
planted with an edible landscape including tree fruits, berries, and
vegetables. London, Seattle, Ashville, Glendale OH, Madison WS,
Boston, LA, Philadelphia, and Austin have urban food forests.
www.resilience.org/stories/2014-08-01/20-urban-food-forests-fromaround-the-world/
Not included in system-wide Master Plan. Staff can
evaluate site specific recommendations
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Comments
I am concerned that the demographics of survey respondents do not
adequately represent Rockville. For example, 73% of the survey
respondents were white, while only 2% were African‐American or black,
9% asian, 9% latino. In addition, 84% were native English speakers.
Moreover, only 15% of respondents were 65+, and only 7% had
<$60,000/year in income. I feel that the survey should be continued and
try to reach underrepresented groups.

Pickleball is a growing sport nationwide, particularly among seniors. At
many City Council meetings, pickleball players are very vocal that more
than 1 set of courts is needed in Rockville. As only 15% of survey
respondents were people >age 65, it is possible that building more
pickleball courts would have had higher priority with different survey
respondents. Given that Rockville's population is aging, building more
pickle ball courts seems desired and important.

I don't have a dog, but it seems like a lot of other Rockville residents do.
Perhaps people bring their dogs to other parks. However, one dog park
does not seem like enough for the entire city of Rockville

Help to suggest
implementation strategies

R&P Review & Comments
These are from the online, not
statistically valid survey. The
online intent is to give people who
were not randomly chosen to be in
the Stat. Valid Survey an
opportunity to take the survey and
use it anecdotally. Demographics
from the Stat. Valid Survey are
representative of Rockville, see
slides from presentation to the
Not necessarily. Just having more
people ages 65+ does not mean
that they would have selected
pickleball. The fact is that
pickleball enthusiasts have the
passion and love of the sport, not
to mention show up to meetings.

We are recommending one more
dog park

I feel that the importance of making restrooms available in Rockville's
parks was not sufficiently addressed and almost belittled in the
presentation and I hope that this will be a priority. In the report, 25% or
survey respondents say that lack of restrooms is a barrier to participation
in parks, 66 % of people support more restrooms (page 180), 40% are
willing to fund with tax dollars (page 181). In fact, improving restrooms is
the top item that most people support and would be willing to fund with
tax dollars. If the goal is equity in parks, having access to bathrooms is
essential for many women (particularly during their menstrual period or
when pregnant), seniors (many of whom have frequent urination,
incontinence, and prostate problems), children (who have less control
over urination and defecation), and people with many different medical
conditions, such as irritable bowel syndrome. Bathroom facilities can
include portable toilets, trailers, or stand‐alone facilities. If bathrooms are
not available, there are many people who will not visit parks. Compared
to other places that I have lived in my life (New York, New Jersey, Illinois),
Montgomery County Parks, including those in Rockville, have significantly
fewer bathrooms. In addition, given the coronavirus pandemic, having
access to a place to wash your hands when at the park is important to
prevent coronavirus transmission.

Noted

I appreciate that equity and inclusion are prioritized

amenities in parks

To promote those values we should
eliminate the barriers of items like
Noted
parking fees
Accessible and open restrooms
would enhance public use of
Noted
neighborhood parks
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Comments

Help to suggest
implementation strategies

environmental concerns

Many parks have no recycling
receptacles. When walking through
our neighborhood park the trash
cans overflow with water bottles. Noted

Noted

safe, humane parks

Noted

need for another dog park

preserving parkland

R&P Review & Comments

attempt to resolve "at risk"
locations

Noted
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Planning Commission Feedback
R&P Review & Comments

Under the demographic summary on p. 100 of the plan, the only
categories for racial distribution listed are “White Alone” and “Asian”.
The Commission would like the plan to capture the diversity of
Rockville’s population and recommends that the categories be
expanded to include all races and match with the census
classifications explicitly so that it is inclusive of all cultures and
backgrounds.
Referenced on page 123, then again on page 186
The Commission strongly supports the plan’s recommendation of
retaining 100 % of Redgate as a park.
No action required
The Commission recommends that the plan acknowledge the
current COVID-19 environment and recognize that there will be
impacts that will change the operations and management of
recreation and parks functions due to the pandemic.
PROS to assist with verbiage based on recent trend study
The Commission would also like the plan to recognize that
participation in many sports and recreation activities may be
influenced by warming weather trends as a result of climate
change. Therefore, the City will need to plan for an increase in
programs during nighttime hours, and for more programs in
indoor spaces. Meeting those needs may be challenging with our
current set of indoor facilities and may mean that the City will need to
plan for additional indoor space.
Done
The Commission would like the plan to include more background
information on the methodology of the survey. The Commission
was concerned about the sample size and requested more
information on the margin of error, a statistic that helps determining
the confidence levels in any survey.

Included in report Section 3.3.2 and in the Appendix.
The Commission believes that the cost-recovery methods as
described in the plan (p. 156) should not apply to parks since it
is difficult to measure all of the factors linked to cost recovery,
and there are many park-related benefits that cannot be quantified
nor assigned a dollar value. The Commission therefore recommends
that fiscal-revenue generation not be used as a basis for deciding or
prioritizing park-related benefits.

Staff to determine this in the plan's implementation
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Planning Commission Feedback
R&P Review & Comments

The Commission recommends that the plan include a city-wide
forest conservation plan, which would include, at minimum, a
cohesive policy for taking care of the City’s natural forests, promotion
of native species and removal/replacement of nonnative species.
Not included in system-wide Master Plan. Staff can
evaluate this recommendation separately.

Attachment 13.b: Boards and Commission Feedback R&P Strategic Master Plan Draft (3254 : Comments from Selected Boards and

General Overall Comments

The plan notes on p.70 that the developer cash-in-lieu is one of the
Amended language to read, Developer Cash-in-Lieu of
sources of revenue to meet the open space requirement. The
Commission recommends that the discussion of cash-in-lieu or fee-in- meeting the Open Space Requirement: Ordinances
lieu be expanded to develop policies and provide creative options to requiring the dedication of open space within developments
meet forest conservation and other recreation and park needs. Under to meet the park and recreation needs of the new residents
current requirements, the City must expend funds collected from the often have provisions allowing cash contribution to
developer as forestry fee-in-lieu for forestry requirements within two substitute for the land requirement. Currently the City has to
expend these funds within two years for forestry
years. If it is not expended; it reverts back to the developer. The
Commission emphasizes that it is critical to determine creative ways requirements to keep and grow the City’s tree canopy. The
City should consider developing policies to include creative
to expend the funds within the two-year time limit, especially at this
options to meet forest conservation and other recreation
time, since large development projects are currently underway and
and park needs that are environmental. If able to expand
anticipated in the near future.
this, it could become a dedicated funding source for
environmental projects.
The Commission commends the City’s volunteer program and
appreciates the volunteers and their contribution towards the delivery
of programs and services.
No action required
The Commission supports the recommendation in the plan for
improving existing, and creating new, marketing approaches.
No action required
Incorporate Sustainable Land Management Practices The Plan
needs to incorporate sustainable practices in updating the parks,
specifically, there is currently no mention of use of indigenous plants
or pollinator-supportive plants in the updating of parks. There should
be some specific guidelines stipulating that all updates to open
spaces in Rockville include consideration of sustainable practices
and support of the local habitat. Prioritize native plants in
landscaping. Strategy to reduce mowed areas and manage invasive
plant. Use perennials rather than annuals. How will water bio
retention be addressed? These aspects will be important in the
future discussion of Red Gate park. Additional resources:
https://www.rockvillemd.gov/831/Conservation-Landscaping and
https://www.nrpa.org/publications-research/research-papers/greenstormwater-infrastructure-in-parksreport/ and
https://www.nrpa.org/our-work/Three-Pillars/conservation/climateNot included in system-wide Master Plan. Staff can
resilient-parks/
evaluate site specific recommendations
Construct trails using environmentally sensitive methods
Added in
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Mayor & Council Meeting Date: November 9, 2020
Agenda Item Type: Review and Comment
Department: City Manager's Office
Responsible Staff: Linda Moran

Subject
Action Report

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Mayor and Council review and comment on the Action Report.

Attachments
Attachment 14.A.a:

Action Report Updated

(PDF)
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Attachment A
Blue - new items to the list.
Red - latest changes.
Mayor and Council Action Report

Topic:

Notes:

Art in Public Architecture - Rockville Swim and Fitness
Center Project

Mayor and Council requested and agenda item on the award of Art in Public Architecture - Rockville Swim
and Fitness Center Project.

Daytime Support for Youth during Virtual Learning

Councilmember Ashton will share information from the Black and Brown Coalition for Educational Equity
and Excellence about supporting families struggling with access to affordable childcare and successful virtual
learning. Councilmember Ashton shared information with the Mayor and Council regarding the Children’s
Opportunity Fund equity hubs. She connected with the organization, requested that Rockville sites be
included, and they are exploring it. Councilmember Ashton will continue to share information as it becomes
available.

Proposed Annexation of 16200 Frederick Road (King Buick
property) – Public Hearing, Discussion and Instructions,
Potential Approval.

On November 23 rd, staff will recommend that the Mayor and Council set the public hearing date for the
proposed annexation. Before the public hearing may be held, the item will go to the Planning Commission for
review and recommendation, including the Commission’s recommended Annexation Plan. Then, the Mayor
and Council will hold its public hearing, hold a meeting to discuss and provide instructions to staff, and then,
potentially, approve the annexation.
Mayor and Council asked staff to explore potential public safety issues associated with drones and how the
City could consider monitoring, regulating and penalizing criminal activity.

Drones and Public Safety
False Police Reports
Local Preference Procurement Approach
Discussion of Personnel Policies and Procedures Manual
Reduction in Force Policy

Mayor and Council requested a discussion of false Police reports. False reporting has long been codified in
Maryland Criminal Code (Criminal Law, Title 9).
Mayor and Council requested a discussion of a local preference procurement approach.
Mayor and Council requested a discussion of the Personnel Policies and Procedures Manual. It will include
the discussion of a parental leave policy.
Mayor and Council requested discussion of a Reduction in Force (RIF) policy to be incorporated in the
Personnel Policy and Procedures Manual update.

Retirement Incentive/Employee Buyout Program

Staff will provide information about employee buyout programs and discuss the potential for a Rockville
program.

Discussion and Instruction on Small Cell Antennas

Mayor and Council requested a discussion and instruction agenda item on small cell antennas.

Attachment 14.A.a: Action Report Updated (3399 : Action Report)

Future Agenda Items to Schedule
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Attachment A

Ref. #
2014-23

2015-14

Meeting
Date
9/8/11

7/13/15

Staff/
Dep
R&P

CMO

Response
Method
Future Agenda

Future Agenda

2016-12

9/26/16

HR

Future Agenda

2016-16

10/10/16

PDS

Future Agenda

2016-18

10/24/16

PDS

Future Agenda

Mayor and Council requested presentation and discussion of Historic Resources Management Plan

Direction to Staff / Action Taken / Status
King Farm Farmstead
Status: On April 20, 2020, the Mayor and Council discussed the responses
to the request for information (RFI) on potential future uses of the
Farmstead. Security system installation for the Dairy Barns and house is
complete and staff is securing a cost estimate to bring water to the property
as the first step in designing/constructing a fire suppression system during
FY21 and FY22.
Purchasing Study Response
Status: An update on the Procurement Action Plan was shared on August
3, 2020. The next update is tentatively scheduled for January 2021.
Vacancy Report/Hiring Freeze Update
Provide a Vacancy Report to the Mayor and Council at the first meeting of each
month.
Status: The next report will be on the November 16, 2020 agenda.
Global Issues on BRT
Schedule another discussion on BRT with the City of Gaithersburg and
Montgomery County, to include broader issues such as governance and finance.
Consider holding the meeting in Gaithersburg.
Status: County staff presented an update on the Viers Mill Rd/MD 586
project to the Mayor and Council on November 2, 2020. County
transportation is determining a recommended alternative for design of the
MD 355 route.
FAST – Faster, Smarter, More Transparent (Site Plan/Development
Review Improvements)
Provide regular updates on the status of the work.
Status: A FaST update was provided to the Mayor and Council on
November 18, 2019. The last update was provided by email in October 9,
2020 as an alternative to a Mayor and Council Agenda Item. The next
update will be provided in January 2021. The first edition of an updated
monthly Development Watch newsletter was prepared to offer the
community more information and an improved design.

Timeline
Ongoing

January 2021

November 16, 2020

November 2, 2020

January 2021

Attachment 14.A.a: Action Report Updated (3399 : Action Report)

Historic Resources Management Plan Presentation and
Discussion
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2017-6

2017-11

2018-1

2018-7

2018-8

2018-11

Meeting
Date
2/27/17

6/12/17

1/22/18

6/18/18

6/18/18

8/1/18

Staff/
Dep
CMO

R&P

Finance

CMO

Response
Method
Email

Agenda Item

Action Report

Agenda Item

CMO/RCPD/ Town Meeting
R&P

PDS

Agenda Item

Direction to Staff / Action Taken / Status

Timeline

Minority-, Female- & Disabled-Owned Businesses
Provide updates on the Procurement Division’s activities to engage and support
minority-, female- and disabled-owned businesses.

July 2021

Status: The MFD Report for FY19 and FY20 was shared with the Mayor
and Council by email on May 1, 2020. A Mayor and Council Agenda Item
on October 19, 2020 provided a forward-looking discussion of the City’s
MFD outreach program, including program metrics, program successes,
potential program adjustments. The next update will be provided in July
2021.
Deer Population in Rockville
Continue to monitor the deer population. Consider action steps and gather
community input.
Status: The Mayor and Council approved the location, dates and required
City Code changes for the pilot deer culling program on June 1 and June
22, 2020. The pilot will be underway on November 21 – 29, December 19 –
27, and January 9 – 16.
Utility Billing System
Provide updates on the replacement of the Velocity Payment System, powered
by Govolution.
Status: Implementation with the system vendor is nearly complete and the
new tool will be rolled out for customer use in November 2020.
LGBTQ Initiatives
Identify and implement Mayor and Council suggestions.
Status: The Adopted FY21 budget includes a new family/gender neutral
bathroom at Dogwood Park, to be constructed in FY22. The Human Rights
Campaign 2020 Municipal Equality Index results will be issued in the fall.
The LGBTQ community will be included in the Mayor and Council’s
ongoing work on social justice, racism and bias.
Rockville Goes Purple
Status: The final component of the 2020 National Recovery Month activities
is the release of a Rockville 11 interview with Rona Kramer, State Secretary
of Aging, on opioids and older adults. View the special at:
https://youtu.be/NoksgFBBY7I.
Neighborhood Shopping Centers
Discuss mechanisms to encourage neighborhood shopping center revitalization
and explore additional zoning and uses.

January 2021

November 2020

Ongoing

Ongoing

Attachment 14.A.a: Action Report Updated (3399 : Action Report)

Attachment A
Ref. #
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Attachment A
2018-15

2018-19

2019-1

2019-2

Meeting
Date
10/8/18

10/15/18

10/29/18

2/25/19

Staff/
Dep
PDS

HR

PDS

R&P/PDS/
CMO

Response
Method
Future Agenda

Direction to Staff / Action Taken / Status
Short-Term Residential Rentals
Discuss how to manage short-term residential rentals’ (e.g., Airbnb) impact on
city neighborhoods and explore options for taxing users.

Future Agenda

Status: Short-term residential rentals was discussed on January 13, 2020.
Staff emailed the results of additional research requested by the Mayor and
Council on January 23, 2020. A Mayor and Council public hearing on
short-term residential rentals is scheduled for November 9, 2020.
Volunteer Program

Future Agenda

Status: A report on the number of volunteers and volunteer hours for the
first half of FY20 was provided on the January 13, 2020 agenda. On
November 2, 2020, staff provided an FY20 volunteer update and discussion
of strategies to increase volunteerism. The Mayor and Council will also
discuss recruitment of volunteers for boards and commissions during the
November 23 Agenda Item on new boards and commissions.
Accessory Structures

Future Agenda

Status: On April 20, 2020, the Mayor and Council discussed potential
revisions to the development standards for accessory structures. The
Mayor and Council directed staff to conduct additional neighborhood
outreach to educate and inform residents of the proposed changes and to
bring back the item for discussion and instruction. Discussion and
instruction on Accessory Buildings and Accessory Dwelling Units is
tentatively scheduled for the November 23rd Mayor and Council meeting.
RedGate Park Planning
Status: The Mayor and Council provided staff direction on June 22, 2020 to
engage the public in a planning process for a new destination park at
RedGate. Staff has procured new public engagement software to support
the effort and will begin the engagement process. The Mayor and Council
will receive updates during the planning process and will be engaged in the
public outreach portion of the work. Funding for consultant services was
requested as part of the FY21 Budget Amendment #1 to Mayor and
Council on October 26, 2020. FY21 Budget Amendment #1 is scheduled for
approval on November 2, 2020. Task Order for consultant services is out to
bid with the City’s 17-18 vendors. Once received, a team will evaluate the
proposals to determine whether to award or go out to bid. When awarded,
RedGate team will work with consultant to implement virtual public
engagements and ultimately present three concepts to Mayor and Council.

Timeline
November 9, 2020

November 23, 2020

November 16, 2020
Tentative

Ongoing
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Attachment A
2019-4

2019-7

Meeting
Date
3/25/19

4/1/19

Staff/
Dep
PDS

R&P

Response
Method
Future Agenda

Memo

Direction to Staff / Action Taken / Status
Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) and Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
Status: The Mayor and Council requested background information and a
briefing on Business Improvement Districts, Arts & Entertainment
Districts, and Tax Increment Financing. The Mayor and Council will
discuss special districts and other financing tools on January 4, 2021.
Early Childhood Education and Child Care Services
Discuss city provision of early childhood education services (history of the
current program, community need for the service, private sector market,
expansion to additional Rockville locations) and future services.

Timeline
January 4, 2021

January 11, 2021

Status: The Mayor and Council will take up this topic again on January
11, 2021. To prepare for the discussion, staff will obtain the results of a
childcare user survey conducted for Montgomery County’s Early
Childhood Coordinating Council (ECCC) and will incorporate information
requested in recent conversations with the Mayor and Council.
2019-10

2019-12

4/1/19

4/1/19

HR

Police

Email

Future Agenda

Personnel Policy and Procedures Manual Update
Share an update on the status of this effort.
Status: In follow up to the Feb. 24 presentation of the updated PPM, the
Mayor and Council is scheduled to discuss again on October 26, 2020. Staff
provided the revised draft PPM and responses to Mayor and Council
questions on October 9, in advance of the October 26 brief book. The
Mayor and Council removed the item from the October 26 agenda. It will
be rescheduled for a date to be determined by the Mayor and Council. The
discussion will include the development of a Rockville parental leave
program.
Parking Enforcement at Street Meters
Share an overview of Rockville’s current program and how other local
jurisdictions handle parking enforcement at street meters, including hours of
enforcement.
Status: Town Center parking meter spaces have been signed as 15- minute
curbside pick-up and a system for improved food pick up is in place in
Town Square to support food service establishments.

TBD

Ongoing
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Attachment A
2019-19

2020-02

2020-03

Meeting
Date
12/16/201
9

3/18/2020

1/13/2020

Staff/
Dep
City Clerk/
Director of
Council
Operations

CAO

DPW

Response
Method
Worksession

Direction to Staff / Action Taken / Status
Boards and Commissions Task Force Worksession
Continue the Mayor and Council’s discussion of the Boards and Commission
Task Force (BCTF).

Future Agenda

Status: The Mayor and Council discussed the Task Force’s report and next
steps on July 6, 2020. The Mayor and Council directed the three appointed
officials to return on agenda, on November 23, 2020 with specific updates
and responses to the recommendations in the report and an action plan for
next steps. The Mayor and Council will also discuss recruitment of
volunteers for boards and commissions during the November 23 Agenda
Item on new boards and commissions.
5G Wireless Technology

Memo and
Future Agenda

Status: On March 18, 2020 and May 11, 2020, the Mayor and Council
discussed and introduced Zoning Text Amendment TXT2019-00251 on
regulating the Installation of Small Cell Antennas. Staff is researching
topics and questions raised by the Mayor and Council prior to scheduling
adoption of the Ordinance. In addition, the FCC has issued another order
which requires that this text amendment be modified prior to adoption.
Staff is currently evaluating what changes must be made. It is likely that
the text amendment may be modified significantly and would require
beginning the public review process again. The CAO has hired an outside
attorney who is assisting with the ordinance rewrite. The date is to be
determined by the Mayor and Council as to when this will appear on the
meeting agenda.
Climate Change Efforts
Brief the Mayor and Council on City efforts related to climate change.
Status: The Mayor and Council discussed the Climate Action Plan on
September 21, 2020. Staff will follow up on the community input / open
house process and the analysis of electric vehicles in the City fleet as part of
the Climate Action Plan.

Timeline
November 23, 2020

TBD

Winter 2021

Attachment 14.A.a: Action Report Updated (3399 : Action Report)
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Attachment A
2020-07

Meeting
Date
1/13/2020

Staff/
Dep
PDS

Response
Method
Future Agenda

Direction to Staff / Action Taken / Status
Affordable Housing Goals
Discuss Rockville’s strategy to meet the affordable housing goals established by
the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (COG).

Timeline
November 9, 2020 and
January 25, 2021

Status: Multiple Future Agenda Items will explore a variety of strategies to
meet the affordable housing goals, including adjustments to the City’s
Moderately-Priced Dwelling Unit (MPDU) program, tax exemptions for
affordable housing, fees and other subsidized housing programs. Staff will
explore with the Mayor and Council other barriers to affordable housing
by reviewing the zoning ordinance, identifying developable and underutilized parcels, and seeking additional affordable housing funding
opportunities and tools. To inform the Future Agenda Items, staff will
conduct public forums to solicit feedback on strategies.
The City’s Homeowners Tax Credit Program and the County’s Senior Tax
Credit Program will be included in the Mayor and Council’s discussion
during the first FY22 Budget Worksession on November 9, 2020.

2020-09

1/27/2020

DPW

Future Agenda

2020-10

1/27/2020

DPW

Future Agenda

Staff is also developing a system for tracking MPDU expiration dates (there
are about 900 units with different expiration dates) to be discussed on
agenda on January 25, 2021.
Corridor Cities Transitway
Provide background information to facilitate the current Mayor and Council
taking an official position on the CCT route.
Status: Discussion will be scheduled for a future Mayor and Council
meeting.
I-270 widening
Establish a strategy for negotiating with the State.
Status: Mayor Newton spoke at the public hearing on Sept. 10. The
comment period on the DEIS was extended from Oct. 8 to Nov. 9. The
Mayor and Council discussed the DEIS on October 26 and provided
comments on the DEIS letter. The Mayor and Council approved the letter
to MDOT on November 2, 2020.

TBD

Ongoing
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Attachment A
2020-08

Meeting
Date
1/27/2020

Staff/
Response
Dep
Method
CMO/PDS/Fi Worksession
nance/ DPW

Direction to Staff / Action Taken / Status
Town Center
Follow up on Mayor and Council direction from the Town Hall meeting and
Urban Land Institute (ULI) report.
Status: A status update and discussion of Town Center initiatives will be
provided to the Mayor and Council on January 4, 2021.
Parking – Explore improvements to parking in Town Center
Status: Parking will be included in the January 4, 2021 Town Center
discussion.
Town Center Road Diet – Study and report to Mayor and Council on
suggestions in the TAP report and Mayor and Council’s discussion.
• Status: The consultant presented their analysis of No. Washington
St and East Middle Ln to the Mayor and Council on October 5,
2020, when staff received direction on the preferred approach.
The project will be considered in the FY22 CIP for design and
construction funding.
Real Estate/Broker/Economist Assessment – In the context of the next update
on the ULI recommendations, invite industry experts to dialogue on competitive
challenges to Town Center.
Status: REDI and city staff will continue to provide their professional
insights on competitive challenges to Town Center. The next Mayor and
Council discussion of Town Center is scheduled for January 4, 2021.
Undergrounding of Route 355 – Revisit the information provided to the Mayor
and Council, including community impacts, to formulate an official Mayor and
Council position post COVID-19.
• Status: The Mayor and Council discussed this item on October 19,
2020. It is anticipated that the Planning Commission will forward
the 2040 Draft Comprehensive Master Plan 2040 to the Mayor and
Council in early 2021. Undergrounding of MD 355 with an
elevated pedestrian promenade would continue to be the City’s
long-term policy unless a different concept is specifically inserted
into the 2040 Comprehensive Plan, or an update is completed to
the Town Center Master Plan.

Timeline
Ongoing
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Attachment A
Meeting
Date

2020-11

2020-12

2020-14

4/27/20

4/20/20

Staff/
Dep
PDS

R&P

CMO/CAO

Response
Method
Future Agenda

Memo

Future Agenda

Direction to Staff / Action Taken / Status
Proposed Annexation of 16200 Frederick Road (King Buick property)
Status: On November 23, 2020, staff will recommend a proposal to discuss
the proposal to annex 16200 Frederick Road (King Buick property),
initiation of the annexation process, and setting the public hearing. Future
steps are not yet scheduled but include referral to and recommendation
from the Planning Commission, a Mayor and Council public hearing ,
discussion and instructions to staff, and approval (subject to Mayor and
Council decision).
Resident Company Briefing
Status: At the October 26, 2020 Mayor and Council meeting, resident
companies presented information about their plans to resume operations
and their business and strategic plans to support ongoing operations. Staff
will research best practices in the public sector, analyze the financial
impact, and provide Mayor and Council with information for their
consideration during the budget process.
Smoking/Vaping Awareness Campaign (Public Rights-of-Way & multifamily residential developments)
Develop a public awareness campaign about the negative impacts of smoking
generally, on people with underlying health conditions and on neighbors in
multi-family residential communities.
Status: The Mayor and Council discussed this topic on July 20, 2020.
Throughout the month of November, the City will conduct an information
campaign describing the dangers of tobacco use and educating the
Rockville community about where they can expect smoke-free
environments, and what steps to take to be healthy and smoke-free. A
proclamation for the Great American Smokeout was issued at the October
26 Mayor and Council meeting. Next steps include letters to the business
community reminding them of smoke-free laws and developing a Healthy
Rockville recognition program for smoke-free multifamily housing.

Timeline
November 23, 2020

Ongoing

Ongoing
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Attachment A
2020-16

Meeting
Date
6/1/20

Staff/
Dep
RCPD

Response
Method
Future Agenda

Direction to Staff / Action Taken / Status
Social Justice, Racism and Bias
Prepare suggestions for Mayor and Council discussion of ways to further engage
with and educate our community.

Timeline
November 16, 2020 &
December 14, 2020

Status: On June 22, 2020, the Mayor and Council discussed the Rockville
City Police Department’s (RCPD) fair and impartial policing strategies.
Frequently Asked Questions were posted online to educate the community.
The Mayor and Council provided direction on a new Community Policing
Advisory Board, to be discussed on November 16, 2020.
On September 21, 2020, the Mayor and Council discussed short, mid and
long-term action ideas, aspirations and directives and directed staff to
further revise the table and develop a plan for next steps. The follow-up
discussion is on the Mayor and Council’s December 14, 2020 agenda.

2020-17

6/1/20

CMO

Email

2020-18

6/8/20

CC/DCO

Future Agenda

2020-19

9/21/20

DPW/R&P

Future Agenda

Staff is monitoring activity at the State level on changes to the Law
Enforcement Officers Bill of Rights (LEOBR) and will bring this topic to
the Mayor and Council in the development of the 2021 State Legislative
program.
Spanish Language Article in Rockville Reports
Provide background information about the City’s former practice of translating
to Spanish one of the articles of priority interest to the community into each
edition of Rockville Reports.
Status: Staff shared the requested information by email on June 16, 2020.
New Education Commission/Committee
Discuss the possibility of establishing a new commission or committee on
education.
Status: Discussion is tentatively scheduled for November 23, 2020.
Pesticide Restriction
Status: The Environment Commission and the Recreation and Parks Board
will have this item on their October meeting agendas. Staff will follow up
on any additional questions that come up. Discussion with the Mayor and
Council is scheduled for January 25, 2021.

TBD

November 23, 2020

January 25, 2021
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Attachment A
2020-20

2020-21

2020-22

Meeting
Date
10/26/20

11/2/20

11/2/20

Staff/
Dep
PDS

DPW

Response
Method
Email

Memo

Direction to Staff / Action Taken / Status
Business Outreach Webinar

November 16, 2020

Support and participate in a REDI/Chamber webinar for local businesses
to educate them on options for extending outdoor dining and services in the
fall and winter months. Information sharing would include city permits,
tents, heaters and other methods to extend business activities. The webinar
has been scheduled to occur at 9 am on November 16, 2020.
Vision Zero Quarterly Updates

November 4, 2020

An update memo was provided to the Mayor and Council on November 4,
2020.
Parental Leave Policy

HR

Timeline

TBD

The Mayor and Council will hold a discussion of a Rockville parental leave
policy.

Completed:
Ref. #
2020-13

Meeting
Date
4/27/20

Staff/
Dep
CMO

Response
Method
Email

Direction to Staff / Action Taken / Status

Timeline

Census Outreach Update
Provide an update on the efforts completed, underway and planned to continue
encouraging Rockville residents to complete the 2020 Census.

Concluded

Status: Updates on Census outreach efforts were emailed to the Mayor and
Council on May 17, July 19, and Sept. 3, 2020. The Mayor and Council sent
a letter to Rockville’s federal delegation on September 17, 2020 requesting
support to extend the Census collection period through October. On
October 13, the Census Bureau issued a press release stating that data
collection efforts would conclude on October 15, 2020.
Census Collection has concluded.
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15.A.a

MAYOR AND COUNCIL
MEETING NO.
Monday, November 16, 2020 – 6:00 PM
MOCK AGENDA
Agenda item times are estimates only. Items may be considered at times other than those indicated.
Any person who requires assistance in order to attend a city meeting should call the ADA Coordinator at
240-314-8108.

Viewing Mayor and Council Meetings
To support social distancing, the Mayor and Council are conducting meetings virtually. The virtual meetings
can be viewed on Rockville 11, channel 11 on county cable, livestreamed at
www.rockvillemd.gov/rockville11, and available a day after each meeting at
www.rockvillemd.gov/videoondemand.
Participating in Community Forum & Public Hearings:
If you wish to submit comments in writing for Community Forum or Public Hearings:
• Please email the comments to mayorandcouncil@rockvillemd.gov by no later than 10:00 a.m. on
the date of the meeting.
• All comments will be acknowledged by the Mayor and Council at the meeting and added to the
agenda for public viewing on the website.
If you wish to participate virtually in Community Forum or Public Hearings during the live Mayor and Council
meeting:
1. Send your Name, Phone number, the Community Forum or Public Hearing Topic and Expected
Method of Joining the Meeting (computer or phone) to mayorandcouncil@rockvillemd.gov no
later than 9:00 am on the day of the meeting.
2. On the day of the meeting, you will receive a confirmation email with further details, and two
Webex invitations: 1) Optional Webex Orientation Question and Answer Session and 2) Mayor &
Council Meeting Invitation.
3. Plan to join the meeting no later than 5:40 p.m. (approximately 20 minutes before the actual
meeting start time).
4. Read for https://www.rockvillemd.gov/DocumentCenter/View/38725/Public-Meetings-on-Webex
5. meeting tips and instructions on joining a Webex meeting (either by computer or phone).
6. If joining by computer, Conduct a WebEx test: https://www.webex.com/test-meeting.html prior to
signing up to join the meeting to ensure your equipment will work as expected.
7. Participate (by phone or computer) in the optional Webex Orientation Question and Answer
Session at 3 p.m. the day of the meeting, for an overview of the Webex tool, or to ask general
process questions.

Attachment 15.A.a: Mock Agenda 11.16.20 (3402 : Future Agendas)

Rockville City Hall is closed due to the state directives for slowing down the spread of the coronavirus
COVID-19 and continue practicing safe social distancing.

Participating in Mayor and Council Drop-In (Mayor Newton and Councilmember Myles)
Drop-In Sessions will be held by phone on Monday, December 7 from 5:30-6:30 p.m. Please sign up by 2
p.m. on the meeting day using the form at: https://www.rockvillemd.gov/formcenter/city-clerk-11/signup-for-dropin-meetings-227
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Mayor and Council

Convene

2.

Pledge of Allegiance

3.

Agenda Review

6:05 PM 4.

City Manager's Report

6:15 PM 5.

COVID-19 Update

6:25 PM 6.

Community Forum

Any member of the community may address the Mayor and Council for 3 minutes during
Community Forum. Unless otherwise indicated, Community Forum is included on the agenda
for every regular Mayor and Council meeting, generally between 7:00 and 7:30 pm. Call the
City Clerk/Director of Council Operation's Office at 240-314-8280 to sign up to speak in
advance or sign up in the Mayor and Council Chamber the night of the meeting.
7.

Mayor and Council's Response to Community Forum

6:45 PM 8.

Consent

6:50 PM 9.

Community Policing Advisory Board

7:50 PM 10.

Discussion, Instruction, Possible Introduction and Possible Adoption of an
Ordinance to Adopt Zoning Text Amendment TXT2020-00257, to Amend
Article 10 of the Zoning Ordinance to Establish a New Section Titled "Design
Guidelines" to Implement the East Rockville Design Guidelines and
Standards; Mayor and Council of Rockville, Applicants

8:50 PM 11.

Discussion and Instructions to Staff on Further Actions for Zoning Text
Amendment Application TXT2019-00254 - to Revise the Height Standards,
Maximum Footprint, and Rear Yard Coverage Requirements for Accessory
Buildings and Structures in Residential Zones; Mayor and Council of
Rockville, Applicants

Attachment 15.A.a: Mock Agenda 11.16.20 (3402 : Future Agendas)

6:00 PM 1.

November 16, 2020
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Mayor and Council

Discussion and Instructions to Staff on Further Actions on Zoning Text
Amendment TXT2019-00255, to Allow for Accessory Dwelling Units in
Accessory Buildings on Properties Single Unit Detached Dwellings as a
Conditional Use, and Allow for Accessory Apartments Within Single Unit
Detached Dwellings as a Conditional Use; Mayor and Council of Rockville,
Applicants

10:50 PM 13.

Vacancy Report/Hiring Freeze Status

10:55 PM 14.

Review and Comment - Mayor and Council Action Report

15.

Review and Comment - Future Agendas

16.

Old/New Business

11:15 PM 17.

Adjournment

The Mayor and Council Rules and Procedures and Operating Guidelines establish
procedures and practices for Mayor and Council meetings, including public hearing
procedures. They are available at: http://www.rockvillemd.gov/mcguidelines.
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Future Agendas
As of 11/09/2020
Category

Estimated
Agenda Time
Needed
(in minutes)

Title

Meeting : 11/23/20 06:00 PM (9 items)
45

Discussion and Instructions

60

Discussion and Instructions

45

Discussion on New Boards and Commissions (Education and
Youth) Outreach and Recruitment

Update

5

COVID-19 Update

Presentation

10

Revised FY19 Procurement Annual Report

Presentation

20

FY20 Procurement Annual Report

Presentation and Introduction

20

Public Hearing

20

Introduction of Resolutions to 1) Enlarge the Corporate
Boundaries (Annexation) for Approximately 11.96-Acres of Land
Located at 16200 Frederick Road (King Buick Property) and the
Adjacent MD 355 Right-Of-Way; and 2) Set a Date for the
Required Public Hearing.
Public Hearing on Zoning Text Amendment TXT2020-00256, to
Amend Section 25.21.21 of the Zoning Ordinance to Modify the
Tree Planting Requirements for New Residential Lots Containing
Townhouses, Duplexes and Other Attached Units (FAST
Initiative); Mayor and Council of Rockville, Applicants

Presentation

45

Total Meeting Time (In Hours)

Category

Request to Increase Ethics Commission and Board of
Supervisors of Elections
Staff Recommendations on Boards and Commissions Task
Force's Priorities

Presentation on Proposed Parkland Dedication Requirements

4 HR 30 MINS

Estimated
Agenda Time
Needed
(in minutes)

Title

Attachment 15.A.b: Future Agendas as of 11.09.2020 (3402 : Future Agendas)

Discussion

Meeting : 12/07/20 07:00 PM (12 items)
Update

15

COVID-19 Update

Presentation

10

First Quarter FY 2021 Financial Report

Presentation and Discussion
Presentation

60
20

FY 2022 Budget Priorities and Survey Results
Fiscal Year 2020 Audited Comprehensive Annual Financial
Reports (CAFR)

Presentation

10

Fiscal Year 2020 Popular Annual Financial Report (PAFR)

Presentation

30

FY 2021 Revenue Update (If Needed)
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Approval

5

Approval of FY2022 CDBG Grant Application Submission

Presentation

30

Fireside Annual and Closeout Report

Consent

5

Adoption of a Resolution to Approve Amendments to the
Stormwater Management Regulations So as to Revise the AsBuilt Submission and Certification Requirements for SingleFamily Development Projects in Accordance with Rockville's
FAST Initiative

Consent

5

Approval to Extend Contract #44-15, Water Main Rehabilitation
to Sagres Construction Corporation and Emergency Utility
Repairs to Mid-Atlantic Utilities Inc. through December 31, 2021

Consent

5

Approval to Increase Contract #01-18, Professional Engineering
Services at the Water Treatment Plant: Electrical Distribution
Systems Upgrade, to CDM Smith Inc., in an Amount Not to
Exceed $435,000 and Approve a Two-Year Contract Extension

Consent

5

Award of Maryland State Rider Contract #060B7400088, TwoWay Radio, to Communications Electronics in the Amount of
$309,859.47

Total Meeting Time (In Hours)

Category
Meeting : 12/14/20 07:00 PM (7 items)

3 HR 20 MINS
Estimated
Agenda Time
Needed
(in minutes)

Title

Appointments & Announcement of
Vacancies

5

Boards and Commissions Appointments and Reappointments

Update

5

COVID-19 Update

Recognition

60

Good Neighbor Awards

Discussion

90

Social Justice, Racism and Bias Follow-Up Discussion

Introduction

5

Authorization

5

Introduction and Discussion of Ordinance to Amend Chapter 9
(Fire Code) to Adopt the 2018 Editions of the Fire Code (NFPA 1)
Authorization to File Zoning Text Amendment to Implement the
Zoning Recommendations in the North Stonestreet Avenue and
Park Road Master Plan Amendment Areas

Authorization

5

Total Meeting Time (In Hours)
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15.A.b

Future Agendas
As of 11/09/2020

Authorization to File Sectional Map Amendment - to Apply the
Zoning Recommended by the Comprehensive Master Plan for

2 HR 55 MINS
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Future Agendas
As of 11/09/2020
Title

Meeting : 1/4/21 07:00 PM (6 items)
Update

15

COVID-19

Discussion
Consent

90
5

Town Center Initiative - Update
Award Requirements Contract for Construction, Repair, and
Maintenance of Concrete Sidewalk, Curb, Driveway Aprons, and
Miscellaneous Appurtenances and Infrastructure to (Vendor) in
the Amount Not to Exceed (TBD)

Consent

5

Presentation and Discussion

45

Award IFB #(TBD), Thin Lift Asphalt Rehabilitation, Patching,
and Milling Related Asphalt Maintenance Work on Various
Streets, to (Vendor)
in the Amount
Not to Exceed
(TBD)
Presentation
and Discussion
and Instructions
on Wayfinding

Consent

5

Total Meeting Time (In Hours)

Category
Meeting : 1/11/21 07:00 PM ( 4 items)

Modification of Fairfax County Contract #4400006452 for Wet
Fire Suppression Systems (Sprinkler System) Inspections,
Testing and Hydro Testing, Repair, Service Alterations and New

2 HR 45 MINS
Estimated
Agenda Time
Needed
(in minutes)

Title

Appointments & Announcement of
Vacancies
Discussion and Instructions

5

Boards and Commissions Appointments and Reappointments

90

Update

15

Part-Two Discussion of the Personnel Policie and Procedures
Manual
COVID-19 Update

Discussion

60

Rockville Early Childhood Education

Total Meeting Time (In Hours)

Category
Meeting : 1/25/21 07:00 PM (3 item)
Worksession
Worksession

2 HR 50 MINS

Estimated
Agenda Time
Needed
(in minutes)
60
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Category

Estimated
Agenda Time
Needed
(in minutes)

Title

Presentation on Proposed Water and Sewer Rate Structures
Based on Property Classification
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Future Agendas
As of 11/09/2020
Worksession

60

Moderately Priced Dwelling Unit Declaration of Covenants
(DoC) Term Expiration and Other Housing Matters

Worksession

60

Presentation and Discussion on Pesticide Practices and Policy
Options for the City

3 HR 00 MINS
Attachment 15.A.b: Future Agendas as of 11.09.2020 (3402 : Future Agendas)

Total Meeting Time (In Hours)
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